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Introduction

Jan Fellerer, Robert Pyrah and Marius Turda

This edited volume is one of the results of a four- year research project sponsored 
by the United Kingdom Arts and Humanities Research Council from 2012 to the 
beginning of 2017, with further support from the UK Centre for East European 
Language- Based Area Studies (CEELBAS). Based at the University of Oxford 
and Oxford Brookes University, it sought to explore ‘Sub- cultures as Integrative 
Forces in East- Central Europe, 1900–present’. The main idea was a new 
approach to the notion of ‘sub- culture’ as a heuristic means of understanding and 
studying non- dominant ethnic groups which have often been neglected or mis-
understood in twentieth- century East- Central European history. These are the 
manifold communities in the region whose particular characteristic is that they 
do not conform to a singular identification as a national or ethnic ‘majority’ or 
‘minority’. Instead, they display multiple or simultaneous practices of belonging 
to more than one language, ethnic group or nation and set of cultural practices; 
and they may also exhibit more than one religious affiliation. Thus, the working 
hypothesis of the project has been that East- Central European sub- cultures, as 
we call these groups in terms further defined below, existed in parallel to, and 
in- between, established state, national and regional structures.
 In this sense, the term ‘sub- culture’ acquired an experimental meaning in our 
project. Rather than denoting consciously counter- cultural groups, the project 
proposed the notion of understanding constituencies with historically formed 
identities that, in the modern age, came to be viewed as hybrid. They were an 
intrinsic part of East- Central European societies, even though they became situ-
ated in- between the monolithic categories that have dominated the region and 
beyond since the nineteenth century, such as nation, culture and language.
 East- Central Europe, broadly understood, is a prime example of a region that 
had been traditionally defined by extraordinary ethnic, religious and linguistic 
diversity. The cataclysmic social and political upheavals in the region’s 
twentieth- century history fundamentally challenged this diversity. Socio- political 
demarcation lines emerged that ran through existing communities and gave rise 
to groups positioning themselves deliberately or, more often, inadvertently in- 
between the new categories, notably those of nationality and ethno- linguistic 
‘majority’ and ‘minority’. The reasons for this shift and its outcomes were many, 
and subject to place and time. The proposed notion of sub- cultures does not seek 
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to do away at an abstract level with these differences in historical conditions. Its 
function is rather to provide a conceptual tool that focuses the attention on a 
hitherto frequently neglected topic: ethnic groups who fall in- between, or alto-
gether outside, typologies commonly applied in modern times, and who manifest 
changeable or fluid forms of collective identity.
 Initially, the project set out with a range of pertinent case studies from various 
East- European cities at different junctures in time from around 1900 to the 
present, focusing on linguistic identities in Habsburg- ruled Lemberg (Lviv) and 
Russian- ruled Łódź around 1900; on myth and memory among Jews and 
Germans in interwar Romania, especially Cluj and Timişoara; on historical dis-
courses in newly Polish and communist Wrocław and Lower Silesia; and on dis-
cursive social constructions in present- day Ukrainian Lviv and Polish Wrocław. 
Thus, the case studies span across various East- Central European regions in the 
imperial, interwar, communist and post- communist eras. They were conducted 
by the conveners of the project and authors of this introduction. An important 
aspect of the project was to branch out and involve historians from the region 
and beyond who share an interest in multi- layered, complex East- Central Euro-
pean identity formations in modern times, without necessarily subscribing to our 
more specific and experimental understanding of the term ‘sub- cultures’. Work-
shops convened by the project in Oxford, Kraków and Cluj enabled us to test the 
concept by engaging with those following a similar scholarly agenda. This 
agenda certainly has important precursors, such as the well- established interest 
in nationally ‘indifferent’ groups in the age of the rise of nationalism.1 However, 
during these workshops it clearly emerged that ‘indifference’ and ‘hybridity’ in 
modern East- Central Europe is not confined to a lack of ethno- linguistically 
defined national belonging.2 It encompasses other categories and may manifest 
itself in various forms, e.g. rather than as an a- national identity, as a bi- or even 
tri- national one based on collective denominators, such as class, type of eco-
nomic activity, religion, historical memory, gender or age. Alternatively, it may 
take the form of an abrupt re- positioning of a majority as a minority, or vice 
versa, engendering a conflicted understanding of one’s ethnic and linguistic 
peers.
 Further seeking to refine our experimental notion of ‘sub- culture’, the project 
also included an applied element, in the form of a symposium co- organised by 
the Lviv- based Center for Urban History of East Central Europe. It brought 
together cultural policymakers, practitioners and activists who are engaged in 
dealing with the hybrid, mixed and, thus, often complex legacies of East- Central 
European cities today. The discussions between representatives from L’viv 
(Ukraine), Wrocław (Poland), Cluj and Timişoara (Romania) revealed that 
important contemporary responses to these legacies are at first indifference or 
antagonism. However, if embedded in a context that is relevant to these cities’ 
residents, and approached in a way that acknowledges their concerns and inter-
ests, they equally bear great potential to inform and to enrich contemporary poli-
cymaking and community engagement in areas such as urban planning 
and revitalisation, the strengthening of local heritage assets, and community 
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cohesion. The encounter with cultural politics today provided an important cor-
rective lens to the scholarly agenda of the project. At the same time, it offered 
practitioners from the region the opportunity to engage with current academic 
discourse, and to reflect on it with peers from places with shared historical 
experiences.
 The present volume grew out of the final stages of the project, when the case 
studies described above had advanced sufficiently to assess the merits, as well as 
the shortcomings, of proposing a novel understanding of the term ‘sub- culture’ 
to capture social groups that have otherwise remained poorly understood or alto-
gether invisible in twentieth- century East- Central European history. But is this 
term sufficiently distinct from other concepts, such as ‘national indifference’, 
‘pre- modern’ identity and so on; and is it a useful terminological generalisation 
to capture a variety of forms of hybrid identity in East- Central Europe? These 
questions were put to a group of historians towards the end of the project and 
their reflections are included here. An important feature of the initiative was, 
again, the participation of scholars not only interested in East- Central European 
history, but also from the region itself, given their particular familiarity with the 
respective national as well as international discourse on the region. The former 
in particular, which often includes politically influential historiographical dis-
putes, frequently escapes historians from elsewhere due to language barriers.
 The chapters of this book are the outcome of this invitation to engage with 
the proposed notion of ‘sub- culture’. As the contributions show, responses vary. 
However, they all test the suitability of the notion against a variety of topics, 
ranging from the Baltics to the Balkans, and from the early twentieth century to 
the present day. Three contributions deal with groups not normally associated 
with the regional focus of the present volume. There are the ‘Frisians’ in north-
ern Germany and Denmark who, to some extent, also display an identity ‘in- 
between’. There are also the ‘Memmela(e)nder’ in peripheral Lithuania, who had 
a part- German identity harking back to longer- established German settlement in 
East Prussia. These cases are, for obvious reasons, not ‘Central’ European, and 
certainly the experience of hybridity and ‘in- betweenness’ is a human phenom-
enon resulting from any kind of mixing in contexts where a normative ethnic 
category does not always acknowledge difference. What differentiates East- 
Central Europe from other regions under academic scrutiny is perhaps the 
intensity and particular historical resonance of these experiences owing to the 
forcible changes and the length and ‘normality’ of mixing until the changes of 
the twentieth century.3
 Overall, this book records an interim milestone in the development of a con-
ceptual tool, putting to the test the idea of ‘sub- cultures’, while also presenting 
papers that advance original research in their own right. Thus, one of the key 
questions informing this volume on identities in- between in East- Central Europe 
– again, broadly defined – is this: What is the role of sub- cultures in the forma-
tion of a multi- layered identity (linguistic, ethnic, religious, cultural, biological 
and so on)? Like many terms that circulate widely in the scholarship on nations 
and nationalism, ‘sub- culture’ has received uneven academic scrutiny. It has a 
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wide application in sociology and anthropology, but its use by historians is 
limited. Yet there is much heuristic value in using the term when discussing 
issues of identity (individual and collective) in East- Central Europe, as is pointed 
out in the following chapters.
 We define ‘sub- cultures’ not in traditional terms as, for instance, subaltern or 
youth groups, but as groups with wider, composite forms of cultural self- 
expression (linguistic, religious, other practices) and multiple or simultaneous 
belonging. As such, they cross over and integrate ‘majority’ and ‘minority’ cul-
tures and ‘ethnic groups’. Such ‘sub- cultures’ existed in parallel to state or 
regional structures and form part of a more complex web of multiple and shift-
ing ethnic identities, which are typical of twentieth- century East- Central Europe. 
They are not ‘hybrid’ communities, in the simple sense of being ethnically 
mixed, but they use ‘hybrid’ languages or exist in ‘hybrid’ situations; moreover, 
they are not ‘subaltern’ as the term is used in post- colonial studies, or ‘non- 
normative’, as the term is used in sociology to describe how sexual identities 
interact with gender identity and social status. In the specific context of East- 
Central Europe, ‘sub- cultures’ express a multi- layered, simultaneous form of 
identity, which developed ‘underneath’ the locally dominant project of identity 
construction, but was not in a ‘subaltern’ position, neither necessarily opposing 
the majority, nor excluding it. The interplay between sub- culture and identity 
hence requires careful contextualisation. Sub- cultures need boundaries (ethnic, 
national, cultural, linguistic, sexual and so on) which are defined by the main-
stream (society, state, dominant ethnic group), and which are implicitly or expli-
citly accepted by the sub- cultures. The recognition of such borders, real and 
imagined, and the ‘in- betweenness’ that they are responsible for, allows us to 
investigate the life of various ethnic groups in novel ways, and this is what is 
proposed in this volume. In sum: the use of the term in this volume aims at a 
better understanding of these complex, shifting and often contradictory forms of 
ethnic identity.
 As such, we do not propose a complete methodological framework; rather, 
some starting considerations for application to any practical case studies. These 
were outlined at the outset of the sub- cultures research project in an agenda- 
setting essay published in the journal Nations and Nationalism, to which several 
of the authors in this volume refer.4 Our use of the term ‘sub- cultures’ is intended 
to better understand more fluid and practical forms of identification, as opposed 
to of ‘identity’, as more conventionally seen, in reified and static terms – which 
better reflects the historically determined experiences of certain groups in East- 
Central Europe. Accordingly, the definition posited a more integrated approach, 
fusing perspectives ‘from above’ – that is, following constructionist notions of 
identity formation via institutions, linguistic coding and the actions of ‘ethno- 
political entrepreneurs’ – with those ‘from below’.5 Within the latter category, 
the aim was to integrate established historical methods such as oral history with 
insights from sociological studies into the ‘groupness’ of the cases under scrutiny 
– embracing an understanding of how rituals, behaviour, ‘performance’ and use 
of symbols interact – together with a close attention to place and context, and an 
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understanding of how language, as mentioned further on in this introduction, 
functions as a vector of practical or applied ‘in- betweenness’. This is a poten-
tially extensive range of factors, but is intended neither to be exhaustive nor pre-
scriptive to researchers. Rather, it is proposed as a stimulus for those within their 
disciplines to consider the facet of hybridity within and between existing heur-
istic categories, where it may be observed empirically, through a range of fea-
tures. The term ‘sub- cultures’, while carrying intellectual baggage, thus 
fundamentally expresses the processual nature of identifications under scrutiny, 
which existing research into ‘minorities’ or ‘ethnic groups’ in the region has 
tended to elide.
 Furthermore, the notion of ‘sub- culture’ as it relates to hybrid groups allows 
for a repurposing of the term.6 Its considerable value lies in observing how urban 
identities are shaped, contested and re- interpreted7 through bricolage and ritual 
and/or performance – a notion deriving particularly from the use of the term by 
the Birmingham (UK) sociologists of the 1960s, including Dick Hebdige in his 
influential work Subculture: The Meaning of Style (1979). But these largely take 
place in delimited national contexts, and ethnicity as a factor is not considered. 
Meanwhile, later works on so- called ‘post- sub-culture’, while considering ethnic 
identifications, tend to dissolve the defined boundaries necessary for analysing 
empirical cases, such as ours, which still refer to such entities as the nation state 
as points of departure, integration, or reference.8 Context, as Hilary Pilkington 
identified in her work on Russian youth, is key to understanding the specific 
‘strategies’ (her term) deployed – which go beyond traditional definitions of 
‘sub- culture’ as pure bricolage or lifestyle.9 Indeed: in East- Central Europe, 
whether due to the experience of communist rule from without or other factors, 
the nation state remains an all- important touchstone and frame of reference. This 
is a broad but not unreasonable generalisation in 2019, amid the well- 
documented return of right- wing populism in countries such as Poland, Hungary, 
the Czech Republic, Slovakia and beyond. It underscores the need for integrative 
‘top- down’ and ‘bottom- up’ understandings of how people process and articu-
late identifications, which past uses of the term ‘sub- culture’ highlight, but do 
not quite embrace by stopping outside, or else dissolving the categories of ethni-
city and nation. ‘Hybridity’ and ‘hyphenation’, meanwhile, while useful com-
ponents of analysis, tend to lack the focus of ‘sub- culture’, which aims to look 
beyond outcome to reveal how groups under scrutiny function between cat-
egories – simultaneously, diachronically, and not necessarily from a single fixed 
angle or point in time.
 As with any conceptual approach, efforts were made to mitigate the danger of 
finding something simply because one is looking for it: such as in not asking 
leading questions in interviews and ensuring an empirical basis to our investiga-
tion. For example, in Lviv, the self- defining ‘Polish’ minority respondents con-
sciously and assertively reproduced ethnic categories ‘from above’, in contrast 
to the minority Germans of Wrocław, who, unprompted, flagged areas of prac-
tical or applied hybridity. Equally, the fact that some cases appear to work 
against the notion of hybrid identities, despite a demonstrable knowledge of 
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ethnic and other forms of mixing, may also confirm our knowledge of how gov-
ernments and state actors in the region have, in different ways over the ‘long’ 
twentieth century into the present, worked hard to subsume identifications that 
do not necessarily fit a reified, static, and narrowly construed ethno- linguistic 
definition of a set nation – and that this has left clear traces in people’s conscious 
practice.
 Overall, this volume offers a longue- durée perspective that transcends peri-
odic limitations, and which reveals, in fact, that identity- building projects in 
East- Central Europe in the twentieth century drew on an eclectic range of ele-
ments from different historical experiences: imperial; republican; wartime; com-
munist; post- communist. This offers a key to understanding not only the 
specifics of identity building in countries such as Poland, Romania and Ukraine, 
but also provides a more sophisticated approach with contemporary relevance 
that challenges the mapping of Western experiences elsewhere. Indeed, our 
project’s definition of sub- cultures as ‘integrative’ forces comes from the fact 
that groups thus defined often work to overcome potentially explosive divides, 
seen from this region’s historical perspective(s). The Wrocław Germans of the 
early twenty- first century are an entirely peaceable self- defining minority who 
reflect the historical circumstances of their evolution as a group, absorbing 
‘Polish’ cultural rituals, linguistic forms, and in some cases blending them quite 
specifically with German ones, without controversy or self- consciousness. More-
over, across this volume’s various case studies, what emerges is less the notion 
of a conflict of cultures (majority vs. minority), but rather simultaneous con-
structions of cultures cutting across national borders and historical periods.
 The focus on specific urban micro- contexts, at given moments, yields details 
that the generic approach to ‘minorities’ can often miss; close attention to 
context and intersecting vectors of time and place reveal many examples to be 
between both minority and majority discourses. In addition to the Polish and 
German examples cited, think, for example, of the Hungarian or German speak-
ing Greek- Catholic Romanians in Timişoara; or consider the Yiddish speaking 
Ashkenazi peasants in Maramureş or the assimilated Jews of Bucharest. Again, 
these Jews were very different (linguistically and culturally) from the Hungarian 
speaking Jews of Cluj, for instance. Precisely this state of ‘in- betweenness’, 
belonging fully to neither category, is what becomes a ‘sub- cultural’ form of 
identity in our application of the term.
 That said, while broadly informed by our conceptual challenge, this volume 
does not offer a unitary approach to the question of identity in East- Central 
Europe. The authors included here are interested both in unpacking how a 
variety of minority groups interact with historical definitions put upon them or 
used by themselves, and how these definitions are then played out in practice – 
such as through use of ‘blended’ forms of language or in situations in which 
there is a need to accomplish a certain nation- building project. As such, the 
approach as well as the detail of each case study and national context inevitably 
differs. Yet there are also similarities that reach towards our definition of ‘sub- 
cultures’ as identities in- between.
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 The essays underscore how these similarities arose specifically in East- 
Central Europe thanks to historical processes that are particular to that region’s 
twentieth century experience: namely, the fact that it lived with ‘mixing’ and 
diversity for many centuries. Ethnic groups had lived side by side, intermarrying 
to different degrees. National awakening during the nineteenth century, the 
obverse of traditional dynastic ties, or simple national indifference at the micro 
level, was one impulse that ‘unmade’ this history of mixing. The collapse of 
Empires after the First World War, and more radically still, the forcible and still 
contested reshaping of national borders after the Second World War went further 
still to ‘unmix’ this diverse region. Most notably, mass population resettlements 
that followed the Second World War across the region formalised titular ethnic 
separation and created ‘orphan’ populations with mixed but suppressed identi-
ties. Being ‘in- between’ would fit neither the communist nor post- communist 
national projects except in limited cases (for example, where the folkloric illus-
tration of sub- ethnies could be used to underscore regional particularism, as with 
‘Szekler’ and ‘Maramureşean’ highlanders in Romania). In some cases, such as 
interwar Czechoslovakia, Poland and Romania, former majorities became minor-
ities, and other groups with a proto- ethno-national identity that simply failed to 
achieve national status continue either to strive for independent recognition as 
such (some Upper Silesians in Poland), or else define themselves as in- between 
the established national projects by dint of this ‘otherness’.
 The way we think of our past, as individuals and as groups, is very important 
for our understanding of ourselves. Things become complicated and challenging 
if our memory does not correspond to some authoritative version of the past, 
communicated by society, or one’s parents, or by politicians, or by the ‘main-
stream’. Many people in East- Central Europe today discover that their past is not 
quite as ‘Polish’, ‘German’, ’Romanian’ or ‘Hungarian’ as they were encour-
aged or used to think. Perhaps there was a Jewish grandfather, or some enig-
matic relative who turned out to be Orthodox rather than Roman- Catholic. A 
village may discover that their place actually used to be almost exclusively 
inhabited by Jews, or there may be material objects that look strange and unfa-
miliar. This is when memory becomes more challenging and may need to be re- 
imagined and re- shaped to accommodate a more complex, hybrid past. It is 
perhaps no coincidence that post- war East- Central and South- Eastern European 
literature often deals with personal and collective memory. Polish, Ukrainian, 
Czech and Romanian authors who come to mind are, for example, Yurii 
Andrukhovych, Paweł Huelle, Stefan Chwin, Ota Pavel and Herta Müller.
 Language is a further key factor, since it is at the very heart of who we feel 
we are, and how we express ourselves. In Europe today there is a widespread 
conception that everyone ‘belongs’ to one language, and has one mother tongue. 
Of course, we learn foreign languages, possibly to a level of high proficiency, 
but we will still have one native language that defines us; so the argument goes. 
However, monolingualism in that sense is not the norm, but the exception, both 
historically as well as today in many parts of the world. Many people are, in one 
form or another, bi- or multilingual, and feel they ‘belong’ to more than one 
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 linguistic community. This was, and to some extent still is, particularly true of 
East- Central Europe, even if politics, the media or public opinion suggest other-
wise. If people identify with two or more languages, as many do and did, they 
may have learnt one from one parent and the other one from the other; or they 
may have spoken one language at home and used another one in school or at 
work; or they may have acquired the second language later, when they married 
someone from a different linguistic community and formed a bilingual family. 
They may keep the two or more languages neatly separate as to when and what 
they use them for; or they may switch constantly or mix them together into 
something completely new. There is huge variation in how we acquire lan-
guages, how we use them and how we relate to them. From a linguistic point of 
view, we will want to identify typical set- ups and describe and analyse them in 
linguistic terms. What, however, will always remain the same is the fact that lan-
guage is central to who we feel and perceive we are in our place and time. As 
shown here, the task is to try and find out how a particular linguistic set- up may 
shape these feelings and perceptions. Bi- and multilingualism may at times work 
relatively harmoniously. At others, it may be a symbolic battlefield where strong 
social antagonisms, or even hatred, are being played out.10 This identity conflict 
was delineated by the boundaries that separated those who belonged to the 
national community from foreigners and outsiders who were often seen as poten-
tial enemies. In addition to this defensive, external strategy of ethnic protection-
ism, another one developed: a system of ‘internal cleansing’, according to which 
those members of the community deemed different were subjected to various 
interventionist measures, both in their personal and public lives.
 As this volume demonstrates, ‘sub- cultures’ are forces of simultaneous inte-
gration and disintegration: they often refuse to, or cannot wholly be, subsumed 
into one or another national project, although this often occurs; therefore under-
standing how they function promotes integration as a natural consequence of 
human mixing: through intermarriage, cultural contact, linguistic and other prac-
tices, going back centuries, and in certain groups resistant to full incorporation 
into a specific project. Clearly, one does not wish to suggest that national pro-
jects themselves lack validity: despite the voluminous and now decades- long 
engagement of historians with deconstructing nationhood, national narratives 
have proved not only robust but enduring. The point of ‘sub- cultures’ as con-
strued in this volume is that, rather than trying to undermine specificity and 
difference, they actually reinforce it, but in a way that suggests how cultures 
blend and link at the margins. In other words, this is not a post- modern attempt 
to relativise, but in fact to describe, understand, and point out the human benefit 
of understanding ties that bind as well as divide – an emphasis solely on the 
latter coming at great cost, and one that risks being forgotten in the climate of 
the late 2010s. To recognise and examine this revival of ethnicity and national-
ism in Europe and elsewhere, we must attend to each country’s specific histor-
ical traditions, but at the same time we need a new methodological and 
comparative framework suitable for dealing with questions of collective, 
minority and individual identity in an increasingly polarised and divided Europe.
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Notes
 1 Larry Wolff provides a pertinent review in ‘Revising Eastern Europe: Memory and 

the Nation in Recent Historiography’, The Journal of Modern History 78, 1 (2006): 
93–118.

 2 On ‘indifference’ see Maarten van Ginderachter, Jon Fox, eds., National Indifference 
and the History of Nationalism in Modern Europe (Abingdon: Routledge, 2019); and 
Tara Zahra, ‘Imagined Noncommunities: National Indifference as a Category of Ana-
lysis’, Slavic Review 69, 1 (2010): 93–119.

 3 See the studies included in Irina Livezeanu, Árpád von Klimó, eds., The Routledge 
History of East Central Europe since 1700 (Abingdon: Routledge, 2017).

 4 See Jan Fellerer, Robert Pyrah, ‘Redefining “Sub- Culture”: A New Lens for Under-
standing Hybrid Cultural Identities in East- Central Europe, with a case study from 
early 20th century L’viv-Lwów-Lemberg’, Nations and Nationalism 21, 4 (2015): 
700–720.

 5 Rogers Brubaker, Ethnicity without Groups (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2006).

 6 ‘Sub- cultures’ as a term derives from a subset of ‘Cultural Studies’, and traces its 
origins to urban ethnography in the early twentieth century, in the work of Robert 
Park The City (1925) and the Chicago School. See, for example, Robert E. Park, 
Human Communities (Glencoe, Il.: The Free Press, 1952).

 7 Ken Gelder, Subcultures: Cultural Histories and Social Practice (Abingdon: 
Routledge, 2007) and Ross Haenfler, Subcultures: The Basics (Abingdon: Routledge, 
2014).

 8 David Muggleton, Rupert Weinzierl, eds., The Post- Subculture Reader (Oxford: Berg, 
2003).

 9 Hilary Pilkington, Russia’s Youth and its Culture: A Nation’s Constructors and Con-
structed (London: Routledge, 1994).

10 There is by now an extraordinarily rich research tradition in various sub- disciplines in 
applied linguistics which shows how languages and linguistic practices acquire mul-
tiple and complex forms of social meaning. For just a few pertinent studies and 
surveys with reference to East- Central and South- Eastern Europe in the modern 
period to the present day, see e.g. Susan Gal, ‘Imperial Linguistics and Polyglot 
Nationalism in Austria- Hungary: Hunfalvy, Gumplowicz, Schuchardt’, Balkanistica 
28 (2015): 151–173; Victor A. Friedman, ‘Language in Macedonia as an Identity 
Construction Site’, in: Brian D. Joseph, Johanna DeStefano, Neil G. Jacobs, Ilse 
Lehiste, eds., When Languages Collide: Perspectives on Language Conflict, Lan-
guage Competition, and Language Coexistence (Columbus: Ohio State Univ. Press, 
2003), 257–295; Robert D. Greenberg, Language and Identity in the Balkans: Serbo- 
Croatian and its Disintegration (Oxford, New York: University Press, 2004); Tomasz 
Kamusella, Motoki Nomachi, Catherine Gibson, eds., The Palgrave Handbook of 
Slavic Languages, Identities and Borders (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015); 
Rosita Schjerve- Rindler, ed., Diglossia and Power: Language Policies and Practice 
in the 19th Century Habsburg Empire (Berlin, New York: de Gruyter, 2003).
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1 The fallacy of national studies1

Tomasz Kamusella

Introduction
National studies is a broad field of academic pursuits potentially comprised of all 
the social sciences and humanities, though its typical core is limited to philol-
ogy, history and ethnography (also known as folklore studies or ethnology). In 
Central Europe (also in Japan and southeast Asia), where the ethnolinguistic 
kind of nationalism predominates for building, legitimising and maintaining 
nations and their nation states, national studies are the main intellectual corner-
stone of these processes. As such the ideal of dispassionate and disinterested 
research open to all is abandoned, and scholarship is harnessed into the service 
of the state- led national idea. The resultant subservience of research to ideology 
requires the adoption of circular logic among proponents and practitioners of 
national studies that better serve the national interest. Language, history and 
culture are nationalised and essentialised. The basic assumption of this develop-
ment is that a given nation’s language, history and culture are fully accessible 
and knowable exclusively to the nation’s members. Scholars sticking to this 
dogma are assured of employment at state- owned and state- approved univer-
sities, while those whose research contradicts cherished assumption of the 
national idea are summarily ostracised in order to bring them into line or make 
them leave academia.

Nationalism, philologists and peasantry
In the early modern period in Western Europe, a popular idea coalesced that 
people ‘naturally’ come in neatly delineated (ethnic) groups. These groups can 
be discerned through the careful research of their customs and appearance, thus 
allowing for the supposedly unambiguous and ‘scientific’ apportioning of all 
humanity into such ‘discoverable’ discrete population categories.2 Without much 
comment on this fact, the assumption also entailed the normative belief, which 
persists to this day, that an individual can ‘naturally’ belong only to a single 
human group of such a type. Perhaps this normative belief stems from the con-
viction of the Judeo- Christian-Islamic tradition, which claims that a person can 
profess only a single religion (at least, at the same time).3 The religious strife in 
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Western and Central Europe that concluded with the Thirty Years War 
(1618–1648) reinforced this norm of (serial) mono- religiosity, as succinctly 
summarised in the 1555 principle of Cuius regio, eius religio (‘Whose realm, his 
religion’).4 It meant that the ruler decided on the single religion (confession) for 
his realm and all the population needed to follow this dictum, or leave.5 Another 
consequence of this novel principle was the rise of the sovereign ‘territorial 
state’, which was supposed to be internally homogenous and normatively free of 
any outside influences. This aforementioned homogeneity meant that the state 
was reserved for the population of ‘the same type’, which at that time meant of 
the same religion (confession).6 At the turn of the nineteenth century, the 
Enlightenment quest for discovering and gathering knowledge about the entire 
(social) world decisively added the category of ‘a language’ (Einzelsprache) to 
religion and customs as a necessary and unique trait of each discernible people.7
 The afore- described ways of ‘sorting out’ human diversity are sometimes 
referred to by present- day students of nationalism as ‘national thought’, in order 
to avoid the self- serving phrases ‘early nationalism’ and ‘proto- nationalism’ that 
are actually preferred by nationalists.8 But in essence both terms are anachronis-
tic labels applied to preselected earlier (that is, pre- national) intellectual trends, 
which nationally- minded scholars and national activists found [to be] of use for 
their own national projects, which were mostly developed in the nineteenth 
century.9 However, scholars and thinkers of the eighteenth century who were 
involved in developing and practising what nowadays is known as ‘national 
thought’ did not use the term ‘national thought’ or ‘early nationalism’ them-
selves. In no way did they see their period as ‘national’. There were some 
‘peoples’ to be discovered and taken note of, but no nations on the horizon yet.10 
Furthermore, such ideas on discrete peoples as developed by a narrow (almost 
invariably noble) stratum of male literati had no chance of reaching other strata 
of society, let alone the masses.11 In the estates society, birthright, serfdom and 
illiteracy rigidly separated peasantry (or the vast majority of the population) 
from the demographically minute nobility. Studies of the national specificity of 
one people or another, usually focusing on this or that national language, origi-
nated in nineteenth- century Central Europe.12 This field of research grew from 
two different pursuits. First, at the turn of modernity philologists discovered ver-
naculars (illiterate peasantry’s speech) as the ‘proper’ field of research. Second, 
these peasant vernaculars came to be understood as discrete national (people’s) 
languages (that is, Einzelsprachen) connected to this or that ‘written language’ 
used by an elite for writing, education and administration. In practice philology 
treated such vernacular languages as metonyms for speech communities, quickly 
(and with almost no comment) equated with nations to be led by ‘their’ elites.13 
It was these elites who invented, imagined nations and their languages into 
being.14

 In Central Europe during the second half of the nineteenth century the nation 
became a new sought-after form of human groupness that was gradually 
accorded the highest political recognition. This recognition came complete 
with the right of nations to their own state, especially after the Great War.15 
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Subsequently, the nation was elevated to [being] the hallmark of the future and 
modernity, as opposed to the region’s ‘backward’ and ‘reactionary’ empires that 
were not national in their social or political character and aspirations.16 This per-
ceived ‘deficiency’ of the empires became more ‘visible’ during the nineteenth 
century, the greater the insistence that the nation must be defined through its own 
specific vernacular, unshared with any other nation. For instance, as a result the 
Austrian Empire’s population was largely homogenous in their Catholicism at 
the beginning of this century. However, three generations later, Einzelsprachen 
were replacing religion as the main locus of group identity in Austria- Hungary. 
Descendants of the previously undifferentiated Catholics began to see them-
selves as now belonging to a variety of ethnolinguistically defined nations tenta-
tively united under Franz Joseph’s benign rule.17 Obviously, this process was 
messy, protracted and uneven. As late as the end of World War I, not all inhabit-
ants of Austria- Hungary had seen themselves in national terms. Turning peasants 
into nationally- conscious individuals required a lot of ‘hard work’ on the part of 
nationalist activists (usually stemming from the nobility and burghers, as trans-
formed into a middle class),18 who apart from creating nations and national lan-
guages, sought to combat what they termed as ‘national indifference’.19 The 
target population (usually peasantry) as a rule of thumb distrusted the novel 
ideology of nationalism and was reluctant to do their former lords’ bidding by 
joining this or that nation.20 Ethnographers and ethnologists (often known as 
folklorists in Central Europe), together with sociologists and anthropologists, 
were at the forefront of this ‘hard national graft’, as the scholarly and political 
avant- garde of a middle class identifying with a given nation. These academi-
cally discovered peasantry were perceived through the national lens as the ‘for-
gotten soul’ and the ‘true body’ of the nation. A craze ensued for collecting 
peasant songs and customs, which retroactively were fitted to one national lan-
guage (Einzelsprache) or another, as already identified and endowed with an 
authoritative dictionary and grammar by peasants’ social betters.21 Not that peas-
ants who enquired about the process understood, supported or identified with the 
proposed languages or nations.22 Their identity remained wedded to their locali-
ties, pragmatically anchored in their everyday experience.23 It was hard work to 
convince them otherwise. National activists had to establish newspapers, educa-
tional societies, publishing houses, cooperatives, literary organisations or schools 
in order to spread the national message among a target peasant group. More 
often than not, in order to take hold, this message had to be coupled with eco-
nomic incentives that would meet the concerns and needs of peasants in a given 
village or region. Success at spreading a nationalism among a target peasantry 
was rare, came late if ever, and invariably was judged by national activists 
(almost invariably from the middle class) as imperfect or only partial.24 Further-
more, the activists had to be watchful, so that peasant groups tentatively secured 
for ‘our nation’ would not be seized by a competing national movement with a 
more attractive educational or economic offer.25

 This novel metonymy of language (Einzelsprache) for the nation was set in 
stone by the equally novel genre of ethnographic (ethnolinguistic) map. It 
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appears that this type of map is indebted to the eighteenth- century ‘depiction’ of 
languages (Einzelsprachen) through the ‘telegraphic’ representation of their 
writing systems (usually the beginning of the Christian prayer ‘Our Father’) on 
the maps of the world’s continents.26 Ethnographic maps that locate peoples 
(nations) in cartographic space by depicting the territorial extent of the peoples’ 
languages appeared in the 1820s and became ubiquitous by the mid- nineteenth 
century.27 Finally, statistics lent an overpowering aura of ‘scientific character’ to 
such maps in the last third of this century.28 In 1866, it was proposed that lan-
guage (Einzelsprache) should be used as the ‘objective’ marker of nationality.29 
Shortly thereafter, in 1872, the delegates attending the Sixth International Statis-
tical Congress at St Petersburg decided that language and nationality (that is, the 
state of being a member of a nation) were to be included among the essential 
categories about which population at large must be asked in state- wide cen-
suses.30 Thus, modernising bureaucrats dethroned religion as the main locus of 
identity in Europe, and replaced it with the novel principle of Cuius regio, eius 
lingua (Whose realm, his language), although many in the Dual Monarchy had 
strong opposing views until the very end of its existence.31 This new yardstick of 
identity was not any less arbitrary than the declaration of this or that faith, 
though national activists claimed that language was the ‘objective’ marker of 
national identity.32 For instance, in what today is Belarus, Slavophone Catholics 
were classified as ‘Poles’, while their Slavic- speaking Orthodox counterparts in 
the very same village as ‘Belarusians’.33 Or Polish intellectuals, during and 
immediately after World War I, classified the Baltic- speakers in Latvia’s region 
of Latgalia as a separate ethnolinguistic group of Latgalians because they 
regarded this population’s Catholic faith as a stronger marker of distinction than 
the linguistic closeness between the Latvian and Latgalian languages.34

 In Austria- Hungary in 1880 and in the Russian Empire in 1897, empire- wide 
censuses were conducted in which the inhabitants were asked about their lan-
guages, popularly understood as the ‘scientific and objective’ indication of their 
nationalities.35 The data generated was used to apportion people to this or that 
ethnolinguistically defined nation.36 As a (largely unintended) result, prospective 
national movements were given ‘hard numerical arguments’ about the ‘size’ and 
spatial location of postulated nations. This allowed activists to demand political 
concessions and funds, especially for schooling ‘their’ nations’ youths in and 
through respective national languages. Ethnolinguistically construed nationalism 
ceased to be a minority pursuit limited to a small group of noble and bourgeois 
enthusiasts and was transformed into a dominant sociopolitical force in the age 
of mass politics, first heralded by the introduction and spread of full male suf-
frage: in 1871 in Germany, in 1905 in Russia, and in 1907 in the ‘Austrian half ’ 
of Austria- Hungary.37

 Initially amateur and private philologists put themselves to the task of endow-
ing their (usually native) languages with ‘scientific’ dictionaries and grammars, 
first using their own leisure time and money.38 But later scholarly foundations 
and university departments were established for researching and standardising a 
growing number of officially recognised languages (Einzelsprachen).39 These 
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institutions could gradually tap into funds made available by multiethnic 
empires, which wished to either placate emerging ethnolinguistic national move-
ments or periodically suppress them by banning the use of some national lan-
guages or scripts.40 Meanwhile folklorists were busy collecting a given 
peasantry’s songs and customs, which they saw as equal in quality to, or even 
transcending, the ancient Homeric tradition.41 Both groups of scholars soon pro-
pounded that the language of an elite (nobility) was ‘impure’, due to ‘foreign’ 
influences, usually from Latin, French or German. Slavic languages were to be 
‘true’ to their Slavic character, while Germanic ones to their Germanic ‘soul’. 
Hence, ‘ugly foreign Gallicisms, Germanisms, or Slavicisms’ were replaced with 
neologisms coined entirely from ‘native’ word roots or borrowed from a 
‘kindred’ language.42 In this way, for example, standard Czech had been ‘purged’ 
of German(ic) words by the turn of the twentieth century, while standard Roma-
nian was infused with numerous Italian and French linguistic loans from the 
1830s through the interwar period.43

 An ethnically correlated peasantry’s speech extolled as an epitome of the 
‘pure’ national language actually posed the pesky problem of easily observed 
spatial variability. The single ‘peasant language’, in breach of the national 
dogma of uniform homogeneity, somehow differed from village to village, from 
region to region, and was not at all free of ‘foreign impurities’, either.44 For 
instance, the speech of the ‘Romanian’ peasant was replete with numerous 
(lexical, syntactic and grammatical) Slavicisms (irrespective of region), espe-
cially due to the centuries- long use of Church Slavonic as official and liturgical 
language.45 This problem was ‘explained away’ by nobles’ oppression of peas-
ants through the system of serfdom, which lasted for many centuries. As a result, 
the supposedly pristine culture and language of peasantry were corrupted, and 
the putative early medieval, or even ancient nation, was thus fragmented, 
because serfs were not permitted to leave their villages or parishes.46 Simultan-
eously, nobility ‘unjustifiably’ separated themselves from their ethnically kin 
‘peasant brethren’ (betrayed the people) by adopting a ‘foreign language’ (Latin, 
French or German), by allowing a succession of (nationally) ‘foreign’ monarchs 
to assume the throne of the (national) kingdom, and by marrying foreign nobles.
 This corruption – in the novel nationalist interpretation of the past and the 
present moment – almost destroyed the nation and its language, which nearly 
‘died’. But not a ray of hope remained, as ‘in reality’ both nation and language 
just ‘fell into a deep sleep’. National activists perceived their task as [being] to 
‘awaken’47 the nation from its heavy slumber, aided in this difficult task by phi-
lologists and folklorists, alongside nationally- minded historians and carto-
graphers.48 By that time the ideas of ethnolinguistic nationalism had become so 
deeply and unreflectively internalised in the thinking of the aforementioned 
activists that most genuinely believed in what they were saying.49 When the 
ancient (or medieval) state of the nation was successfully re- established, peasants 
freed from the proverbial ‘chains of serfdom’, and nobles gave up their elevated 
status (alongside foreign languages) and rejected foreign rulers in the name of 
national love with their peasant brethren, at long last it was time for the 
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 ‘re- purified’ (proper, correct) national language to be taught to all (peasant and 
noble sons and daughters) in compulsory elementary schools. Because the 
national language was made the sole medium of instruction and the main subject 
of study in such schools, in the span of two to three generations it became the 
preferred basis of national unity.50 The nation’s members began communicating 
with one another and imagining ‘their’ nation into being from generation to gen-
eration exclusively through the medium of the nation’s ‘own’ national language. 
On the other hand, the deepening monolingualism in the standard version of the 
nation’s language increasingly isolated it from other nations and their members, 
now depicted as ‘foreign’.
 Not that it was a smooth process. National activists clamouring for different 
national projects often disagreed where the language of one nation stopped and 
another nation’s language began. This was an exercise in the proverbial forcing 
of a square peg into a round hole. They sought to identify clear- cut borders of 
their national language in line with the Western concept of a discrete and count-
able language (Einzelsprache). However, the linguistic reality on the ground 
more often than not was continuous in its character, that is, changing from 
village to village, from region to region, with no boundary that would indisput-
ably mark the end of one language and the beginning of another.51 In such a case 
activists enamoured with the concept of Einzelsprache had no choice but to 
arbitrarily decide where such a border was to be put, if they wanted to continue 
constructing their nation on a linguistic basis.52

 For instance, in the Habsburg Monarchy Croatian nationalists frequently 
denied the existence of any Slovenian nation, referring to them as ‘Alpine 
Croats’, whose language was ‘corrupted’, due to ‘centuries- long Germaniza-
tion’,53 while a few Slovenian activists, already in the first half of the nineteenth 
century, proposed that all speakers of the Kajkavian dialect (today’s northwest-
ern Croatia with the country’s capital of Zagreb) were Slovenes.54 Beginning in 
the mid- nineteenth century Serbian nationalists developed a theory that all 
speakers of the Štokavian dialect (now shared, at the level of official language, 
by the Bosnians, Croats, Montenegrins and Serbs) are Serbs, despite any reli-
gious differences or the confessionally- coordinated use of different scripts for 
writing.55 Croatian nationalists replied in kind, claiming that all South Slavs 
(with the tentative exception of the Bulgarians) were Croats and spoke 
Croatian.56 Likewise, until the end of the existence of the Russian Empire, Bela-
rusians and Ukrainians – officially known in Russian as ‘White Russians’ and 
‘Little Russians’ – were seen to be ‘junior branches’ of the ‘(Great) Russian’ 
nation, because they ‘stemmed directly’ from the medieval polity of Rus’. In this 
case it was ‘centuries- long Polonization’ that corrupted Belarusians’ and Ukrain-
ians’ once ‘pristine Russian language’.57 Of course, no one cared to enquire of 
the target populations what their views were about their identity and ideals of 
political groupness. Nationalists always know better what the ‘correct identity’ 
of the ‘nationally unconscious’ population is, or should be.58
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Educating the nation
The moulding of nobles (and burghers) together with peasantry on the basis of 
their postulated ‘common national language’ that somehow needs to be taught to 
all in school, is Central Europe’s typical paradigm of creating ‘national history’ 
through philology, that is, through language creation and engineering.59 This 
exercise was repeated with minor alterations in the case of the Norwegians, 
Latvians, Poles, Slovaks, Croats, Macedonians or Greeks, namely, in the case of 
the region’s ethnolinguistic nations, which achieved the goal of their own 
unshared nation states. The national master narrative is developed, maintained 
and transmitted by national philology and history.60 The latter is represented by 
the histories of Germany, Poland, Slovenia and Bulgaria, while names of the 
nationally- inflected philologies are coined from the Latin or current names of 
nations, for instance, Germanistik for the German nation, Polonistyka for the 
Polish nation, Slovenistika for the Slovenian nation, or Българистика (Balgaris-
tika) for the Bulgarian nation.61 Both national history and philology are the 
leading departments of the social sciences and humanities at national univer-
sities in any Central European national polity, alongside departments of ethnol-
ogy (folklore studies)62 (nowadays frequently transformed into less ideologised 
departments of anthropology).63

 Graduates of these departments become teachers in schools, transmitting the 
‘correct’ national message and its very medium to the successive generations of 
citizens in this or that nation state. The goal is ‘to develop and strengthen the 
feeling of national belonging’.64 The national message is posed as the ‘historic 
truth’. If that is questioned by ‘schoolchildren who are too much inquisitive for 
their own good’, or by pesky foreigners, this national truth must be defended as 
much as one’s own country, because ‘the nation’s honour is at stake’. If an argu-
ment posed by an ‘anti- nationalist’ or ‘national agnostic’ cannot be logically 
refuted, the last line of national defence is to say that foreigners with inherently 
imperfect knowledge of ‘our’ language and history ‘by nature’ are unable to see 
in full ‘our national truth’. A ‘solution’ in the case of ‘in- house doubters’ is 
easier: unless they make sure to see the national light, they will fail their exams 
and will be barred from attending secondary school, let alone university. A more 
difficult problem is posed by university graduates who belatedly lost faith in 
‘their’ nation. At their disposal they have a wide array of intellectual instruments 
and methods to debunk cherished national myths. However, peer pressure and 
rituals of public naming and shaming work wonders.65 Should the ‘culprit’ 
persist in his wayward ways, the measures may be combined with a formal or 
informal (but strictly observed) ban from the profession for which the person 
concerned earned qualifications, followed by forced relocation to the countryside 
for the most obstinate detractors.66

 This pattern of construing and instilling the national message and its medium 
in successive generations of students is also followed in Japan, where ethnolin-
guistic nationalism was borrowed wholesale from Germany in the late 1870s67 
and subsequently grafted on the local tradition of isolationism with the popular 
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feeling of civilisational superiority towards foreigners.68 But ethnolinguistic 
nationalism took hold among the Japanese as late as the 1920s,69 leading a 
decade later to the creation of a monolithic standard Japanese language at the 
expense of suppressing previously significant linguistic and regional differ-
ences.70 The success of this programme of ethnolinguistic nationalisation (com-
bined with the loss of the empire in 1945) produced, in the 1960s, a national 
dogma that Japan has been an ethnolinguistically homogenous polity for millen-
nia.71 This widely popular belief is often accepted at face value also outside 
Japan, and mirrors the equally fallacious conviction that France has been an eth-
nolinguistically homogenous polity for centuries.72

 In Japan the division between national insiders and ‘ignorant foreigners’  
(外人 gaijin, literally ‘outside person’, but often employed to mean ‘overseas 
devil’) is even more pronounced.73 When the Japanese learn Japanese at school 
it is known as 国語 Kokugo (national language), while the subject of study for 
foreigners who want to learn this language is referred to as 日本語 Nihongo 
(limited, simplified Japanese). The assumption is that non- Japanese are inher-
ently unable to fully master the Japanese language (Kokugo), so they are com-
pelled to settle for the language’s insipid reflection, namely, Nihongo.74 A racist 
‘scientific’ explanation of this ‘fact’, as developed during the first half of the 
twentieth century, proclaims that the Japanese brain is biologically different 
(better) than the (inferior) brains of foreigners. Only the Japanese brain can ‘get’ 
all the intricacies of the Japanese language and culture. Hence, the popular Japa-
nese belief is that foreigners are ‘biologically’ unable to achieve a native- level 
command of this language.75

 Likewise, the nationalist distinction between Kokugo and Nihongo is duly 
reflected at universities. Future school teachers of the Japanese language for the 
country’s national schools study at the departments of 国語学 Kokugo- gaku. On 
the other hand, those who want to teach this language to foreigners study in the 
departments of 日本語学 Nihongo- gaku. It is akin to the English Language 
Training (ELT) specialisation that produces teachers of English as a second lan-
guage. The salient difference is that graduates of departments of English and 
ELT study the very same English language, not its two different varieties, one 
civilisationally and culturally ‘higher’ and the other ‘lower’. On the contrary, 
Kokugo- gaku is an exact counterpart of Central Europe’s Germanistik or Polo-
nistyka, that is, nationally- inflected philology. Graduates of departments of 
Kokugo- gaku maintain the national language and make sure that its ‘proper’ 
knowledge continues to be spread from one generation to another.

The circular logic of nationalism
The logic of such national studies focused on language as the mystic essence of 
nationhood is inherently circular: A is B, because B is A. Foreigners (A) do not 
understand our national culture (B). Why is it so? Because our language and 
culture (B) are so sublime and inherently specific only to us. Hence, foreigners 
(A) with their biologically limited brains are inherently unable to master our 
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 language, which is the sole gateway to the ‘transcendental truth’ about our 
nation. Or, our language (A) is the best in the world (B), because all other lan-
guages (B) are naturally inferior to our language (A). Or, our nation state is 
ancient, at least one millennium old (A), though it was established only in 1918 
(B) (as in the case of Poland). It was evil foreign powers (B) that for nine centu-
ries suppressed our state, unjustifiably incorporated into this ‘alien and mon-
strous’ empire (as, for instance, the Slovak or Slovenian national master 
narrative proposes).76 Or, in line with ethnolinguistic nationalism’s equation of 
language, nation and state: our national language was standardised (that is, 
created and endowed with a name) in the late nineteenth century (A), but our 
ancestors had already spoken it a millennium ago (though this language had not 
then existed as a discernible entity, and its name, grammar and dictionaries had 
not been yet invented) (B). Hence, the (unsubstantiated) postulate of the exist-
ence of our language in the distant past (A) ‘proves’ the existence of our nation 
(that is, hypothetical speakers of the language in question) at least a millennium 
ago (B). Ergo, the ‘proper’ territory of our nation state founded in 1991 (A) (as 
in the case of Slovenia), is the same territory that was inhabited by this lan-
guage’s speakers in the late Middle Ages (B). However, it is national historians 
and philologists of the present day (A) who decide who spoke the national lan-
guage and where half a millennium ago, or at least three centuries prior to its 
creation (B). Logical paradoxes of this kind multiply.77

 Obviously, an opening of the now largely circular discussion is possible, if 
conducted in line with the facts on the ground as reflected in available sources. 
But this means an acknowledgement that the concept of nation is a Western cre-
ation, which first appeared in the eighteenth century. Afterward populations of 
non- national kingdoms (for instance, France) and ethnolinguistically defined- 
cum-being- created speech communities (for example, German- speakers) were 
overhauled into nations with the use of political decisions. In turn, these deci-
sions were implemented through bureaucracy, universal elementary education 
and the ubiquitous press (print capitalism).78 Likewise, the concept of ‘a counta-
ble and discrete language’ (Einzelsprache) is a Western (Graeco- Roman) inven-
tion, dating back to around the first century bce,79 which in the age of high 
imperialism was spread all over the [Roman] world.80 The Reformation brought 
about the replacement of Latin as the sole ‘official’ written language of Western 
Christianity with vernaculars, modelled on Latin shaped as written languages. 
The model was none other than that of ‘a countable and discrete language’ 
(Einzelsprache). Since the turn of the sixteenth century, this model allowed cen-
tralist kingdoms of Western Europe to control the elite, the production of public 
discourse, alongside the shape and permissible uses of a given language.81 On 
this basis, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a new norm emerged that a 
‘proper language’ should be accurately ‘delimited’ from all other, especially 
‘neighbouring’, languages and ‘adequately developed and cultivated’ by 
(national) scholars and academies that would endow this language- in-making 
with a ‘scientific’ grammar and dictionary.82 ‘Scientific’ here means ‘large and 
extensive’ and in emulation of such grammars and dictionaries as initially 
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 compiled and written for the ‘leading’ languages, first Latin in the sixteenth 
century, and afterward for Italian, French, German or English, especially in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.83

From Policeywissenschaft to social engineering
Most nationalists prefer to stick to the circular logic of national studies rather 
than face the imminent danger of disenchantment by consenting to the unravel-
ling of their cherished national myths. The myths from which the national master 
narrative is woven are patiently and intensively imparted through national 
systems of education to successive generations. As a result, the national master 
narrative rapidly solidifies and acquires an irresistible allure of the supposedly 
true past. With so much time, money, emotion and social capital invested in the 
nation, it is extremely difficult for those involved to admit that both nations and 
national languages are human creations of a recent date. For instance, the 
Croatian/Yugoslav historian, Nikša Stančić (1938–), has excellently related 
the fact – clearly visibly from the extant sources – that in the first half of the 
nineteenth- century peasants (or at that time the vast majority of the population) 
had no interest in the nation, and no understanding of nationalism, while their 
identity was firmly steeped in religion, their parish and loyalty to the emperor.84 
Yet, in spite of these facts on the ground, Stančić slavishly sticks to the national 
dogma’s circular logic that the peasants constituted ‘pre- national ethnic proto- 
nations’ of Croatians and Serbs, from which the present- day Croatian and 
Serbian nations developed.85 This reluctance to relinquish the circular logic of 
ethnolinguistic nationalism, perhaps emotionally, economically and politically 
motivated, contributes to the lasting vibrancy of this ideology in Central Europe, 
and to the nationally- inflected approach to research. Or perhaps the term research 
should be put between inverted commas here, given that the overarching aim of 
such ‘national research’ is to create, legitimise and maintain national identity, 
not a dispassionate examination of the past or the present.86 Subsequently, gradu-
ates of departments of national philology and national history are employed as 
school teachers and paid reasonably well87 for imparting a given nation state’s 
national identity (as approved by the authorities) to successive generations of 
schoolchildren.88

 In reality, it is none other than a well- oiled state- wide system of mass indoc-
trination and propaganda. I do not mean this pronouncement as a blanket criti-
cism, but rather as a statement of fact. For better or worse, people in Central 
Europe (alongside Japan and southeast Asia)89 live in the social reality composed 
of nations, national languages and nation states. It is their modernity, as they 
know it. I am far from postulating that this framework of the region’s political, 
social, cultural and economic organisation should be dismantled. The creation of 
this very framework in twentieth- century Europe led to two world wars, millions 
of casualties and tens of millions of refugees. With ubiquitous surveillance and 
the staggering stockpiles of weapons of mass destruction, the cost of replacing 
the national system with a different one would certainly be much higher, even 
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including the extinction of humankind. Hence, I only propose to see the myth of 
nation for what it is, a convention adopted as a norm in a given place at a given 
time, not any ‘ultimate truth revealed’, ‘reborn’ or ‘reawakened’. This national 
convention observed by the majority of Central Europe’s population now is not 
the same sociopolitical convention that the region’s inhabitants used to observe 
and keep in step with before 1918, let alone in the tenth century. One may 
discuss and analyse what these earlier conventions were, though one thing is 
sure, they were non- national. The concept of nation was not part of these pre- 
national conventions of sociopolitical organisation.90

 Ergo, national history and national philology are not disciplines of bona fide 
research, but respective fields of social engineering (also known as sociotechnics, 
or social cybernetics). Practitioners of social engineering apply findings of the 
social sciences in order to achieve pre- planned sociopolitical aims, attempting to 
shape a given society and reactions of its members in accordance with a specific 
need or expectation, usually decided upon and financed by the government. An 
awareness of the use of the social sciences for effecting a desired social change 
developed rapidly at the turn of the twentieth century, both in the West and the 
early Soviet Union.91 Uniquely, in the communist countries, this awareness was 
also deployed for the sake of building and destroying languages and their scripts, 
the process officially known as ‘language engineering’ (iazykovoe stroitel’stvo).92

 In some ‘enlightened absolutist’ monarchies predecessors to social 
engineering developed during the eighteenth century across the Holy Roman 
Empire. The use of legal, economic and administrative measures for the imple-
mentation of ‘enlightened reforms’ (that is, sociopolitical and economic changes) 
became known as Cameralia Oeconomica in Latin,93 or Kameralwissenschaft94 
and Policeywissenschaft95 in German. Social engineering in the present is all too 
rarely connected to its eighteenth- century absolutist roots.96 However, this con-
tinuity proves that a differing and qualified level of awareness of the possibility 
of shaping societies is part and parcel of modernity.
 After the Second World War, when technological progress accelerated expo-
nentially, this unprecedented speed of change was paralleled by rapid political 
events on a global scale, such as decolonisation, the proliferation of independent 
states, and the division of the world into two enemy camps led by the super-
powers of the Soviet Union and the United States. Social engineers were in 
demand then more than ever before, equally in the West, East and across the so- 
called decolonised ‘Third World’.97 This need for ‘applied social sciences’ has 
continued after the end of the Cold War. With mobile telephony, social media 
and mass electronic surveillance, practically all of humanity became connected 
and constitute a single ‘global village’.98 The entirely novel situation affords new 
sets of instruments to social engineers for monitoring and modelling societies 
even more intensively, while at the same time less perceptibly to those targeted 
with such measures. Manipulation works best when not noticed by those at 
whom it is aimed.99

 Józef Kossecki (1936–2015) was the leading practitioner of social cybernetics 
in communist Poland.100 Following the introduction of martial law in 1981, the 
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military government followed his expert opinions on how to ‘manage society’ in 
order to prevent democratisation, seen as ‘counter- revolutionary’.101 Neverthe-
less, in 1989 communism as a system collapsed not only in Poland, but all over 
the Soviet bloc. Afterward, Kossecki reinvented himself as an aspiring social 
engineer of Polish nationalism. The proper form of this nationalism, according 
to Kossecki, should be ‘nationocracy’ (nacjokracja),102 or the rule of the ethno-
linguistically ‘pure’ Polish nation in Poland.103 Kossecki was a convinced social 
engineer ready to serve the powers that be as long as they paid for his services 
and research. Following the end of communism, he threw in his lot with 
Polish nationalist groups who, in turn, were happy to tap his expertise. It was a 
modest Polish way to copy the methods and uses of ‘political technologists’ 
(политтехнолог polittekhnolog) who rapidly emerged in Russia during the mid- 
1990s.104 Unlike Soviet social engineers, political technologists do not want to 
change society in order to achieve some sociopolitical utopia, such as com-
munism or democracy. Their only role is to make sure that elections are won by 
candidates, whom the Kremlin has handpicked.105

 Not many scholars reflect squarely on, let alone analyse in depth, this ‘applied 
utility’ of the social sciences. I am aware of the Poland- born British sociologist, 
Stanislav Andreski (Stanisław Andrzejewski, 1919–2007), who touched upon 
the dangers of such ‘applied’ uses of sociology;106 recently the Polish anthropol-
ogist Michał Kowalski (1971–) probed into the ‘dirty employment’ of social sci-
ences for conducting warfare during the twentieth century.107

Conclusion
What to do with such a clear awareness of the indoctrinating and manipulative 
character of the already ‘standard’ school subjects of (national) History and of 
the National Language? Especially now when these nationalising subjects are 
compulsory in schools as a matter of course in Europe and across much of Asia? 
What is such an awareness good for?
 First, this awareness lets one understand that the nation (as any non- face-to- 
face human group) is a construct that is imagined into being on the basis of, and 
in agreement with, a ‘social contract’, as worked out in a given place at a given 
time.108 In other words, this contract is a (usually tacit) agreement of the nation’s 
members to believe that together they constitute a nation, and that they consent 
to act consistently in line with this belief. Second, a clarity on this point unravels 
the myth of some ‘transcendental agency’ that supposedly rests in or with the 
nation. Humans alone are agents and take decisions as individuals or as a group. 
Hence, only these humans as members of a nation enjoy agency, not this nation. 
The nation is an abstract idea shared by the members (that is, humans) of this 
‘club’ of convenience and conviction. It is a totem under which a human group 
rallies: a totem visualised as a flag, map, coat- of-arms, dictionary, newspaper, 
public television, border crossing or constitution. Abstract ideas have no agency 
of their own and exist within the human mind. It is their sole ‘habitat’. The Ding 
an sich (noumenon) existing independently of the human mind is an impossibility. 
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Ideas are unable to survive on their own without humans thinking and rethinking 
them. While doing so humans transmit ideas from one individual to another. An 
individual or a group of humans use ideas to justify (legitimise) their actions in 
their own eyes and in the gaze of other people.
 If people are aware and consciously in control of their own decisions and 
what a government may want to decide about a population construed together as 
a nation, the persons concerned may not succumb that easily to the dictum that 
‘something’ – however awful, or mad – must be done ‘in the name of our 
nation’, that ‘the nation or national interest demands it’. In this case the nation is 
a mask of convenience behind which actual human decision- makers hide. 
Instead of honestly declaring that they are taking a specific decision, these 
decision- makers turn themselves into ‘political shamans’ who appear to be 
‘only’ mediating between the ‘spirit of the nation’ and the population concerned. 
It is a kind of political voodoo to purport that the government is a medium 
specialised in transmitting orders from the ‘nation’ to its members, and the lat-
ter’s pleas to the former. Politicians- cum-shamans playing such a game use the 
concept of nation to wash their hands of any responsibility for decisions taken. 
As a result, it is not them but a state’s inhabitants who are compelled to suffer 
and pay for any negative consequences of such decisions. Should the national 
make- believe work well, as it usually does, in a moment of commotion and 
danger, people consider it even as a badge of honour to sacrifice their personal 
happiness and well- being for the sake of their nation. Rarely does a politician 
responsible for a disastrous decision join them in this sacrifice.
 Third, when people are clear- headed about the fact that the school subjects of 
(national) history and of the national language are to indoctrinate them in a 
rather uncritical belief in and loyalty to ‘our Great Nation’, this awareness may 
at long last strip these school subjects of their supposed ‘scientific’ character. 
(National) history and the national language as imparted at school do not aim at 
teaching the young citizen how to analyse and explain the past and matters lin-
guistic (or sociolinguistic). These two subjects’ primary goal is to ‘implant’ in 
the youth’s heads an approved national master narrative and to train them in the 
art of how to ‘write and speak properly in our language’. As such both school 
subjects should be recognised as sub- branches of Civics.109 Civics being the 
study of the rights and duties of citizens in a given polity does not conceal its 
applied character. It is a utilitarian school subject for educating schoolchildren 
about and training them in the customs, procedures and values of the (national) 
polity in which they live. Civics offers them hands- on knowledge of state mech-
anics and of how to be conscious citizens, formulate their opinions effectively, 
mobilise co- citizens and shape the state’s politics within the boundaries of the 
rule of law (also known as the constitution or social contract).
 Nations did not exist 200 years ago, but nowadays they are extant all around 
as the overwhelmingly predominant norm of human groupness across the entire 
globe. The nation is the sole form of such human groupness that is recognised as 
having the right to its own statehood (also known as the principle of ‘national 
self- determination’). But it is people alone who decide that they want to follow 
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this norm. Similarly, it is they who decide what is a language and what does not 
count as one. Never does a language or nation decide to go to war, choose an 
alphabet for printing books, or demand the ‘ultimate sacrifice of life’ from a 
person. It is always people (that is, ‘ethnic entrepreneurs’)110 who decide, but 
employ the smokescreen of ‘our nation and language’, as reinforced by school 
education, in order to make such decisions appear as though sent down to earth 
from the ‘national heavens’, or decreed by the higher powers that cannot and 
should not be questioned, but questioned they must be!
 A clear awareness of the constructed and consensual character of nations and 
languages may yet turn out to be an indispensable instrument for maintaining 
stable, equitable and prosperous societies. Perhaps, in this novel age of fake 
news, democracy depends exactly and crucially on this awareness. The citizen 
should be clear- headed about what she is doing when she accepts one concept of 
groupness and its organisation, or exchanges it for another. None of these 
choices are neutral or innocent. Each entails a specific set of consequences. 
However, it is not the nation or national language that make these choices, but 
humans alone.
 Scholars, when finally made aware of the national spectacles that schooling 
and politics put on their nose, can decide to take them off. Intellectual shutters 
removed, non- national groups cease to be ‘irritations’ or ‘bumps’ that need to be 
hammered out so that they would not mar the evenly homogenous surface of the 
nation. Such groups can be researched and accorded the dignity of agency, of 
which the national powers that be attempt to deprive them. In the recent past of 
Central Europe the majority of non- national groups were peasants who stuck to 
their village or parish, alongside a specific religion. Another form of such a/non- 
nationalness came and still comes in the form of borderland (transborder) groups 
who wish to maintain their own ethnocultural specificity that does not have to be 
at odds with the nation state in which they happen to reside. For instance, this is 
the case with today’s Silesians in historical Upper Silesia that straddles the 
current Czech–Polish border, alongside the phantom frontier of Germany, which 
after 1945 was moved 300 kilometres westward. The Silesians want to be able to 
speak their Silesian language and practise their customs without the danger of 
the state authorities shaming them for this choice and branding as ‘national trai-
tors’ or a ‘concealed German menace’.111 Silesians, depending when they 
attended school, are perfectly content to write and read in standard Czech, 
English, German or Polish, which may or may not be their first languages. For 
them using several languages is not contrary to logic, as in the case of ethnolin-
guistic nationalists.
 Because the spatial- cum-linguistic partitioning of people into nations is not a 
product of nature but of the recent past, the vast majority of the populace did not 
identify in this manner in Central Europe a century ago. Many still do not, as 
exemplified by the Catholic Prussians (Prajzové) of the Czech region of Hlučín; 
the Slavophone Muslim Gorani of the confluence of the Albanian, Kosovan and 
Macedonian boundaries; or a group of Roma who for commercial reasons regu-
larly ply between Bulgaria and Poland, practising Islam in the former, while 
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being good Catholics in the latter.112 Inasmuch as from the normative perspective 
of nationalism, such groups (or sub- cultures) may be seen as ‘unusual’, ‘hybrid’, 
‘non- standard’, or even ‘deviant’, nevertheless the sheer organisational and typo-
logical variety of human groups was, and still is, enormous.113 The normative 
proposal that the nation is the sole ‘natural’ or ‘normal’ taxonomic form of 
human groupness is just another myth of nationalism, as readily espoused and 
popularised by practitioners of national studies.
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2 Hybrid identity into ethnic 
nationalism
Aromanians in Romania during the 
nineteenth century and the beginning 
of the twentieth century

Steliu Lambru

Introduction
Aromanian communities in the Balkans were one of the numerous ethnic micro- 
identities throughout Europe which were parts of that cultural and multilinguistic 
space in the Roman Empire, the Byzantine Empire, Bulgarian, Serbia, and Alba-
nian medieval states, and the Ottoman Empire. Along with Greek and Slav com-
munities they shared the common ethos of Orthodox Christianity, and with 
Albanian and Turkish peoples built the successive imperial identities that con-
tributed to economic, societal, and political changes. Located mainly, but not 
exclusively, in the historic region of Macedonia, Aromanians were strongly 
related to Greeks especially, due to their religion which was a distinctive feature 
[of their identity], as various authors pointed out. Whatever the significance of 
ethnic identity might have been before modernity, at the end of the eighteenth 
century most Aromanian elites considered their heritage as a part of the Greek 
political and cultural nation rather than the Romanian one. Although many 
scholars have stressed the Latin origins of the Aromanian language and its close-
ness to Romanian, it was not an obstacle to a genuine Greek- Aromanian ethnic 
hybridity. However, under the influence of nationalist ideas, a number of Aro-
manian elites seceded from Hellenism and revived [their] Latin origins.

A theory of ethnic in- betweening
The Romanian philosopher, economist and political prisoner Petre Țuțea 
(1902–1991) once stated that Aromanians were ‘Super- Romanians, absolute 
Romanians’ and their national instinct was that of a haunted beast. Țuțea implic-
itly referred to various, successive forms of ethnic persecution that Aromanians 
had suffered starting with the civil war in Macedonia (1904–1908). Their 
national bravery, according to Țuțea, resided in particular manliness, and had 
proven to be stronger during the communist period when Aromanian political 
prisoners, even under the most savage tortures, did not confess to what their tor-
mentors wanted. Compared to them, the Romanian has ‘the force of a duck’.1
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 This extravagant description should not be read as a mere moment of exalt-
ation. Țuțea, like many Romanian intellectuals engaged in the turbulent competi-
tion of ideas in the 1930s, passionately desired a new nation. One of the leading 
figures of the 1930 generation was philosopher Emil Cioran (1911–1995), a 
friend of Țuțea, who in 1936 wrote Schimbarea la față a României (The Trans-
figuration of Romania), one of the most influential books on Romanian palin-
genetic ultra- nationalism. When Cioran bitterly asked himself, ‘Weren’t we too 
much of a people and far too little of a nation, too much of a society and far too 
little of a state?’2 one of the possible answers might have been that of Țuțea’s on 
Aromanian exceptionalism, although the latter often expressed sarcasm, irony, 
anger, and pessimism towards his countrymen’s ethos. Thus, the Aromanians or 
the Vlachs, as they were otherwise known, were supposed to embody virtues that 

Figure 2.1 Aromanians in the Balkans around 1900.
Source: Constantin Noe, Les Roumains Koutzo-Valaques, Bucharest, 1913.
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were forgotten by the other Romanians, never to return; it is the same mech-
anism of producing stereotypes related to the Other and creating Otherness.
 One may notice a surprising and significant disproportion between what was 
said about Aromanians and the quantity of knowledge about them. It is quite 
curious that in spite of a consistent bibliography of sources, travel notes, and 
analyses, only a few clichés have survived, and shaped common perception of 
the group as bounded by common ethnicity and language rather than as hybrid. 
The roots of such a monolithic approach might be traced back to the beginning 
of the nineteenth century when Romantic nation- building intellectuals and their 
statehood ambition in South- Eastern Europe developed an anti- Ottoman dis-
course, which was both cultural and political, and fought fiercely for linguistic 
exclusivity. National agents depicted the Ottoman establishment in dark colours 
and blamed it for political practices, corruption, lack of economic vision, and 
institutional reforms. They did not leave much room for academic doubt 
regarding the constitutive elements of the collective self that would have under-
mined the social mobilisation, destroyed cohesion, and ruined political goals. In 
fact, academic knowledge itself was employed to redesign communities on 
 ethnolinguistic bases and to search for ‘truth’ in order to legitimate the nations’ 
aspirations. Thus, ethnic groups in South- Eastern Europe were constantly under 
systematic influences from the hegemonic narrative of the national state circu-
lated by clergymen and businessmen and, in the case of smaller ethnic minorities 
in the Ottoman Empire, often imposed by military means by the neighbouring 
Greek, Serbian, and Bulgarian states towards the end of the nineteenth century.
 In deconstructing the processes of hybrid ethnic origins of Aromanians and 
their sinuous path towards a boast of unitary ethnicity, one should keep in mind 
the long- term political presence of the Ottoman Empire in South- Eastern Europe 
which metabolised different individuals, ethnic groups, ideas, norms, mentali-
ties, behaviours, and representations in what was called Homo Ottomanicus who 
borrowed the previous characteristics of Homo Byzantinus. The expansion of the 
Empire required a solid system of military recruitment and an efficient civil 
administration, the two vital components of the Sultan’s state that were strong-
holds of the imperial identity for over 500 years. Until the beginning of the nine-
teenth century, Aromanians had lived within and shared the same consciousness 
of Homo Ottomanicus, a state- based identity, as any other individual or group 
living in the Ottoman Empire. Maurits H. van den Boogert stressed that ‘the 
harder one tries to identify what constitutes an Ottoman prior to the nineteenth 
century, the more elusive Ottomans seem to become’,3 implying that national 
hybridity was the central value of self- identification rather than national con-
sciousness. Indeed, Homo Ottomanicus was a combination of factors like lan-
guage, religion, citizenship, and socio- economic status, a mixture which had 
common cultural values and routines.
 The Aromanian ethnic group emerged as distinct at the intersection of reli-
gion (Orthodox Christianity), language (a Romance idiom influenced by Greek, 
Slav and Turkish), economics (pasturage and merchandising as traditional crafts) 
and modernity (national idea), the bases on which both Greek and Romanian 
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competing national identities built traditions and future projections. In fact, one 
may notice that the national idea divided into two opposite sides a single group 
that had considered itself as being ‘Greek’ primarily in terms of religious affili-
ation. Nationalising the Aromanians was a process which simultaneously meant 
an intellectual discovery, a bureaucratic construct of citizenship, either Greek or 
Romanian, based on identity formula, as well as, in the case of the Romanian 
option, religious emancipation.
 Nationalising the Aromanians also meant redefining ethnicity retrospectively 
on two levels. The first one is what Peter F. Sugar considered to be the routine of 
‘bureaucratic nationalism’, typical for Romania, Turkey, and Greece,4 and its 
practical results of state policies in the assimilation of small ethnic groups. Aro-
manians in Romania and Greece were subject to Romanian and Greek citizen-
ship laws and, therefore, their identity choices converged with state bureaucracy 
criteria. Intellectuals were agents of bureaucracy and very often they themselves 
were bureaucrats who acted as lawgivers and established cultural canons. The 
process of bureaucratisation seized ecclesiastical structures and the Greek 
Orthodox Patriarchate’s influence over the believers in the Balkans went hand in 
hand with the Greek national interests and assumed more and more a political 
purpose using its spiritual power. The scientific questions about Aromanians 
were bureaucratised and became highly divisive particularly concerning two 
main aspects of interest: national education policies and church services in 
national languages. State bureaucracies, which subordinated intellectuals, 
science, and clergymen, competed with one another, mainly with historical nar-
ratives, characterised by exceptionalism and ancestral prestige. Sugar considers 
that in Eastern European countries one of the strongest obstacles for nationalist 
intellectuals to overcome was that of ‘historic’ and ‘nonhistoric nations’ on 
which legitimacy was built. ‘Historic’ and ‘nonhistoric’ were related to state-
hood and independence as well as the memory or the lack of it regarding the 
two.5 Claiming a noble affiliation of Greek and Roman civilisations and Greek- 
Orthodox belief, the Aromanian self- identification narrative navigated between 
the two heritages simultaneously spread by national schools which, in fact, were 
two sides of the same nationalist narrative. The controversy went far beyond a 
simple academic disagreement and finally two opposing camps emerged, ‘Grae-
cophiles’ and ‘nationalists/Romanophiles’. But there were also undecided Aro-
manian communities throughout Macedonia whose allegiance in favour of 
Hellenisation was decided by churches, schools, and the propagation of Greek 
national culture.6
 Aromanian or Vlach identity, seen either as Romanian or Greek, emerged as a 
modern process of nationalising Romance- speaking groups that progressively 
resulted in forcing their members to choose one side or the other towards the end of 
the century. The process might be put, although to a lesser degree, as a clash 
between Hellenism and Latinism, a conflict within the Greek literature described by 
Dimitrios Stamatopoulos.7 As such, modernity was rather a coercive discourse that 
repressed a significant linguistic diversity, bureaucratised, and secularised it. In 
spite of various sources that testify to other elements of a self- identification 
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mechanism being of equal importance, the linguistic element was considered essen-
tial by most national activist intellectuals who intensively exploited it. Even the two 
names were used in such a manner that they were supposed to empower the two 
sides’ arguments and materialise demands; while ‘Aromanians’ was exclusively 
preferred in the Romanian narrative, ‘Vlach’ was insistently used in the Greek one. 
But in spite of mutual hatred generated by both ‘Graecophile’ and ‘nationalist’ dis-
courses, the two sides had kept on looking on one another as two faces of the same 
coin, each of the two groups considering the other ‘the stray’. The commonality of 
professional crafts such as pasturage and carrying trade, paternal values, feelings, 
rituals, and ceremonies, common ancestry, and the sharing of a particular spoken 
idiom created a community beyond ‘good’ and ‘bad’ nationalism.
 Undoubtedly, the national Aromanian identity was a cultural construct in 
which man, as anthropologist Clifford Geertz noted, following Max Weber, ‘is 
an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun’.8 But we are 
dealing, of course, with individuals in groups who, in classic definitions, share 
the same characteristics and values, interact with one another, and have a sense 
of unity on a linguistic level. In this respect, Rogers Brubaker proposed a 
formula of rethinking ethnicity groups in order to understand meanings of 
behaviour and choices. Brubaker stated that:

Ethnicity, race, and nation might be seen as practical categories, situated 
actions, cultural idioms, cognitive schemas, discursive frames, organiza-
tional routines, institutional forms, political projects, and contingent events. 
It means thinking of ethnicization, racialization, and nationalization as polit-
ical, social, cultural, and psychological processes. And it means taking as a 
basic analytical category not the ‘group’ as an entity but groupness as a con-
textually fluctuating conceptual variable.9

This assertion explains, more convincingly, ethnic hyphenation within multi-
national empires and helps to understand the dissolution of it through Max 
Weber’s theory of bureaucracy. In a bureaucratised state, cultural forms network 
and their meanings are produced and controlled, according to Weber’s model, by 
an organism which functions on hierarchy, authority, economic areas, division 
of labour, assigned tasks, rules, experts, and organisational culture. As such, in 
backward areas of South- Eastern Europe, loyalties migrated from local forms of 
traditional power to modern state bureaucracy which was the superior, rational-
ised form of human activity given the deep crisis of Ottoman state structures in 
the second half of the nineteenth century. Microhistory is also helpful in this 
respect: Thessaloniki, the capital city of Macedonia, was a regional economic 
hub where Aromanians were mentioned in the first two decades of the eighteenth 
century alongside Greek, Turkish, English, Italian, French, Spanish, Arabic, 
Albanian, Bulgarian, and Russian merchants,10 but was significantly Hellenised 
after 1913 when it was annexed by Greece.
 The transition from Homo Ottomanicus to Homo Balcanicus was that of a 
migration from an imperial identity to a national one, although Balkan peoples 
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were long perceived by the West as cultural parts of the Ottoman space. Unlike 
Ottomanism, Balcanism actually meant naming every people by their own 
different name exclusively on academic knowledge (linguistics, history, and 
geography) and bureaucratic standardisation (religious and secular). Underlining 
similarities Balkan nations had shared, the historian Maria Todorova concluded 
that even now Balkanism is opposed to Orientalism because of an existential 
border between Christianity and Islam. Yet Homo Balcanicus was a hybrid 
ethnic identity. It was first and foremost a national formula and the Balkan 
peoples even today consider themselves as such but in ethnolinguistic terms. The 
Greek Megali Idea of restoring the Byzantine Empire was the first national blue-
print that seceded from Turkish hegemony and it captured all Christian loyalties 
in the first half of the nineteenth century, and Orthodox Aromanians and Albani-
ans enthusiastically embraced the Greek national cause. Moreover, during the 
nineteenth century, Greekness animated the Albanian and Slav Christians, but 
the most significant commitment was that of Aromanians. Some important Greek 
national figures were of Aromanian origin. According to Mark Mazower, 
drawing from H.N. Brailsford’s book on Macedonia published in 1906, Aroma-
nians had the strongest connection with the Greek national cause compared to 
any other group:

They [Aromanians] had no national consciousness and no national ambi-
tion.… With some of them Hellenism was a passion and an enthusiasm. 
They believed themselves to be Greek. They baptized their children 
‘Themistocles’ and ‘Penelope’. They studied in Athens and they left their 
fortunes to Greek schools and Greek hospitals.11

Mazower’s conclusion indicates the existence of a hybrid national consciousness 
of Aromanians rather than an exclusive one based on economic and cultural 
networks of signification. Moreover, the fluidity of ethnic consciousness often 
had to do with financial interests and might be interpreted as a willingness to 
negotiate it.

Aromanians as Romanians: from West to East
The national construct of Aromanianness and their pulling out of transnational 
Christian identity might be considered a scientific enterprise, namely by the 
Western travellers through South- Eastern Europe. The French, British, and 
German scholars, bureaucrats, army officers, writers, and noblemen discovered 
antiquity as the main source of modernising their own states and it was Roman-
tic intellectuals who exalted Greek politics, arts, and sciences. In parallel with 
the increasing Western interest in the Balkans, Russian influence over Orthodox 
Christians resulted in the development of Greek nationalism in a couple of vivid 
Balkan centres of economic and cultural life such as Salonica and Moscopole or 
Moschopolis (in South- Eastern Albania of today). A secondary school had been 
functioning in the latter city which was upgraded and referred to as a New 
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Academy in 1740 (it was also named the ‘Greek College’). Teachers at the 
Academy conducted research about the city dwellers and published lexicons for 
the three main linguistic groups: Aromanian, Greek, and Albanian. Among these 
were the Aromanian- born Greek scholar Teodor Cavalioti, also known as Theo-
doros Kavalliotes (1718–1789), who in 1770 drafted Protopeiria [The First 
Learning], a trilingual compendium, designed to bring to the Greek cause all 
Orthodox Christians. In 1774, Cavalioti’s work was circulated in Western aca-
demic circles by Swedish Professor Johann Erich Thunmann (1746–1778), who 
taught philosophy at the University of Halle in the beginning of the 1770s and 
pioneered South- Eastern European studies, for a twofold purpose: first, to facil-
itate business communication, and second, to reveal a substantial ethnic diversity 
all over the European territory of the Ottoman Empire. Therefore, many mer-
chants from the Ottoman Empire known throughout the German- speaking coun-
tries as ‘Greeks’ were different ethnic communities whose language was 
significantly different from Greek. Thunmann’s re- publication of Cavalioti’s 
compendium opened a new field of research and constituted a primary source of 
knowledge about the ‘Eastern Europeans’ that was almost a blank page. Or, in 
Larry Wolff ’s words: ‘it was Western Europe that invented Eastern Europe as its 
complementary other half in the eighteenth century, the age of Enlightenment’.12 
This made Thunmann the pioneer in coining the term ‘East European peoples’.13

 Moscopole was, indeed, one of the main urban centres of Greek national 
awakening during the Enlightenment and the existence of a printing press there, 
the first of its kind in the Balkans, is instructive. The 1769 and 1788 attacks by 
Ali Pasha’s troops led to its decline and the loss of its importance, and by 1800 
its main intellectual figures who embraced the Greek national cause were Aro-
manians. But it is important to stress that in Moscopole as well as in towns and 
smaller villages in the region most of the elites were clergymen and this situation 
was typical for Eastern Europe. Priests, monks, and the Orthodox Church’s 
superior hierarchy were powerful agents of the Greek national idea. Daniel of 
Moscopole (1754–1825), the director of the New Academy, continued to 
promote Greekness among all Balkan Orthodox Christians following the same 
multilinguistic compendium format. His main work was a dictionary of four lan-
guages: Greek, Aromanian, Albanian and Bulgarian. The first edition was pub-
lished in 1770 in Moscopole, the second one in 1802 in Venice. Daniel’s appeal 
was in favour of a sudden Hellenisation of all non- Greek speakers:

Albanians, Vlachs, Bulgarians, speakers of other languages, rejoice, […] 
and prepare yourselves all of you to become Greeks (romanioi), […] leaving 
the barbarian language, voice and customs, […] that to your descendants 
will appear like myths.14

On the other hand, Aromanian nationalist readers were not happy when reading 
these lines. Giving an example to illustrate the so- called Greek superiority and 
its intolerance over the centuries towards other Balkan populations, the Roma-
nian nationalist historian George Murnu (1868–1957) quoted a Byzantine 
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epigram found in sources dating from the fourteenth century describing the non- 
Greek speaker: ‘Do you want to know his appearance? […] Vlach is he by birth 
[…] Albanian is his face […] And all his clothes reveal him […] As a Bulgarian-
 Albanian-Vlach.’15

 Until 1810, the Moscopole elites was overwhelmingly Graecophile. The 
monk Neophytus Doukas (1760–1845), who continued the Hellenisation cam-
paigns launched by Cosmas of Aetolia (1714–1779), voiced some very radical 
opinions. In 1810, for instance, he wrote a diatribe in which he considered Aro-
manian ‘a mere dirty and stinky language’.16 It is important to note, however, 
that starting with the first decade of the nineteenth century among most of 
Moscopole’s inhabitants who fled the city and settled in Austria- Hungary and 
Northern Italy cities, national feelings developed gradually. In Vienna, Buda-
pest, Trieste, and Miskolc significant communities of wealthy Aromanians with 
Moscopolitan origins prepared the future generation of nationalists who engaged 
in the search for a national identity with references to ancient Rome instead of 
ancient Greece. The beginning of the nineteenth century was the time when a 
symbolic competition over Aromanian origins began, a battle of choosing 
between two illustrious ancestors, ancient Rome and ancient Greece. Though it 
was typical of early Romanticism when the ideas of diaspora challenged local 
practices, and in some cases, were decisive in changing attitudes, it was the case 
of the Carbonari movement and of the Polish émigrés who nurtured the Italian 
and Polish national causes. As Lord Acton (1834–1902) noted in 1862, ‘exile is 
the nursery of nationality, as oppression is the school of liberalism’.17 In 1797, 
the Archbishop Constantin Ucuta or Oucoutas from Posen or Poznań, with 
origins in Moscopole, published New Pedagogy, the first Aromanian spelling 
book, by the printing press of Aromanian brothers Puiu or Pouliou in Vienna. 
Although Aromanianness was on its way out, its cultural agents continued spell-
ing their own names both in Greek and Aromanian.
 In the Austrian Empire, one of the rising forces in shaping Romanian national 
ideas was Latinism which gradually challenged the hegemony of Greekness. It 
was the time when ‘Aromanian’ became an ethnonym and historians, linguists 
and writers, such as Samuil Micu (1745–1806), Gheorghe Șincai (1754–1816), 
Petru Maior (1761–1821), and Ion Budai- Deleanu (1760–1820), clustered in the 
so- called ‘Transylvanian School’, a political and literary national movement 
which tried to prove the ancient Roman origins of all Romanians and the Latin 
origins of the Romanian language, and equipped the first generation of 
Aromanian- born Austrians with a new narrative about their own past. Some Aro-
manian intellectuals enthusiastically embraced such a massive project of lin-
guistic reconstruction and revised the whole identity formula for a sharp 
emancipation from Greekness.
 The revival of ancient Rome and Greece throughout Europe in the Enlighten-
ment was forcefully continued during Romanticism and their appeal was even 
stronger in East- Central Europe. While in Western Europe ancient Rome and 
Greece were models of inspiration for intellectuals in fighting royal absolutism, 
aristocracy and clerical privileges and building liberal democracy, in East- Central 
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Europe the glorious ancient heritage was used by budding local nationalists against 
multinational empires. One of the most powerful weapons wielded by national 
idealists in East- Central Europe was anteriority or claiming temporal priority over 
others regarding land and civilising processes. To mobilise people to fight for 
national rights, nationalists obsessively appealed to the golden heritage of illustri-
ous ancestors. Thus, Latinism was successful among Aromanian intellectuals 
because it offered two arguments they needed for national emancipation: great 
forefathers of Rome compared to Greek Byzantium, and love for a rich but lost 
language based on empirical research. They felt their mission was to inculcate love 
for their ancestors’ language and restore ancient greatness through the purification 
of language and using the Latin alphabet. In addition, the purification of the lan-
guage meant the exclusive authority of etymology and the increased presence of 
Latin neologisms in scientific jargon and literary products.
 All Latinist passions were at the same time ambitions to restore a bovaristic 
lost glory but also an act of materialising a modern blueprint and its main 
purpose was to emancipate the Romanian nation in whatever state it might have 
been found. Gheorghe Constantin Roja (1786–1847), who spelled his name 
Rozsa, following Hungarian language rules, and Rosa, according to German 
orthography, studied medicine in Buda and took Vallachus Voscopolitanus 
(Moscopolitan Wallachian/Romanian) as his nickname, as written on the doc-
toral thesis he defended in 1812. In Buda, Roja met Petru Maior who worked as 
censor at the University’s printing press and became attracted to the latter’s Lati-
nist ideas. Similarly, Aromanians piqued Maior’s interest and he included Aro-
manian words in his Lesicon Romanescu- Latinescu-Ungurescu- Nemțescu 
(Romanian- Latin-Hungarian- German Lexicon) published posthumously in Buda 
in 1825. The historian Ioan Arginteanu (1868–1947) summed up this confluence 
between members of the ‘Transylvanian School’ and the exiled intellectuals 
from Moscopole and their sons and daughters as follows:

The real cultural and pure [Romanian] national movement was produced by 
Macedonian Romanians from Austria and Hungary where they conveyed 
the illustrious and classical science they had brought with them from 
Moscopole. In contact with the great Transylvanian patriots Șincai, Maior, 
Clain (Germanised Klein) men of erudition from Moscopole became ardent 
supporters of the Romanian idea and published valuable texts of strong and 
enlightened national consciousness.18

Previously, in 1808, Roja, who had already adopted radical Latinism, published 
Untersuchungen über die Romaner oder sogenannten Wlachen, welche jenseits 
der Donau wohnen (Research on Romanians or the so- called Vlachs who live 
beyond the Danube), written in Greek: ‘in order to be understood by nationalists 
from Hungary, by those from Turkey and the neighbouring countries, and finally 
by all others who read only common Greek’.19 He fully rejected the name 
‘Vlach’ – although, later, he took it  ̶ considering it as an alternative name for 
shepherds, and strongly denounced the ethnic confusion between Aromanians 
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(Romans) and Greeks (Romanioi) because of the resemblance of the two terms, 
but especially due to the thin cultural proximity between Aromanians and 
Greeks. He wrote: ‘It has been impossible until today to distinguish between us 
and the others who are also called Romans.’20 According to him, Latinism had 
made everything clearer from an ontological point of view, while at the same 
time providing a scientific model to explain the world. Applying the ideas put 
forward by the ‘Transylvanian School’, Roja too thought that the Romanian lan-
guage was a corrupted version of Latin, that ‘national evolution’ was only pos-
sible studying Latin and, finally, that all non- Latin words from Romanian should 
have been purged.
 The purification of Romanian from foreign words was stronger in Roja’s next 
book, Măiestria ghiovăsirii românești cu litere latinești care sunt literele 
Românilor ceale vechi (The art of reading Romanian using Latin Letters which 
are Romanian’s old letters), in 1809. He pleaded for the writing of texts in 
Romanian using the Latin alphabet in all lands where Romanians were living 
such as the Danubian Principalities and in areas of the Ottoman Empire inhab-
ited by Aromanians. His ambition was to unite Romanian and Aromanian in 
a  single literary language improved by a large number of Latin words. The 
model was, again, the ‘Transylvanian School’ whose second generation of intel-
lectuals, such as Timotei Cipariu (1805–1887) and August Treboniu Laurian 
(1810–1881), continued the process of Latinising the Romanian language.
 Born in Buda, Mihail G. Boiagi (1780–1828 or 1842) published the first Aro-
manian grammar in Vienna, in 1813, as Romanische oder Macedonowlachische 
Sprachlehre, (Grammar) (Romanian or Macedo- Vlach Grammar Book) in which 
six short parables, ‘Istorii alepte’ (Moral Histories), were written in Aromanian 
with many Latin words included. Unlike Roja, Boiagi Germanised both his 
names becoming Michael G. Bojadschi and, overall, he devoted more attention 
to the German language in writing texts defending the national cause than his 
predecessors. Boiagi wrote Grammar’s introduction, the contents page and all 
explanatory notes in Greek and German, and parables in Aromanian. In spite of 
his Latinism and ambition to bind Romanian and Aromanian, Boiagi knew that 
the Greek version of the text would permit him to engage in dialogue and 
[receive] academic acknowledgement. The enormous academic prestige of 
Greek in Western universities and its status as the lingua franca of all intellectu-
als and businessmen from the Balkans was rather a vehicle for promoting 
national languages having an oral tradition and lesser degree of literacy of other 
ethnic groups. But Boiagi did not forget to fight back against Doukas’ harsh 
phrases and defend his native language, while promoting linguist purity and 
essentialism:

[It is obvious that they were] stupid empty words of Doukas the Pedant who 
did not know any other language [but Greek], [who] would like to destroy 
all languages on the Earth and to introduce only the Greek Macaronic lan-
guage everywhere. I thought it would be worth mentioning his ignorance 
but his words [themselves] do not deserve any further refutation.21
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The reaction to Boiagi’s Grammar emerged almost instantly; the Ecumenical 
Patriarch excommunicated Boiagi and, in advance, all who would join him in 
uttering ‘heretical’ words against ‘the language of God’.22 Far from being 
impressed, Boiagi noted:

Every language is an incarnation of human spirit; the more languages one 
learns, the more perspectives his mind will understand, and his multilateral 
intellect will develop. But nobody can gain such a multilateralism through a 
single language even if that language had been the perfect one. The desire 
of those who yearn for a single language in the world is wrong and foolish 
not only from the point of view of its use but also from the point of view of 
its practical application.23

Until 1850, the Aromanian national cause was becoming popular among intel-
lectuals from the Austrian Empire, among them the wine merchandiser Atanasie 
Grabovszky, Baron Andrei Șaguna or Andreas Schaguna (1809–1873), the 
future Orthodox Metropolitan Bishop of the Romanians in Transylvania, lawyer 
Emanoil Gojdu or Gozsdu Emánuel (1802–1870), and the wealthy Mocioni, 
Dumba, and Sina families. In the second half of the nineteenth century, Gustav 
Weigand (1860–1930), German linguist and professor at the Leipzig University, 
studied Romanian and between 1897–1899 published his scientific work in 
Jahresbericht des Instituts für Rumänische Sprache [Yearbook of the Institute 
for the Romanian Language].
 In Central European exile, Aromanian nationalism grew and sought emanci-
pation. Thus, tensions between Greeks and Aromanians progressively grew from 
1805 and in 1808 exploded over the question of the language of religious 
services. In 1788, Greeks and Aromanians from Pest started building an 
Orthodox Church, separate from the Serbian one, and the founding documents 
dated from the same year clearly specified the two separate nations’ inten-
tions.24 Of 125 contributors to raising funds to build the church, forty- nine 
were Aromanians; the Greeks’ overall contribution was 32,464 forints, while 
the Aromanians’ was 17,401 forints.25 Two priests, one Greek and one Aroma-
nian, were appointed for religious service in both languages but most was in 
Greek. In 1811, Aromanians gained the right to have alternating religious ser-
vices in Aromanian and Greek and the same demand was made for confes-
sional schools where courses were taught in Greek and German. In 1820, 
rejecting Aromanian rights, Greeks seceded from the Pest Orthodox com-
munity but soon returned because they did not receive 30,000 forints as com-
pensation. In 1832, the conflict was reopened in relation to the name of church, 
but a royal decree stated that the old name was legal and the quarrel that had 
lasted for nearly forty years was over.26

 Not only academic research was responsible for a growing trend to separate 
Aromanian from Greek interests. In the Balkans, Aromanians continued to 
remain closed to the Megali Idea and battled against the Ottoman Empire. 
 Iordache Olimpiotul or Giorgakis Olympios (1772–1821) was the military 
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 commander of the Filiki Eteria forces in Wallachia in the 1821 anti- Ottoman 
Uprising and close to the Serbian national militias led by Veljko Petrović 
(1780–1813) during the first Serbian Uprising against the Ottoman Empire 
(1804–1813). It was Olimpiotul who arrested Tudor Vladimirescu (1780–1821), 
the 1821 Romanian rebellion leader and would have him killed, suspecting an 
alliance of Romanian and Ottomans against Greeks.
 Another ‘web of significance’ in Geertz’s terms was the birth of Greek state-
craft in the 1820s linked to the activities of Balkan local warlords and their mili-
tias, the so- called ‘armatoles’. John S. Koliopoulos and Thamos M. Veremis 
pointed out that these armatoles:

Operated on a strict hierarchical basis within their own segment that cut 
society vertically to include various strata within the same clan. Each group 
would cling to its hard- earned privileges and would consider the members 
of other competing groups as enemies.27

Given the fact that continental Greece was equally inhabited by Greeks, Aro-
manians, Bulgarians, Albanians, and Serbs, the armatoles were not only mer-
cenaries in their search for jobs and resources but also a community 
exchanging cultural codes and beliefs. Furthermore, the actions of the seces-
sionist leader Ali Pasha of Ioannina, who established his own state in 1820, 
accelerated the beginning of the dissolution of Ottoman power in northern 
Greece. Thus, the Greek state project was a successful political construct in 
which fresh modern ideas flourished and attracted loyalties. Futhermore, the 
success of the Greek national movement in winning national independence in 
1828–1832 strengthened Aromanians’ allegiance to Hellenism. Also noting 
that the Romanian state project was at its very beginning (in 1859, the union of 
Moldavia and Wallachia took place and in 1878 national independence was 
gained), the Greek triumph was a more promising perspective than the 
Romanian one.

Aromanians as Romanians: from North to South
In the first half of the nineteenth century, Romanian elites were fully engaged in 
a nation- state building project and radical societal changes, trying to imitate 
Western models of economic development. Such an ambitious and salvational 
enterprise was considered the only way to exit from the multiple crises of the 
localised version of l’ancien régime. Romanian national activists reinvented 
heroic traditions meant to oppose Orientalism, which was portrayed as economic 
backwardness, despotic, corrupt, and in moral decay. Politically, Orientalism 
was a synonym for the Ottoman Empire, and culturally for customs, styles, and 
practices from the Levant. In the 1820s, the Romanian patriotic narrative was 
directed against the Phanariotes, Greek elites inhabiting the Phanar quarter of 
Constantinople who assumed the reign of Moldavia and Wallachia between 1718 
and 1821, and its whole heritage. But although Romanian Principalities were 
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part of the Ottoman cultural and civilisational sphere of influence for centuries, 
Westernised Romanian elites embarked on a vast process of de- Orientalisation 
of society and Orientalising the Orient in what Edward W. Said described as the 
‘creation of the Orient’. Said’s observation is a useful one to illustrate the 
growing Romanian anti- Ottoman attitudes:

Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as the corporate institution for 
dealing with the Orient – dealing with it by making statements about it, 
authorizing views of it, describing it, by teaching it, settling it, ruling over 
it: in short, Orientalism as a Western style for dominating, restructuring, and 
having authority over the Orient.28

Unlike the academic discovery of Aromanians from West to East, the process of 
rediscovering, reinterpreting and nationalising the Aromanians by Romanians from 
North to South was an outcome of modernising and de- orientalising. Various 
Romanian authors were systematically describing Aromanians in the Balkans 
starting with the beginning of the nineteenth century. Previously, Moldavian, 
Wallachian, and Transylvanian chroniclers, travellers, philosophers, linguists, 
historians, and revolutionaries like Miron Costin (1633–1691), Nicolae Milescu 
Spătarul (1636–1708), Constantin Cantacuzino (1650–1716), Dimitrie Cantemir 
(1673–1723), and the two previously mentioned ‘Transylvanian School’ members 
Gheorghe Șincai and Petru Maior briefly mentioned Aromanians as a distinct ethnic 
group in Balkans, their customs and daily life rituals. But the growth of the Roma-
nian national state to the north of the Danube led to an increasing curiosity about 
Aromanians; as such their discovery flourished in the first decades of the nineteenth 
century through the texts of Ion Heliade Rădulescu (1802–1872), Eftimie Murgu 
(1805–1870), Timotei Cipariu (1805–1887), Ioan Maiorescu (1811–1864), Mihail 
Kogălniceanu (1817–1891), and Dimitrie Bolintineanu (1819–1872). By around 
1850, common knowledge about a Romance- speaking people in the Ottoman 
Empire had been established and thereafter the main ambition was to mobilise them 
for a national cause. Alternatively, the ethnonym ‘Macedo- Romanians’ was intro-
duced in various contexts when referring to Aromanians.
 But the second discovery of Aromanians went beyond simple academic 
 curiosity for an insufficiently sketched map of South- Eastern Europe. The 
nation-state implied transitioning from ideas to practices like creating propa-
ganda among the local population, disseminating knowledge through the educa-
tion system, training agents of influence, persuading the Great Powers, and 
investing money and resources. But we should keep in mind, of course, that all 
the states bordering Macedonia developed the same strategies, especially Greece 
and Bulgaria. In 1863, the Romanian government secularised the Orthodox 
Church’s assets in Romania, an important share of annual profit being trans-
ferred to the Mount Athos monasteries controlled by the Greek upper hierarchy, 
which was redirected to finance Macedonian schools.29

 In parallel, a diplomatic effort for the Aromanian cause was made. Poet, jour-
nalist, diplomat, and politician Dimitrie Bolintineanu, himself of Aromanian 
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origins, sought to improve collective rights for Romanians in the Balkans. In 
around 1856 he wrote a memorandum addressed to Mehmed Fuad- Pasha 
(1814–1869), Ottoman Foreign Secretary, in which he asked permission for Aro-
manians to open schools and churches in their language and to organise a local 
militia to help the Ottoman police, but Fuad postponed discussion of these 
requests.30 The same solicitation was made to Eugène Poujade (1815–1885), the 
French Consul General in Bucharest, but he too was refused. Officially, Roma-
nian Principalities spoke up for Aromanians’ national right in 1859 when repre-
sentative Costache Negri (1812–1876) asked the Sublime Porte to preserve their 
national specificity. In the same year, 1859, in Bucharest, a group of Romanian 
and Aromanian intellectuals established the first Macedo- Romanian Committee 
having as its main goals educating students from Macedonia in Romania and 
raising funds for the future schools that would be established in Macedonia. Five 
years later, in 1864, the first Aromanian school in Macedonia, under the leader-
ship of Dimitrie Atanasescu (1836–1907), opened its doors. Funds were pro-
vided by state officials Dimitrie Bolintineanu, Foreign Minister (May–July 
1861), Minister of Religious Affairs (October 1863–July 1864), and Anastasie 
Panu (1810–1867), a member of the Moldavian regency (1858–1859), and an 
ardent supporter of the union of Wallachia and Moldavia. But the mastermind of 
Romanian/Aromanian schooling in Macedonia was Apostol Margarit 
(1832–1903), primary school teacher, national activist, general inspector for 
Romanian- financed schools in Macedonia, and fierce opponent of Greek 
attacks.31

 In 1859, Bolintineanu published his notes on the 1854 journey in Macedonia 
under the title Călătorii la românii din Macedonia (Voyages to Romanians in 
Macedonia), and, in 1863, a series of poems entitled Macedonele (The Macedo-
nian Women). He wrote one of the most powerful poems dedicated to all 
 Romanians in Macedonia: ‘We want to shout to them: […] Macedonian Roma-
nians! […] You are not Greeks […] You and us have the same blood […] Send 
your sons here in our country […] For Rome, not Athens, is your Mother!’32 In 
spite of his excited optimism, Bolintineanu noticed that, compared to Greeks, 
Aromanians were ‘careless about national feeling, mobilized only by hate, 
envious of one another, spreading calumnies, incapable of sacrifices for their 
nation’s happiness, without confidence in their nation energies, who would not 
be concerned about their national future?’33 But still he did not lose his national 
creed. His series of poems Macedonele described the natural landscapes of Mac-
edonia, feelings of love, beauty of women, moments, people’s daily life, tradi-
tional handicrafts, rituals, idyllic places and times.
 In 1863, the first Macedo- Romanian Committee addressed a memorandum to 
French Emperor Napoleon III which denounced Greek and Slav persecutions of 
Aromanians through Church and schools and demanded equal rights. Again, 
history and linguistics played an important role in defining the legitimacy of 
national claims and most intellectuals grouped in the Committee and sympathis-
ers of the cause were historians and linguists: ‘Sire! The Eastern Empire was not 
Greek but Roman, the majority of people living there before the arrival of Slavs 
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and Slavised Bulgarian Tatars was not Greek but Roman.’34 And again, the idea 
of prominent origins was the most powerful argument used in supporting 
national rights.
 After the Romanian war of independence (1877–1878), the Aromanian ques-
tion systematically became state policy regarding Romanian communities from 
abroad and neighbouring countries. Thus, on the basis of the first Macedo- 
Romanian Committee and with new statuses, a second organisation appeared, 
Societatea de Cultură Macedo- Română (Society for Macedo- Romanian Culture), 
established in 1879 in Bucharest with the active participation of politicians like 
Christian Tell (1808–1884), Constantin A. Rosetti (1816–1885), Ion Ghica 
(1816–1881), Dumitru Brătianu (1818–1892), Dimitrie A. Strudza (1833–1914), 
and Titu Maiorescu (1840–1917). The main goals of the Society were the estab-
lishment of an Aromanian bishop subordinate to the Romanian Orthodox 
Church, funds to build a college dormitory for Aromanian students, subsidies for 
newspapers and publications, the improvement of dissemination methods, and 
appeals to new members. Through it, all educational activities were centralised, 
and it took as its mission the building and consolidating of national conscious-
ness. Not only was it an agent for nationalising Aromanians but it also adjusted 
its purposes according to the new objectives of the Romanian state, for instance 
the colonisation of Southern Dobrudja or Cadrilater, annexed by Romania after 
the Peace Treaty of Bucharest (1913).
 Until 1904, when the Macedonian civil war started, the balance of Romanian 
national activism in the Balkans was rather negative. One reason was the small 
numbers of children attending Aromanian classes because of their parents’ con-
cerns about their future. Too theoretical, and nationalist- oriented, Aromanian/
Romanian schools were not ready to educate and prepare the youngsters in order 
to pursue profitable professional careers in the multi- ethnic Ottoman state. 
Another reason for keeping away from Romanian schools was the language of 
teaching. The fusion project of Aromanian and Romanian formulated by Roman-
tic intellectuals was no longer embraced, first because Romanianising the Aro-
manians would have transformed them into mere Romanians. Second, the 
transformation of Aromanian through purifying it with Balkan words and infus-
ing it with Romanian vocabulary and idioms from a dialect in another Romance 
language would have been futile. Additionally, it would have increased diversity 
instead of reducing it. As Peyfuss described it:

In elementary school, the language of teaching was Aromanian and all 
books were devoted to it, but, gradually, children were taught both in Roma-
nian and Aromanian. In secondary school, education was given in Roma-
nian, but with special attention for preservation of the dialect.35

As religious autonomy did not have any chance of being granted, partly because 
of the Greek Church hierarchy’s countermeasures, partly because of the Ottoman 
administration’s reluctance which did not trust any ethnic group, another solu-
tion for national preservation was imagined. Apart from the Greek hierarchy, 
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which was regarded as a leash for Aromanians, in 1870, the Firman (Ottoman 
edict) of Sultan Abdülaziz (1861–1876) led to the establishment of the Bulgarian 
Church which was intended to defend Aromanians’ religious rights too. Con-
versely, the firman was seen just as a further source of national subordination. 
Therefore, after 1878, the idea of religious conversion of Aromanians to Catholi-
cism was envisaged by schoolteacher, historian and writer Apostol Margarit 
(1832–1903) and the support of Italy and Austria- Hungary was sought. Along 
with the Gheg- Albanian Catholic group, Aromanians would have formed a bina-
tional state, Albania- Macedonia, under the protection of Austria- Hungary, ori-
ented against Greece and Bulgaria. ‘Our salvation will come from Italy’ was a 
rumour that insistently circulated among nationalists who waited for reliable 
help.36 Romanian diplomacy initially found the idea of an Aromanian state 
promising but the reticence of the two influent Catholic Powers resulted in its 
abandonment.37 Finally, another solution was to negotiate with the Ottoman 
authorities for an Aromanian autonomous Orthodox Church, which was success-
ful in 1905.
 Around 1900, the Aromanian question suffered an important revision 
regarding the efficiency of funds for the national cause in Turkey. The question 
was highly politicised by the two Romanian parties, Liberal and Conservative, 
and such politicisation echoed abroad. Although both parties supported the Aro-
manian national policy, Conservative governments expanded budgets and school 
personnel and recruited more sympathisers than liberals. In 1901, the Liberal 
minister of public instruction, mathematician, astronomer, and professor Spiru 
Haret (1851–1912), condemned previous Conservative Ministers of Public 
Instruction, Take Ionescu (1858–1922), and Constantin Istrati (1850–1918), for 
spending too much money on such an important cause without practical results. 
According to Haret, Macedonian schools were training candidates for Romanian 
bureaucracy and that was too much even for a nationalist school. Haret’s plan to 
renew the existing system of schools was to reconsider the whole educational 
policy and move it towards practical crafts such as industry and trade. It was 
Haret who reduced the overall budget for Macedonian schools by 45 per cent. In 
the face of the 1900 economic crisis and budget cuts, Romanian authorities 
rediscovered times when low budget and high enthusiasm achieved more than a 
high budget and low enthusiasm. But soon, in 1903, the same minister, Spiru 
Haret, doubled the budget because of the significant weakening of the 
national idea.
 Civil war in Macedonia drastically challenged perspectives on the future 
national project. With the majority of Aromanians closely attached to the Greek 
cause, the civil war began a period of massacres and trauma that was followed 
by the Balkan Wars (1912–1913) and, eventually, by the Great War 
(1914–1918). In spite of insistent appeals from Aromanian nationalists in Mace-
donia to get weapons, Romania did not want to encourage the escalation of con-
flict and refrained from military involvement. King Carol I of Romania 
(1839–1914) clearly opposed the idea as he stated in an interview published in 
Bukarester Tagblatt on 23 October 1907:
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The Sultan knows our policy in favour of Turkey’s territorial integrity. He 
acknowledges that our policy in the Balkans and Aromanians’ loyal attitude 
toward the Ottoman state are to be trusted. But there are opinions that 
demand that we should form paramilitary troops to protect Aromanians from 
other nations’ attacks. I openly declared that if these demands do not cease, 
I will stop looking after the national cause in Macedonia.38

Nevertheless, the most important success for the nationalist movement was 
obtained during the civil conflict in 1905, when Sultan Abdul Hamid II 
(1842–1918) issued an Irade (Ottoman decree) by which he gave Aromanians 
full religious rights, although the status of millet, the recognition as a distinct 
nation, was not mentioned at all. But the Irade, instead of reinforcing the 
national idea, meant its stagnation and ultimately its end. Graecophile Aroma-
nians, supported by the Greek state and Ecumenical Patriarchate, formed the 
vast majority in terms of political goals and identity self- definition. Although 
never rejected by the majority, in terms of identity communion, nationalist 
Aromanians were considered servants of Romanian propaganda, paid by it, 
and Turkish state agents. For instance, in the town of Bitola, of 6000 Aroma-
nian inhabitants, only 600 were nationalists.39 In retaliation for such harsh 
words and using the same irritated rhetoric, nationalists named Graecophiles 
‘renegades’ and bemoaned the future of their own common heritage. Undoubt-
edly, the Macedonian civil war marked the beginning of a sharp split between 
the Graecophile majority and nationalist minority which chose to seek a new 
homeland.

Towards a new cultural and political geography: between 
Macedonia and Romania
When Cioran wrote ‘Romania is geography not history’ in his Transfiguration of 
Romania, the revolt was directed against those Romanians who could not 
imagine a powerful state and creative society. In the history of the Balkans, the 
end of the Great War was seen as the last episode of a long series of bloody con-
flicts starting in 1878, the year that inaugurated a whole epoch of growing pess-
imism and national hatred. The historian Barbara Jelavich considered that the 
failure of the autocratic regime of Sultan Abdul Hamid II, whose reign began 
with instability, was somehow predictable even in 1876.40 In 1908, Austria- 
Hungary annexed Bosnia and the Bosnian crisis ended. Three years after the 
Macedonian civil war, in 1911, Italy and Turkey began a one- year conflict that 
ended with Italy annexing Libya. Soon after, two Balkans wars shook the dying 
Ottoman Empire and the Peace Treaty signed in Bucharest in 1913 significantly 
reduced Bulgaria’s territorial gains, with Romania annexing Southern Dobrudja. 
After less than a year of common German and Bulgarian occupation, the whole 
of Dobrudja became part of Greater Romania in 1919.
 Southern Dobruja or Cadrilater had remained an unsolved issue since 1878 
when Russia prevented Romania from taking the whole province. Romania 
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never ceased to demand a correction to the border of 7565 square kilometres. 
Bulgaria, on the other side, maintained her claims towards the whole province of 
15,500 square kilometres. Both countries used historical research and demo-
graphy as arguments in their favour. Having only 2 per cent Romanian inhabit-
ants, around the town of Silistra, Cadrilater was perceived as the province with 
the most vulnerable border. Thus, Romania began a civilizing mission, with a 
self-proclaimed ambition to bring peace where there was destruction and grief.

Figure 2.2  Southern Dobruja or the Cadrilater, annexed by Romania in 1913, colonised 
with Romanians and Aromanians in the late 1920s.

Source: Académie Roumaine, La Dobroudja, Bucharest, 1938.
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 Amid these developments, the new mental geography of Aromanians changed 
completely starting in the 1920s when Romania allowed all those who considered 
themselves Romanian to participate in the project of Romanianisation. Steriu T. 
Hagigogu, an activist for colonisation, wrote in 1927 with relief about Romania’s 
decision made three years before to welcome his Balkan countrymen:

Nothing was in vain. Today, those women and children who cried out on 
sunny mornings and the wounded who came to bring horrible news come 
here, brought by ships on which Romanian flag was waving, the flag for 
which their fellows died. I couldn’t believe my own eyes that trains were 
carrying my Aromanians that shed their blood for their beloved Romania.

Henceforth, a new dimension of identity was born, namely colonist and border 
guardsmen:

Looking at their departure, a feeling of dignity grew inside myself. We 
endured, we were meant to survive the battles, we got strengthened in order 
to stay victorious for our language, paying for it with our lives. For Romania 
will have, one day, a corner where strong guardsmen will be needed. And 
along with our Romanian blood brothers we will be an invincible wall for 
our holy country.41

Still, the idea of emigrating to Romania appeared after the Treaty of Lausanne, 
signed in 1923, under which Turkey and Greece exchanged populations: approx-
imately 1.2–1.5 million Greeks from Turkey were relocated on Macedonia and 
350,000 Turks from Greece were sent to Turkey.42

 But new horizons demanded new approaches. The new province was not as 
friendly towards new inhabitants as colonists expected it to be and old inhabit-
ants did not welcome them, especially Bulgarians. Still, all newcomers were 
given land on the basis of a promise made by King Ferdinand I (1865–1927) in 
1917, and most of them needed to change their crafts and livelihoods in order to 
survive. The most dangerous areas were next to the border with Bulgaria due to 
the armed militias of the Internal Dobrudjan Revolutionary Organisation (IDRO) 
which was founded in 1923 to fight against the annexation of Cadrilater. Previ-
ously, the so- called ‘komitadji’ were Bulgarian guerrillas who fought for the 
Bulgarian ‘national idea’ during Ottoman rule. After 1918 IDRO supplied 
weapons and food to them, and often sent them beyond the border to ambush 
Romanian police and civil servants. A mixture of nationalist and communist 
ideas, IDRO’s main political objective was an autonomous Dobrudja under the 
supervision of the newly established League of Nations. In 1925, the communist 
branch separated from IDRO and sought support for a Soviet Republic of 
Dobrudja, eventually to be incorporated into a larger Balkan Communist Federa-
tion. Bulgarian ‘komitadji’ were trained by army officers and they compiled 
blacklists with Aromanian and Romanian head colonists as well as Bulgarian 
civilians seen as ‘collaborators’ with Romanian authorities.43
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 Some native voices also rose against the Aromanian presence, and the main 
objection pertained to future economic development. Northern Dobrudja’s popu-
lation was around 20 per cent Romanian when it became part of Romania in 
1878, and that percentage assured a rapid process of ethnic transformation. Colo-
nists that arrived in Old Dobrudja were coming from agricultural zones and did 
not have to change their occupation. Such congeniality led to a ‘greater close-
ness, the most important and only thing we should aspire to in our action of col-
onizing our land’.44 The principle of colonisation of Southern Dobrudja should 
have been on the basis of the economic experience of newcomers that could 
maintain local specificity, not of emotions. First, being shepherds by tradition, 
Macedo- Romanians would neither have been able to cope with agriculture, nor 
pasturage due to the lack of mountains and available grasslands. Second, there 
has always been a rivalry between farmers and shepherds because of damage 
that cattle do to grazing fields. As colonisation was an accelerated process, there 
was no time for newcomers to familiarise themselves with agriculture and form 
that ‘closeness’. Thus, colonising the Cadrilater with Aromanians ‘would have 
been a waste of time’.45

 Once in Cadrilater, the Aromanian colonists established villages, changed 
their professions, and considered themselves to be Romanians. But in spite of 
this revolutionary transformation, they remained mentally attached to the world 
they had left. In 1927, two years after the arrival of the first Aromanian family 
from Corița, Albania, the first colonist village in Durostor county, Frașari, was 
inaugurated. It was a completely new village: new houses were built, compounds 
were parcelled, rocky terrains were reclaimed, street and water networks were 
systematised. On that occasion, professor, translator, and national activist Iuliu 
Valaori (1867–1936) delivered a speech in which he expressed hope for a better 
future from that moment on:

This major endeavour of colonization was a result of a sane and patriotic 
thought. Thanks to colonists’ hard work, Frașari village is a model and all 
Romanians should be proud of it. Their effort was, indeed, amazing if we 
look at the obstacles they faced.46

Nevertheless, optimism soon turned to pessimism. The year 1939 brought not 
only the end of European peace but also the Versailles settlement. In June, 
August, and September 1940 Romania lost territories in favour of the Soviet 
Union, Hungary, and Bulgaria. The latter loss was considered as an outcome of 
the incapacity of Romanian bureaucracy to integrate Southern Dobrudja. Com-
paring the two situations, Romania’s colonisation of Cadrilater and Greece’s 
integration of Macedonia, Nicolae Mănescu, Romanian Ambassador to Greece, 
wrote an analysis in 1941, after the Treaty of Craiova was signed in September 
1940 and Bulgaria annexed Cadrilater, in which he sought for an answer to 
Romania’s failure and Greece’s success. Mănescu explained how the involve-
ment of the League of Nations made an essential contribution to the Greek 
success. The first international organisation offered a fund of twelve million 
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British pounds to help Greece finance programmes for Greek refugees from 
Turkey. Moreover, the League of Nations provided technical support for 
refugees’ assistance through the Commission for relocating refugees in Greece:

Almost twenty years after [the Treaty of Lausanne], Greece looks com-
pletely different. Refugees increased the country’s population by 25% and 
their sustainable efforts created a new perspective. All economic sectors 
have developed, nowadays Greece cannot be compared at all with the 
Greece of yesterday.47

At the end of the 1930s, the colonist identity of the Aromanians in Romania 
ceased to exist. New generations were born, and the self- identity discourse of 
this ethnic group fell into line with the communist ideology and regime, espe-
cially after 1944. The communist regime imposed severe self- censorship and the 
non- official Aromanian narrative confined itself to oral history: personal memo-
ries and family stories retold by the elderly. Officially, as an ethnic minority, the 
Aromanians were erased and exiled into folklore and non- political discussions, 
without any ideological stake. But a sense of being a different Romanian identity 
survived and also a certain nostalgia lingered for common origins with the Aro-
manians in the Balkans, the lost homeland.

Conclusions
Until the end of the eighteenth century, the Aromanian ethnic groups formed a 
hybrid cultural construct with a Greek ethos. The discovery of East- Central and 
South- Eastern Europe and its populations, ethnic groups, religious minorities 
and the in- between smaller groups using the scientific methods of modern 
nationalism meant new directions in how a community imagined itself. From a 
multicultural identity in an imperial (Byzantine and the Ottoman) state structure, 
ethnic groups, such as the Aromanians, reduced their heritage to a single cri-
terion of self- identification, namely a linguistic one. In the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries, following the pattern of the national states, Greece, Bulgaria, and 
Romania, the Aromanian option was ready to devote itself to a sole political 
project.
 The linguistic challenge in approaching the Aromanian lost hybridity explains 
the enormous prestige of language in modern projects of rethinking culturally- 
mixed communities. In the last two centuries of their history, despite the search 
for an idealistic unity, Aromanian communities have substituted cultural plural-
ity with linguistic exclusivity in their self- identification canon. Ultimately, the 
ethnic standardisation process of bureaucracy won against uncertainty; the exclu-
sivity defeated the ambiguity. ‘A set of standardized orientations, a learnt 
behaviour, a mechanism for a normative regulation of behaviour, a set of tech-
niques for adjusting both to external environment and to other men’, as Clyde 
Kluckhohn noted,48 was no more than just another means of creating a theory 
and a practice to build exclusivity.
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3 Minority femininity at 
intersections
Hungarian women’s movements in 
interwar Transylvania

Zsuzsa Bokor

Introduction
For the Hungarian communities in Transylvania, the Banat, Crisana and Mara-
mures, the transitional period following the Treaty of Trianon was clearly 
marked by a complex and multifaceted process of making and becoming a 
minority in Romania. Ethnic minorities, as happened in other parts of Europe, 
were seen as suspicious in the successor countries and were the lost- and-desired 
territories for their mother countries.
 The primary concern of this chapter is to highlight the production of a new 
conception of femininity in 1920s and 1930s Transylvania. This will be 
expressed through the creation of minority women’s organisations, and through 
the so- called ‘Thousand Szekler Girls’ Gathering’. I would like to elaborate on 
multi- ethnic society in interwar Transylvania, with particular reference to its 
gender relations and representations. Being concerned with the process of iden-
tity construction, it is the politicised, visible, normative part of this story that I 
am particularly interested in here. I begin by providing some historical back-
ground on the development of Hungarian women’s activism in the immediate 
post- war years, and afterwards I explore its deeper aspects. The chapter will 
attempt to introduce the special category of minority femininity to describe the 
political and public discourses of the Hungarian community in interwar Transyl-
vania. In order to emphasise the usefulness of this category the chapter discusses 
a women’s organisation, the Central Secretariat of Hungarian Minority Women 
in Romania, which was constituted around a new category of womanhood, that 
emerged in the political and social context of post- 1918 Transylvania. The 
chapter, therefore, aims to analyse the modes of self- identification and the 
different forms of representation of Hungarian minority women in contemporary 
discourse. In this respect, particular reference will be made to such theoretical 
concepts as identity, belonging, gender and ethnicity.1 Although many historical 
analyses reflect upon the techniques of repression used by the Romanian nation 
state during the interwar period, and its tendencies towards cultural assimilation 
and legal discrimination, only a few emphasise the multiplicity of identities and 
the complex constructions of ethnicity and discuss the processes of the social 
and cultural self- organisation of the Hungarian population.2 Likewise, very little 
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attention has been paid to the image of the minority woman in this period albeit 
there are a few studies discussing the ways women influenced or were affected 
by national and ethnic processes.3

The theoretical framework
Since I seek to analyse the ways in which a group (of minority women) were 
constructed, it is necessary to come to grips with the ways in which the members 
identified themselves, and with the very different kinds of politics of belonging 
which they had produced within this process of identification. Hence, rather than 
looking at an ethnic group as an essential formation, I take the stance that self- 
identification, inner motivation, and political mobilisation, including performa-
tive rituals, are the major elements that need to be analysed in order to see the 
essence of group formation.
 The following research questions are relevant here: what kind of minority 
femininity concept did the Central Secretariat of Hungarian Minority Women in 
Romania produce? How was it embedded in a newly formed minority identity? 
What were the elements of this minority womanhood? Why could it not function 
in this form, and what types of identities were created in the 1930s? The study 
also implies some theoretical questions, including: how can an ethnic minority 
identity be socially assigned through gender? Can this process be seen as one of 
women’s self- identification, or is it just a part of a political strategy put forward 
by the Hungarian ruling elite?

Intersectionality – a process
The analysis of the way in which gender is differentiated and intertwined with the 
categories of ethnicity, race and class will be outlined by referring to the theories 
presented by Nira Yuval- Davis, who published extensively on the issue of inter-
sections between gender, ethnicity and race, and considered how gender relations 
are crucial to the understanding and analysis of nations and nationalism.4
 One of the terms Yuval- Davis works with is intersectionality. The meaning of 
intersectionality places gender in some kind of interplay with other categorisa-
tions. Yuval- Davis argues that it is important to go beyond the additive approach 
of the notion of ‘triple oppression’ of gender, race and class, categories which 
were initially connected to the theory of intersectionality,5 and to see how these 
categories work together. Categories like ‘woman’, ‘middle- class’, and so on, 
are categories of social location, but also categories that ‘have a certain position-
ality along an axis of power, higher or lower than other such categories’.6 
According to Yuval- Davis’s analytical framework, identities are narratives, 
stories people tell themselves and others about who they are (and who they are 
not). They also reflect emotional investments and desires for attachments. 
Belonging, therefore, is also about the ways social locations and identities (emo-
tions) are valued and judged. I consider intersectionality as a process, rather than 
a fixed structure. It is a process that tends to hold different ‘fluid and contested’7 
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 positionalities. Working with the fluid aspect of these positionalities and loca-
tions, the tensions and dynamics of the transitional interwar period I analyse 
become more comprehensible; it is not about stable social categories but the 
interplay of different levels of belongings within a particular social complex, at a 
given historical moment. This intersectional approach is crucially important to 
understand the multiplicity of this historical context and the intersections of 
social locations, emotional attachments and political values.
 Understanding the ways in which a group of minority women had been con-
structed at the intersection of different social locations can show how highly nego-
tiated ‘belonging’ is and reveals the ways in which differences are constructed. 
This situation is special, as it signifies the first moments of becoming a minority 
for a whole range of people. The new Romanian nation state and the newly formed 
citizenship with a subordinated position meant different politics of belonging than 
before, a newly ‘imagined community’ and new narratives of identity. In this ana-
lytical framework identities are different analytical dimensions and not just com-
ponents of belonging, like social locations and normative values.8
 This dynamic construction of identity will also be examined by making use of 
the concept of sub- culture, as formulated by Robert Pyrah, Marius Turda and Jan 
Fellerer.9 What I find notable here is the fact that identities do not conform to the 
fixed, standard categories imposed from the top down such as ‘ethnic group’, 
‘majority’ or ‘minority’. Among Hungarian women in interwar Transylvania 
there are different identities, which are produced and maintained in different 
political, social and cultural intersections.

Repression and support and the need for alignment
I will discuss the external conditions and will analyse how political repressions 
were constructed from outside Hungarian feminine identity during the interwar 
period. To illustrate this, I will discuss some political details closely related to 
the Romanian state’s programmes (changes in legislation regarding education, 
religion, language- use and civil rights). These political aspects are important to 
examine because they show that Hungarian women’s contribution to the social 
and cultural remobilisation of the community and to the improvement of their 
own social positions was dependent on the political situation, but also that these 
occurrences had produced some very important and common feminist qualities. 
Later, this chapter will present other, supportive, agencies that also contributed 
to the image of Hungarian womanhood, the Hungarian minority’s political and 
religious representation, and provided support for feminists. In the second part 
of the chapter I will present a case study, a deeper analysis of a women’s move-
ment in the 1930s.

Repression
After the Treaty of Trianon, the Hungarians from Transylvania tried to institu-
tionalise their political representation through the Hungarian Union (Magyar 
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Szövetség), and then through the establishment of the Hungarian Party (Orszá-
gos Magyar Párt). Instead of a complex institutional background, the Hungarian 
community tried to create its own institutional framework with more pillars, 
including the churches, the Hungarian Party, and other cultural and economic 
institutions including the Hungarian Cultural Society of Transylvania (EMKE), 
the Transylvanian Museum Society (EME), and the Transylvanian Hungarian 
Economic Society (EMGE). This ethnic community programme also gave birth 
to several new women’s associations across Transylvania. These associations, 
most of them closely related to their supporting churches, carried out their activ-
ity in the traditional divisions of social life: church, school and family. This 
identification resulted in a set of values like faith, religion, tradition and the pres-
ervation of culture, which characterised their whole activity and discourses. It 
was the confessional women’s organisations’ duty to contribute to the organisa-
tion of the confessional schools, to manage different cultural activities which 
focused on the preservation of national- ethnic traditions. As Countess Bethlen 
(Paula Jósika), the President of the Catholic Women’s Association, once 
addressed Catholic girls:

We are the children of the same Father. And it would be wonderful if you, 
girls, being aware of this, would be faithful to your Church, your village, to 
the traditions of our ancestors, and to our mother tongue.10

In the following sections I will discuss some of the new laws and regulations in 
Romania which affected the everyday life of the Hungarian community and will 
also show how this tension deeply sensitised and mobilised the [various] associ-
ations of the Hungarian women. After the Treaty of Trianon, the activities of 
these small women’s organisations, mainly charity associations that had been 
engaged in social activities previously, became highly politicised. The most 
common subjects of this special political activism were, more or less, connected 
to children’s life, education and religious life, rather than to women’s role, and 
their civil and political rights. As such, their early forms of activism were a reac-
tion to the state’s repressive politics towards the community.11

 Changes occurred initially with the new Law for the Primary Education, 
published on 24 July 1924,12 which provoked an outcry among the leadership 
of Hungarian women’s organisations. This law required that primary education 
(including kindergarten) be compulsory and free, that language had to be 
Romanian. After 1919, several thousand Hungarian- language public schools 
disappeared, and Hungarian- language education was more or less limited to 
confessional schools. Hungarian- language public schools, and the number of 
Romanian schools with Hungarian sections, were gradually reduced. The so- 
called private education law passed in 1925 required that not only the 
Romanian language, but also other disciplines, be taught in Romanian. The 
baccalaureate exam was held in Romanian which many Hungarian pupils 
failed. The new law also stated that students of Romanian origin could only 
attend Romanian- language schools.13
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 Likewise, women protested against the new Law on Religion. From 1928, 
according to the new Law on Religion, if parents were not of the same religion, 
the father had the right to determine which religion each child would be.14 This 
contradicted the old Transylvanian legal customs, where parents agreed the reli-
gion of their children before their marriage; usually the boy followed the father’s 
religion and the girl the mother’s. This law also stated that in the case of orphans, 
if there was no indication of their parents’ religion, and if the orphanage that 
housed them was maintained by the state, they must follow the Orthodox reli-
gion. Female activists suggested that this law did not support equality between 
husband and wife. These protests represented a possible way to rethink and re- 
evaluate women’s social and civil rights.
 After the war the Romanian Secret Service (Serviciul Secret de Informaţii) 
tried to control and stop charity events organised by different women’s organi-
sations.15 Aiming to make the associations’ activity ineffective and powerless, 
special taxes were introduced: 40 per cent for every charity organisation’s 
activity, and 32 per cent for every event. After the union of Transylvania with 
Romania, the Civile Code of 1865 also came into force in Transylvania. This 
Code underlined the civil and political inequalities between men and women, 
offended women’s dignity and freedom, and proclaimed the legal incompe-
tence of married women. ‘Women had a status similar to that of children and 
the insane’,16 very different from Hungarian law, which granted full rights to 
adult (age ≥24) and married women. After the war most of the groups of 
women from Romania demanded full civil equality with men and addressed 
several petitions to Parliament and the Government. It was a time of dynamic 
expansion for the Romanian feminist movement and saw the appearance of 
several women’s associations such as Uniunea Femeilor Române, Asociaţia de 
Emancipare Civilă şi Politică a Femeii Române, and Consiliul Naţional al 
Femeilor Române. This Romanian organisational wave represented a model 
and support for the ethnic Hungarian women’s initiatives. It was after the war 
that debates about suffrage rights, the participation of women in public life, 
employment, education and social care became major themes of both Hungar-
ian and Romanian social life. These issues were raised and discussed before 
World War I by the so- called feminist organisations, but now became an 
organic part of everyday disputes.
 Hungarian women also felt the need to fight against this form of repression – 
a phenomenon without precedent – as these women had not previously put 
women’s rights properly on their agenda and had not taken part in Hungarian 
women’s progressive groups. They argued that the Code was a step backwards 
compared to their previous situation, and this empowered them to fight against 
the legislation. This struggle represented the defence of regional values, a tend-
ency to modernise the female role, and an attempt to approach other groups of 
women. Although they supported women’s education and their participation in 
public life, such as their better positioning in the labour market, they also stated 
that women could best serve their nation by confining themselves to traditional 
roles.17
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Support
If there was repression from outside the community, there was [also] remarkable 
support from inside, namely the church and the political arena. Each confirmed 
and strengthened the women’s struggle for their community’s rights. Indeed, 
Hungarian women’s associations at the turn of the century and following World 
War I were not self- created, but basically charity organisations or religious 
associations (Catholic, Calvinist and Unitarian). The political party of the com-
munity, the Hungarian National Party (OMP), which represented the Hungarian 
community in the Romanian Parliament, also supported the women’s associ-
ations. It also needed their support in the local elections of 1930. According to 
the new administrative organisation law, from 3 August 1929, certain categories 
of women were given the right to vote and to be elected to communal and county 
councils. Hungarian women were also mobilised to be included on the OMP’s 
elections lists. The topic of women’s presence in public life got more attention 
than before.18 The ethno- political mobilisation of Hungarian women in Transyl-
vania resulted in assuming additional roles and responsibilities in economic, 
political, educational and cultural spheres. This group was more agile than any 
other social group and could be mobilised as such. In fact, it was much more 
present in public life than at any time before or after.
 The above- mentioned problems seem to be the typical feminist questions of 
this period. Some of these were restricted to the Hungarian community, while 
some were also related to other minorities, for example to the German and 
Jewish women’s associations of Transylvania (educational and religious issues). 
Questions regarding the position of women in civil law were gender- related 
social issues and referred to all women in Romania.
 Women’s activism during the interwar period took a variety of forms in 
Europe, from continued war service in the Balkans and Central and Eastern 
Europe to renegotiations of national identity in Lithuania and Hungary and 
ongoing campaigns for the vote in Italy and France.19 Philanthropic activity and 
social assistance, and the protection of children and mothers, were some of the 
activities of Hungarian women’s institutions at the turn of the century. However, 
after World War I, there were some essential differences compared to their 
previous situation. Apart from the appearance of new issues like education and 
language protection, women’s activism assumed new roles, and became respons-
ible for the maintenance of the community’s new borderlines. It was a political 
assumption, and no longer a hobby or pastime. If until now their work had 
represented the protection of fallen or marginalised social groups, they now 
began to be the mothers of a fallen nation. The other aspect that represented a 
novelty in this story was the set of emotions it implied – the sense of struggle – 
the feeling of struggle for and struggle against, and that of compassion. These 
tendencies emphasise the complexity of this group, and the multifaceted aspect 
of this womanhood.
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Outer pressure for grouping

The meeting of minority women with majority women

On 25 October 1925 Alexandrina Cantacuzino (1876–1944), the leader of the 
National Council of Romanian Women, a key Romanian feminist organisation, 
organised a special meeting with the ‘feminine associations of minority 
women’.20 Delegations representing seventy- five associations, including Hungar-
ian minority women’s associations from Transylvania and Banat, went to Bucha-
rest. The goal of the meeting was to establish a collaboration between majority 
and minority women’s associations, in order to facilitate a rapprochement 
between ethnic groups based on mutual understanding and a discussion of the 
issues that were considered important for the status of women in Romanian 
society. As Roxana Cheşchebec argued:

However good the intentions of the meeting were, the National Council of 
Romanian Women displayed a patronising attitude towards the minority 
women’s organisations, requiring the latter to express their specific prob-
lems in order to have them solved by the Romanian State at the suggestion 
of the Romanian women’s organisations.21

The conference had multiple aims: the declared goal of this meeting was to create 
a common platform for women from different ethnic groups, a platform where 
they could redress the grievances related to their minority status. This event was 
informal, designed to establish contacts and acquire information about each other. 
Obviously, aside from the official goals, further aims included: creating such a 
common multi- cultural platform [that] external, alien decision makers, such as 
Hungary (a foreign state, whose ‘irredentism’ and revisionist efforts were men-
tioned with fear by Cantacuzino), and the League of Nations as a monitoring 
organisation, could be excluded and bypassed.22 It was also a legitimising act 
towards the international organisations and the League of Nations, since Cantacuz-
ino had been involved in the discussion of minority rights within the framework of 
the League of Nations and within other international feminist organisations.
 Above all, one can sum up that the most important objective of this meeting 
was to raise awareness of the minority’s status. It was a fitting occasion for Can-
tacuzino to formulate the minority identity for the women of other nationalities, 
to stress the differences between dominant and subordinated subjects, and a 
chance to draw upon the ethnic boundaries by accentuating their minority posi-
tion and by calling them minority women, their problems minority problems, 
their associations minority women’s associations etc. While Cantacuzino prom-
ised her help in mediating between the state and the minorities, she warned that, 
at the same time, the state had to maintain its administrative and linguistic homo-
geneity.23 The same argument we find in her report addressed to the Romanian 
Social Institute: that minorities must adapt to the nation state and learn the 
Romanian language.24
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 In her speech, she emphasised that only issues related to the status and situ-
ation of the mother and child, and to the cultural development of ethnic minor-
ities, were taken into consideration as being worthy of discussion. In her 
invitation letter sent to the participants, she mentioned that they were permitted 
to speak: ‘only about issues related to the protection of children, social assist-
ance, the protection of mothers, and the problems related to the education of 
children, because these are the problems women are concerned about’.25 At the 
opening of her speech Cantacuzino noted:

Women have always been the guardian angels of the home and called to 
consolidate the understanding between people. We need to be aware of our 
power, and you responded to our call with sincere good will. If we look for 
truth and justice, we will find them. We need to understand the signs of the 
times; our watchword should be peace and love! Do not forget, we are 
writing history now: the pages of rapprochement.26

It is clear that some of the major elements of this minority womanhood were 
defined here, and the ‘angels of the home’ had been empowered to act at higher 
levels. The state – through this meeting and through such an apparently neutral, 
non- state institution as the National Council of Romanian Women – could 
reinforce the qualities of womanhood, could determine the premise of women’s 
activities, and could participate in the creation of the category of minority 
womanhood in this period. There are some important facts related to Cantacuzi-
no’s activism: her political and feminist activism was protected and supported 
by the state. This support can be connected [not only] to her husband’s social 
position,27 but also to her political – nationalist – statements. She represented the 
normative values – the state’s opinion – but also the counter narrative, and a 
reformist voice. This oppositional attitude is reflected in all her works. In her 
essay entitled: ‘Le problème minoritaire dans le développement pacifique de 
l’Europe’, she argues that after the war the intolerance towards minorities ‘[led] 
to the complete dissociation of the citizens of the same country, instead of creat-
ing solidarity, based on social organisation or tolerance, protection and mutual 
understanding’.28 However, at the same time she urged more attention to be paid 
to them, because, according to her, minority organisations had inner intentions 
that were contrary and harmful to national projects.29

The inner urgency: the Central Secretariat of Hungarian 
Minority Women in Romania
As a result of the conference, a few weeks later the Hungarian women’s organi-
sations established the biggest Hungarian feminist organisation that had ever 
existed in Romania, a modern umbrella organisation called the Central Secretar-
iat of Hungarian Minority Women in Romania (Romániai Magyar Kisebbségi 
Nők Központi Titkársága: CSHMWR). CSHMWR had at least 100 local groups 
all over the country – mostly from Transylvania and the Banat. This complex 
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and well- organised institution was directed by the Hungarian aristocracy and 
other middle- class women, especially religious leaders and teachers, represent-
ing the elite of Hungarian community. To achieve their goals, their management 
flagged the importance of inter- organisational collaboration with its member 
organisations, with the OMP − the Hungarian Party − and with other Romanian 
women’s organisations. The stalwarts of this organisation were the Catholic 
Women’s Association, the Calvinist (Reformed) Women’s Association and the 
Unitarian Women’s Association, but it mobilised many women from the most 
diverse social and professional backgrounds.
 Countess Bethlen Györgyné (born as Paula Jósika, 1899–1962) stressed the 
fundamental principle of the women’s organisations at the first congress of 
the Central Secretariat: ‘A community of the love of women, the unison and the 
powerful liaison of holy motherhood’.30 This is an imaged matriarchate, the idea 
that women – through their motherhood and their ability to reproduce – can 
replace the existing abnormalities of society and give it new forms and 
standards.
 The work of the Central Secretariat consisted of a number of social activities, 
including: caring for children, orphans, migrant women workers and the dis-
eased; women’s protection and the fight against white slave traffic; mother and 
child protection; economic programmes (it promoted cottage industries to keep 
Hungarian girls at home or through different economics courses); the fight for 
Hungarian schools, and the fight against the Law on Religion and the Civil Code 
(together with other Romanian feminists).
 Although this feminine identity had been constructed as a Transylvanian 
Hungarian, religious, charitable, tradition- maintainer, it primarily consti-
tuted a minority identity against a majority. Accepting this form of minority 
identity represented a bargaining situation, not least in a specific historical 
context; 1925 after all is the year when the huge community of Hungarian 
women became a minority. This word, ‘minority’, appears in the title of the 
meeting with the Romanian Women (minority status as an expectation) but 
also in their own name: Central Secretariat of Hungarian Minority Women in 
Romania (as a recognition or acceptance of minority identity). It is notable 
that they almost never defined themselves as Romanian, but rather as Transyl-
vanian, Szekler or Banatian. The acceptance of becoming a minority and 
acting like minority women let them become the spokespersons of a com-
munity with the hope of solving its problems and contributing to its cultural 
remobilisation. This empowerment, however, also represented an important 
and essential political self- improvement: the public arena (including state and 
other political platforms) had well- established areas of political mobilisation 
for this category of womanhood. This explains their promising relationship 
with Romanian feminists and the rapprochement with them, even though there 
seems to be only a single occasion when these associations could actually 
have met.
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Right wing or left wing?
Finally, let us turn to an issue that concerns most gender history researchers: the 
question of categorising women’s activism as right wing/left wing or traditional/
liberal. Many historians and gender historians are concerned about the nature of 
women’s movements, and a special focus on post- war activism can be found. 
Ingrid Sharp and Matthew Stibbe argue that ‘Competing ideas about the role and 
destiny of women arose within all post- war societies, but in most cases a return 
to maternalism, domesticity and clearly demarcated gender roles was seen as the 
key to national regeneration and social stability’.31 Hungarian historians also 
used to call the National Association of Hungarian Women – Magyar Asszonyok 
Nemzeti Szövetsége (MANSZ), the post- war Hungarian women’s activism – a 
right- wing, conservative and anti- liberal organisation.32 MANSZ, just like 
CSHMWR, had local groups in all the towns or villages of Hungary, and organ-
ised workshops to defend household industry, for example women weavers. In 
their annual general meetings they formulated a common platform with women’s 
organisations representing the same values and political aims, including: Orszá-
gos Katholikus Nőszövetség (National Federation of Catholic Women), Magyar 
Protestáns Nők Országos Szövetsége (National Federation of Protestant 
Women), and Szociális Missziótársulat (Social Mission Association).33 Concern-
ing their ideologies, Acsády mentions that ‘MANSZ encouraged women’s tradi-
tional roles as housewives and mothers. It approved women’s subordinate 
position in social and private life and agreed to the restriction of women’s 
employment’.34

 Apart from the fact that they seemed to have similarities in their organisa-
tional projects, and maybe MANSZ provided a model for the Transylvanian 
CSHMWR, we cannot use the same terms and cannot think within the frame-
work of the bipolar categorisation Hungarian historians have used. I consider 
that – just like any other historical fact – this also must be analysed in its own 
context. Although the activism of Hungarian women’s organisations looks like 
right- wing or conservative female activism (because they supported women’s 
roles in private life, and were strongly connected to religious institutions, pro-
moting Christian values), I consider that it was more than simple traditionalism. 
Not only because in their work they refer several times to the activity of Western 
feminists, to universal values like equality, and they are open to a rapprochement 
with their Romanian partners in order to fight together for women’s rights, but 
also because it was the only way for them to participate in the public arena. The 
minority politics of the Transylvanian Hungarian elite enabled them to achieve 
such public roles, but only these. Behind the acceptance of the so- called tradi-
tional roles, and the role of transmitting cultural values – values propagated by 
the ruling political and religious elite – women had the chance to participate in 
their ethnic processes and could be present at the construction process of their 
community, as reproducers of ethnic boundaries. When Irén P. Gulácsy 
(1894–1945), a well- known Hungarian female writer from Transylvania, 
explains that it is the time for women to forget their traditional roles and accept 
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public roles until they could re- establish the cultural integrity of the community, 
she defines very well the essence of this activism. As she put it:

The new home, the new society and the new state have to be made habitable 
and have to be made acceptable for men, the family and the community. It 
is the woman’s job to do it. […] While we are working on this artwork half 
of women’s energy is used for society. When the opus will be ready, women 
will have time again to turn to themselves and their families until a new 
earthquake.35

It was an opportunistic policy and a realistic one; also, women had to self- 
construct according to their own power and possibilities. It was the first time in 
the history of Transylvanian women when they could act on the political scene 
as decision makers.

Performativity and the reformulation of identity in the 1930s
In what follows I will highlight the way that the category of minority femininity 
was politicised on local and regional levels in the 1930s. I have chosen a 
women’s festival as a case study to analyse, instead of presenting the activity of 
some more selected minority organisations. I made this choice without con-
sidering this event more important than the others. This event was not organised 
by the CSHMWR, but by one of its member groups, the Catholic Women’s 
Association, and by the Social Mission Society. It was the biggest, the most 
visible and most discussed feminist activity of this period. It can be said that the 
festival was a very performative act. Since, as Judith Butler puts it, identity is 
the effect of performance, I consider it useful to analyse the way in which identi-
ties continue to be produced, with their political consequences.
 Looking at the social context we can see that in the 1930s a new kind of activ-
ism regarding the cultural and social revitalisation of the community gained cur-
rency among the Hungarians in Transylvania. Based on the ideology of 
‘népszolgálat’ (serving the nation) this activism and its leaders, such as József 
Venczel, Imre Mikó and the Catholic bishop Áron Márton, focused on the people 
and mainly on the improvement of the rural population’s lifestyle. ‘Népszolgálat’ 
also influenced the Transylvanian Roman Catholic National League, a Catholic 
social organisation founded and run by the Catholic diocese between 1921 and 
1945. Since the Szeklerland was predominantly a rural area, it also represented 
the target for rural activism, including those in the Catholic League. Within this 
movement, the Szeklerland and the Szeklers – the permanent subjects of com-
peting nationalising projects from Budapest and Bucharest, and as such, the 
symbol of purity, a ‘meta- historical space to be memorialised in living 
memory’36 – performed their own local/regional identity. It was different from 
the Hungarian national identity, as regionality (including popular tradition, folk-
lore and popular arts) and religion were considered much more vital social loca-
tions – to use Yuval- Davis’ concept – than Hungarian ethnicity. It can be linked 
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to the internal debates within the Hungarian minority over territorial and cultural 
autonomy to be granted to Szeklerland,37 but it was also a survival strategy for 
the community.
 In 1926 the Transylvanian Catholic Women’s Association was founded – an 
association affiliated to the CSHMWR, having as its main goal to bring together 
‘all the devotional, social and charitable Catholic women’s groups’.38 This Cath-
olic Women’s Association worked together with the Transylvanian Roman Cath-
olic League. As a result of this collaboration, numerous programmes contributing 
to the social development of Transylvania were launched, including those focus-
ing on rural development in the Szeklerland. Lectures had been given to the rural 
population on different subjects; the first series was held in February 1931 in 
Csíkszentmihály.39 Here, in addition to the lectures on rural economics, several 
psychological issues (family psychology, gender roles etc.) were also presented, 
including topics such as male and female talents, gender differences, the rela-
tionship between mothers- in-law and daughters- in-law, women’s social sense, 
the depths of the woman’s soul, women’s counter- religious skills, how to be a 
good wife etc. Under the umbrella of the Women’s Association the Martha and 
Katalin Groups were formed; these were religious groups for girls from the 
countryside working in the city, and a journal entitled Harangszó (The Sound of 
Bells), dedicated to Catholic women and girls from the countryside [was 
published].
 This rural development mission was supported and adopted by most of the 
women’s associations, and by every Hungarian church in Transylvania. Begin-
ning in 1927, the Union of Calvinist Women organised the Union of Sunday 
Schools, where Protestant thinkers gave lectures about mother and child protec-
tion and the role of Christian education. Similarly, the Unitarian Women’s 
Association promoted small- scale household industry, and organised numerous 
events, including: summer courses, economic lessons, lessons about childcare 
and medicine.40

 The homespun action called Szőttesmogalom (support for hand woven tex-
tiles) was a typical movement of the 1930s.41 It had supporters from all over 
Transylvania, in every profession.42 Its goal was the revival of old Szekler 
dances and costumes – and old household industries. The homespun balls, in 
which the villages of the Csík region took part, were designed to educate and 
entertain at the same time and were usually accompanied by a propagandistic 
lecture. Pál Péter Domokos (1901–1992), a Hungarian teacher from Csíkszereda, 
played a key role in its organisation.
 Between 29 July and 1 August 1928 the first Congress of the Catholic 
Women’s Association was held, and a domestic industry centre in Cluj/Kolozs-
vár was founded. The women attending this meeting defined the two most 
important aspects of their activity: 1. to get as much information as possible 
about the situation of servant girls in the Old (Romanian) Kingdom, in order to 
stop their moral debauchery; and 2. to boost household industry and create a 
market of products to connect the girls to their homeland. As the journal of the 
Catholic Women’s Association noted:
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It is well known that Szekler people have a highly developed artistic skill in 
crafts. There are villages where people have created artistic folkweaves, but 
since these could not be sold, the young generation no longer considers it 
worthwhile to learn weaving.43

Frida Stadler (1889–1969), one of the leaders of the Transylvanian Catholic 
Girls’ Club, also suggested that ‘There is an absolutely great moral factor in tra-
ditional costume wearing, however, it has its drawbacks, too’.44 As we can see, 
the traditional costume revival phenomenon was more than a mere revival of the 
tradition of the garments. Additional values were attached to it, such as morality, 
the desire for beauty and purity, couched in stereotypical terms of race as well as 
gender.
 This is the context of the first ‘Gathering of the Thousand Szekler Girls’ (Ezer 
székely leány napja), the biggest Hungarian women’s festival. The festival was 
organised by the Catholic Women’s Association with the support of some local 
intellectuals, including Pál Péter Domokos. Csíksomlyó (Şumuleu Ciuc) hosted 
the festival, right in the heart of Csík, the ‘purest’ Hungarian and Catholic 
region, which has been a very important pilgrimage centre for centuries, with a 
miraculous late- Gothic wooden statue of the Virgin Mary, the symbol of mother-
hood and devotion to God. It was also believed that the statue protected Catholic 
Szeklers from their enemies in previous centuries, thus it is understandable why 
it was chosen as the location of the festival. The festival was organised every 
year until 1935. Although it had similar objectives, this gathering was a com-
plete break with the CSHMWR’s politics; it did not seek to collaborate with 
Romanian organisations, did not construct its discourse on mutual understanding 
with Romanian partners, and did not conceptualise a Hungarian Transylvanian 
womanhood. The CSHMWR did not take part in the organising of the event; its 
idea was that women have to be supported and protected in their homeland – in 
order to save them from white slave traffic and getting lost in the world, but 
without any claim to equal gender rights for them in society.
 The aim of the Day of the Thousand Szekler Girls was ‘the development of 
Catholic and racial identity, the enforcement of adherence to traditions, to offset 
the adverse effects of the city, simply to bring back the old Szekler wear and 
cloth’.45 It was the event of ‘saving souls, saving race and saving life’.46 Its organ-
isers did not deny that its goal was mainly social, to warn Szekler women about 
the negative effects of migration, to find them gainful economic activity by pro-
moting household industries, to keep them at home, and hold them together under 
the flag of religion.47 At least, this was the objective promoted by the organising 
Social Mission Society and the Catholic Women’s Association. The other organ-
iser, Pál Péter Domokos, considered it to be a moment of cultural revival, an 
event that was meant to preserve and display or reproduce the cultural values of 
the region and its community. More than 1000 Szekler girls were called together 
to wear handmade traditional costumes, to pray and dance together. Housework, 
religiosity, and the preservation of culture were the main values that described 
this newly formed category of womanhood: the Szekler Girl.
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 The most important points in the programme were basically religious activ-
ities like the morning prayer, Holy Mass, Holy Communion, the procession and 
Vespers, except for the dance and the costume presentation in the afternoon. The 
1000 girls were paraded down the street between the city (Csíkszereda) and the 
village of Csíksomlyó; more than a show, it represented a confession of faith and 
a community building action. Here is a description:

All the girls awake, and start moving. They set sail to meet. To meet and be 
together. In the ancient beauty of the forms, in the purity of the ancient 
merriment, the morality of the ancient heart, in the undiminished strength of 
the ancient faith, in costume, song, dance, prayer. Why do they need it? In 
order to save their soul, race, and lives. […].48

The letter of invitation contained a lot of important symbols of this identity:

Do you feel that a centuries- old dream-curse rests upon us? That we don’t 
live together with our church and our race, with the memory of our 
ancestors, our eyelashes are weighty. We sleep well, there is silence, bound-
less silence around us.49

Religiosity (and the Roman Catholic confession) was more current and relevant 
than ever; it connected them to a closer community, and gave them moral values, 
such as protection against strangers and strange ideas, like Bolshevism.
 In 1935 the Romanian authorities, however, suspected that the meeting would 
become a Hungarian nationalist demonstration, and banned the event. Due to the 
state’s legal repression and as a result of political changes the event was reor-
ganised in 1940 as a welcome party for Miklós Horthy, the Governor of 
Hungary, and his wife. Hundreds of women went out to the railway station to 
wait for them and accompanied the couple to the city of Csíkszereda. It became 
a solely nationalist occasion, where women wore traditional costumes; they were 
a symbol of Hungarian spirit, the maintainer of tradition and of the unified 
nation. The question of Szekler costume and dance became politicised, milita-
rised and nationalised. A completely new discourse came alive; the costume and 
the call for cottage industries lost their initial functions and reverted to being 
symbols of another politics of belonging. Hungarianness and the attachment to 
the mother state – which had been secondary elements of the festival until then – 
became priorities thereafter. After 1989 the newest forms of the festival forgot 
its initial aim, with girls and boys gathering from the whole Hungarian speaking 
area, and the festival acquired a new, transnational meaning.
 If we look back to the first initiatives of the CSHMWR, we notice that these 
later events did not just reproduce the categories of belonging expounded by the 
CSHMWR but they did even more: they constructed their own politics of 
belonging. When it comes to the politics of belonging, one cannot identify them 
just as Hungarian women’s groups, because their concrete locations are con-
structed along ‘multiple axes of difference’.50
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 Different politics of belonging were created on horizontal and vertical lines. 
Vertically, different identity processes can be found among the women coming 
from different classes. On the top level of this structure the elite’s political pro-
gramme can be seen, the aristocratic women of the CSHMWR, who tended to 
represent the whole community’s interests. It consisted of representative women, 
the wives of important figures of the Hungarian elite, who believed that the 
strength of their relationship would help achieve their (communitarian and indi-
vidual) goals. On the other hand, the CSHMWR included some very different 
women’s groups, led by Hungarian middle- class women, intellectuals and reli-
gious leaders. Their politics of belonging did not encompass the whole ethnic 
group but acted on local and small regional levels particularly, and under the direc-
tion of confessional institutions. On the one hand, one could realise the identity 
politics and discourses of high-class Hungarian women, whereas, on the other 
hand, the activism of regional women was led by the values of the local middle- 
class and religious elite. Above these social locations, the central question here is 
what was required from each of them to be entitled to belong to the collective. In 
the case of the CSHMWR, ethnicity with its particular myths, the Hungarian lan-
guage, and a common culture and religion (western Christianity) are the ‘requisites 
of belonging’,51 alongside a set of emotions, such as loyalty and solidarity, and the 
struggle for the community’s rights. More open to the initiatives of the majority 
women and ready to support the idea of equal social status between the sexes, the 
CSHMWR leaders constructed the requisites for belonging to a pluralist society. 
Concurrently, the regional groups constructed their projects of politics on different 
levels: besides the values indicated by the umbrella organisation, they operated 
more with requisites like race, origin, place of birth, which, according to Yuval- 
Davis,52 were ‘the most racialised and the least permeable’ requisites of belonging.
 After the 1930s, minority femininity becomes much more introverted: these 
women did not fight for women’s civil rights and were not interested in the 
importance of rapprochement with ‘majority’ women. The changes that 
occurred, in time and on different class levels, also show that minority culture 
was not a finished product, nor was it a historical essence. The elements of this 
minority womanhood were subjects of negotiation processes and as such, were 
always in flux.
 Different projects of the politics of belonging emerge from different levels of 
belonging, and this gives distinction to the politics of the umbrella organisation, 
versus the regional/local politics of belonging. Again, we can refer to Yuval- 
Davis’s argument that the ‘requisites of belonging that relate to social locations 
(origin, ‘race’, place of birth)’ would be ‘the most racialised and the least perme-
able’, while language, culture and religion can be ‘more open to voluntary, often 
assimilatory, identification with particular collectives’.53

Final questions
In this context, let me return to the theoretical framework of sub- culture, and 
raise the question once again: how do these identities become constructed 
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in- between? Despite the unification tendency, they show differences inside the 
category, and these differences are bound by regional and other discrepancies 
(class, religion etc.). One can discern the creation of a new group identity, inside 
and outside the national, ethnic and regional border. A special identity and iden-
tity politics had been revealed, where neither ethnicity nor gender were the 
exclusive criteria of this group- building.
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4 The memory of a hurt identity
Bucharest’s Jewish sub- culture 
between fiction and non- fiction

Oana Soare

Introduction: Jewish Bucharest

The first thing to mention is that sub- cultures and geography are likely to 
overlap, as both are more or less dependent on the dynamics of history. A sub- 
culture which is slowly destroyed by history eventually loses its geography as 
well. This is exactly what happened to Jewish culture in Bucharest, which virtu-
ally disappeared after 1945. The Legionary Rebellion broke out in 1941, when 
many Jews living in Bucharest were killed; then, after 1965, the memory of this 
space was erased, following the urbanisation of the city, but also as a con-
sequence of political decisions.1 Therefore, we can only talk about a Jewish sub- 
culture – in the sense of majority- minority relation and integration mechanisms 
– in the interwar era, because the people and the space with which they identified 
no longer existed after 1944, while in the 1970s, this ethnic minority, in its 
entirety, was perceived differently. The only evidence still remaining are photo-
graphs – which are mostly eloquent as they help to reconfigure the once popu-
lated space. Figure 4.1 dates from the interwar period and Figure 4.2 was taken 
after the demolitions of the communist period, and they show Sf. Gheorghe 
Square, the centre of the old Jewish neighbourhood. 
 One of the most well- known boulevards in Bucharest, Calea Văcărești and its 
surroundings, were also demolished during Ceausescu’s reign, when the remain-
ing Jewish community gradually left the country (Figures 4.3, 4.4).
 My intention is to analyse, based on fiction and non- fiction texts, different 
representations and narratives of Bucharest’s Jewish sub- culture especially in the 
interwar period, ranging from an objective and symbolical mapping of the space 
of the Jewish neighbourhood and all its networks, from Sf. Gheorghe Square to 
Văcărești and Dudești streets, to different ideological and identity issues as well 
as different forms of traumatic memory such as anti- Jewish actions and the 1941 
pogrom. Caught in an apparently tolerant urban geography, the Jewish neigh-
bourhood in Bucharest shattered the boundaries imposed by the space of the 
ghetto in other Central European cities. Interrupted by all sorts of ideological 
discourses and imaginary projections, this sub- culture developed a hybrid iden-
tity which was hidden and partially destroyed. Between maintaining memory, 
tradition, the symbolic endowment of its own inheritance, and the acculturation 



Figure 4.1  Sf. Gheorghe Square, Bucharest, the centre of the old Jewish neighbourhood, 
in the 1920s–1930s.

Source: www.bucurestiivechisinoi.ro/2010/12/despre-piata-roma-azi-sf-gheorghe-2/.

Figure 4.2 Sf. Gheorghe Square in the 1980s.
Source: www.bucurestifm.ro/2014/09/17/bucuresti-fm-iti-prezinta-o-noua-destinatie-din-cadrul-campaniei-
eu-aleg-romania-centrul-vechi-inima-balcanilor/km-0-centrul-bucurestiului-biserica-sfantul-gheorghe/.

http://www.bucurestiivechisinoi.ro
http://www.bucurestifm.ro
http://www.bucurestifm.ro


Figure 4.3 Calea Văcărești, one of the most well-known boulevards in Bucharest.
Source: www.flickr.com/photos/danvartanian/194948471/.

Figure 4.4  Calea Văcărești in the present day.
Source: http://online.cagead.ro/index.php?action=listingview&listingID=169.

http://www.flickr.com
http://online.cagead.ro
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brought about by the modern idea of belonging, the interwar Jewish sub- culture 
in Bucharest tailored its own hybrid identity code and its own identity and stories 
which were then hidden or partially destroyed by the political discourse of the 
majority.
 In my chapter, I will focus on several aspects of community life, on identity 
ideology or fictional representations dating back to the first half of the twentieth 
century, insisting on the subjective reflections of some of its members. The term 
sub- culture will be used with two different meanings: the first one relates to the 
different chameleonic forms this ethnic group took in Romania (and perhaps not 
only here), according to the region in which they lived. In this regard, Jewish-
ness perfectly illustrates the ethno- psychological theories put forth by certain 
Romanian literary critics, such as G. Ibrăileanu (1871–1936) or E. Lovinescu 
(1881–1943) in two important works, Spiritul critic în cultura românească (Crit-
icism in Romanian Culture), and Istoria civilizației române moderne (The 
History of Modern Romanian Civilisation), respectively. Starting from their own 
attitude towards, and participation in, the 1848 revolution, the two writers con-
sidered Muntenia (Walachia), the south of the country, as the place of modernity 
and change, while Moldova, the north of the country, was a place of reactionary 
attitudes. Therefore, the Jewish communities in Bucovina or Moldova remained 
loyal to their Jewish traditions, as these regions tended to be more conservative 
and hence, more reluctant to the idea of assimilation. The Jews of Bucharest 
were usually more cosmopolitan, lured by what we could call the mirage of 
modern society which they actually helped build. As such, they favoured assimi-
lation. The Jewish groups living in port cities (Galați or Brăila) were character-
ised by the ideological tensions of distance (Zionism) or destruction 
(communism, anarchism). The second meaning refers to that part of Bucharest’s 
Jewish community who chose assimilation: and especially those members who 
were most likely to develop a hybrid, in- between identity, which led to several 
conflicting self- descriptions (the personal one and the Zionist one). These incon-
gruous images are rendered in some of their ideological or fictional 
representations.
 To begin, I will try to reconstruct the image of a part of the community based 
on a text entitled Panoramic cotidian din viața evreimii bucureștene antebelice 
(The Everyday Life of the Bucharest Jewish Community in the Pre- War Era), 
written by the Jewish poet V. Bârlădeanu (1928–2007) in that period:

Most houses were grouped around a narrow and dark courtyard, making up 
the so called ‘inns’ who were rented out by the owners to poor families of 
balmeluhe (craftsmen) or to the unemployed. Later on, at the crossroad 
between Calea Dudești and Calea Vitan and Theodor Speranția street […] 
richer Jewish families built stylish little houses, surrounded by small 
gardens […]. What was striking when roaming these streets, covered by 
mountains of snow in the winter, full of mud and muck in autumn and 
almost unbearably dusty in the summer, were the many small, shabby, ram-
shackle hovels of the craftsmen.2
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Figure 4.5  Bărăției Street in the 1930s.
Source: http://turistinbucurestiro.blogspot.com/2014/.

The streets still exist today, but without their former inhabitants – it is a merely 
imaginary geography.
 Figure 4.5 depicts a street where shops are plentiful, also showing some of 
the advertisements of the time. Figure 4.6 illustrates a different aspect of 
Jewish life: Purim masks, a celebration which attracted the attention of the 
journalists of the time. The community seemed to evolve based on two central 
pillars: commerce and faith (there were around 35 temples and synagogues in 
Bucharest at that time). In spite of the rather individualist nature of its 
members, the community had a few hubs for ethnic cohesion. There were 
several cultural associations, such as ‘Libertatea’, The Medical Club, The 
Scholarly Youth, The Hebrew Youth, The Association of Young Jewish 
Writers, Journalists and Artists from Romania, and notably, all sorts of char-
ities, including The Relief, Harmony, The Awakening, Humanity, Food for the 
Hungry, The Association for Helping Poor Young Women, and The Associ-
ation for Helping Poor Schoolchildren with Clothes and School Materials. 
Celebrations remained, even in this cosmopolitan space, a melting pot of iden-
tities. Perhaps the journalists’ interest in the Purim masks also stemmed from 
the concealment, the dissimulation behind the mask, actions in which we can 
detect certain atavistic extensions of an identity complex. A famous journalist 
of the era, Filip Brunea- Fox (1898–1977), offers an excellent depiction in his 
article The Images of Purim:

http://turistinbucurestiro.blogspot.com


Figure 4.6 Purim masks.
Source: Adam, year 1, issue 19, 1 April 1930, p. 13.
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The masked parade – ‘carton heads, harlequin costumes, Tirol dresses, 
salwar pants, cowboy pants, Romanian skirts, admiral uniforms, tuxedoes’ – 
took place at night, when the entire street was noisy and ‘teeming with 
people’. The article also included a few photographs. The author suggests 
that a photograph, though it is the last trace, or the only document left of an 
event, in fact alienates reality whose core and soul elude us. In other words, 
he believed that much of the meaning of the event was lost in photographs, 
in spite of the fact that the costumes and visual appearance was kept. As a 
matter of fact, the true source of this celebration was ‘an old legend which 
cannot be forgotten, though I haven’t heard it since childhood’.3

The community oscillated between three identity projections related to itself and 
the majority of the population. As I have previously mentioned, the first and 
most frequent one is assimilation, represented by the Jewish Union in Romania 
and its leader, Wilhelm Filderman (1882–1963). In literary works, the ambiguity 
of this direction is reflected in the play by Ronetti- Roman (real name Aron Blu-
menfeld, 1853–1908), Manasse (1900),4 where the main character, a typical tra-
ditional Jew, dies of a heart attack after hearing that his granddaughter wants to 
marry a Romanian, and because he fails in trying to pay the future groom to give 
up the marriage. Those in favour of assimilation, as W. Filderman was, were 
trying to tell the truth regarding Jews living in Romania, as it appeared from reli-
gious texts and the lists containing the names of Jewish soldiers who died, dis-
appeared, were taken prisoner or who were decorated in the First World War 
(1925).5 In this way, war became a pretext used to highlight the fight led by 
Jewish soldiers for Romania, in the First World War. Filderman presents a com-
parative table (Jews vs Romanians) listing deaths, injuries, decorations, prisoners 
of war or soldiers who went missing. The conclusion is that Jewish engagement 
was proportionate to that of Romanians. Some community leaders, such as I. 
Marcus, suggested that the assimilated were ‘more anti- Semitic than the anti- 
Semite’;6 moreover, the converts, the Jews who were baptised in the Christian 
faith, were deemed ‘unfit to be part of the Jewish community’ by some others. 
Another direction was the Zionist one represented by the Jewish Party, whose 
leader Avram Leib Zissu (1888–1956) was well known for his polemic nature 
and his Hasidic influenced prose. When analysing ‘the official fear’ generated by 
the fact that Jews were being turned into Romanians by being given citizenship 
after the First World War, Zissu drafted a short list of anti- Semite prejudicial 
ideas which characterised the majority. According to him, Romanians were upset 
that ‘there are too many Jews around’, and had in fact developed an inferiority 
complex [that]: ‘tough and amazingly hard- working, hardened and experienced, 
Jews will take over the entire world’.7 This is why A.L. Zissu recommended 
emigration to Palestine as a countermeasure against the anti- Semitic actions of 
the majority, generated, as a matter of fact, by the Jewish Union in Romania, 
which contributed to ‘the consolidation of this fear’ the Romanian people experi-
enced. Zissu condemned the phenomenon of ‘name changing’ (a consequence of 
assimilation) and pleaded for the use of Hebrew (Yiddish being regarded as the 
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language of identity alienation). Those who supported assimilation pleaded for 
the Romanian language, which they were, in fact, using. In a dialogue with 
Rabbi A.M. Hasmonai, writer Felix Aderca (1891–1962) asked:

Is Yiddish really our language? Ever since they no longer have a country, 
the Jewish people have spoken the language of the country they live in. Why 
should we speak Yiddish in Romania? Above all these language differences, 
we should be united by something more lasting than words: unity among 
fellow men.8

Zissu also said that the Jewish people should not interfere in ‘the politics of initi-
atives driven by the fate and the instinct of a people’:

This is something reserved for Romanians, in Romania. Thus, my prohibi-
tion to publish is aimed at the Jewish journalist NOT because he is Jewish, 
but because he IS NOT ROMANIAN. This is why the interdiction also 
applies, of course, to the Serbians, Greeks, Armenians and Bulgarians of 
Romania, even if they seem Romanian through mimicry or a change 
of name.9

This opinion infuriated journalist Isac Ludo (1894–1973), who supported neither 
assimilation, nor Zionism: ‘I, the Romanian state, will not allow you to offend 
my citizen. By giving Ițic or Gheorghe the right to vote, I have given them all 
my trust that they shall wholeheartedly protect the sacred politics of the 
country’.10 If for Zissu the ghetto embodies the Jewish drama itself, for another 
Zionist, Theodor Löwenstein, it guarantees ‘our national conservation’, at least 
until emigration: ‘Here, the Ghetto is the granite stronghold of our national con-
servation, as it has been kept by our centuries’ old history’.11 It is easy to suspect 
that Zionists would accuse the pro- assimilation group of drifting away from Jew-
ishness. ‘Reconnection to Judaism’ was the title of the open letter Zissu sent to 
Felix Aderca in 1935. The event is worth mentioning because it puts into a 
different perspective the tensions between pro- assimilation supporters, such as 
Aderca and the Zionists. The former had sent an open letter to the Vremea maga-
zine, addressed to C.A. Donescu, the editor- in-chief ’s brother, who had favoured 
the numerus clausus12 in public administration. While listing the major problems 
of the country (problems in education, child deaths, Stock Exchange fluctuations, 
etc.), Aderca noticed that these were not caused by Jews and, thus, could not be 
solved by eliminating the Jewish people. Aderca’s letter ended dramatically, 
invoking a ‘great principle which leaves no room for further discussions: 
Romania belongs to Romanians’, followed by a question: ‘May I be Romanian 
too?’ In turn, Zissu also addressed ‘an open letter to Mr. F. Aderca’, viewing the 
latter’s protest as an unnecessary humiliation: ‘Why hasn’t Mr. Donescu asked 
your permission to be Romanian?’13 These actions sentenced ‘the thousands of 
fibres which connect you to Judaism to sterility’ and this was why Zissu told the 
writer the following: ‘This stronghold [of Jewishness] is yours. You are its 
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undisputed masters, not some unwelcome bastards. It is waiting for you.’14 On 
the other hand, Donescu’s answer also reflected, involuntarily, certain anti- 
Semitic tensions:

You have been a worthy warrior in the war to unite the country, you have 
made use of your talents and skills to serve the ideals of the Romanian 
nation. […] But let me ask you this: You, Mr. Aderca, do you allow Mișu 
Weismann or Fischer (allow me not to know exactly who the head of the 
Jewish party is) to call himself Romanian? A Romanian like yourself?15

On the other hand, the pro- assimilation group had no choice but to admit that 
they were not accepted by the majority of the population, despite their desire to 
integrate and even their own sacrifices. They were pariahs, excluded both by 
Jews, as well as Romanians. The writer Mihail Sebastian (1907–1945) was also 
tormented by this issue, the dramatic case of the pro- assimilation supporter 
sometimes hindered by self- hate. Invoking the memory of the Jewish writer who 
died during the First World War, Ion Trivale (real name Iosif Netzler, 
1889–1916),16 Sebastian noticed that his name ‘was, willingly or unwillingly, 
erased from all the places where it should have shone, on behalf of all of us 
holding [a] pen’. For example, during the commemoration ceremony in Predeal, 
where the names of all the writers who died on the battlefield were called, 
 Trivale’s name was the only one not mentioned. So, in the end, Trivale remains 
‘a Jew who had lived the spiritual drama of isolation and had lucidly set out all 
his contacts with the Romanian culture he belonged to and which benefited from 
his precise and passionate reasoning’.17

 The third direction is the socialist one, reflected by numerous Jewish news-
papers of the time (Bluze albastre [Blue Blouses], Șantier [Working Site], Cuvân-
tul liber [The Free Word]); for example, Ana Pauker (real name Hanna Rabinsohn, 
1893–1960), a prominent communist leader, was part of this community. This 
direction dissolves certain community- identity tensions within the leftist ideology, 
which only partially relates to the topic of this chapter. What is of importance is 
the fact that, according to the stereotypical representation of the majority, most of 
the Jewish sub- culture seems to have taken (mistakenly) this third direction.

The issue of assimilation and emphasis on specificity in 
two literary works
The plot of Manasse (1900), the aforementioned play, and the way it was 
received by the audience, highlight the dilemmas of assimilation, as this writer 
can be considered a Romanian Dreyfus. In fact, this was his only good play and 
the one that brought him fame, which makes him a rather interesting presence in 
Romanian literature. First of all, the writer himself, who is from the Moldova 
region, chose an inconvenient reflection of the different aspects and prejudices 
regarding Jewishness. By bringing onto the stage three different generations, that 
of old Manasse, his sons, and then his grandsons, the author wanted to illustrate 
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how younger generations drifted away from the moral and existential references 
of traditional Jewishness embodied by the grandfather. The two younger genera-
tions were hybrid, the existential travesty being very well described by Ester, 
Manasse’s daughter- in-law: ‘What difference of religion! Between civilised 
people, who cares anymore! Look at us, if we still keep any trace anymore, it’s 
more for the sake of the world and the elderly of the family, otherwise …’18 This 
remark remains mostly just a statement because Ester also opposed her daughter 
marrying a Romanian. Moreover, some of the characters embody certain stereo-
types or (self-)representations of Jewishness, understood in an essentialist 
manner. Manasse represents the old Jewish type, and it is debatable as to whether 
his zealotry is perhaps slightly exaggerated; Zelig Șor, a friend and confidant of 
the main character, is the witty and philosophical middleman, paying attention 
both to maintaining specificity, as well as to assimilation, and he knows exactly 
how much certain things are worth; the Jewish young man the family want to 
marry Lelia off to is a fraud, without any preoccupation for his ethnicity, almost 
an anti- Semite in his desire to get rich. While the granddaughter, Lelia, sees 
herself as standing ‘at the edge of two worlds’ which she wants to unite ‘through 
love’, Manasse sees marriage as just another facet of a mythical, atavistic anti- 
Semitism, like a hunt for Jewish flesh:

He (Matei Frunză, the Romanian man chosen by Lelia) wants your beauty, 
he craves your flesh! Two thousand years of Jewish flesh and they still 
haven’t had enough! They spat on it, trampled on it, tossed it to the beasts, 
burnt it at the stake and crucified it, tormented it – hell on earth – and it is 
still not enough!19

According to the old man, the young woman would end up torn apart by each of 
these two worlds, the Jewish and the Romanian, which are forever going to 
remain separated:

If you leave us, wherever you go and wherever you are, the curse of 
abandonment will follow you. Your own people will desert you and his 
people will run away from you. Contempt and disdain from one side, hatred 
and insults from the other.20

The plot of the play should be analysed according to the conservative ideology 
the author displayed in his essay: Two Measures (1893).21 Here, Ronetti- Roman 
distinguished between the traditional and the modern Jew, the latter emancipated 
by the French Revolution (and, hence, by the Declaration of Human Rights). As 
citizens of the democratic world, Jewish people discovered the advantages of 
modernity, at the expense of their own ethnicity, which is par excellence tradi-
tionalist and anti- modernist:

Ever since Jews gave up on God’s word, ever since they opened their eyes 
and saw the world in a modern light, their God, their ideal, their special way 
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of seeing the world, have deserted them. […] The Promised Land is that 
place where people regard them as human beings […] even the God of reli-
gious Jews has modernized […]. He became more subtle, he became a 
philosophical concept: monotheism, an abstract power, cold – you can 
understand it, but it no longer warms your heart […]. The Jewish desire of 
having a country, a modern culture, of being regarding as a human being, 
today’s ideal is the desire to die Jewish.22

The play stirred up controversy in the press of the time, fuelled by its two repre-
sentations on the stage of the National Theatre in Bucharest in 1905 and 1913. The 
first representation was quickly interrupted, the second initially banned, but then 
staged by the private theatre company managed by Marioara Voiculescu. The con-
fusing way in which the writer imaged conflicts raised the suspicions of many of 
the important intellectuals of the time who were involved in the Nationalist move-
ment. On the one hand, the writer exaggerated the way in which Zelig Șor wanted 
to be perceived as ‘an old Jew’ but, on the other hand, the main character died of a 
heart attack when finding out that his granddaughter had married a Romanian. 
However, the young man was presented as a positive character, compared to the 
other wooer, who was Jewish. But the only thing some people understood from 
this conflict and the different perspectives was the cause of Zelig Șor’s death, as a 
consequence of the importance of the character and the ideas presented in Două 
măsuri (Two Measures). Historian Nicolae Iorga, a representative figure of Roma-
nian nationalism, and the anti- Semitism associated with it, read the play based on 
the essay Two Measures and considered that ‘the satire is meant […] to embarrass 
Christians’,23 even more so because, of all the characters in the play, the author 
‘liked the zealot, the old Romantic Jew, the best’. Overall, the historian thought the 
play is about ‘a people who hate us and whom we do not love’.24 The literary critic 
Mihail Dragomirescu, a defender of the author and the play, also considered that 
the dilemma of the main character Manasse is that ‘he cannot live in the circle of 
fire burning with the hatred of other foreign people, unless he creates another circle 
of fire burning with his own hatred and the hatred of his people, against those other 
people’.25 Before the second representation, in 1913, the day before the premiere, a 
group of almost 200 students protested against the play, which was then banned by 
the city police. Several writers, including D. Anghel, Victor Eftimiu and E. Lovi-
nescu, challenged this decision by sending an open letter to the Society of Roma-
nian Writers:

Although we are not members of the Society of Romanian Writers, we 
would like to tell the president of the Society that he is obligated to defend 
any work of art against any attempts to hinder its freedom. We also urge all 
our intellectuals to demand that Manasse be played again on the stage of the 
National Theatre.26

While Ronetti- Roman focused on the dilemmas of assimilation, the writer 
Isac Peltz (1899–1980) wanted to portray the whole picture of the Jewish 
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 sub- culture in Bucharest and its identity tensions. In a literature where Jewish 
writers were usually associated with modernism,27 Peltz was a special case: he 
was, perhaps, the most specific of all the Jewish writers in Romania, an 
important name for Romanian interwar literature; born in Bucharest, he loved 
this particular Jewish sub- culture, whose people and places he knew extremely 
well, and spent his life writing about the very Jewish world everybody seemed 
either to run away from, or not pay any special attention to. Indeed, his novels 
are quasi- complete monographs of this world. In Calea Văcărești (1933), his 
approach follows several essential reference points for the profile of the 
 community: ideological temptations (socialism or Zionism), the connection to 
celebrations (Purim), rite of passage traditions (birth, wedding, baptism), his-
toric events (the First World War), anti- Semitic tensions. In Israel însângerat 
(Bleeding Israel) (1946) he describes in close detail the 1941 pogrom and the 
deportation to Transnistria of some of the people who survived the 1941 Rebel-
lion; and in Vadul Fetelor (The Girls’ River) (1949) he depicts, among other 
things, the life of a communist agitator, one of the girls’ boyfriend. His best 
novel is Calea Vacaresti (Calea Văcărești is an important street in the Jewish 
neighbourhood). Peltz’s main intention in taking a snapshot of Bucharest’s 
ghetto is polemical and redemptive. In a long interview given to Camil Baltazar 
(1902–1977), the author referred to this neighbourhood as a secret area of real 
and imaginary geography of Bucharest saying, at the same time, that the out-
skirts have an ungrateful relationship with the city centre, Calea Victoriei (one 
of Bucharest’s most famous boulevards). Calea Văcărești is thus shaped as a 
space of the shadow, with a certain identity deficiency:

Calea Victoriei is well known to Calea Văcărești; Calea Văcărești, however, 
is ignored by Calea Victoriei and not only by it, but by everyone. Life in 
this neighbourhood, so full of turmoil, so strange, so interesting, has 
remained separated from the rest of the world.28

Ever since it was published, the novel has been well received by writers and 
editors alike, but also by some of the most important literary critics of the period, 
such as E. Lovinescu, Pompiliu Constantinescu, Șerban Cioculescu and G. 
Călinescu. However, it was Călinescu (1899–1965) who made Peltz one of the 
most important Jewish writers in Romania, by including him in his Istoria litera-
turii române de la origini până în prezent (The History of Romanian Literature, 
from its Origins), published in 1941.29 Peltz’s intention to make this community 
known was fully fulfilled, if we think about a peculiar pilgrimage that was 
caused by his text. An agent came up with the idea of organising weekly train 
trips to Bucharest, to Calea Văcărești, for groups of 100 people from the coun-
tryside. The panel on the carriages read ‘Calea Văcărești’.30

 In reaction to different anti- Semitic representations (for instance the Jew 
was ‘described as the middleman in the coffee houses or the obese merchant in 
all trade centres’),31 Peltz focuses in most of his novels on the misery of a 
poor, jaded world, turning against itself. The author’s intention was to stir 
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compassion for these outsiders, perhaps also relying on certain melodramatic 
effects in describing ‘small, feverish children, mothers with diseased lungs, 
rheumatic men, almost paralytic, old men waiting for their final journey’.32 
Poverty, illness and vulnerability would, therefore, be the main features of 
Peltz’s characters, in a violent and rather tendentious contrast with the image 
of the Jew portrayed by anti- Semitic discourse. It seems that the writer wanted 
to stir the reader’s empathy for this ethnic group that was subject to such preju-
dice. It is striking that Peltz saw Bovarism as the main feature of this world, 
marking a sort of existential loss. Calea Văcărești is an ideological monograph 
in fictional clothing; the community also defended its identity by living in 
common, in inns where:

In tiny houses lived two types of poor Jews: cobblers ignored by the neigh-
bourhood youth, starving tailors […] electricians […] students coming from 
the far away boroughs of Dorohoi, dishwashers in big restaurants, beggars 
[…] – a heterogeneous and broken people.33

The main female character, Esther, is an overworked dressmaker, worn down by 
cancer. Her brother, Moritz, one of the many Bovary- like characters who appear 
in all the author’s novels to highlight the dramatic lack of life of the community, 
leaves for America. America is the ultimate ‘mirage’ for these characters, giving 
Peltz the chance to include in his novel the common phenomenon of immigra-
tion to America at the beginning of the twentieth century. The author also docu-
mented the archives of memory and nostalgia, and the so- called ‘papirene 
kinder’ (paper children/children made of paper).34 The identity dilemmas of the 
community were ideologically masked too. ‘The anarchist’ Moșeanu enticed a 
group of revolutionaries, ‘pale young men’, ‘ragged, sleepless and always 
hungry’ living in ‘attics or basements’; Professor Haimovici supported a ‘radical 
Zionism’ and rejected the ghetto, which he blamed for alienating the Jews from 
their roots; Marcu, the socialist, foresaw a revolutionary solution to the problem. 
So it seemed that the community could feed on its own Bovarism, fuelled by 
religious, heroic, sentimental readings. The window of a bookstore displayed 
brochures, such as The Miracles of St. Anthony and Iancu Jianu, the Father of 
the Poor; the characters in Vadul Fetelor (The Girls’ River) are ‘wretched beings 
forged by the cinema and the ghetto’, ‘intoxicated with bad literature’ like Mis-
terele Londrei (The Mysteries of London) or The Knight of Argentinian Nights, 
which showed that this tendency was not only associated with Calea Văcărești. 
It was the author’s way to project the entire Jewish sub- culture.
 What is compelling is that the end of the Calea Văcărești novel somewhat 
predicts the inevitable end of the community. ‘The narrow streets, covered in 
darkness and mystery’ with their people, constitute ‘a huge panopticon created 
by a mind gone wild’; the final sentence reads: ‘Life in Calea Văcărești has been 
attacked by moths’.35 Unlike Ronetti- Roman, not only did Peltz completely 
ignore the issue of assimilation, but he seemed to highlight the fact that this 
ethnic group could be assimilated. Calea Văcărești seemed to be an island, where 
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outside tensions were at the same time muffled and increased by this confined 
space. As the publicist Israel Marcu (1909–2008) noticed, the fact that ‘it was 
self- sufficient’ made this area ‘disappear without any repercussions for anybody 
(except for, alas, literature)’.36 Alas, not fortunately because after 1941, when the 
place was erased from collective memory, no other Jewish author wrote a novel 
dedicated exclusively to the Jewish sub- culture living in Bucharest in the inter-
war period.

Facing history: the 1941 pogrom
A possible dramatic conclusion of this article is that, with regard to this sub- 
culture, identity tensions and their ideological representations tend to be can-
celled by history. The powerfully anti- Semitic discourses, which become even 
more virulent in the mid- 1930s, would culminate in the January 1941 pogrom in 
Bucharest, as part of the Legionary Rebellion37 which claimed around 120 
victims among the Jewish community. In order to describe this tragic event, I 
have chosen two memoirs: Peltz’s novel Israel însângerat (Bleeding Israel) and 
F. Brunea- Fox’s coverage, Orașul măcelului. Jurnalul rebeliunii și crimelor 
legionare (The slaughter city. The journal of rebellion and legionary crimes). 
Perhaps due to the still recent events, or to the fact that, in this case, we can also 
talk about ideological crimes, neither of the two authors make any reference to 
the many victims of the Legionary Rebellion among the majority of the popula-
tion. A mental block might have made I. Peltz postpone the description of this 
event and instead dedicate the first half of the novel to the Bovary- like character 
of Romanian Jewish author Israel Schwadron. The author believed that an attrac-
tion to illusion and fantasy was the main characteristic of this sub- culture.
 The impression the author seemed to want to give was that, almost impercep-
tibly, any destiny could end up tragically, until history came in to destroy almost 
everything. A young man wanted to leave for America, but a love affair turned 
him into a convict; Max, a sausage maker and poet, killed himself when he 
found out that his promised escape to Haiti was nothing but a joke; an old 
woman tried to escape boredom by creating imaginary love stories inspired by 
photos in magazines. The suggestion is that these already vulnerable beings were 
victims of the pogrom. In Peltz’s novel, the traumatic event is depicted with 
minimum fictionalisation, as he was interested in accurately recording the horror 
and in capturing the baffling collective conscience of the community. Although 
people could instinctually feel a disaster coming, it took them by surprise and 
they did not completely understand what was happening. They were ‘plagued’ 
by fear and were taking refuge with wealthy relatives living in the city centre, 
who mocked them because of their lifestyle and because hiding in the ghetto 
fuelled and increased their fear. Peltz thoroughly recorded the looting, the humili-
ation, the hope that they would be spared, the retreat into prayer (a Talmudist 
refuses to leave the synagogue) and the killings. The massacre was assuming 
apocalyptic proportions: ‘The blood of Israel covered the wooden floors, trickling 
down the tiles of the hall and beyond, down the stairs, into the yard, the street, 
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taking over the whole city, the whole country, the whole world’.38 There was 
hope after 1944, fuelled by Peltz’s communist views. This is why the novel ends 
on an optimistic note: ‘Here comes light again, baby. The sun has risen!’ and it 
was published in 1946, so it is possible that the author might have deluded 
himself for a while regarding the change of political regime in Romania (Peltz 
was imprisoned during the communist period).
 Brunea- Fox was an excellent journalist, one of the best of that era, and his 
reportage is much better written. The journalist was interested in recording 
events as they happened, in reflecting them in the collective conscience and 
pointing out any identity significance they might have. The main stake of his text 
was saving memory, recording the disaster so that it would never be forgotten or 
repeated. He documents the psychological reactions of some people warned, at 
first, by rumours, then by gunshots, and the lack of information in the local 
press. The conditions were perfect for panic to set in: ‘A war of nerves, each 
person is stretched like huge, hypersensitive antennae, in a space tormented by 
rumours and events. The excited mind is an array of phosphorescent images’.39 
The proportions of the massacre – and the confirmation that the Jews had been 
their target – were established afterwards. Brunea- Fox, the reporter, visited the 
neighbourhood again in order to establish the proportions of the destruction and 
invoked, almost religiously, the names of the places that had been erased from 
reality: ‘Calea Moșilor, Văcăreștii, Bărăției, B- dul Maria, Căuzași, Labirint, 
Mircea Vodă, the entire Dudești area, with all the little streets up to Raion and 
Vitan, Calea Călărași, Traian street, Lânăriei, Halele, Șerban Vodă, Rahova, 
Obor’. He then headed to the crime scenes of Jilava Forest, and to the morgue, 
where bodies were scattered on the ground, so disfigured that recognising them 
was almost impossible. The way events were covered in the official press, after 
the rebellion was crushed and the Legionary were eliminated from power, 
seemed to him a pathetic identity rehabilitation of this outraged community:

And we, Jews, are given the honour of words and bold letters. What is the 
anonymous right, statistics, accounting, numbers without names, no matter 
if it’s about slaughtered victims or discovered looting? It’s progress! It’s a 
Spinozist beginning of identification. Step by step we will reach the social 
image, like the metamorphosis of a tadpole. Global numbers will decom-
pose in units and arithmetical units will turn into humans, like in a cartoon, 
you pass by the registrar, and you end up a soul! This sacrosanct vision 
strikes a chord! Our soul will be officially recognised!40

Conclusion
At the end of this analysis, I would like to draw attention to the light and shade 
of these subjective representations, coming from different sources, which can be 
compared, so that they complete each other. The ideological, literary or journalistic 
sources we have mentioned interact with each other in order to create a multifac-
eted image of this sub- culture. In our future analyses we shall try to discover 
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other sources by looking at the main Jewish newspapers of the time. The conclu-
sion is that, although the complex mechanism of history can destroy sub- 
cultures, by ‘les lieux de mémoire’, as topography, they cannot destroy this kind 
of document, which can bring back the past through the power of collective 
memory.
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5 The Moldavian Csangos as  
sub- culture
A case study in ethnic, linguistic, and 
cultural hybridity

R. Chris Davis

Introduction
At an academic conference in Bucharest a few years ago, I attempted to disen-
tangle the identities of the Moldavian Csangos, a ‘hyphenated community’ of 
Romanian and Hungarian- speaking Roman Catholics living in eastern Romania, 
from the worn- out debates over their putative ethnicity and nationality. After my 
presentation, during which I explained the identity and history of the Csangos, as 
a community or group defying a singular ethnic let alone national categorisation, 
a distinguished Romanian historian and public intellectual asked, in no uncertain 
terms: ‘Yes, yes. But, please tell us – Are the Csangos Romanian or Hungarian?’ 
This chapter applies the concept of ‘sub- culture’ to the case study of the 
Csangos. For over a century, debates about the Csangos’ collective identity have 
centred on traits, such as ethnicity and nationality, traits that Joseph Rothschild 
has characterised as simultaneously plastic, variegated, and originally ascriptive, 
and all too easily politicised in the fertile historical and demographic circum-
stances of East- Central Europe.1 Historically, both in common parlance and 
within the professional fields of history, sociology, ethnography, and anthropol-
ogy, this community has been identified, understood, and framed an ‘ethnic 
minority’ or ‘religious minority’ or both. The limitations of the terms ‘minority’ 
and ‘ethnic’, especially in the cultural and linguistic tapestry that is East- Central 
Europe, are by now well known to both specialist and non- specialists on the 
region. With some exceptions,2 claims about the ethnic origin or the national 
belonging and allegiance of the Moldavian Csangos continue to dominate the 
historiography and scholarly discussions about the community.3
 The newly proposed theoretical approach on sub- cultural identities in East- 
Central Europe, as outlined by the editors of this volume, offers a new and more 
provocative way to analyse and come to terms with communities such as the 
Csangos.4 While the study of sub- cultures dates back to the first half of the twen-
tieth century, and picks up steam again in the 1970s and later, the methodo-
logical application of sub- cultures for understanding the hybrid cultural identities 
in East- Central Europe offers hope that I may never have to answer, in binary, 
the question as to whether the Csangos are either Hungarian or Romanian. To 
date, categorisation of the Csangos as an ‘ethnic minority’ tends to conceal the 



Figure 5.1  István Györffy’s ethnographic map of the Csango land, inside Romania, 
1899–1902 with Hungary (Magyarország) on the left, and Russia 
(Oroszország) on the right.

Source: National Széchényi Library of Hungary, Budapest, call. nr. T 3 749.
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historical, geographical, linguistic, and ethnic fluidity or even hybridity of the 
community – a condition, of sorts, has made them such a conspicuous object of 
contestation between states, churches, and even individual historians. The sub- 
cultural non- conformity of the Csangos over the last century is evident: some 
have maintained their professed Hungarian ethnic/national identity and language, 
while others maintained or switched to Romanian ones. Some individuals have 
maintained or switched over to a professed Hungarian ethno- national identity of 
varying degrees (archaic, racial, civic) while speaking Romanian (or else code 
switching between Hungarian and Romanian), with some equating Hungarian 
not as a linguistic expression of a people but rather of a religion, namely the lan-
guage of their Roman Catholicism. Many others, especially since World War II 
and the communist period, have abandoned all vestiges of Hungarianness and 
invoked a latent but potent Romanian ethno- national identity. In many ways, the 
community exemplifies what Rogers Brubaker identifies as ‘nationally mis-
matched’ persons with a ‘structurally ambivalent membership status’.5
 In this essay, and throughout my published work on the history about the 
community of Roman Catholics along the Siret River Valley in the region of 
Moldova,6 in eastern Romania, I employ the term ‘Csango’ primarily for reasons 
of economy and convention. While I use it to denote the Hungarian- and 
Romanian- speaking Catholics of Moldavia, more often than not I am simply 
referring to those who were imagined, ‘othered’ or, in a myriad of ways, ethno-
graphically ‘figured’ or represented as Csangos, whether they self- identified as 
Romanian, Hungarian, Csango, or even eschewed a hard and fast ethnic identifi-
cation in favour of a religious one, such as ‘Catholic’ from one village or another 
in Moldova.7 I readily acknowledge the many problems associated with my 
rather broad use of the term, not the least of which is that many people regard it 
as pejorative or else reject the term altogether. However, the reader should bear 
in mind that the term Csango was ascriptive from the very beginning of its usage 
in the eighteenth century.8 Ethnographers, historians, political leaders, and even 
local actors, ascribed the Csango exo-/ethnonym to the Catholics of Moldova, 
whether they liked it or not.

Not ‘who’ but ‘what’? Reflections on an etic identity crisis
One of the most difficult tasks for anyone writing about the Csangos is first 
defining the Csangos as a subject. This is an elusive and perhaps impossible task, 
as it typically begs the question: ‘Who (precisely) are the Csangos?’ The answers 
to this question are as numerous as they are contentious. The first documented 
use of the term as an ethnonym, referring specifically to the Hungarian- speaking 
communities of Moldavia, can be traced back to several letters by the Catholic 
priest Péter Zöld in the 1770s and 1780s, but settlements of Roman Catholics in 
the historical principality of Moldavia date back centuries before this. Their vil-
lages and churches in the region were as old as any others. Their men had fought 
and died in every major Romanian war. Nevertheless, by the outbreak of World 
War II the community was asked to justify its existence within the Romanian 
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nation by proving their credentials as members of the ethnic Romanian body or 
otherwise meeting the standards of Romanian national specificity.
 Historically, the Csangos were a rural, agrarian people producing crops such 
as corn, potatoes, and hemp. They also raised cows and sheep, with cowherds 
and shepherds taking care of family and communal herds and flocks. Up to the 
communist period in Romania, which began shortly after World War II, and 
especially prior to collectivisation in 1962, they maintained a rather archaic or 
traditional society based strongly on family, church, and local bonds. In previous 
centuries, many among this population lived in free villages (răzeși in Roma-
nian, részes in Hungarian), with common landholdings, though later settlers who 
immigrated into the region, from elsewhere in Moldavia or from Transylvania in 
the west, for example, became serfs tied to the lands owned by Moldavian 
boyars. Prior to the introduction of civil law, the communities were self- 
governed by male- dominated village councils. Village elders, who commanded a 
great deal of respect and advised the elected justices and appointed village 
guards, wore their hair long in the back and were distinguished by their beards. 
Hungarian historians, ethnographers, linguists, and musicologists have, over the 
last century and a half, discerned a material culture and patrimony unique to the 
Csangos: an oral folk tradition, notably in song, as well as dance; an archaic 
dialect; textiles and costumes that distinguish the community in Moldavia, but 
with variations from one village to the next. From the way babies are swaddled 
and the way homes and villages are constructed to the iconic Csango pipes that 
accompany soulful ballads, the Csangos can rightly claim a cultural heritage 
both distinct from, and proximate to, other Hungarians and Romanians.
 However, in terms of everyday life, as peasants, their lives were likely not so 
different than any other peasant community in that part of eastern Europe. In 
1907 the Csangos joined the Romanian Peasants’ Revolt and fought for Romania 
in all of its major wars, including World War I and World War II. What binds 
this Csango sub- culture is an adherence to Roman Catholicism amidst the 
encroachment of other religions in Romania, particularly Eastern Orthodoxy and 
Judaism in Moldavia, but also Greek- Catholicism, Calvinism, and more recently 
the various strands of neo- Protestantism. Further binding this community – and 
visually marking its ‘otherness’ – is a distinctive style of dress, music, dance, 
and religious pilgrimage in the Eastern Carpathian borderland between Transyl-
vania and Moldavia. Of course, many of the elements that combine to distin-
guish this community as a distinct ethnic minority are, in part or whole, cultural 
materials and practices shared with other populations across the region. Thus, 
the Csangos’ costumes, cuisine, and music should not, in all cases, be seen as 
exclusive ethnic markers of the Csangos or their Csango- ness, for they are over-
lapping and regional.9
 Still, the idea of hybridity (as opposed to even ‘non- homogenous’) has been 
resisted in most formal studies of the community. A Committee on Culture, 
Science and Education report to the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of 
Europe declared ‘the Csangos are a non- homogeneous group of Roman Catholic 
people of Hungarian origin’.10 Hungarian historian Miklós Kontra states that, 
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‘from an ethnic historical point of view, there is no doubt that the Csangos are 
Hungarians who migrated from Hungary to Moldavia’.11 A likewise representa-
tive view of Hungarian historians, ethnographers, and demographers writing on 
the Csangos might be Vilmos Tánczos’, who writes that ‘both Hungarian and 
international scholars unanimously agree that the Moldavian Catholic popula-
tion, called Csangos, apart from a small number of Romanian, German, Polish, 
and Italian and Gypsy groups who became fully assimilated, is Hungarian by 
origin’.12

 I argue that, historically, the Csangos, at least as an ethnic minority, have 
been more constructed by others than self- constructed. Nevertheless, as a case 
study, they reveal not only the manifold ways in which minorities or putative 
‘others’ have negotiated the shifting definitions of race, ethnicity, and national-
ity, but also the ways in which family, community, and religion mediated or 
transcended these and other socio- cultural categories that predominated 
twentieth- century European and global history (and persist to this day). Their 
history over the twentieth century begs some questions: Did some minorities 
readily commute or conceal their nationality or ethnicity in order to preserve 
their religion? Was religion, for some, a more salient marker of identity and a 
more meaningful social practice? When under duress, for instance during war, 
how did sub- cultures explore and utilise nationalist idioms in an effort to rescue 
or remove themselves from forced relocations and deportations?
 Of course, the term ‘Csango’ – both an exonym and now an ethnonym – has 
long connoted ethnic, linguistic, and historical affiliations to Hungary or to being 
‘Hungarian’. Consequently, many Romanian- speaking Catholics of Moldavia 
reject being included or dubbed as ‘Csangos’, for to be cast as such is, more 
often than not, also to be cast as ‘Hungarian’. As ethnographer Sándor Ilyés 
noted about the symbolic value of the term and notion Csango that has emerged 
in the last fifteen years or so, ‘wherever and whenever we hear the term Csángó, 
we automatically make some associations: Hungarian, of Hungarian origin, Hun-
garian speaker and keeper of ancient values’.13 The ‘Csangos’ and their associ-
ated identities are therefore incompatible with – and in some cases an affront to 
– their hyphenated Romanian ethnic, national, and linguistic identities and 
heritage.
 According to some (mainly Hungarian) ethnographers and historians who 
accept and use the Hungarian language criterion to define the Csangos, the 
Csango population in the early twenty- first century ranges from 60,000 to 
100,000.14 However, a much lower number, anywhere from 5000 to 25,000, is 
arrived at when counting the community according to those who have self- 
declared as ‘Csango’ or ‘Hungarian’ or else as a ‘Hungarian speaker’ in succes-
sive Romanian censuses since 1930. For the counties of Bacău, Neamț (which 
includes the former Roman county), and Iași, the 1992 Romanian census15 
recorded only 5270 who self- identified as ethnically ‘Hungarian’, and only 2165 
(throughout the country) who self- identified as ‘Csango’ (Romanian Census 
1992). In 2002, the number of self- identified ethnic Hungarians in the above 
counties totalled 4934, with 1266 self- identified as ‘Csango’ (Romanian Census 
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2002). I cite these numbers only to give a general picture of the official count of 
‘Moldavian Hungarians’ and ‘Csangos’ according to Romanian census data. 
Moreover, different figures can be arrived at when employing other categories, 
such as mother tongue, religion, and region. For instance, among those who self- 
identified as ‘Csango’ but not Roman Catholic in the 2002 Romanian census, 
127 were recorded as Romanian Orthodox by religion, eleven as Greek Catholic, 
and still smaller numbers as Protestant, neo- Protestant, and ‘without religion’. 
Evidently, somewhere in Romania, there is even a self- identified Csango who is 
Muslim, and three self- identified Csangos whose mother tongue is Romani 
(Gypsy) (Romanian Census 2002).
 The reasons for the seemingly low numbers, and discrepancies between sta-
tistical accounts of the population, can be attributed to the forces of assimilation 
and modernisation, ethnic politicisation and nationalisation, clericalism, bureau-
cratisation, and, not least, war.16 It should be noted that the category of ‘Csango’ 
as an ethnicity or linguistic identity is not an available category in the Romanian 
census. Rather, for members of this community to publicly assert this identity to 
the state and the wider Romanian national community, and to be accounted for 
as such, one must write in the term under the census category of ‘other’ (raising 
any number of issues about the ‘othering’ of the Csangos even in the present 
day). Historically, the identity marker has been stigmatised as a ‘mixed’ ethnic 
identity, nationality, and language, as something ‘neither Romanian nor Hungar-
ian’, hence the few numbers who publicly or even privately declare they are 
something called a ‘Csango’.17

 The paltry numbers of self- identified Csangos, both presently and historically, 
further complicate any historical discussion of the community’s contested iden-
tity and national belonging. It should be noted here that this essay is an attempt 
to reframe or retrospectively view the Csangos through the ‘sub- culture’ lens 
rather than to stake too many claims about the community in a post- socialist, 
twenty- first century social reality. The nearest airport to the Csango- inhabited 
region is located in the industrial city of Bacău, with a population of around 
150,000 people. The international airport has flights to Spain, Italy, Germany, 
France, and even Israel, but no flights to any other city in Romania, not even the 
capital Bucharest. Since the 1989 Romanian Revolution, and especially since 
Romanian accession to the European Union in 2007, the Roman Catholic com-
munity in Moldova, alongside other, predominantly Eastern- Orthodox, Roma-
nian citizens from the region, has been transformed by an influx of technology 
and an outflux of migration. But the Csangos have also absorbed the additional 
influences and demands of local NGO activists (both Romanian and Hungarian) 
and newly established European political, legal, and cultural frameworks, includ-
ing human and minority rights, especially in the context of language use and 
preservation.
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Sub- cultural non- conformity, or ascribing deviancy: 
some historical context
Any discussion of the Csangos should be seen not just within the entangled 
history of Romania and Hungary but also within the broader context of hybrid 
cultural identities elsewhere in Central and Eastern Europe. Within the historical 
Lithuanian, Polish, German, and Czech lands there existed any number of com-
munities that spoke different languages, practised different religions, or held 
different customs than the numerical majority of their immediate neighbours. 
And just as the so- called ‘Kashub question’ affected Polish- German relations 
from the late nineteenth century through the first half of the twentieth, so too did 
the ‘Csango question’ impact Romanian–Hungarian relations during the interwar 
period and World War II. To this list, we could add any number of examples, 
including the Karaite Jews in Ukraine; the Szeklers of Transylvania and Aroma-
nians of Dobrudja, in present- day Romania; the Bunjevci of Vojvodina; the 
Lusatian Serbs; and the Gagauz in Moldova, to name just a few. These imputed 
and contested ‘ethnic minorities’ of one kind or another might likewise benefit 
from being reframed as sub- cultures in order to remap the social worlds and 
identic processes that led to their non- conformity or outright exclusion in the 
cultural and civic milieus they inhabited and in the states and borders that 
circumscribed them.
 Since 1900, and especially after World War I, the state- sponsored demo-
graphic restructuring and redrawing of borders along the ethnic principle were 
predicated on the historical, ethnographic, and sociological knowledge of popu-
lations. Influences on Romanian and Hungarian ethnographic and demographic 
research came mainly, though not exclusively, from Germany and France, 
though it should be noted that similar quests for ethnographic knowledge were 
underway in the Soviet Union, committed as it was to informing its own ability 
to colonise and discipline its vast, multi- ethnic empire.18 Yet scientific – and sci-
entistic – production of this kind of knowledge in many ways led to the reifica-
tion of biopolitical categories and hierarchies, lending an air of legitimacy to 
claims on the ‘realities’ of race, ethnicity, and national character and psych-
ology.19 However, the seeming ambiguity or ‘amphibiousness’ of some com-
munities threatened the twentieth- century nation- making projects, especially in 
the heterogeneous border zones that existed between and even within states. As 
Winson Chu points out in his study on the German- speaking population of Łódź, 
the ‘not- quite-German[ness]’ of these and other such communities posed a 
danger to the idea and mythology of ethnic or racial homogeneity and the unitary 
national state.20

 Since the latter half of the twentieth century, the linguistic hegemony over the 
Csango region has shifted to Romanian. Yet, to be sure, any number of distinct 
and not- so-distinct peoples in due course had entered and exited this cultural and 
linguistic contact zone that is eastern Moldavia. Families and individuals pos-
sessing their own Slavic, Germanic, Turkic, and Armenian ethnic backgrounds 
were absorbed into the demographic fabric that was or is the Csango land, as 
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were ‘Hungarians’ from Transylvania and ‘Romanians’ from just about all 
directions.
 Indeed, the formation of many of the villages in the counties of Ghimeș/
Gyimes and Ciuc/Csik described by linguistic archaeologies and historical 
demographic studies tend to support this view. György Takács describes not 
only how big groups migrated intact into these regions but also how individuals 
and families moved in and out of these villages at different times and rates.21 
Using oral traditions, oral history, interviews, and church records, Takács shows 
how the village of Coșnea/Kostelek, for example, was founded by families from 
both Csik in Transylvania and Comanești in Moldavia. This has been preserved 
in local memory when villages say: ‘We are from Moldavia and Csik’. Over the 
centuries, the names of these founding families – Bezsán/Bejan, Csilip, Vátá, 
and Olá (meaning Romanian in Hungarian) – shifted between Hungarian and 
Romanian forms or else were present in both Transylvania and Moldavia.22 
Based on church and other historical records, in the respective provenances from 
which these families originally hailed could be found Greek Catholic, Orthodox, 
and Protestant parishes, as well as Roman Catholic ones.
 Similar processes were underway in the formation of nearby villages, notably 
Cădărești/Magyarcsükes, whereby the absence or presence of one or another 
church ultimately determined the putative national identities of the respective 
villages and their inhabitants. Throughout the region, the same family names can 
be identified as Roman Catholic, Greek Catholic, and Romanian Orthodox. 
Moreover, church records indicate that the ancestors of many present- day 
members of one religion were registered in another religion. Migration, shep-
herding, the fleeing of military conscription, war, border revisions, and the 
expropriation or conversion of local churches have all contributed to the drawing 
and redrawing of ethnic and religious boundaries in the region over the last 
century.
 Historically, use of Hungarian in church services, for instance in prayers and 
sermons, had long been a rarity in this part of Romania (Latin, of course, was the 
language in which Mass was officiated until after the Second Vatican Council). 
Nevertheless, many of the cantors, especially in the predominantly Hungarian- 
speaking villages, had been allowed to lead the singing of some hymns in Hun-
garian. In 1938, however, under threat of ‘severe punishment’ and even 
imprisonment, the prefect of Bacău county forbade church singing and the con-
ducting of any portions of the liturgy in Hungarian.23 Romanian authorities 
further prohibited Csangos from attending Hungarian language schools in Tran-
sylvania. The situation for minorities further deteriorated after Romania joined 
the Axis Powers in November 1940. State officials tasked the local school prin-
cipal Mihai Merfea with investigating claims by Roman Catholic families that 
their children experienced such abuses in school. Merfea found these claims 
entirely fabricated. He lambasted the Csangos as ‘vengeful’ and ‘insincere’. ‘The 
Csango’, observed Merfea, ‘follows you step by step and wishes upon the Roma-
nian the worst harm by any way or means possible’.24 In a blatant attempt at 
racial transference from Jew to Csango, he equated the region’s closely- knit 
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community of Roman Catholics – predominantly peasants and workers – to 
sinister ingrates who represented an enemy inside the very heart of the nation:

The Csangos are sly. They use any means necessary and do not spare any-
thing from the start, even if they have a significant amount of money; and in 
the end, they achieve their aim, earning twofold or threefold. They are 
closed among themselves, do not cheat one another but rather help one 
another, as do the Jews. They look for every which way to display their 
worth, praising themselves on every occasion. Insincerity and pride is a 
prominent aspect of their race. In their interactions with Romanians they are 
false, without character.

Not only were the ‘Jew- like’ Csangos unscrupulous and opportunistic, they were 
also backward, unclean, lazy, and stubborn. Consequently, Merfea believed the 
Csangos incapable of progress or assimilation, for ‘to advise the lot of them to 
make improvements in schooling, and hygiene in their yards and houses, general 
social education is a lost cause’.25

 Such were the guiding voices and ideas in the Roman county school system. It 
is little wonder that school attendance and literacy were extremely low in the 
Csango region, even by the standards of the day in rural Romania. It is also little 
wonder that incidents of discrimination and abuse in the classroom increased 
during the war. In one reported case, the parents of elementary- school children in 
the village of Gherăești, near Roman, wrote to their parish priest about the local 
schoolteacher, Ms Măgăleasa, who told some twenty Csango children in her sixth- 
grade class that ‘by the end of the war the Catholics will be turned into Orthodox, 
otherwise they will be sent to Hungary’. If they refused either to convert to Ortho-
doxy or else leave Romania, she warned, then ‘they will be shot’. The parents 
reported that in many schools their children were constantly berated, being told 
they were of ‘Csango nationality’ and were ‘Hungarians’, not Romanians.26

 Between 1942 and 1943, the Romanian secret service compiled for the 
cabinet of Marshal Ion Antonescu – the Romanian head of state (and German 
ally) during World War II – a series of detailed reports on the Csangos. One 
report commented on the attitude of the Csango clergy, depicted as having ‘abso-
lute spiritual mastery’ over the population, preventing their assimilation into the 
local Romanian Orthodox population. The clergy had instilled a form of ‘Catho-
lic nationalism’ in the community, breeding hostility against the local Orthodox 
population: ‘this is extremely dangerous and harmful to the interests of the 
Romanian State because the Catholic clergy holds the population under their 
domination, as an isolated community that is quasi- belligerent toward the 
natives’. A third report depicted the Csangos as ‘a state within a state’ due to the 
clerical hegemony over the community, a situation enabled by a weak local 
administration. The clergy had, however, made efforts to ‘de- Hungarianise’ the 
community. Nevertheless, their overriding aim was to lock the community 
within a ‘Catholic enclosure, controlling it fully, and keeping it within the uni-
versal Catholic world’.27
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 Many of the neighbouring Orthodox Romanians interviewed in these reports 
stated that the Csangos could never be Romanianised without first converting 
them to Orthodoxy. Other intelligence reports contended that the ethnic origin of 
most Csangos was clearly Hungarian, and ‘nothing could erase this from their 
minds’. From this point of view, the Csangos could never be Romanianised, nor 
should they: ‘On the contrary, they should be sent en bloc to Hungary. Only 
through this measure can the gangrene be removed from the body of the 
nation’.28

 In Romania during World War II, the threat of physical relocation from one’s 
homeland, coupled with new scientific theories suggesting alternative ethnic 
genealogies, created exceptional circumstances in which some minority identities 
could be subsumed more readily into the dominant Romanian one. Such was the 
case with the Csangos. Prompted by fears of the Csangos’ expatriation to Hungary 
and loss of citizenship and civic rights in Romania, a number of Catholic priests 
within the community began to construct new historical narratives in an effort to 
appropriate the Csangos’ collective past and ethno- national identity to the Roma-
nian national metanarrative. In this endeavour, the Catholic Church in Moldavia 
would find important allies among the country’s scientific and political elite.
 In Moldova, the Roman Catholic priests and other religious leaders were 
uniquely placed to refashion otherwise secular identities by sanctifying ideas and 
ways of belonging in the world. Already by the end of World War II, these 
Romanian priests, with the help of one of Romania’s leading racial anthropolo-
gists, Petru Râmneanțu, had merged a new historical narrative of the Csangos 
into Romania’s national- historical metanarrative, convincing the Antonescu gov-
ernment that these Hungarian – and Romanian- speaking – Roman Catholics 
were in fact Romanian by blood and origin, ‘good Romanians’ loyal to the 
Romanian state.29

Continuum with the pre- communist past
The process would be repeated some decades later under the Ceaușescu regime, 
when debates about origins and autochthonism resurfaced under his leadership 
during the 1970s and 1980s. The Romanian grade- school teacher and amateur 
linguist and historian Dumitru Mărtinaș undertook to retrace the ‘ethnogeneal-
ogy’ of the Csangos and, once again, to demonstrate their belonging within the 
ethnic Romanian nation. The central argument of his book, Originea ceangăilor 
din Moldova (The Origin of the Csangos of Moldavia), published posthumously 
in 1985, was a familiar refrain, namely that the majority of Csangos are in fact 
not ethnic Hungarians but rather ethnic Romanians who emigrated from Transyl-
vania in the Middle Ages. Writing in the 1970s, Mărtinaș availed himself of the 
Romanian historiography generated in the interwar and wartime periods, when 
the question over Transylvania was unsettled and the fate of Romania’s minor-
ities uncertain. Mărtinaș asserted that once the Csangos arrived in Moldova they 
were in large measure able to reverse the processes of de- nationalisation and 
Hungarianisation by force of their latent ethnic Romanian consciousness:
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By settling in Moldavia, the Csangos did not lose their language or their 
nationality, but, on the contrary, they saved their Romanian language and 
nationality, threatened by Szeklerization (Hungarianization) in Transylva-
nia. They saved their ethnic identity, which their co- nationals who remained 
in Transylvania lost. […] When faced with the situation of choosing 
between two alternatives and free of any constraint, they opt, without hesita-
tion, for their Romanian traditions, whose roots go very deep in their 
historical past.30

The notion of irrepressible ethnic consciousness, and the style in which this was 
expressed, echoed Romanian biopolitical narratives that framed much of the dis-
course on minorities and the nation in the 1930s and 1940s. It reaffirmed 
Râmneanțu’s conclusion some forty years earlier: the Csangos had, through the 
internal force of their ethnic consciousness, overcome the external forces of de- 
nationalisation. Mărtinaș, furthermore, attributed the failure of Hungarian lan-
guage instruction in Csango villages in the early 1950s to a conscious rejection 
of Hungarian identity, claiming the Csangos ‘refused to attend these schools and 
protested that de- nationalisation was being imposed upon them’, and that ‘the 
tradition of their Romanian origins and the common sense of unity proved 
stronger than any outside influences.’31

 A barrage of support followed the book’s publication.32 The literary historian 
and folklorist Ovidiu Papadima claimed the book was ‘indisputably a decisive 
contribution to clarifying such a complex and hotly discussed problem about the 
past and present of these Romanians in that part of Romania’.33 A panel of 
experts was even convened to discuss the impact and importance of Mărtinaș’ 
contribution to Romanian history and language. In fact, an English translation of 
the round- table discussion of the book was printed in Ștefan Pascu and Ștefan 
Ștefănescu’s English- language text, The Dangerous Game of Falsifying History: 
Studies and Articles, which targeted an international audience and sought to 
counter a number of Hungarian historical narratives.34 Some of Romania’s most 
notable exponents of protochronism, such as Ilie Purcaru and Mihai Ungheanu, 
now hailed the Csangos as a de- nationalised community of ethnic Romanians:

The release of the book is actually related to a new background of the devel-
opment of scientific research in Romania. The renewing principles, the 
revolutionary spirit of the Ninth Congress made the publication of the book 
possible. It was seen that this work is conceived in a modern way, in a real-
istic spirit, of respect for truth, that it integrates with a materialist- dialectical 
and historical perspective on the development of Romanian society. […] It 
is the expression of a direction of historiographic, interdisciplinary research 
stimulated by the party’s cultural policy.35

The publication of Originea ceangăilor din Moldova in 1985 was, therefore, an 
upshot of longstanding and unresolved historiographical and discursive conflicts 
between Hungary and Romania. Just as Romanian historians and priests had 
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represented the Csangos as bastions of Romanity in the first half of the twentieth 
century, so too did Dumitru Mărtinaș and others in the second half. As Lucian 
Boia has remarked of the historiography in the Ceaușescu era, regardless of what 
was being written or asserted, the template for the national- communist actualisa-
tion of history was ‘to start with origins, underline continuity and unity, and end 
with the present’.36 Mărtinaș’s narrative exemplifies this ‘critical takeover’:

Just as the Romanian people, surrounded by more powerful nations, living 
for centuries separated into different states and under different foreign 
rulers, managed to preserve throughout history their spiritual unity and 
ethnic consciousness thanks mainly to their language, so too did the 
[Csango] population, due to their ethno- linguistic individuality and their 
sentiments of solidarity with the language and destiny of the Romanian 
nation, to which they belong.37

The story of the Csangos, which had for centuries sabotaged the ideals of unity 
and continuity, now embodied them. Whereas some Romanian populations had 
succumbed to the processes of de- nationalisation and foreign culture, the 
Csangos had withstood it and become purveyors of Romanian ethno- national 
heritage; they possessed, specifically, a Transylvanian Romanian ethnogeneal-
ogy, giving them pride of place as a community that hailed from the supposed 
cradle of the nation. In asserting this, Mărtinaș not only revived the historical 
narrative constructed originally in the early 1940s but also amended it; the 
Csangos were not victims but instead heroes of the Romanian nation, a paragon 
of Romanian ethnic consciousness and resiliency. In Romania, by the last decade 
of the communist period, these priests and other agents had continued the 
process of constructing the Csangos ‘from without’, in large measure overturn-
ing the dominant historical narrative of the Csangos as a community of ethnic 
Hungarians dislocated from the Hungarian national body.

As a category of analysis: the Csangos as a sub- culture
Sub- cultures are, at the very least, groups of people that have something in 
common with one another. In the case of the Csangos, it is foremost a shared 
religion (Roman Catholicism) and historical living space along the Siret River 
Valley, though the latter is less binding than it once was, due to the out- migration 
of Csangos to western and southern Europe in the post- Socialist period and espe-
cially since Romania’s accession to the EU, and due to the in[ward] migration of 
Orthodox Romanians over the same timeframe. The longstanding, if also con-
tested, marker of this population as ethnically Hungarian, or Hungarian by 
origin, has made this population ‘deviant’ in the eyes of its Romanian neigh-
bours, while their Roman Catholic religion has made them steadfastly non- 
conformist in Eastern- Orthodox lands. Historically, in the minds and attitudes of 
local Romanian officials and the Orthodox clergy – as expressed in religious and 
secular publications, as well as classified governmental reports, especially since 
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the interwar period – an enduring synonymity existed between Catholicism and 
Hungarian- ness. The authority of local officials to ascribe ethnic ‘otherness’ and 
non- conformity to the Csango population was used to advance the economic 
interests of one individual or community over another by restricting who could 
buy or sell property, own certain types of businesses, or gain employment in the 
public sector. This power could also be used to settle local, personal scores. 
Entire communities could be castigated as national enemies and, therefore, 
stripped of the civic rights and privileges they had long enjoyed as Romanian 
citizens.38

 Here we see a classic condition of a sub- culture – as opposed to a mere 
numerical or statistical minority – in that the ‘public’ and the ‘masses’ (in this 
case, the dominant Romanian Orthodox majority) conceive themselves – as 
exemplified by school teachers, Romanian Orthodox priests, military officers 
and conscripts, or local government officials – as a body of rational individuals, 
or responsible Romanian citizens who form and express their own views about 
the Csangos through officially recognised channels: government and secret- 
service reports, police reports, edicts from village mayors and county prefects, 
and through the journals and dailies of the Romanian intelligentsia from the 
interwar period to the communist period. Here they are depicted as deservedly 
disenfranchised, disaffected, and unofficial. Because of their hybrid cultural 
identities, manifest in their ethnic ambiguity – or outright ascription as Hungar-
ian because of their practice of Roman Catholicism, another non- conformity – 
the local population could castigate their religious practice as something 
shadowy, deviant and threatening to the normative ideals of civic decency.
 The Csangos necessarily had to re- negotiate their subordinate position within 
the dominant Romanian culture. This gave rise to an historiographical avalanche 
of new theories and assertions from within the Csango sub- culture during the 
periods of heightened nationalism and racism of the 1930s and 1940s (see 
previous sections), led especially by its Roman Catholic clergy, to reposition the 
Csangos as a community that was originally ethnically Romanian yet had been 
battered by successive waves of Hungarianisation.39 Like other sub- cultures 
deemed lower down the social ladder – due in no small part to differences of 
class status, racial or ethnic background, religious affiliation, residence or locale 
– members of the Csango sub- culture had to work through, contest, and attempt 
to resolve the pressing and discriminatory issues related to their subordinate 
social station, whether these issues involved the right to vote, own and buy prop-
erty, practise their religion, or have access to public education in their mother 
tongue.40

 The Csangos’ status as a ‘sub- culture’ within both Romanian and Hungarian 
societies is rooted in an inescapable in- betweenness, an inability to achieve a 
sufficient level of acceptance in the eyes of their fellow citizens. For it is this in- 
betweenness that historically has been taken (and mistaken) as a marker of a 
threatening ‘otherness’ in Romania. Throughout the twentieth century, the 
Csangos have been subordinate within the civic life of the Romanian nation; by 
contrast, in Hungary, they have at various times been ignored or forgotten, or 
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else politically and ethnically instrumentalised by Hungarian elites for one cause 
or another. As a result, the Roman Catholics from Moldova have tended to grav-
itate toward one another, both at the individual and the wider communal or 
village levels. Reinforced by their Catholicism, generation after generation the 
Csango communities established new norms and new criteria for status within 
their social milieu and sub- culture, such as distinctive forms of dance, music, 
and speech; cuisine; material forms of culture such as dress, carrying bags, and 
swaddling blankets; ostracising not simply for converting from Catholicism but 
for marrying a non- Catholic; and, not least, the elevation of the clergy to the role 
of a secular intelligentsia. In fact, the priesthood has long represented, for both 
an individual and an individual’s family, the pinnacle of this society. Through 
these invented social norms, which in many, though not in all ways, deviate from 
the wider Romanian- Moldavian society, the Csangos are able to alleviate the 
kinds of social anxiety that not only disturbed but threatened, existentially, this 
community during the twentieth century. And yet, within the sub- culture itself, 
ethnicity and language are highly negotiable and fluid.

Conclusion
Bringing phenomena, such as this, to light – both theoretically and through 
empirical research – will help us, as the volume’s editors have suggested, to 
understand the dynamics of cultural identity formation, the hybrid and shifting 
forms of identification typified in communities such as the Csangos, who, for 
lack of a better word, ‘blend’ or activate their Romanianness and Hungarianness, 
contingent on the circumstances. If, for example, as I witnessed in the village of 
Cleja/Klezsa in the spring of 2006, a school is in need of new desks and writing 
materials, then the teacher establishes a ‘pen pal’ programme between her 
impoverished (if also exoticised) class of secondary- school students with coun-
terparts in Budapest. The much- needed school materials soon arrive on lorries 
from Hungary. Likewise, needs for state or local funding for community initi-
atives, publications, an educational or research centre for an aspiring secular 
intelligentsia, are frequently met by acting the ‘good Romanian’ before local 
officials.
 This is not to suggest that methodologically reframing the Csangos as a sub- 
culture can somehow depolarise the debates over the ethno- national identity of the 
Csangos. Nevertheless, this paradigm can go a long way in addressing short-
comings in the historiography and ethnographies on the community, namely the 
lack of transnational historical, political, and cultural perspectives. For that matter, 
I would argue these perspectives are also lacking in the historiography on other 
ethnic and religious enclaves in Central and Eastern Europe. As Helmut Walser 
Smith and others have argued, the histories of minority groups in the region all too 
often focus on their respective subjects as if they existed in isolation; as if col-
lective identity can somehow be reduced to ‘Hungarian’ or ‘Romanian’, as the 
case may be, and borders are hardened, and identities tempered across space and 
through time. Smith contends that it is possible to train our  analysis on the ‘bridges 
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to the other’, and thereby to uncover ‘the stuff of history as happening in the 
friction- filled margins of cultural groups and at the crossings between them’.41 In 
this way, we can breathe new life into the tired debates about the contested identi-
ties and national belonging of peoples historically situated at the margins.
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6 Nazi divisions
A Romanian- German ‘historians’ 
dispute’ at the end of the Cold War

James Koranyi

Introduction: majority and minority
In 1985 in Germany, tensions which had been simmering for a couple of decades 
erupted into a full- blown dispute about the Nazi past among the growing 
Romanian- German émigré community. On the one hand, a set of historians and 
public individuals advocated a more critical engagement with the fascist past and 
demanded that this episode in history be faced openly. Opposing that, quite 
forcefully, was a vocal group that saw this as little more than an attempt to bring 
into disrepute members of an older generation, if not the community as a whole. 
If anything, they contended, history explained the context of the fascist past and 
exonerated them from the moral indignity directed against them. All of this was 
played out quite publicly in newspapers, interviews, correspondence and other 
forums. A fractious episode in West Germany during the late Cold War, it both 
predated and outlived the famous German Historikerstreit that raged between 
1986 and 1989. This ‘little Historikerstreit’, namely that of Romanian- Germans, 
refuses to be catalogued definitively as a simple dispute about national identity. 
What transpires instead is a more multi- layered picture, which portrays the 
Romanian- German community not merely as Germans or an East- Central Euro-
pean minority, but as a complex public community comprising various groups 
with shifting identities. Neither bottom- up nor top- down, the big debates over 
the fascist past from the late Cold War and post- communist period pitted various 
Romanian- German groups against each other. They existed as sub- cultures as 
they were neither part of a nation- state framework nor bound by a simple 
majority- minority hierarchy. As Robert Pyrah and Jan Fellerer have argued else-
where, East- Central European history is replete with examples of groups that do 
not conform to strictly defined monolithic national structures.1 The Romanian- 
German case in post- war Europe illustrates this: the competing factions were 
neither majority nor minority groups. The dynamics between the embattled 
groups and wider society defied such clear categories. By the late twentieth 
century they had been transformed into a fractured, transnational community, 
entangled in a number of memory battles.
 Who are these Romanian- Germans? Formed from a number of disparate 
groups, the idea of a Romanian- German identity only emerged in the twentieth 
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century.2 Before that there were a number of Germanic groups in the broader 
region of what now roughly constitutes Romania and slightly beyond that. They 
arrived at different times over the course of six centuries and for very different 
reasons. It is always difficult to tell a master narrative of the genesis of a 
minority group, because it assumes linearity in history where there may be none. 
Precautions aside, of the various Germans in the region – among others, Bes-
sarabian Germans, Dobruja Germans, Sathmar Swabians, Bukovina Germans 
and many others – the two main German groups for the story of Romanian- 
Germans are the Transylvanian Saxons and the Swabians of the Banat, who 
themselves emerged as part of a larger conglomerate, namely the Danube 
Swabians.
 Transylvanian Saxon history is steeped in privilege dating back to twelfth 
century when they populated Transylvania as defenders of Christendom follow-
ing an invitation by King Géza II of Hungary.3 Their origins evoked fantasies of 
all kinds: they were the lost children of Hamelin led astray by the Pied Piper; 
they were crusaders who got lost on their way to one Promised Land and then 
settled in another, Transylvania. A more mundane explanation, however, is that 
they were settlers from the German Lands, including from the Moselle- 
Franconian region of the Palatine and Luxembourg. Unlike many other German 
groups in East- Central Europe, the Saxons were able to establish themselves as 
an urban community in Transylvania (hence the name Siebenbürgen in German 
for Transylvania: seven castles), and the community was further transformed by 
the arrival of Germans from the declining Hanseatic League in the sixteenth 
century.4 Consisting of tradespeople and other urban entrepreneurs, these new 
arrivals were subsumed into the Transylvanian Saxon community establishing 
Saxons as an urban group, albeit with sizeable rural Saxon communities in 
central Transylvania.5 What followed was a story of slow decline until, by the 
mid to late nineteenth century, their established rights and privileges were eroded 
by the forces of Hungarian nationalism. In 1918, they joined the new Greater 
Romanian state, initially with some enthusiasm, alongside their Banat Swabian 
compatriots.6
 Swabians, who originated from southern Germany, had a much less prestig-
ious history about which to boast. As colonists, they arrived in the historic region 
of the Banat, which had been a military frontier, in three waves in the eighteenth 
century, repopulating a region after the Habsburg- Ottoman conflicts of the late 
seventeenth century.7 Largely rural, they established smaller Swabian settle-
ments across the region while some mingled in the multicultural urban centres of 
Timișoara and Arad. Both Swabians and Saxons – subsumed under the minority 
banner of Romanian- Germans in the interwar period – allied with Nazi Germany 
and were torn apart during and at the end of the war: either as military victims of 
the war or as deportees (and to a limited extent expellees) in 1945.8 The changes 
in population figures were quite drastic: more than half a million Germans lived 
in newly- unified Romania at the end of the First World War. The Second World 
War irrevocably changed the makeup of the community. By 1948 fewer than 
350,000 Germans were left in Romania.9 The deportation of up to 80,000 
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Germans to the USSR in early 1945 ruptured the certainties of Romanian- 
German communities. The deportations may have been only temporary, as the 
last deportees left in late 1949, but they contributed to the gradual dissolution of 
the German communities in Romania. Those who remained in Romania were 
left to face the legacy of Nazism in communist Romania while a sizeable and 
growing émigré community in West Germany (and elsewhere) continued to lure 
Romanian- Germans to the West. Emigration was still a gradual and difficult 
process for Romanian- Germans in the early Cold War period.10 Yet this changed 
dramatically in the 1970s. The government of the Federal Republic of Germany 
under the chancellorship of Helmut Schmidt agreed officially to pay the Roma-
nian state a certain sum for every German emigrant. In the last decade and a half 
of the Cold War, roughly 12,000 Germans left Romania for West Germany a 
year.11 Once Ceaușescu fell in December 1989, there was no stopping them. 
From 1990 until 1992 as many as 150,000 Romanian- Germans left the country 
leaving behind a rump community of only several tens of thousands. It is within 
this context that the ‘little Historikerstreit’ of the 1980s must be understood.

Sub- cultures and memory insurgents
After 1945, Romanian- Germans were a minority both within Romania and 
within West Germany. Yet a closer inspection of the internal community dispu-
tations resists the simple tag of ‘minority’. Different interest groups occupied a 
number of seemingly contradictory positions in complex webs of relationships. 
For instance, the Landsmannschaften – that is, the homeland societies of Tran-
sylvanian Saxons and Banat Swabians in West Germany – performed a dual 
function.12 They represented their own German minority group in the German 
public sphere while exerting control over the communities they represented. In 
that sense, they assumed the role of a minority while defending a master nar-
rative against opposing voices from within the community. Their raison d’être 
thus oscillated between a number of concerns, which went beyond merely stand-
ing up for an ethnic minority. One role the Landsmannschaften fulfilled was to 
construct a usable history of the turbulent twentieth century.13 Accordingly, 
Romanian- Germans were frequently portrayed as apolitical victims of Nazi 
megalomania, which had tricked them into mistaking it for German cultural 
patriotism. Yet this explanation for their Nazi past did not remain unchallenged. 
Reliant on, but also independent of, mainstream German political debates about 
the Nazi past, Romanian- German challenges to this master narrative began to 
emerge within the community from the late 1970s. The historian Johann Böhm 
occupied the most prominent position in agitating against the Landsmannschaft’s 
hold on the Romanian- German community in West Germany. Other Romanian- 
Germans followed suit, expressing dissatisfaction with the established 
Romanian- German memory regime. In publications, open letters and private 
correspondence, these challengers left behind an archaeology of dissent that was 
equally difficult to categorise convincingly. On the one hand, the challengers 
adopted their position as an underdog against the might of the Landsmannschaften. 
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Yet popular opinion had also shifted within broader German society towards an 
interest in perpetrator discourses rather than victim discourses.14 Those 
Romanian- Germans advocating a more self- critical approach thus appeared to be 
more in line with mainstream German public opinion of the 1980s. The 
dynamics of this ‘little Historikerstreit’ were further muddled due to the fact that 
a sizeable section of Romanian- Germans still lived in Romania. Self- criticism 
reminded many non- émigrés as well as émigrés of the anti- fascist discourse that 
had circumscribed public, official memory in Romania.15 What remains is a 
diffuse picture of sub- cultures, which were all part of a Romanian- German 
public sphere and were pitted against each other in a fierce battle over identity.

A grand dispute
Divisions among Romania’s Germans did not exist in a vacuum. They were as 
much a product of an internal conflict as they were of a wider crisis of identity in 
late Cold War Europe. If the post- war period was an era of conservative stability 
across divided Europe, then the 1980s were characterised by quite radical 
memory:16 the famous Historikerstreit erupted in West Germany in the mid- 
1980s.17 In the German Democratic Republic (GDR), the Prussian revival altered 
the otherwise static anti- fascist narrative.18 The soul- wrenching Vichy trials in 
France dragged on for two decades until the late 1990s.19 In Romania and 
Hungary, a renewed intensity emerged around the topic of Transylvania in the 
last decade of the Cold War.20 That particular ‘historians’ dispute’ was a bout of 
Romanian- Hungarian antagonism that emerged in the early 1980s.21 The result 
of a resurgent nationalist discourse in both countries, it made possible the tortur-
ous revisiting of the so- called ‘Transylvanian question’. Romanian- Germans 
also had a stake in this as they pondered the ownership of their Siebenbürgen.
 Yet it was its more famous cousin, the West German Historikerstreit, that 
became a far more public and recognisable affair.22 Often seen in isolation as a 
curiously West German phenomenon, the historians’ dispute was very much part 
of this wider European framework of ‘identity debates’. Between 1986 and 1989, 
historians on the right and left of the political spectrum engaged in a very public 
squabble over the German past. Conservative and right- wing circles in the 
Federal Republic of Germany argued forcefully against the central position of 
the Holocaust in German history. It stifled national identity and burdened the 
German nation with an immovable stain, as the German historian Ernst Nolte 
contended.23 The Holocaust and the Third Reich kept German memory as a 
captive of a coercive anti- German obsession. The historian Andreas Hillgruber 
added a further dimension to the debate. His book Zweierlei Untergang (Double 
Downfall) placed the Holocaust and the expulsion of Germans at the end of the 
Second World War side by side.24 Not only did he equate the two events, he also 
lent more weight to the story of German expulsions. German victimhood, against 
the self- critical reading of German history, was back and on full collision 
course with Vergangenheitsbewältigung.25 By and large Romanian- Germans 
could identify with many of the sentiments expressed by Ernst Nolte, Andreas 
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Hillgruber, Klaus Hildebrand and others. Self- criticism smacked of the anti- 
German discourse in Romania from which they had escaped or were still trying 
to escape. Academics opposed to the revisionists’ arguments argued that the 
mid- twentieth century crimes, which had emanated from Germany, were crucial 
for understanding German history. The Holocaust served as magistrae vitae. The 
responses by the left- liberal academics, such as Jürgen Habermas, Martin 
Broszat and Jürgen Kocka, were met with bewilderment by those Romanian- 
Germans who had thought of themselves mainly as victims of history. Habermas 
and others stood accused of politicising a history that the ‘level- headed’ historian 
Ernst Nolte had addressed with calmness and consideration. Writing in 1987, the 
editor of the Siebenbürgische Zeitung, Hans Bergel, argued that Nolte had been 
‘brave’ to articulate his opinions in the face of the ‘hate- filled reactions’ by Hab-
ermas and others. ‘The Historikerstreit – which is more than just that – con-
tinues’, Bergel concluded in his inimical style.26 Their uncertain position in the 
last decade of the Cold War illustrates their vexed position as in- betweeners: a 
group internally split and, in different ways, made up of both dominant and sub-
cultural identity groups.

A Historikerstreit on a different scale
The Romanian- German dispute over history occurred on different scales, from 
the local to the national to the transnational. The main actors were not in conflict 
with each other in a straightforward top- down or bottom- up relationship. Fellerer 
and Pyrah’s concept of sub- cultures is a useful framework for understanding 
Romanian- Germans and their disputes in the late Cold War. It takes Romanian- 
Germans out of a rigid model that relies on the nation state and clearly defined 
majorities and minorities. The history of the broader region of East- Central 
Europe is too complex to reduce to a binary understanding of belonging, espe-
cially after the twentieth- century patterns of migration.27 While Rogers Brubaker 
and others theorised East- Central European minorities as groups framed in a 
‘triadic nexus’ between their actual homeland and their imagined homeland,28 
the Romanian- Germans defy this strict model. Recent alterations to Brubaker’s 
‘triadic nexus’ have sought to nuance his concept by looking at Romanian- 
Germans. Cristian Cercel expanded Brubaker’s model to a ‘quadratic nexus’ 
when exploring the post- war Romanian- German community.29 Cercel added the 
émigré community as a fourth component to Brubaker’s analytical model. Yet 
Cercel’s ‘quadratic nexus’ also rests on stable categories reliant on the nation 
state. A closer inspection of Romanian- German debates towards the end of the 
Cold War reveals a more multifaceted picture. Within the context of the better- 
known German historians’ dispute, Romanian- German divisions translate the 
notion of being part of a minority into something more intricate. Vying for the 
right to tell their story, different memory groups within the Romanian- German 
émigré community assumed both positions of power and positions of defensive-
ness depending on audience, forums and temporal nodes. The live debate on 
whether Germans in Romania should stay or leave for Germany added a further 
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complication to an already introspective and vexing memory of the fascist 
period.30 The Landsmannschaften had pressed for emigration from Romania 
since the early 1950s in opposition to a Lutheran church in Transylvania that 
sought to keep its congregations in place. At the same time, the Saxon clergy in 
Romania were under pressure by communists to conform and ultimately relin-
quish their sway over their community. Denounced as ‘Hitlerists’, overtly in the 
early- communist period, they were caught between two seemingly irreconcilable 
memory cultures.31 This problem was never resolved for the Lutheran Church in 
Transylvania, as they lost both arguments against the Landsmannschaft and the 
communist state over the course of the Cold War.
 If the Landsmannschaften had dominated politics since the 1940s, they faced 
a generational and ideological pushback towards the end of the Cold War. In the 
1970s, the Landsmannschaft der Siebenbürger Sachsen still uncritically fawned 
over former Nazis without any real opposition. In a laudation on the occasion of 
Heinrich Zillich’s seventy- fifth birthday, Hans Bergel publicly poured lavish 
praise on this anti- Semitic National- Socialist sympathiser and author. The Tran-
sylvanian Saxon journal Klingsor, published between 1924 and 1939 under Zil-
lich’s editorship, was celebrated as one of the ‘crowning [cultural] achievements 
and not only for Transylvanian Saxons’.32 Not one word was spared on the 
National- Socialist entanglement of the journal, its contributors, or indeed its 
editor.33 Bergel’s redoubtable acclaim of Zillich had been so impressive that 
Wilhelm Bruckner claimed, five years later on Zillich’s eightieth birthday, that 
all had been said that needed to be said: ‘Who can stand before this celebrity 
after such an honorific speech in his honour five years ago and dare a second 
attempt?’, Bruckner asked dutifully.34

 So determined were the homeland societies of the 1970s and 1980s to 
entrench a narrative that deflected from a self- critical investigation into its Nazi 
past, they began celebrating the very post- war consensus that had crowded out 
any critical memory in the first place. Edited by Heinrich Zillich and Volkmar 
Fromm in 1949, the seminal collection of essays Wir Siebenbürger: Heimat im 
Herzen made a comeback in 1986 when Walter Myß and Hans Bergel reworked 
a second edition for Transylvanian Saxons and other Romanian- Germans to 
indulge in unproblematic Heimat nostalgia.35 Myß and Bergel promised to main-
tain ‘the tradition of the first book’.36 Between literary contributions by the good 
and great of the Saxon community, there were obvious markers of German 
victimhood. Frida Franz’s contribution on twelve years in captivity in Siberia 
stood out as an historic document for the twentieth century.37 Where the fascist 
past featured, it was explained as a result of the terrible economic situation in 
Romania and of the meddling in Romanian- German affairs by so- called ‘Reichs-
deutsche’.38 According to this view, Romanian- Germans had been led astray and 
then victimised by forces out of their control.
 By the mid to late 1980s these debates echoed, and indeed foreshadowed, the 
tensions expressed during the Historikerstreit. On the fortieth anniversary of the 
end of the war and of the deportation of Romanian- Germans to the Soviet Union, 
the Siebenbürgische Zeitung, the official organ of the Landsmannschaft, ran a 
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series of articles condemning the ‘victor’s revenge’ meted out against Romanian-
 Germans.39 The ageing deportees were given a particularly prominent voice in 
the newspaper. Yet the editors were also keenly aware of the international 
dimension of their entangled history. The Siebenbürgische Zeitung repeatedly 
highlighted Alfred de Zayas’s studies on the expulsion and treatment of Germans 
in East- Central Europe at the end of the war. De Zayas, as an international 
Anglophone historian, played a key role in establishing a strong mandate for the 
Romanian- German cause of reinforcing a narrative of victimhood. Adverts and 
articles on his work adorned the newspaper, acting as the intellectual framework 
for the Romanian- German claims to victimhood.40 This was deeply important: 
Romanian- Germans were not merely rehearsing their recent and often traumatic 
history. Instead, many of the actors involved in the debate on the correct place 
for remembering Romanian- German victims were acutely aware of the wider 
European context. ‘Expulsion crimes against Germans’, read a main feature in 
the Siebenbürgische Zeitung in January 1985. Readers were invited to attend a 
series of events at Munich’s Haus des Deutschen Ostens (House of the German 
East) to commemorate and revisit the torturous events of German expulsions and 
deportations at the end of the Second World War. First up on the list was Alfred 
de Zayas who would draw attention to processes that had had ‘an enduring effect 
on German and European history’.41 Two weeks later, de Zayas featured again in 
a long exposé on the deportation of Romanian- Germans to the Soviet Union in 
January 1945. The Transylvanian Saxon historian Michael Kroner, himself a 
recent émigré, introduced new documents on the matter before citing de Zayas at 
length. Unlike the killings and rapes that were simply capricious acts of indi-
vidual soldiers and officials, de Zayas was quoted as saying the deportations of 
Romanian- Germans were evidence of a system that had victimised Germans.42 A 
flurry of mentions between autumn 1984 and the summer of 1985 enshrined 
Alfred de Zayas as a figure of reference for the Romanian- German cause in 
defence of the homeland society’s war narrative. The Landsmannschaften 
reinforced their dominant role by enveloping themselves in an internationally 
recognised discourse. At the same time, they were also the underdogs, fighting 
an apparent anti- German historical memory that was replacing their displace-
ment with a picture of Germans as criminals. The Romanian- German 
Landsmannschaft was a sub- culture in this battle over the memory of the 1930s 
and 1940s. It occupied a peculiar in- between space in the 1980s, which was a 
deeply unsettling experience for many Romanian- Germans invested in these 
developments.
 Romanian- German émigrés experienced this sub- culture as a continuation of 
their displacement. For forty years, they had been subjected to a ‘pressure of 
emigration’ as Saxons and Swabians continued to leave Romania for Germany.43 
There they faced Aussiedlerfeindlichkeit (hostility towards German emigrants),44 
a point reinforced by Bavaria’s First Minister Franz Josef Strauss in the Sieben-
bürgische Zeitung in 1985.45 The newspaper strengthened this view by placing 
articles relating to emigration from Romania next to sources documenting the 
temporary deportation of Romanian- Germans in 1945. Poems adorned the 
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 Siebenbürgische Zeitung throughout the year 1985, turning it into a lieu de 
mémoire for victim stories.46 In this way, the 1980s were very much about force-
fully restating the Landsmannschaften’s official memory of the war and its after-
math against a group of contenders who were threatening the status quo.
 Who were these contenders the Landsmannschaft so feared? Bunched around 
the historian Johann Böhm and the pugnacious lawyer Axel Azzola, the debate 
about the Romanian- Germans’ Nazi past became a very vocal, visible and con-
frontational matter in the last decade of the Cold War. Johann Böhm’s publica-
tion Das Nationalsozialistische Deutschland und die Deutsche Volksgruppe in 
Rumänien 1936–1944 (Nazi Germany and the German Volksgruppe in Romania 
1936–1944) published in 1985 was the object of particular ire by Romanian- 
German establishment voices.47 The immediate opposite of Andreas Hillgruber’s 
Zweierlei Untergang, it sparked vicious debates within the Romanian- German 
émigré community. The defensiveness of the Landsmannschaft in response to 
Böhm’s publication was therefore evidence of a ‘typical Nazi spirit’ among ‘that 
generation’ of Romanian- Germans for the new generation of Romanian- German 
memory insurgents.48 Accordingly, luminaries and writers, such as Hans Bergel 
and Karl Reinhardt, became the public faces of the strong resistance to 
Romanian- German Vergangenheitsbewältigung. As editor of the Siebenbür-
gische Zeitung, Bergel in particular had a strong leverage in shaping debates on 
the recent Romanian- German past. He refused to publish several articles about 
the National- Socialist past in the mid to late 1980s, which led one Romanian- 
German, the writer and politician Bruno Knopp, to denounce him as ‘anti- 
democratic and anti- Semitic’.49 Knopp’s vendetta against Bergel was embedded 
in a longer dispute about the place of Transylvanian Saxons in Europe. While 
Bergel, as a representative of the homeland societies, had pushed for emigration 
from Romania, Bruno Knopp had encouraged Saxons to be loyal to their 
 Transylvanian Heimat throughout the Cold War despite living in West Germany. 
By the late 1980s, these debates had taken on a deeply existential and 
aggressive edge.
 Such compliments by the memory challengers were frequently returned with 
equal vehemence. Younger writers, such as Herta Müller, Richard Wagner, 
William Totok and Ralf Bosserth, were branded as ‘intellectually adolescent 
writers’ by Bergel, because of their approach to their parents’ and grandparents’ 
fascist past.50 The fissures went beyond the Saxon community and had begun to 
envelop the Swabian émigré community, too, as the ‘young Swabians’ around 
Wagner and others felt the force of the Saxon homeland society. Damningly, 
these members of a younger generation of writers were simply called ‘fellow 
travellers’ (Mitläufer) of communism.51 For authors, such as Herta Müller and 
Richard Wagner, their subsequent marginalisation from their community was a 
very real and problematic experience.52 Older writers, such as Dieter Schlesak, 
or indeed Eginald Schlattner, were described rather more strongly as ‘scheming’ 
(durchtrieben) or simply as ‘communist’.53 Schlesak’s offence that merited such 
an attack was presenting a version of the past that was at odds with the official 
narrative of the Landsmannschaft.54
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 Against this onslaught, Johann Böhm, Dieter Schlesak, William Totok and 
others founded the Arbeitskreis für Geschichte und Kultur der Deutschen Sied-
lungsgebiete im Südosten Europas in 1988.55 This was yet another determined 
challenge to the stranglehold of the Landsmannschaften on telling the Saxon and 
Swabian past, an undertaking that was itself taking on obsessive traits. ‘Dear 
compatriots’, a call in the newly- founded affiliated journal Das Donautal- 
Magazin began, ‘42 years have now passed and still we haven’t managed, for 
various reasons, to turn away from the National Socialist restriction and distor-
tion of our history’.56 It was imperative for ‘Germans from Romania and 
Hungary’ to confront why ‘former Nazis in the Federal Republic of Germany 
were given the financial support to organise themselves politically in order to 
determine the public spiritual and political position of Germans from south- 
eastern Europe’.57 By 1989 these Romanian- German memory insurgents were 
organised, determined, and very visible. With the German exodus from Romania 
gaining irreversible momentum and the reunification love- in between East and 
West Germany in the autumn of 1989, debates about the Nazi past in broader 
German society disappeared off the radar, at least temporarily. Not so, however, 
for Romanian- Germans: the memory dispute seemed more urgent than ever. On 
15 October 1989 Johann Böhm, Dieter Schlesak, Anton Scherer and others met 
in Ingolstadt to discuss Germans in South- Eastern Europe in the interwar 
period.58 The Arbeitskreis was only beginning its project of investigating the 
Nazi past among Romanian- Germans, Yugoslav Germans and other German 
groups in South- Eastern Europe.
 At the height of this ‘little Historikerstreit’, the clear lines of who was 
included in this Romanian- German conflict were becoming increasingly fuzzy. 
What had begun as a largely Transylvanian Saxon affair then quickly engulfed 
unsuspecting young Swabians, too, only then to broaden these concerns by 
making them about Germans in Hungary and Romania and indeed in South- 
Eastern Europe as a whole. Both local and transnational in concern, the memory 
debates reflected a diverse community, which was difficult to define in scope 
and membership. The genesis of the idea of an unbounded ethnic German 
Eastern and South- Eastern Europe of course long predated the Cold War 
period.59 Nonetheless, there was a Cold War and West German specificity to the 
cultural boundaries with which Romanian- Germans toyed. The proximity of 
the Saxon and Swabian homeland societies to other Landsmannschaften from 
the early days of the Federal Republic on had already blurred the boundaries 
between individual East- Central European German groups. Romanian- Germans 
became intellectual and ideological bedfellows of other, often far more right- 
wing homeland societies even though their experiences of the end of war dif-
fered considerably. Already in the 1950s, the homeland societies shared common 
political platforms. All twenty- one Landsmannschaften were constituent 
members of the governing body Bund der Vertriebenen (Federation of Expel-
lees) founded in 1957. Its predecessor, Bund der Heimatvertriebenen und 
Entrechteten (League of Expellees and Deprived of Rights), founded in 1950, 
also levelled out the differences between the disparate German groups to create 
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a more general sense of victimhood and grievance.60 In a spatial sense, too, the 
numerous Landsmannschaften were close to each other. In Stuttgart, the Lands-
mannschaft der Siebenbürger Sachsen and the Landsmannschaft der Sudetend-
eutsche had their offices across the corridor from each other. In Munich, 
representatives of the various homeland societies would meet and share ideas in 
the Haus des Deutschen Ostens from 1970 onwards. Despite the insistence on 
Saxon and Swabian particularity, in reality East- Central European Germans had 
already created a sphere, which had eviscerated many of those distinctions.
 By the time the ‘little Historikerstreit’ was underway, those boundaries were 
loosened further. Indeed, some of the participants in this debate defied clear 
identification. Axel Azzola, of German- Italian-Jewish origin and born in 
Romania, was neither Saxon nor Swabian and had been involved in issues as 
diverse as constitutional law and the treatment of Red Army Faction prisoners 
for whom he harboured some sympathy. In spite of his background, Azzola com-
manded an audience even among the Landsmannschaft. In a letter to the editor 
of the Siebenbürgische Zeitung in July 1985, he accused Hans Bergel of propag-
ating an ‘official doctrine’ that whitewashed the Romanian- German National- 
Socialist past.61 Several Saxons responded, including the now eminent historian 
Harald Roth and, of course, Hans Bergel who rose to the occasion to denounce 
Azzola’s accusations as baseless.62 Six years later, however, Axel Azzola had 
become part of the Romanian- German community, such was the transformative 
effect of the historians’ dispute. His published work was dutifully listed in the 
Siebenbürgische Zeitung next to that of Hans Bergel, Paul Philippi and others.63

 In the period after unification, then, the dynamics of the dispute changed. 
Johann Böhm, Klaus Popa, and Axel Azzola continued with their determination 
to uncover the Nazi past and highlight the continuities into the present day. The 
academic journal Halbjahresschrift für Südosteuropäische Geschichte, Literatur 
und Politik became the go- to publication for a critical iconoclasm of Romanian- 
German society.64 Johann Böhm continued to publish mercilessly revelatory 
studies about the National- Socialist entanglement of Germans in Romania and 
Hungary: Hungarian- Germans in the Waffen- SS,65 Romanian- Germans during 
the Weimar Republic,66 Romanian- Germans and the Third Reich,67 Hitler’s 
vassals in the German Volksgruppe in Romania before and after 1945;68 nothing 
was spared. Klaus Popa, William Totok, and later Mariana Hausleitner, Hildrun 
Glass and others facilitated a comprehensive unveiling of the age- old Romanian- 
German explanation of coercion, defence and victimhood.69 Resembling broader 
German memory developments over the course of the Cold War in fast motion, 
Romanian- German victimhood was attacked, perpetrators sought and found, and 
finally, in a strange twist, victimhood returned.

Conclusion: a cacophony of voices
When victimhood came back onto the table, it was inextricably bound up with 
the fascist past. The dynamics of majority- minority during the Cold War and its 
immediate aftermath, complicated enough as it is, had changed yet again. What 
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was the new ‘official’ narrative for Romanian- Germans? It was difficult to tell. 
In 2005, a crucial year for revisiting some of those earlier debates, the commem-
oration of German victims ran alongside other currents that no longer stood in 
direct competition to it. The IKGS in Munich turned into a publishing machine 
for studies of fascism in South- Eastern Europe. Where German victimhood 
appeared, the flipside of that coin, Nazism, was never far behind.70 The flagship 
journal of the IKGS, the so- called Südostdeutsche Vierteljahreshefte, was fit-
tingly renamed at the end of 2005 as Spiegelungen: Reflections. The budding 
online community of Romanian- Germans engaged in heated discussions over the 
Nazi and communist past hosted on the website of the Siebenbürgische Zeitung. 
In 2005, readers of the Siebenbürgische Zeitung debated on one such thread 
whether or not Transylvanian Saxons were rightly viewed as inherently right 
wing.71 This was not an academic discussion, but rather an attempt to understand 
their own political identity. No one agreed, but they forcefully argued openly 
about the past. In no conceivable sense did this represent a coherent national 
minority group. The few remaining Germans in Romania tried to make sense of 
the forlorn situation they now faced. All the while, the émigré community, which 
by the 2000s had morphed into the only real Romanian- German community left, 
was busily deconstructing long- standing myths. The different interest groups that 
had sought to either entrench or challenge the post- Second World War myths 
had splintered further and in many cases come to accept mutual criticisms. The 
past always impinges on the present at particular moments, and for Romanian- 
Germans these tensions of memory came to the fore at transnational, European 
moments. The uncertainty of the 1980s over who spoke for the community and 
who was in tune with the broader German public had given way to a fragmented, 
and optimists might say ‘plural’, picture.
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7 Cosmopolitanism as sub- culture 
in the former Polish–Lithuanian 
Commonwealth

Simon Lewis

Introduction
The lands that once comprised the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth pose a fas-
cinating challenge to studies of identity. Here, in the last two- and-a- half centu-
ries in place of an erstwhile multinational Commonwealth, countries have 
disappeared and re- emerged, often in new guises, in the fault- lines between land-
 based empires. As nascent nations clashed with empires, borders were moved 
and redrawn, and populations were transported or killed en masse. As a result, 
spaces seem bounded only temporarily, pasts are often shared, and memories are 
contested and troubled. What does it mean for Adam Mickiewicz (1798–1855) 
to be considered the ‘Polish national poet’ when his most famous epic, Pan 
Tadeusz (1834), begins with an invocation to Litwa, Lithuania? What of the fact 
that he was born in what is now Belarus? Such questions delve into the relation-
ship between geographical space and national culture in this region [and ask] to 
what extent are national labels such as ‘Polish’, ‘Lithuanian’ or ‘Belarusian’ 
unitary and exclusive, when so much history is shared between them?
 This chapter argues that since the early nineteenth century in the former ter-
ritory of the Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth, a mixture of national and 
cosmopolitan discourses has produced myriad transnational effects on cultural 
identities. The category of ‘the national’ (e.g. ‘Polishness’) has overlapped with 
larger constellations (e.g. ‘Slavdom’ and ‘Europeanness’), regional forms of 
boundedness such as Mickiewicz’s Litwa have inflected the meanings and scope 
of nationhood, and different articulations of cultural identity have exerted pro-
found mutual influence. In other words, the shadow of the Polish- Lithuanian 
Commonwealth continued to exert influence on an era that is usually interpreted 
as a time of emerging nationality. As late as the early twentieth century, when 
sovereign nation states emerged from the demise of the partitioning powers, a 
conservative cosmopolitanism form of identity was still being articulated that 
resisted the increasingly powerful overtures of nation- based thought. This rooted 
cosmopolitanism was founded above all on an appeal to the traditions of inclu-
sivity of the multi- cultural Grand Duchy of Lithuania (GDL). In other words, as 
empires collapsed, and nation states were formed in their wake, the cosmopol-
itan lingered as a subcultural memory.
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 As a response to Pyrah and Fellerer’s call for a clearer understanding of iden-
tity in this region in terms that go ‘beyond the normative, linear definitions of 
cultural identity offered by such standard categories as “national”, “ethnic” or 
“minority/majority” ’,1 this chapter offers two principal contributions. First, it 
suggests that identities were not only forged in the interstices between dominant 
groups as hybrid or hyphenated ontologies; interactions can also be discerned 
above and across ethnolinguistic collectives. Second, it proposes cultural 
memory as an important locus of sub- cultures. Cosmopolitan remembrance, 
studied here primarily in the works of literary historian Marian Zdziechowski 
(1861–1938), was subcultural in two important senses: it went against the grain 
of the increasing dominance of national formulations of identity and history; and 
it refused the totalising contours of ‘container- based’ thought, instead articu-
lating hybridity and dialogism.

Overlapping and fragmenting identities
The relationship between discourse, territory and identity has a complex history 
in the former Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth, a multinational polity com-
posed of the Kingdom of Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The 1569 
Union of Lublin, which formally created the Commonwealth, eventually resulted 
in the installation of Polish as the dominant language of high culture, with the 
old Ruthenian language going into decline in the Grand Duchy and the Ukrain-
ian lands. Chancery Slavonic used by Ruthenian nobles in the sixteenth century, 
in which historic documents, such as the Lithuanian Statutes of 1529, 1566 and 
1588 had been written, was marginalised in the course of the seventeenth 
century.2 The Statutes themselves were translated into Polish in 1614 and there-
after published only in translation, and in 1696 Polish officially became the only 
language of administration in the Grand Duchy.3 At the end of the eighteenth 
century, the Commonwealth disappeared from the map of Europe, when it was 
partitioned by the Austro- Hungarian Empire, Prussia and Russia. This led to the 
introduction of German and Russian language state administration, and therefore 
new pressures on identity and loyalty.
 The overall effect of the Commonwealth’s multiplex political configuration 
was a mosaic of different and overlapping cultural allegiances, which retained 
their salience into the post- partition period. Whilst a Commonwealth ‘umbrella’ 
identity existed, the many different ethno- confessional groups and regions main-
tained disparate senses of collective self; ‘Polishness’ meant different things to 
different people. Jews were caught between Romantic patriotism and discrimina-
tion, celebrated when they expressed a Romantic sense of duty to the Common-
wealth (such as defiantly carrying a cross in anti- Russian demonstrations), but 
frequently depicted using negative stereotypes.4 In Austrian- ruled Galicia, a new 
territory that had been named by the Habsburgs upon its annexation in 1772, a 
distinct Galician identity gradually emerged in the folds between the Austrian 
imperial and Polish national cultures.5 In the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (which 
continued to have its own army, treasury and ministries after 1569 until the 
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 partitions), the sense of belonging to a political and cultural Polish community 
did not contradict, but rather supplemented, a regional (and not ethnic) Lithua-
nianness among Polish- speaking nobles;6 meanwhile, throughout the eastern ter-
ritories of the Commonwealth, the predominantly Roman Catholic elites were 
separated from the Uniate peasantry by a confessional divide.7 The fluid and 
multi- layered sense of Lithuanian- cum-Polish identity retained its appeal for 
nearly a century after the demise of the Commonwealth. For instance, as already 
noted, Adam Mickiewicz famously proclaimed Litwa (i.e. the Grand Duchy) as 
his homeland in the opening line of his epic Pan Tadeusz (1834). Mickiewicz, 
in other words, combined regional Lithuanian patriotism and greater Polish–
Lithuanian identity, seeking to restore the Grand Duchy of Lithuania’s autonomy 
within a resurrected Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth.8 As the Lithuanian- born 
Polish poet and literary critic Czesław Miłosz (1911–2004) put it: ‘Mickiewicz 
enraptured his Polish- speaking contemporaries, strengthened the bond between 
Poland and Lithuania, and bid them to fight together for independence’.9
 Thus, initially a civic category denoting adherence to the Commonwealth,10 the 
concept of ‘Polishness’ became caught between ethnolinguistic and civic defini-
tions of identity. The layering of geocultural allegiances also entailed significant 
semantic slippage. Whilst Mickiewicz’s affection for Litwa was celebrated in 
many of his works, it was also clear that he considered himself a Pole (Polak), i.e. 
a representative of a larger ‘family’ that brought together all of the people of the 
bygone Commonwealth: as he wrote in his 1832 signature work of Polish messian-
ism, Księgi narodu polskiego i pielgrzymstwa polskiego (The Books of the Polish 
People and of the Polish Pilgrimage): ‘the Lithuanian and the Masovian are 
brothers; do brothers quarrel about one having the name Władysław and the other 
Witowt? They have the same surname, that of the Poles’.11 The problem here, from 
the point of view of a civic Polish- Lithuanian identity, is that the civic and ethno-
linguistic markers overlapped. It was a small leap for someone who spoke Polish 
and considered himself a Pole (in the political meaning) as well as a Lithuanian (in 
the territorial sense) to begin to adhere to a Polish identity based on increasingly 
popular Romantic ideas of organic collectives. Likewise, a resident of the GDL 
who spoke the Lithuanian language could easily narrow the semantic field of the 
term ‘Lithuanian’ to include carriers of the Baltic language only.12 But, as Mickie-
wicz shows, the Polish- speaker might also consider the Lithuanian- speaker to be a 
Pole, because the latter still belonged to the broader territorial entity and cultural 
realm; this belief would likely have been accompanied by a disdain for the lower- 
status Lithuanian language, and a conviction that the self- styled Lithuanian 
‘should’ identify as a Pole.13

 The gradual emergence in the former lands of the Commonwealth of separate 
self- defining communities was not only, therefore, the parallel growth of sepa-
rate ethnonational movements, intensified by imperial pressure.14 The branching 
off of Polish, Lithuanian, Belarusian and Ukrainian identities, each vying for 
supremacy and frequently claiming the same spaces and national heroes, was a 
complex, entangled process.15 Alongside nationalism, however, the development 
of collectives involved the articulation of identities that transcended nationalism: 
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competing claims could base themselves not on linguistic communities, but on 
greater civilisational belonging or the legacy of the entire bygone Common-
wealth, as well as Europeanness or worldliness. In the era of Polish Romanti-
cism, shortly after the partitions, a dominant identity formation was the idea of 
Slavdom – inspired by Herder’s vision of a Slavic historical mission. The Polish-
 language discourse of Slavdom (Słowiańszczyzna or Sławiańszczyzna) combined 
elements of nationalism and pseudo- colonial expansionism, making it an expan-
sive form of ‘sub- culture’ that exploded linear distinctions between minority and 
majority, and between distinct ethnic collectives.

Beyond self and other16

It is a truism of literary and historical scholarship on Poland that the age of 
Romanticism, and the nineteenth century more broadly, was a time categorised 
by the assertion and discussion of collective identity: having been deprived of a 
political territory to call their own, writers turned literature into a politically 
charged field and a forum for the discussion of what it meant to be Polish.17 In 
the former territories of the Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth, however, there 
was a creative tension between a continued attachment to the multinational 
Commonwealth and the increasingly dominant organicist notions of Volk iden-
tity based on a [specific] language and culture. How could Polish- speaking intel-
lectuals reconcile the pluriform diversity of the Commonwealth, including 
Ruthenians, Jews, Tatars and others, with the anti- colonial striving to retain their 
collective identity as Poles whilst living under imperial domination?
 One of the most influential answers to this problem was to subsume other 
 ethnolinguistic identities into the symbolic space of Polish identity, especially 
the fellow Slavs of what are now Belarus and Ukraine. Thus, Polish Romantic 
thought rendered the Belarusian and Ukrainian vernaculars as Polish dialects and 
their oral traditions as manifestations of ‘standard’ Polish literary culture. An 
important feature of the Romantic discourse of identity was the search for an ori-
ginal self, especially a pre- Christian (and therefore pre- Latin), Slavonic self;18 in 
other words, a return to the buried ‘roots’ of identity. Literary historian Maria 
Janion argues that this desire to reinstate mythical origins was above all a cul-
tural backlash against the rationalism of the Enlightenment:

Polish Romanticism created its new foundation myth. It did so by means of 
revindicating everything that had been hidden, forgotten, repressed, treated 
as a triviality, as a chaotic collection of superstitions, oddities or mani-
festations of insanity. In this way, it carried out the ennoblement of unoffi-
cial culture, of the counterculture of its era. It did this primarily with folk 
culture, but also, in consequence, with pagan, anti- Latin, Slavonic and 
northern aspects of culture.19

Searching for ancient traditions that the passage of time had rendered irretrieva-
ble, Polonophone writers ‘discovered’ them in the here and now by turning to 
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the simple folk, who had been ignored by high culture or centuries. In the ethni-
cally mixed lands in the east of the former Commonwealth, where the Polish 
language was the preserve of the nobility, the revival of ‘Slavdom’ entailed 
studying of the customs of non- Polish-speaking groups.
 The pioneer of Polish ethnography, Zorian Dołęga-Chodakowski (pseudonym 
of Adam Czarnocki, 1784–1825), was a native of what is now Belarus,20 and this 
territory quickly became a hotbed of ethnographic study.21 Dołęga-
Chodakowski’s essay O Słowiańszczyźnie przed chrześcijaństwem (On Slavdom 
before Christianity, 1818) sparked a huge trend of folkloric exploration, espe-
cially in poetry. The author argued that:

Since we started to pour water on ourselves from an early age [i.e. receive 
baptism], all of our distinguishing features began to wash away, our spirit of 
independence was weakened in all manner of ways, and in trying to adapt to 
alien customs, we finally became foreign to our own selves.22

He advocated the study of the ‘pre- Christian’ customs of the common folk – 
including what we now distinguish as Poles, Ukrainians and Belarusians – as a 
remedy for this self- alienation. Guided by a belief that the music and poetry of 
the peasantry contained the purest essence of the Slavonic spirit, he collected 
and published approximately 2000 folk songs in his lifetime.23

 For the enthusiast poet- ethnographers who collected, translated or transcribed, 
and then published peasant Belarusian and Ukrainian (or Ruthenian) folk songs 
(pieśni ludu or pieśni wieśniacze), these inspirations would enable the spirit of 
Polishness to be replenished with its ‘original’, Slavonic and indigenous, content. 
The critic Ignacy Chrapowicki (1817–1893) argued that Belarusian poetry was 
‘an enchanted land […], a world of wonders, which, like stories from the East, 
are full of gold, pearls, uncountable riches’.24 Lucjan Siemieński (1807–1877), 
the author of a collection of ‘Polish, Ruthenian and Lithuanian Tales’, similarly 
appeals to ‘a common heritage shared with the folk, [which is like] a mythical 
cave from which we can gather fistfuls of gemstones and gold’.25 It was liter-
ature and poetry in particular, as the organic expression of national spirit, that 
needed to be replenished with this treasure. According to a naturalistic metaphor 
employed by the future governor of Galicia, Wacław Michał Zaleski 
(1799–1849), who was presenting Polish and Ruthenian folk songs under a 
pseudonym: ‘the poetry of other nations is like a tree on kindred soil’, whereas 
‘our literature could not lay roots in Polish soil […]; it did not sprout from the 
national spirit [z duchu narodowego]’.26 Likewise, Alexander Rypiński (1811–
c.1890), who published a collection of Belarusian songs as a Parisian émigré in 
1840, considered his subject to contain:

New, unharnessed sources of language, History and Poetry: about which, 
despite the millions of discoveries, we have still not heard – to search them, 
and to extract something from them: this is and must be the principal and 
most primary obligation, if not the achievement, of every Pole writing 
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today. After all, only on such materials, on such treasures is it possible to 
build a true national literature, free from foreign influence, which our Polish 
literature unfortunately! has not yet become.27

Thus, folk customs were conceived as a cure for cultural amnesia, and peasant 
songs would provide the impulse for Polish literature returning to self- 
consciousness. They were the key to Polish culture re- membering itself, of becom-
ing Slav and thereby ‘genuine’. Chrapowicki expressed this idea when he stated 
the task of literature to be: ‘by digging up from under the dust of oblivion the relics 
of the organically Slavonic epoch, to resurrect the old spirit of the nation’.28

 In this way, the fashion for ‘Slavdom’ was conceived as the recovery of 
memory which had been lost or suppressed through the passage of time, but it 
also implied a process of spatial mapping. The ‘nation’ was not only Polish, it 
expanded into and engulfed the whole of Slavdom – or at least, the other Slav 
peoples of the former Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth.29 Rypiński, for 
example, argued that:

White Rus’ [Ruś Biała], insofar as it is and will be part of Poland, represents 
an inalienable part of our dear Fatherland. […] It is inhabited by a simple 
people of the Slavonic family, since bygone ages closely related to the Lech 
family [i.e. Poles], kind- hearted but poor, and unknown even to Poland, its 
own Fatherland, even though it loves her more than anything.30

Dedicating his book to ‘the first of the Belarusian yokels [z Kmiotków 
Białoruskich], who learns firstly to read, and then to speak and think in Polish’,31 
Rypiński exemplified an attitude which placed non- Polish-speakers at an earlier 
and more primitive stage of historical development than Polish- speakers, whilst 
also considering them to be members of the same ‘family’. He names a geo-
graphic space (White Rus’) and ventriloquises on behalf of all its residents, 
claiming their unconditional ‘love’ of Poland. He thereby appropriates 
Belarusian- speakers for the pan- Slavic aspirations of Polish culture, whilst also, 
importantly, noting their linguistic and cultural alterity: they are not (yet) Polish, 
and to delve into their customs is to exercise a fascination with a different 
people. Zaleski carries out a similar verbal manoeuvre with regard to the 
Ruthenian- speakers of Galicia:

After all, historical Ruthenian songs describe events from Polish history; 
[…]. Are we supposed to wish that the Ruthenians had their own literature? 
What would happen to German literature if separate tribes strived to have 
their own literature? […] We will talk here of Polish and Ruthenian songs 
without differentiation, considering them to comprise a single whole, whilst 
also maintaining an eye on their characteristic features.32

Zaleski’s categorisation of peoples into two distinct layers – ‘nation’ (naród) on 
the one hand, and ‘folk’ (lud) or ‘tribe’ (plemię) as a subcategory on the other 
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hand – is typical for these explorers of Slavic ethnography, as is an implied sense 
of cultural ownership, exemplified in the ubiquitous phrases ‘our folk’ (nasz lud) 
and ‘our peasants’ (nasi włościanie). The naród is conceived as a superstructure 
that is larger than ethnolinguistic nationality but does not correspond to civic 
nationhood. After all, there is no civic state to which all members might declare 
allegiance,33 and there is an explicit sense of inequality between the high culture 
of naród, which ‘deserves’ its own literature, and the various ethnic varieties of 
lud, which are backward and alien, but paradoxically also carry the potential for 
(Polish) cultural renewal.
 The study of the non- Polish-speaking peoples by Polonophone poets and 
scholars was not the discovery of a new people, nor was it an idealisation of pas-
toral habits. Rather, it was a chimeric hybrid of these two major obsessions of 
European Romanticism: exploration of exotic ‘eastern’ cultures and idyllic con-
templation of rural life. In this vision, Belarusians and Ukrainians are devoid of 
agency and subjectivity, but they are not entirely alien. They occupy a liminal 
space between self and other, coloniser and colonised. As a practice that simul-
taneously recognises and negates alterity, this identity construction can be under-
stood as a pseudo- colonial discourse whose aim was not the verbal justification 
of the physical conquest of people and territory (like the Orientalism described 
by Edward Said), but the ontological domestication of a different people within 
the same (imagined) geographical space: a Polish nation still unsure of its rela-
tionship to the erstwhile Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth. It does not create a 
state of minority in opposition to a Polish- speaking majority, but rather annuls 
the distinction between major and minor: the idea of Polish- Lithuanian Slavdom, 
narrated in Polish, simultaneously conjures and swallows up the other Slav iden-
tities of the former Commonwealth. Thus, the Romantics’ idea of Slavdom 
strived to create a composite hybrid identity: a subcultural (or, perhaps, super-
cultural) naród that was more than a titular nation but less than a civilisation or 
empire.

Cosmopolitics and the hegemony of the nation state
The discourse of Slavdom was an expression of cosmopolitanism, a conscious-
ness of world citizenship that contextualised Polish (or Polish- Lithuanian) cul-
tural identity against a background of broader trends. The Romantics travelled 
extensively, several emigrated, and they read widely in multiple languages and 
expected their readers to be able to do likewise, quoting the likes of Herder and 
Fauriel in the original German and French; their fervent discussion of Polish 
identity was tinged with extroversion and a desire to be (Western) European as 
well as Polish.34 Their analysis of Slavdom was often explicitly comparative, and 
was intended both as a contribution to Polish or Slavonic scholarship and self- 
consciousness (i.e. of the community of Polish- speakers and other Slav intellec-
tuals, who could read Polish with little difficulty), and as an element of European 
Romantic scholarship as a generalised whole. The geographer Stanisław Plater, 
for example, couched his extensive notes on all of the ‘countries inhabited by the 
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diverse Slavic peoples of Europe’ in terms of knowledge production about the 
‘three main generations of European settlers, that is, the Roman, Teutonic and 
Slavonic’; the latter was the least known, and so merited his detailed examin-
ation.35 More famously, Mickiewicz presented a panoramic (if selective) vision 
of the history of Slavic literatures in his lectures at the Collège de France in the 
early 1840s, also with the stated aim of giving Slavdom its proper place within a 
wider European community: ‘the desire to integrate with the rest of Europe, to 
make close ties with the peoples of the West is nowhere so widespread and alive 
as in the Slavic family’, he declared in his inaugural address.36

 There is no necessary contradiction between the Slavdom myth’s pseudo- 
colonial striving to engulf peripheral peoples and its cosmopolitan outlook. As 
several scholars have noted, cosmopolitanism has been implicated in a com-
plicity with imperial subjugation – the notion that it perpetuates Eurocentric 
hierarchies of race and power through the implied superiority of the cosmopol-
itan rulers over the parochial, colonised locals.37 But the Polish Romantics were 
in a peculiar position: their cosmopolitan desire as cultural elites to participate in 
enlightened European dialogue simultaneously combined an orientalising gaze 
onto the Slavic folk with a condition of colonised statelessness. Their supra-
nationalism was both anti- imperial and cosmo- colonial. Again, this is not as 
counter- intuitive as it may appear. As Pheng Cheah argues with reference to 
Friedrich Meinecke’s study of German national thought, the ‘unbounded and 
cosmopolitical extensiveness of prestatized nationalism may further indicate that 
nationalism is not reducible to ethnicity’.38 The Polish–Lithuanian case is pecu-
liar in that nationalism here was not prestatised, but rather, ‘post- statised’ and 
stateless; remembrance of the multinational Commonwealth created a bounded 
‘cosmopolitical extensiveness’ that overrode ethnicity. Therefore, cosmopolitics 
– the discursive field ‘within and beyond the nation […] that is inhabited by a 
variety of cosmopolitanisms’39 – in the former Polish–Lithuanian Common-
wealth needs to be interpreted in terms of multivalent constellations of cultural 
identity that resist linear distinctions.
 The Polish exploration of Slavdom paradoxically inspired national awaken-
ing, even though it explicitly denied Belarusians and Ukrainians the right or 
ability to have their ‘own’ literary culture. The discursive assimilation of the lud 
had the consequence of gradually elevating the non- Polish-speaking folk towards 
the status of naród. Although the Romantics expressed no interest in the fate of 
the peoples whose culture they treated as ‘treasure’ to be dug up, the very fact of 
initiating discussion about them was a first step towards self- recognition. In 
terms of Miroslav Hroch’s three- stage scheme of national development, ‘Phase 
A, the period of scholarly interest’,40 was launched by Polonophone intellectuals 
pursuing ends which are decidedly not Belarusian or Ukrainian. For example, 
the works of Dołęga-Chodakowski and Zaleski directly influenced the activity of 
the ‘Ruthenian triad’, who actively worked in the 1830s to contest the under-
standing of the Ruthenian folk as Polish, writing in the Cyrillic script and sharing 
many common ideas with Ukrainian writing in the Russian- ruled parts of 
Ukraine.41 Ukrainian national identity flourished on both sides of the border, 
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inspired by the works of writers such as Taras Shevchenko (1814–1861) and 
Ivan Franko (1856–1916).42 Self- conscious Belarusian writing also emerged, 
albeit more slowly. Polonophone authors began to write for Belarusians, among 
them the playwright and poet Wincenty Dunin- Marcinkiewicz (1808–1882), 
whose projects included the first Belarusian translation of Mickiewicz’s Pan 
Tadeusz, intended to make great literature accessible to the peasantry.43 By the 
end of the nineteenth century, figures who had been brought up in Polish- 
speaking milieus (and increasingly educated in Russian- speaking ones) were 
writing as Belarusians. The ‘father of Belarusian literature’ Frantsishak Bahush-
evich (1840–1900) was from such a background: born into a minor gentry 
family, he participated in the 1863 uprising against Tsarist rule and later worked 
as a lawyer, occasionally publishing Polish- language verses in local newspapers. 
In 1891, however, he published the Latin- script Belarusian poetry collection 
Dudka Białaruskaja (The Belarusian Pipe), itself a collection of folk songs but 
with a clear orientation towards Belarusian ethnolinguistic awakening.
 Thus, the cosmopolitan outlook of the Romantics effectively unmade itself 
during the course of the nineteenth century, politicising cultural identity and 
pitting one nascent national consciousness against another. By the end of the 
century Polish literature of the multi- ethnic borderlands also drew clear bound-
aries between cultural Polishness and the territories’ other nationalities. Thus, as 
Tadeusz Bujnicki puts it, authors based in the former Grand Duchy of Lithuania, 
such as Maria Rodziewiczówna (1863–1944) and Józef Weyssenhoff 
(1860–1932), constructed:

[a] sense of ‘Foreignness’ (or ‘Otherness’) with a two- fold meaning. The 
Other as a representative of the repressive (state [i.e. Russian]) apparatus, an 
image that was blurred due to censorship, and the Other as a relationship 
between ‘our- but-foreign’ [swój-obcy] Lithuanians and ‘our’ Poles (who 
could also be Lithuanian in the historical sense of this word).44

As this quote suggests, identities need not have decreased in their complexity, 
but distinct vertical barriers between them were springing up, with imperial pres-
sures acting as a volatile reactant. Historian Brian Porter- Szűcs argues that ‘by 
1900 […] an overwhelming majority [of Poles] had learned to label themselves 
with the “correct” ethno- national category’.45 A national imperative was compel-
ling people to choose between identities, based on language as well as religion.

Local cosmopolitans
Against this background, the lingering presence (or arguably, re- emergence) of a 
boundary- blurring cosmopolitan discourse went against the grain of dominant 
trends. Towards the beginning of the twentieth century, a group of Polish- 
speaking gentry- folk began a discourse, and to an extent an organised campaign, 
that considered Poland to be a multi- ethnic, multi- confessional and multi- centred 
country.46 As residents of the former territory of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, 
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they were faithful to the idea of the Duchy as a separate entity within the Polish- 
Lithuanian state, which they wanted to revive with all its previous polyphony: 
the kraj (region) was the focal point of their thought. Unlike the Romantics, the 
krajowcy acknowledged the other ethnolinguistic groups’ subjectivity and 
worked towards a shared homeland. In Konstancja Skirmuntt (1851–1934)’s 
formulation:

the idea of kraj is a harmony between the three ever- present [odwieczny] 
elements of our region: the Lithuanian (as well as Latvian), Polish and 
Ruthenian elements, within their ancient [odwieczny] homeland of Lithuania 
and Belarus; it is mutual understanding between these elements in public 
common work, for the shared good, allowing for free and autonomous cul-
tural development for each of them.47

The krajowcy thus idealised the past no less than the Romantics, believing 
memory to be a vital component of present identity. However, whereas the 
earlier writers treated the peasants as sources through which they could access 
their ‘own’ past, the krajowcy conceived the past as belonging to the entirety 
of the vanished state and the diversity of its peoples – although the Jews were 
the notable exception, remaining peripheral if not necessarily discriminated 
against. At the same time, their eyes were on the future and the nature of the 
Polish state that they believed would soon be resurrected; for example, Skir-
muntt published under the pseudonym ‘Futurus’. They wrote in opposition to 
the predominant ‘Polonocentric’ visions of Poland as an ethnolinguistic 
nation,48 and hoped to contribute to the emergence of an open- minded and plu-
ralistic society.
 The conservative, gentry cosmopolitanism of the krajowcy was, therefore, a 
local as well as a rooted cosmopolitanism. Kwame Anthony Appiah defines the 
latter as someone who is ‘attached to a home of one’s own, with its own cultural 
particularities, but tak[es] pleasure from the presence of other, different places 
that are home to other, different people’.49 In addition to openness, the cosmo-
politan’s worldliness is also a feature of their cultural self- assurance: ‘To be at 
home in the world is not only to be travelled and “worldly”, it is to be capable of 
retaining one’s centre of gravity, one’s ability to be oneself, wherever in the 
world one might be’.50 In the case of the krajowcy, this double sense of rooted-
ness – to a place and within oneself – co- existed with a consciousness of the 
porosity and falsity of national identity. Their understanding of identity was 
hybrid, hyphenated (Polish- Lithuanian), and transcended the boundaries of 
ethnicity, religion and language that divided gentry Poles from peasant Belaru-
sians, Lithuanians and Ukrainians.
 Among the most authoritative representatives of this vision was Marian 
Zdziechowski (1861–1938), literary historian and religious philosopher, pro-
fessor and later university rector. Zdziechowski was born in 1861 in Raków, 
now in Belarus, and his intellectual development was conditioned both by his 
educational initiation into ‘Western’ high culture and regular contact with local 
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influences, including ‘Eastern’ elements such as Orthodox Christianity and 
Russian imperial rule.51 Zdziechowski gained expertise in Russian and German 
thought, unusually for a Pole at this time (he also occasionally wrote in these 
languages, and read several others, including English, French and Serbo- Croat). 
He was the author of one of the first comparative studies of Russian and Polish 
literature,52 as well as a book that explored ‘Russian Influences on the Polish 
Soul’.53 Thus, Zdziechowski was a rare intellectual whose horizons were truly 
pan- European, and in his case, the local and the worldly reveal themselves to be 
mutually constitutive – the polyphony of his native locality transcended into a 
rooted cosmopolitan outlook:

Perhaps he owed [his ability to link East and West] to both his upbringing in 
the cultured strata of the borderlands nobility, but also to his breaking out, 
the fact of his breaching the social and political horizons of his 
background.54

A cosmopolitan patriot, Zdziechowski’s writings frequently concerned questions 
of Polish nationhood, which he believed had to reflect the historical legacy of the 
Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth. Especially after the restoration of the Polish 
state and the signing of the 1921 Treaty of Riga, which divided the historical ter-
ritory of the GDL and Ukraine between Soviet Russia and the Polish Republic, 
Zdziechowski’s public rhetoric became increasingly critical of Poland’s nation-
alising and homogenising policies in the eastern territories.55 In a lecture 
delivered on 8 February 1923 in Wilno, a city that had recently been violently 
annexed as Polish territory, Zdziechowski called nationalism ‘a plague similar to 
the religious fanaticism of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries’, and com-
pared contemporary nationalist organisations to the Ku Klux Klan.56 He was 
speaking less than two months after a far- right activist had murdered Poland’s 
first president, Gabriel Narutowicz (1865–1922), another unmistakable cosmo-
politan who had studied at St. Petersburg and Zurich, was a professor of 
engineering at the University of Zurich, and had garnered electoral support from 
Poland’s minority groups.57 It was not just Polish ethnonationalism that Zdzie-
chowski considered dangerous: ‘every newly arising nation is becoming a bane 
of humanity’.58

 His strident criticism of nationalism was juxtaposed with an avowal of 
krajowy heritage: he was a self- declared ‘citizen of the Grand Duchy of Lithua-
nia’, although he knew that ‘the conception of a Lithuanian state in union with 
Poland is today unrealistic’.59 Cultural and linguistic minorities, such as Ukraini-
ans, were in his view to be accommodated, not assimilated, because ‘by Poloniz-
ing, we would not achieve anything, but only intensify their hatred’.60 Rather,

let us help them to found schools, if the population so desires, but on con-
dition that Polish schools are not closed. We should also not make univer-
sity access more difficult for graduates of Russian, Jewish, Lithuanian or 
Belarusian schools. […] Let us be gracious hosts to all minorities.61
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Zdziechowski’s cosmopolitics were, therefore, grounded in both the past and the 
present, both in conservative ideals about the inherent value of Polish- language 
culture, understood in terms of the entire former Commonwealth, and in prag-
matic considerations about how to accommodate rising nationalisms so as to 
maintain dialogue within a multinational state.
 Although Zdziechowski appeared assured in his Polish identity, declaring for 
example that the Polish- speaking landowners of the former borderlands 
embodied the ‘Polishness of this land […] because they were rooted in the ter-
ritory [and] raised in Polish traditions’,62 he was also prepared to let Polishness 
embody a wide spectrum of heritages. For example, he approvingly quoted his 
friend Edward Woyniłłowicz, a Minsk- based patriot of the extended Common-
wealth, who had to defend his decision to give his son a supposedly non- Polish 
name. In a letter to Zdziewchowski dated 6 June 1927, he wrote:

God gave me a son […] when there was no talk of a Belarusian national 
movement – so in naming him Siemion [rather than the more usual Polish 
form Szymon] I had no nationalistic intentions, but rather ‘dynastic’ ones. 
The earliest document in my estate’s archive, written in the Cyrillic [not 
Latin] script and embossed with the family coat of arms, was signed by 
Siemion Stetkowicz Woyniłłowicz – Stetko was clearly the father of 
Siemion, and after Siemion came Borys, Iwan, and only in the seventeenth 
century, under the influence of the Jesuits, and perhaps also of marital ties, 
came [more Catholic and therefore ‘Polish’] names such as Ludwik, Fran-
ciszek and so on.63

For Zdziechowski, writing an extended obituary that doubled as a critique of 
Polish ethnonationalism, this quote showed Woyniłłowicz to be ‘a person who 
combined Lithuanian, Belarusian and Polish traditions with such harmony and 
originality’.64 In both men’s thought, therefore, culture was not a national con-
tainer into which lesser elements, such as Slav folk customs, could be subsumed. 
Rather, culture was elastic and productive: multiple components could coexist 
and be hybridised without threatening the organic whole.
 Zdziechowski’s literary scholarship also treated the Polish- Lithuanian past as 
a blend of different cultural influences. His short study on Władysław Syrokomla 
(pseudonym of Ludwik Kondratowicz, 1823–1862), subtitled ‘The Lithuanian- 
Belarusian Element in Polish Letters’ (1924), begins with a critique on the 
modern nation state as a ‘centralizing’ force that destroys regional difference.65 
Polish literary scholarship, he argues, has also ignored questions concerning the 
local origins and regional allegiances of writers. His purpose is therefore to 
provide a corrective that revives the multiplicity of Lithuania, and in Syrokomla 
he sees an ideal example. Syrokomla, who lived and worked in today’s Belarus 
and Lithuania, wrote prose and poetry mainly in Polish, occasionally in Belaru-
sian. Zdziechowski attributes to Syrokomla a ‘Belarusian soul’,66 by which he 
means a devotion to his local surroundings rather than an early sense of national 
identity. In Syrokomla’s Belarusian writings, which are pastoral verses not 
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 dissimilar to writings by other folk- inspired Romantics, Zdziechowski sees a 
solidarity with the Belarusian- speaking peasantry. He argues that Syrokomla 
‘loved Belarus as well [as Poland], valued its past and cultural traditions and 
believed in the literary future of the Belarusian language’,67 and interprets the 
poet’s legacy as a message of ‘fraternity’ and mutual understanding.
 Zdziechowski’s cosmopolitan vision was unusual for its time, an age when 
ethnolinguistic nation states were arising (or being ‘revived’, according to their 
architects) in the aftermath of the First World War. In Poland, two competing 
worldviews were battling for primacy in the early twentieth century: the ethnic 
nationalist and anti- Semitic National Democracy, led by Roman Dmowski, and 
the federalist, civic politics of the Józef Piłsudski camp, which sought to create 
an alliance of sovereign nations, including Belarusian, Lithuanian and Ukrainian 
states, as a bulwark against Russian and German imperialism. Although it was 
Piłsudski who became the first leader of newly independent Poland, the (so- 
called ‘Promethean’) project for a federal state failed, opposed as it was by the 
non- Polish nationalities of the region and by a large contingent of Poles; nation-
alism therefore set the tone for Polish politics throughout the interwar period. 
The idealistic and largely apolitical idea of krajowość, which refused binarising 
distinctions between ethnicities, was an essentially elitist and conservative idea, 
and it was out of touch with the mass class- based movements of this revolu-
tionary era. At the same time, it was tinged with nostalgia for the pre- national 
past at a historical moment when clear- cut ethnonational sovereignties were 
being demanded. Zdziechowski himself acknowledged that the Polish public 
harboured no sentiment for the multinational Commonwealth, preferring instead 
an ethnographic Polish nation: he lamented that public opinion overwhelmingly 
agreed with Prime Minister Wladyslaw Grabski’s view that ‘our historical territ-
ories are now only history and should not concern us very much. I would prefer 
a single parish in Poznań region to the entire county of Nowogródek [now in 
Belarus]’.68 Likewise, Czesław Miłosz later recalled his encounters with Zdzie-
chowski during his student years at Vilnius University:

For the majority of the youth, embroiled in heated debates between the far 
right and the far left, [Zdziechowski] was only a dignified symbol of a 
bygone era. In my opinion and that of my contemporaries, who in the years 
1930–34 were discovering America, the old man had no idea about the so- 
called problems of the day.69

Detached from mainstream intellectual and ideological currents, Zdziechowski 
and other local cosmopolitans appeared anachronistic and were soon to be for-
gotten. The onset of the Second World War and the post- war triumph of state 
socialism in Central and Eastern Europe sent their ideals underground for two 
generations. Zdziechowski regained a position as an important figure in the 
history of Polish thought in the 1980s and 1990s, but he has been appreciated 
more as a religious philosopher than a cosmopolitan thinker.70 Nonetheless, he 
strongly influenced later writers, such as Czesław Miłosz, the Nobel Laureate 
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who spent his adult years in Paris and Berkeley whilst proudly referring to 
himself as the last citizen of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. A European, citizen 
of the world and undisputed global intellectual, Miłosz shared his roots in 
Poland’s culturally heterogeneous eastern borderlands with the likes of Mickie-
wicz and Zdziechowski. He was another local cosmopolitan – as well as essen-
tially, a social and political conservative like Zdziechowski – whose local 
heritage translated into a worldly outlook shaped by the pre- modern contours of 
the Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth.

Conclusion: sub- culture and the cosmopolitan archive
The example of early twentieth century Polish–Lithuanian cosmopolitanism 
shows that sub- cultures can be intellectual constructs as well as self- defining 
ethnic groups or hybridities of language use. The idea of a multi- ethnic, inclu-
sive and de- centred Poland was expressed in terms of multiple or simultaneous 
belonging, above all with appeals to memory: the country was pre- national, 
mixed and polyvalent in the past, so Marian Zdziechowski and his collaborators 
wished it to remain or become so in the future. Anti- nationalism and the annul-
ment of categories, such as majority/minority, in favour of a heterogenous and 
hyphenated Polish–Lithuanian identity makes this form of cosmopolitanism a 
sub- culture rather than a ‘non- normative’ or subaltern group. After all, the kra-
jowcy were mostly members of the nobility and Zdziechowski was the rector of 
a major university, so they were very far from being representatives of the sub-
altern masses. Yet their discourse was socially marginal, existing on the fringes 
between nation- based demands for identification. Until the fall of communism, 
at least, and perhaps even the accession of Poland to the European Union, cos-
mopolitanism has remained a somewhat suppressed undercurrent in Polish- 
language culture.
 At the same time, the ontological appropriation of non- Polish-speakers that 
preceded the krajowy idea warrants an examination of the relationship between 
sub- cultures in Eastern Europe and (pseudo-)colonial discourse. The cosmopol-
itan sub- culture of Marian Zdziechowski was critical of the expansionist striving 
of the Romantics, but also grew out of it. The question is not whether subcultural 
discourses of identity and memory made expansionist claims on ‘foreign’ ter-
ritory (for in this region, the very idea of ‘foreignness’ is fraught and contin-
gent), but rather the extent and manner in which challenging methodological 
nationalism in the study of Central and Eastern European cultures reveals over-
laps and tensions that can motivate us to reconsider the very categories we have 
been using. As an alternative lens to theories of postcolonialism or national iden-
tity, the notion of ‘sub- culture’ can demonstrate that power relations between 
identities are fluid and adaptable, existing on several planes and transcending 
divisions such as majority, class or ethnicity. Cosmopolitanism is both impli-
cated in homogenising ideologies and a response to them, as the cases examined 
here have shown. Thus, Belarusian and Ukrainian nationalisms were both a 
(partial) product of Polonophone interest in the Ruthenian folk and a reaction to 
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it, whilst they later became a threat, alongside other nationalisms, to Polish–
Lithuanian local cosmopolitanism. The dynamic relationship between cosmopol-
itanism and nationhood indicates the latent potential of studying non- national 
ways of seeing, including the concept of sub- culture.
 Cosmopolitanism is a highly indeterminate idea. It can be a practice, an iden-
tity, or a belief; an individual viewpoint; a collective method, or way of config-
uring legal and institutional standards. As a project that is opposed to nationalism 
(which is also, of course, a flexible concept), it shares an affinity with sub- 
culture. Certainly, not all sub- cultures are cosmopolitan, and not all cosmopoli-
tanisms are subcultural. The alignment of subcultural hybridity and cosmopolitan 
worldliness in the writing of Marian Zdziechowski and others suggests that the 
regions of Central and Eastern Europe have much to offer for further com-
parative studies aimed at complicating our understanding of identities, discourses 
and inter- group relations, looking beyond and between nation states. Yet this 
avenue remains almost entirely unexplored: the literature in the flourishing field 
of cosmopolitan studies is curiously devoid of Eastern European perspectives, 
whilst language- based area studies in Eastern Europe have also been resistant to 
the adoption of a cosmopolitan approach. The cosmopolitan archive of Central 
and Eastern Europe contains a range of surprising and theoretically generative 
possibilities, from sub- cultures to other agonistic forms of belonging, dissent, 
remembering and identification.
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8 Internationalist working- class 
militant biographies, identity and 
sub- culture in late Russian 
Poland1

Wiktor Marzec

And then a fresh surprise awaited me. [The agitator] started to explain to me the 
difference between [the parties], […] I did not understand anything. So, I told 
him that I do not want to have anything to do with those who expel the Russians 
[…]. So, I will be in the S[ocial] D[emocratic] party!2

Introduction
This description of the forged internationalist socialist identity, taken from the 
‘Bolshevik memoir’ written in the Soviet Union by a former Polish member of 
the Social Democracy of Polish Kingdom and Lithuania Party (hereafter 
SDKPiL), is also an exercise in counter- memory. This act of ideological adher-
ence was not staged as a self- confident leap into socialist epiphany, but rather as 
an expression of doubt in the face of ideological pluralisation. Moreover, it goes 
contrary to many dominant assumptions, including among Polish socialists who 
were not free from an orientalising attitude to anything Russian, not excluding 
socialism. Such an identification ushered the militant onto the path of abridging 
his or her national identity and carefully renegotiating class status. The new 
milieu offered a partial way out of the class grid, at least within the framework 
of the party social sphere.
 Correspondingly, it demonstrates that while comprehending multiple and 
entangled (or perhaps uneven and combined) identities in specific urban settings 
in Eastern Europe, standard categories depicting national, ethnic or religious 
groups may not suffice. Moreover, there is no clear demarcation line helping to 
label the groups as majority or minority, apart from the very obvious cases. In 
addressing this conundrum, the present volume aims at repurposing the category 
of ‘sub- culture’. Roughly speaking, it defines ‘sub- culture’ as an identity that sits 
between categories.3 While it may scale down the analytical gaze in a way aimed 
at detecting blended languages, cultural traditions or ethnic identifications, I 
argue it might be also used to deal with heterogeneous and porous class affili-
ation. This approach, however, is substantially different to the presence of class 
as marking the original cultural studies approach to sub- culture.4 Thus, the aim 
of this chapter is to simultaneously broaden the applicability of sub- culture, test 
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its explanatory capacities, and empirically enrich knowledge about the panorama 
of entangled identities in Eastern Europe during the early twentieth century.
 The materials investigated in this chapter are the biographies of socialist 
militants who aimed at the practical overcoming of national, ethnic and religious 
identities, blending them in a working- class internationalism. This blend, 
however, was substantially different from the well- researched cosmopolitan 
culture of the intelligentsia radicals on the Tsarist borderlands.5 Above all, 
working- class militants attempted to question the embodied class boundaries, 
which placed them in a cautiously maintained saddle position, in- between yet 
distinctive from any stable adherence they left behind or might aspire to. Build-
ing upon the understanding of sub- culture proposed in this volume, i.e. as refer-
ring to groups with wider, hybrid forms of cultural self- expression, I analyse the 
culture of radical left militancy. It was an important thread in the complex web 
of multiple and shifting ethnic and class identities typical for early twentieth- 
century Eastern Europe. This internationalist, inter- class sub- culture was also 
highly reflexive and productive in terms of biographical self- expressions, 
memoirs rich in forms of vernacular ethno- theorising on the positions of the nar-
rators and their struggles to change them.
 The recognised classical research on sub- cultures, grounded in the British tra-
dition of cultural studies, was highly class- focused and, in a nutshell, considered 
‘sub- culture’ as a form of counter- hegemonic class- based expression.6 This tra-
dition notwithstanding, the present volume deliberately focuses instead on 
ethnic, cultural and language differentiation, not contextualised explicitly with 
respect to class. I consider this approach as providing new insights when investi-
gating urban milieus in East European cities. It is, however, necessary to reinsert 
class into analysis – as a form of identity overdetermining others but also con-
sciously mediated and overcome. Thus, this chapter complements other studies 
presented in this volume which focus on ethnicity, culture and language. Such a 
move also reconnects the new approach to the older British method which tended 
to elide ethnicity and operated in assumptively homogenous ethnic milieus.
 The reasons for this contention are as follows: (1) Eastern Europe had specific 
developmental trajectories. With its long- upheld regimes of unfree labour, an 
agrarian- manorial mode of production, and large imperial states impeding the 
emergence of cross- class nationalism, class differentiation on the verge of the 
upcoming modern transformation partially assumed the older characteristics of 
status stratification.7 These characteristics rendered emerging identities more 
complicated, and their class- embeddings more weighty and unavoidable. Status, 
and later class, were often over- determined by national and ethnic differenti-
ation, making the intersectional identity regimes impossible to disentangle. 
(2) As the tradition of sociolinguistics has aptly demonstrated, most forms of 
language differentiation are class specific. Particularities are usually more 
intense among the lower echelons of society, with all their ethnic parochialisms, 
regional dialectal features or occupational jargons. Among the ‘popular classes’ 
there is less of the standardising effect of literary language, official culture, 
 institutional settings and formal roles.8 (3) This environment became more 
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intransigent and tangible in periods of modern nation building, which almost 
always began top- down from some kind of educated elite.9 These realities are 
irresistibly part and parcel of the Eastern European experience of modern trans-
ition in precisely this given temporal framework.10 Finally, considering the numer-
ous militant traditions and social changes shaking the region in the early twentieth 
century, it is pretty clear that even in the cases where the will to change was par-
tially motivated by ethnic or religious factors (as among populist nationalists or 
Jewish revolutionaries), it was expressed in political languages explicitly address-
ing the transformation of the class structure.11 These languages, even if only as a 
negative reference for some, were part and parcel of every possible identity forged 
in those years. To put it bluntly, every nationalism, however primordially stylised, 
was also a response to rising socialist or populist languages.12

 In order to substantiate these doubts, I undertake an analysis of the particular 
political culture of the SDKPiL party. This far left, internationalist party 
developed a particular cosmopolitan ethos of proletarian solidarity and a specific 
party- milieu communicative culture aimed at practical questioning of the 
entrenched class identities of workers, craftsmen and intelligentsia alike. While 
its main competitor on the left was the Polish Socialist Party (hereafter PPS), 
which was socialist but never abandoned the struggle for a Polish nation state, 
many aspects of the political culture of SDKPiL were similar to the PPS left 
faction, later the PPS- Left after the split in 1906. Significantly, all the narrators 
presented in detail in this study started their political careers in PPS, later 
moving more left, which drove them to the SDKPiL and later to the Communist 
Party of Poland (actually SDKPiL united with the PPS- Left to form the Commu-
nist Party of Poland in December 1918).
 My analysis is directed in two directions. In the first part I present the culture 
of internationalism as a real alternative to respective ethnicised identities within 
militants’ cultures of origin. I do not consider here the party’s multilingual, 
cosmopolitan elite, but shop- floor activists. The second (main) part of this study 
is dedicated to investigating hyphenated class- based identities and their wither-
ing away within the party. The source materials are written autobiographies of 
proletarian militants documenting the path of intellectual upward mobility.
 Written autobiographies are problematic sources. They were usually written 
by committed party militants within political cultures later than the events they 
describe. Thus, apart from the work of memory, they are tangled with particular 
politics of writing. However, regarding dimensions of interest for this study, they 
are coherent regardless of time of writing and often regardless of the political 
contexts their authors came from. Their shape, without doubt embedded in the 
time of writing, is also indirect evidence of the past biographical process. The 
autobiographies contain layers of politicised self- understanding acquired by nar-
rators in the course of their earlier political education and career. For instance, 
the fact that some authors write as self- reflective communists, using stock lan-
guage from earlier propaganda that they approached in their autodidactic path, is 
evidence of successful political mobilisation and the role of politics in the devel-
opment of their self. Moreover, dimensions explored here were rarely subjected 
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to direct re- moulding or self- censorship in a future political context of writing 
and publishing. For example, the autodidactic capacities of the socialist self are 
presented in line with the socialist ideal of self- education by committed socialist 
writers, whereas the ambiguities of their class position are precisely something 
which might have been weeded out by the later culture of memory, but neverthe-
less remained.
 While my corpus of c.110 biographies from different parties (about a third of 
which are connected with the SDKPiL) delivers contextual knowledge on 
working- class militancy, I focus in particular on three cases of a troubled rela-
tionship to one’s own self. All three epitomise a particular trans- class sub- 
culture. The narrators entered the internationalist party and left their ‘Polishness’ 
behind. In the new milieu they were constantly involved in the renegotiation of 
their status between workers and party intelligentsia, and often confronted with 
reservations on both sides. While the ‘peasant- proletarian autodidact’ undertook 
the hard route out of his class, negotiating his new status with those both above 
and below him, the ‘proletarian member of the intelligentsia’, a man- in-between, 
balanced on the thin line of acceptance and rejection of his (working) class back-
ground and his intelligentsia addressees. A ‘member- of-the- intelligentsia-made- 
proletarian’, in turn, undertook a conscious effort at self- proletarianisation to 
become a genuine shop- floor militant stimulating the revolutionary upsurge. All 
of them became men in- between, forging and negotiating a particular sub- 
cultural and sub- class identity.
 Understanding identity as a processual category built over time along with a 
layering of self, I deploy the category of sub- culture to comprehend the specific 
reality of political militancy, practically sublating ethnic diversity and class 
differentiation. I use the term ‘sublating’ along the lines of the Hegelian dictum, 
i.e. not cancelling or abolishing them altogether but synthetically integrating 
them into a new blended form, constituted by a process of critique, overcoming 
and selective incorporation of the previous stages, along the way however abol-
ishing the ‘hyphens’, provisionally combining discrete elements. In order to 
comprehend such a process of identification, I use biographical materials 
however they were written and employed. Nevertheless from the retroactive 
point of view of the accomplished subject they are expressed (and unified) in 
writing, thus they contain meaningful inscriptions of sense touching upon the 
experience of identification as it developed over time.

Political mobilisation into internationalist socialism
When investigating identities of any kind in Russian Poland at the turn of the 
twentieth century, one must bear in mind their political dimension. It was a time 
of intensified questioning of any established polity and any existing community. 
In the multi- ethnic industrial hubs, it was not possible to remain identified with a 
‘traditional’, stable ethnic community. The rising nationalisms were forced to 
build upon fractured and relational entities. The horizon of expectations with 
respect to the future fates of the community and its goals and relationships with 
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the surrounding Others were shattered and no longer corresponded with the age- 
old frame of experience. Now any vision of community was hotly disputed 
within the whirlwind of modern intellectual currents, from nationalism to inter-
nationalist socialism and vice versa.
 The answers to this conundrum were very different and often conflicted. People 
not only entered the world of ideologies but had to, more or less, consciously 
choose between them. If urban Jews were choosing between a plethora of variants 
demonstrating their religious commitment, forms of nascent nationalism and a cat-
alogue of socialist positions, Poles (or Polish speaking post- Catholics) were torn 
between a virulent nationalism calling for the integration of the national body 
politic, forms of factory nationalism, combining class ethos with language and reli-
gious orientation, socialist nationalism promising a free ‘socialist’ Poland, and so 
on. At the same time Germans might debate the advantages of Protestant national 
circles, national professional associations and the like. All of them, however, might 
find the vision of internationalist socialism compelling.
 In Russian Poland, the political vehicle for such a vision was the Social 
Democracy of the Polish Kingdom and Lithuania. The SDPKiL was an offshoot 
of Polish socialism, founded in 1893 by a splinter group spearheaded by Rosa 
Luxemburg, Julian Marchlewski and Feliks Dzierżyński, to mention the most 
well- known protagonists. They promoted a new, and allegedly naive belief in 
the rebirth of Poland from the ashes of the imperial states, yet free from Polish 
nationalism. The party developed a very particular political culture, attractive to 
highly internationalised, cosmopolitan imperial subjects, be they Polish students 
of Russian gymnasia, Jewish daughters of German speaking merchants, or emis-
saries of international socialist bodies.13 It was a failed assimilation (to Polish or 
Russian culture) and blocked upward mobility within the imperial framework 
which stimulated post- imperial class universalism, in effect, producing Bolshe-
vik mobilisation (of which SDKPiL was roughly a Polish counterpart).14 Doubt-
less the charms of a multilingual socialist salon and a printing house were 
attractive for this not fully assimilated but ambitious, universalist and multilin-
gual intelligentsia. But did it have something to offer to the shop- floor militants 
and the urban working- poor craftsmen too?
 SDKPiL was never a leading mass party. However, viewed against the fac-
tionalisation of the political field and the several blows which the Tsarist repres-
sive apparatus had executed on the party structure before 1905, its successes are 
significant. By the end of 1906 SDKPiL boasted a membership as numerous as 
35,000, being the second largest socialist party in the territory of Russian Poland 
(formerly the Kingdom of Poland).15 It was most successful in smaller 
workshops, where the staff were more ethnically mixed and there were greater 
possibilities for recruitment. Large factories, like those in Łódź, contracted 
Poles, mostly because of the day- off rhythm, and the factory setting was more 
hierarchical with German foremen. In Jewish tanneries and shoemakers’ work-
shops in cities large and small and in German- led artisan metal production in 
Łódź or the Dąbrowa Basin, or provincial bakeries, SDKPiL undoubtedly used 
to hold sway.16
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 In the corpus of analysed biographies, the SDKPiL members’ memoirs are 
disproportionately represented among the broader, theoretically developed 
inscriptions of the accomplished political selves. The future official memory 
culture among the communist milieus of the Soviet Union and post- World War 
II state socialist Poland probably orchestrated more people to write, and pre-
served more written manuscripts. Above all, however, the party from the very 
beginning simulated a particular form of popular political subjectivity, grounded 
in theoretical self- awareness and the conscious forging of a militant. Thus, its 
adherents had access to a stock knowledge helping them to craft their selves and 
live politicised lives, which often offered them future upward mobility, either 
within the party or later in the state structure (if they left for the Soviet Union). 
They also acquired the cultural means to express their biographies in writing and 
the will to do so fostered by the self- assured conviction of their significance.
 These memoirs allow us to look behind the big numbers of those embracing 
‘international socialism’ and to investigate their private motives for doing so. As 
transcriptions of the accomplished self, they are expressed in stock language, 
acquired through years of party participation. Thus, the repertoire of motives is 
re- codified through the official register of party discourse. They also contain, 
however, stories of doubts and struggle, stages on the path of the narrativised 
political Bildung. They offer insights, if not into the original context of the polit-
ical affiliation, then at least into a particular party culture which remained attrac-
tive for these proletarian militants. It was a party culture grounded in a practical 
fusion of the hyphenated identity. It allowed for an unambiguous adherence and 
a singular political commitment, at the same time not demanding the complete 
discarding of one’s own ethnic identity. What did such an act of ideological 
adherence to the internationalist identity look like? To answer this question, I 
will investigate the ideological peregrinations of a broader group of SDKPiL 
militants in this regard.
 There are many histories of ideological beginnings in the memoirs. They 
focus on ideological choices. Many narrators, as one Jewish militant affiliating 
himself with Polish culture [said], carefully describe the hard path of ideological 
decision, grounded in analysis of proclamations and vernacular theorisation of a 
social reality:

Every single night was sleepless for me because of two feelings fighting in 
my heart and not leaving me calm. After a three- month-long struggle 
between nationalism and  internationalism, I was convinced that in the 
socialist movement there is no place for separate nationalist parties.17

Significantly, the stories of tormented decision making are more common in 
SDKPiL memoirs than among other socialist militants. This may suggest the 
problematic nature of the initial choice, demanding conscious effort, the minority 
context of this choice in contrast to others, or a particular party memory culture 
putting stress on the theoretical coherence of the self and the process of its matu-
ration. A spiritual peregrination is present in these memoirs:
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This year [1905] was a path- breaking one for me. My concepts were entirely 
crystallized. Being at the service of this and that and yet another party, I had 
an opportunity to get familiar with their programmes. At the beginning I did 
not care that much about the programmatic differences. What was important 
for me was just the fact of the direct participation in the revolutionary move-
ment. I was, however, dissatisfied with the nationalistic taint in PPS and 
Bund; while on the contrary the slogan of an international struggle of the 
proletariat was close to me. I understood that my only place was in the 
SDKPiL.18

In the case below the choice is explained in the party parlance. There is an ideo-
logical narrative, which the narrator retroactively weaves into his paths. This 
story implies a time- sensitive awareness of the militant self. Hence it contains an 
implicit reference to the pre- theoretical stage of development. In addition, it was 
rhetorically staged as an expression of certain pre- discursive, emotional 
impulses, a form of socialist primordialism:

And then a fresh surprise approached me, [the agitator] started to explain to 
me the difference between PPS and SD [SDKPiL], from which I did not 
understand anything. So I told him that I do not want to have anything to do 
with those who expel the Russians (moskali, a derogatory term used deliber-
ately by the narrator to mimic and mock the language of the PPS, hostile to 
Russians in general – WM) […]. So I asked him: but ‘Sprawa robotnicza’ 
(the SDKPiL journal), what is this? Ah! This is SD. So I will be in SD!19

Significantly, the national question was the most hotly disputed issue. If there 
are some reports or memories from multi- party mass meetings, this is precisely 
the topic which was discussed. If debate was too heated, it was [usually] national 
insignia and neglect thereof which would lead to a fist fight. In what we can still 
discern of real-time proletarian discourse, this source of argument perpetuated in 
shop-floor theoretical discussions,20 and has been preserved for instance on a 
prison note, meticulously calligraphed on a tiny scrap of paper to be passed 
somewhere in the lavatory or through a trusted warden.21 This mattered, and 
clearly triggered strong emotions on the part of the adherents, so the internation-
alist programme must have offered something meaningful to the working- class 
militants.
 It was the successful practical purification of the split between conflicted cul-
tural identities (for instance Polonised Jews) and a promise of universal solid-
arity which perpetuated the involvement of internationalist socialists. It actually 
worked on the shop- floor, being able to mediate various conflicts, embracing 
people of different identities and also religious denominations, and offering them 
a space to belong without a forceful rooting out. For instance, some members of 
a small religious splinter group, the Mariavite church, heavily taunted and perse-
cuted by Catholic nationalists in Central Poland after 1906,22 also found a safe 
haven in SDKPiL. This, as some researchers suggest,23 was also a background to 
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the ‘fratricidal’ struggles between nationalists, zealously hunting down religious 
dissenters, and socialist workers defending their new comrades.24 For better or 
worse, the SDKPiL offered these people a meaningful identity and sense of 
belonging.
 In the three autobiographies investigated in detail below, the national and 
ethnic vectors are more obvious by their absence. The writers consider them-
selves as belonging to other categories than nationality or religion, preferring 
political affiliation and dynamic class- based identity. The authors are Polish, and 
they write from the majoritarian, ‘naturalised’ position. Thus, they do not expli-
citly reflect on abandoning the nation, just ignoring this category (apart from 
theoretical debates on the national question when they openly side with the inter-
nationalism of their party (SDKPiL)). Against the backdrop of this practical 
purification of the national and ethnic components of identity, one can better see 
another significant dimension of socialist re- subjectification. Involvement in the 
socialist movement, especially of the internationalist breed investigated herein, 
also meant the practical questioning of the existing class boundaries ingrained in 
social and cultural micro- practice. This, in turn, stimulated the emergence of 
cross- class identities, including a particular party sub- culture practically ques-
tioning the class- based culture and habitus of both the party intelligentsia and the 
working- class members. This also carried with it, however, an estrangement 
from the original class milieu and triggered conscious efforts to maintain a new 
– not hyphenated but rather melted – inter- class, sub- cultural identity. How it 
was defined, maintained and performed is the subject of scrutiny below.

Upward intellectual mobility through political practice
Popular political mobilisation in Russian Poland around the 1905 Revolution, 
and socialist agitation, in particular, occurred in a specific social context. New 
political experiences intervened in the lives of people who, even if they had any 
hopes for upward mobility, both in professional and intellectual dimensions, had 
hardly any chance to put them into practice. The possibilities of professional 
mobility for workers were extremely limited. Even working in large industrial 
hubs for many years, only rare positions in vocational training were possible.25 
To make matters worse, higher qualifications required reading skills (to learn 
new technologies or simply read technical documentation which was often in 
German). The resulting tensions between the Polish post- peasant workers, and 
amongst their more skilled compatriots from a crafts background, and German 
foremen and skilled workers, was one of the reasons for the 1892 unrest in Łódź 
(the first massive wave of strikes, with an accompanying anti- Jewish pogrom 
that required heavy military policing).26 This entanglement illustrates the dense 
interweaving of class structure and national sentiments in defining both indi-
vidual and collective strivings for upward mobility.
 The customary framework for professional training usually turned into its 
caricature – apprentices and especially younger ‘boys’ were used in factories and 
workshops as an extremely underpaid (and sometimes not paid at all) labour 
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force. The transfer of knowledge was virtually non- existent for many. For 
instance, one of the narrators, Franciszek Łęczycki (1885–1974), who was 
exceptionally dedicated to his self- development, recalls enrolling for an appren-
ticeship in a mechanical workshop, then dropping out soon after, in part because 
he was unable to stand the abuse and debasement of older workers. Above all, 
however, his main reason for dropping out was that he was not given any access 
to professional knowledge. ‘Qualified workers did not give us any instructions, 
they protected their professional secrets with exceptional cunning.’27

 Thus, entrance into adult life was also marked by a confrontation with 
unpleasant realities. The destruction of dreams and aspirations is a common 
theme in the written biographies of workers, both Christian and Jewish:

Because I had not known life yet, with its economic relationships, I started 
to dream about a career as a doctor, a lawyer, or other similar professions. 
However, after leaving the old yeshiva I was soon disappointed. I noticed 
the class division of society: richer and poorer. I realized that the entry 
through the gates of European culture is not as easy as I imagined, that it 
was not abilities which sufficed, but above all what needed to be [available] 
was money, and that this was the most important [thing].28

Against such a backdrop, joining a political party, with its alternative social 
milieu, ways of acquiring mastery in specific skills, and inscribing individual 
strivings into a broader sense of space, was an attractive alternative.29 These 
offers also brought about a practical questioning of class boundaries. Espe-
cially in the case of life- long militants, it was the party which acted as a 
vehicle for upward social mobility through politics. In this way the class 
boundary was carefully negotiated, and militant workers entered a liminal 
space of class identity. Its vagaries may be detected on the margins of the 
written life stories, which reveal the material realities of those divisions and 
ways of modifying them.
 Below I investigate three typical cases of such a renegotiation. In order to 
build a quasi- ideal type analysis I scrutinise: (1) the biography of a disenfran-
chised peasant, who step by step moved on to become a ‘conscious worker’ and 
finally a people’s writer, giving voice to his class, which he both maintained but 
simultaneously left behind; (2) a worker from a mixed background who used his 
atypical habitus as a launchpad for an autodidactic, and political, career; (3) and 
last, but certainly not least, the story of an impoverished former noble class 
militant who consciously became a proletarian. While the analysis is based on 
single biographies, those three figures may be models or types of a broader logic 
present in other narratives, albeit in a less pure form. The abundance of material 
allowed me to choose three narratives epitomising three types of renegotiations, 
written by authors self- reflexive enough to let the reader in on their own bio-
graphical process of sub- cultural work on class.
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Leaving one’s own class behind – a peasant- proletarian 
autodidact
The first life- story is a case of a long autodidactic path, leading from a poor 
peasant household in a village of Central Poland to a spectacular political and 
literary career. A peasant’s son born in Sulejów near Piotrków Trybunalski, and 
a future professional writer, Lucjan Rudnicki (1882–1968) stole remnants of 
illustrated newspapers from a pile of burning papers and furniture while pastur-
ing geese. The papers were being burned after having been removed from a 
parish house where the local priest had died of cholera. Rudnicki was later 
severely beaten by his father, who found out what had happened and confiscated 
the precious booty already hidden by the boy somewhere in the barn. The pun-
ishment was executed, however, not because the papers were ‘stolen’ from the 
(dead) priest’s property, let alone because the boy exposed himself and his 
family to the risk of cholera infection. The problem was that he had not taken 
care of the geese properly.30 The hierarchy in a peasant household was rigid and 
did not leave much space for education. ‘Taking the hard road’ was a path shared 
by everybody wanting to reach beyond their lot.
 Initially, forced migration to a large industrial hub appeared to be his path of 
escape from the ‘benign state of natural, almost primitive culture’. Rudnicki was 
able to make his migration to the ‘biggest centre of machinism in Poland’ 
(Łódź), which became a launchpad for his future political and literary career.31 
In his biographical memoir- cum-novel, he sketches a powerful confrontation 
with the new world of industrial production and his excitement in this new 
environment, where ‘waves of air densified with the overheated oil and cotton, 
coming out of the holes of iron windows, stimulated me no less than incense on 
an Easter procession’. He felt that ‘great things are created there’.32 In this new 
environment he was soon ready to undertake new intellectual activities. Follow-
ing the standard path of autodidactic readers, he jumped from popular pulp 
novels to the Polish classics. He used to read avariciously ‘after coming back 
from the factory and satisfying hunger, from 8 to 11 pm with the whole family 
by the kitchen lamp’. Later the fate of the characters was ardently discussed, 
until the ‘repetitive calls of the aunt to go to bed gradually calmed down the lit-
erary disputes’.33

 Further studies, which led to the self- propelled professional and intellectual 
mobility, demanded exceptional effort, painful self- perfection, and the over-
coming of subsequent borders of language and cultural exclusion. Rudnicki real-
ised the dysfunctionality of his peasant language, which prevented him from 
fully understanding the content of what he was reading. He felt ‘retarded in the 
simplest knowledge, knowledge of the mother tongue, as it was visible that what 
we knew was more imperfect, lower’.34 He consciously tried to overcome this 
obstacle, which not surprisingly was very difficult without any external assist-
ance or even a simple dictionary: ‘I stubbornly read all texts with the vocabulary 
of “the versed”, soon I began to borrow academic books for that purpose, and 
from the dark more and more often I happily came out to light’.35
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 He found assistance in these endeavours in socialist activity. Political lan-
guage explained the world surrounding him, offering a particular form of cogni-
tive epiphany. Social processes, structural constraints and the mechanics of the 
world were convincingly connected to the everyday experience of the factory 
worker. This seems to be a key to the success of socialism, with its practical 
‘cognitive mapping’.36 Along with adherence to socialism and entrance onto the 
road of a proletarian man of letters, and aided by freedom from the ‘second shift’ 
after knock- off time opened: ‘Factory work was only a necessity, a serfdom to 
be done before the commencement of one’s own second shift, after seven 
o’clock’.37 It was after a finished daily shift that his aspirations were realised. 
This after- time reorganised the sense and subjective structure of his day, realis-
ing the goal which the day was lived for. These after- hours of freedom gave him 
energy to survive the mundane toil of the shop  floor, and opened up the possib-
ility for thinking and fantasising, which reflexively also ‘liberated’ the factory 
work, as it was no longer done without purpose and thoughtlessly.38 The libera-
tion of time and self- assertion within the factory work immediately triggered a 
response from his superiors: ‘My self- restrained audacity marked [the princi-
pal’s] forehead with a shade of wrinkles’.39

 What is crucial in his story is the slow path of leaving behind his class- 
specific culture and habitus, marked by his own self- definition of what was good 
and what was bad. Rudnicki went further in his educational pursuits, buying a 
subscription to a leading bourgeois- nationalist newspaper to practise his general 
knowledge and enhance his mid- brow language, despite his political commit-
ments being the opposite of the views expressed. ‘Fresh print invigorated my 
mind and fulfilled my longing for knowledge and its beauty. I was already 
enriched by the scent’.40 Such a gesture, as well as spending an irrationally high 
sum of money for a theatre performance (which was recommended in this news-
paper), was not something he could share with anybody beyond a narrow group 
of similar minded comrades. It soon led to a particular form of Rudnicki’s sepa-
ration from ‘them’, the ‘simple’ workers. As Rudnicki put it:

Our group, attending theatres, well- read, in ‘fashionable attire’, was in com-
parison with them a real aristocracy. We were like well- behaved poodles 
compared to street mutts, and we expressed feelings against each other 
accordingly.41

This awareness of being different was, among the autodidactic sub- culture, 
strong enough to stimulate resentment even within the socialist movement, 
which was otherwise a rather democratically organised political milieu. His 
future party comrades who did not take this path became somehow foreign to 
him in terms of class- specific existence. It concerned not only embodied 
behaviour, cultural practice, and free time (‘poodles’ and ‘mutts’), but also 
modes of theoretical reasoning and public articulation. Some of his comrades 
started to appear to him to be just ‘dull- witted heads boarded up with the SD 
planks resistant to any objective truth’42 (here he refers to the dogmas of his own 
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party, as at the time of writing he was undertaking a conversion from the more 
nationally oriented PPS- WM).
 This creation of distance and successful acquisition of bourgeois or intelli-
gentsia status markers was an important element of conspiracy. On one hand it 
might allow him more, as ‘decent citizens’ were less likely to be searched by 
gendarmes, but at the same time such a liminal habitus immediately exposed a 
worker to the more scrupulous gaze of the police. Before, when cooperating with 
the intelligentsia militants, Rudnicki had to travel in separate train compart-
ments, which were [reserved] for the lower, ‘third class’ passengers. It would 
have looked suspicious for a member of the intelligentsia to travel with a worker. 
The party education, however, was not only about socialist theory: ‘luckily, 
engineer Boerner decorated my appearance in every detail so much that I could 
pretend to be a child of well- off parents’, admitted the narrator some time later.43 
He referred to himself as a ‘half- member-of- the-intelligentsia’ (pół-inteligent), 
and consciously utilised this sub- cultural identity in his party missions. Due to 
his intermediary position, he was able to effectively bridge the gap between the 
workers’ and intelligentsia circles.44

 Interestingly, his peregrinations between classes were interwoven within the 
story of his ideological conversion. While writing from the point of view of an 
accomplished SDKPiL militant, Rudnicki maintained the older traces of identity 
in his writing. His mode of writing is essentially consistent with his political 
identity at the given time in his biography. Thus, Rudnicki writes about his deeds 
as a PPS member as if he was one, from the (retrospectively imagined) personal 
point of view from the past. Only occasionally does the author, a skilful writer 
after all, break this convention by introducing an external voice of the writing 
subject beyond the mise-en-scène. This happens almost exclusively when he 
comments on his ideological choices. The path from PPS militant to becoming a 
committed SDKPiL supporter during the 1905–1907 Revolution is connected 
with a conscious switch in his inter- class, sub- cultural code. These dimensions 
become almost indistinguishable: ‘I wore a well- fitted suit, clean underwear, 
tasteful tie, broad brim hat, and I involuntarily, thoughtlessly mimicked the aes-
thetes. I began to shake down the precipitate of the national solidarism in favour 
of the international solidarity of the workers.’45

 In sum, his autodidactic work and entering the particular sub- culture of a 
party proletarian cultural elite bore witness also to a painful process of estrange-
ment. It had to be even more painful because the narrator was not interested in 
simple upward mobility beyond his class. He wanted to remain faithful to it, and 
in this vein, he constructed his future peregrinations, as presented in the memoir. 
He later became a communist activist, and after World War II, a mayor of his 
home township and a professional writer. One cannot, however, classify his path 
as working- class embourgeoisement, or later as the path of a socialist appa-
ratchik. All the time it was framed by him, quite consciously, as a subversion of 
age- old hierarchies and limitations put on a person of his background. In order to 
question the class boundary, one has to question the micro- practices which 
define and maintain this boundary. Along with his ideological transformation, 
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however, he also questioned his self- imposed fascination with high society so as 
to become a more conscious user of codes and not a nouveau riche imitator. Part 
and parcel of his self- conscious critique of his former allegiance is the distance 
from the imbalance in his inter- class identity, with the more ‘worker- oriented’ 
SDKPiL culture now prevalent. Rudnicki attempted to do precisely what was not 
intended for him, and only after, with his newly acquired competence, did he 
work for, not necessarily with, his class- peers.

Man in- between: a proletarian member of the intelligentsia
The exploration of the second path of crossing the class boundary and forming a 
sub- cultural identity is connected not with a constant effort, but rather with a 
stable in- betweenness. The biography of Franciszek Łęczycki (1885–1974), 
written after World War II by a Częstochowa-born foundry- worker, emphasises 
the author’s striving for upward intellectual mobility, if not of a struggle to keep 
his intellectual profile high. However, what is the most outstanding trait here is 
the fact that he was a proletarian militant with somewhat tainted class origins. 
Coming from a poor background, he pictured the fate of his peers in Dickensian 
tones, as

soaking the fusty atmosphere, and living the miasma of decay and torment, 
[they] became cunning and entrepreneurial. They did not know childhood – 
they matured too early; their rough amusements were mindless and cruel, 
and a smile seldom appeared on their grim, mat faces. Only their eyes glared 
with a feverish, morbid glare.46

 He was not to stay there, however, and was literally bought out, as he sug-
gests with his own approval, by a family slightly better off. His step- family com-
prised a qualified worker and a former chamber maid. Consequently, he was 
surrounded by stronger educational impulses, and exposed to many elements 
brought from the upper- class families where the mother used to work. This was 
fertile stimulus for the future twists and turns in Franciszek’s biography. Even if 
material conditions deteriorated early, derailing him from the track of obtaining 
the modest basic education available for relatively affluent working- class fam-
ilies, he never ceased to dream, and he made the best he could out of his life. His 
initial chances induced some educational aspirations and triggered an excep-
tional intellectual and vocational mobility, performed so as not to let his life slip 
into mindless repetition without any possibility of development.
 When, as a boy, he was not able to continue his school education because of a 
lack of funds, he was admitted back into school after negotiating with the school-
master. While he was exempted from paying fees, it was still impossible for 
young Franciszek to move on and realise his dreams. Later, working in a 
foundry, he was most excited because the hard work demanded new skills he 
could develop. At nights he practised playing the violin and organised a theatre 
group and other forms of cultural practice, which he combined with socialist 
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party work.47 When he escaped to Austrian Galicia to avoid Tsarist persecution, 
he became acquainted with some local students in Cracow. They immediately 
proclaimed that they would ‘make an academician out of him’.48 His clothing 
and behaviour must have played a role in earning him such a declaration. As a 
result, Łęczycki no longer made his living from his work in the foundry, but in a 
theatre. He also sang at parties to acquire money for self- education. Even if, due 
to flaws of memory or self- stylisation, not all the details are true, nevertheless 
the biography clearly reveals the writer’s vision of the self: the way he wants to 
be seen and the means he uses to remember his life as meaningful.
 In this biography a clearly different pattern emerges. The everyday reality of 
childhood already positioned the narrator between the life of the working class 
and the blurred imaginations of a life among ‘the better people’. From a very 
early age, Łęczycki was somehow an exceptional working- class child, simultan-
eously different from his peers and able to help them in their strivings. Being 
slightly better educated, already at an early age he gathered a circle of peers who 
‘could not attend school and with curiosity and unconcealed jealousy inquired 
how it is in school’, soon accompanied by illiterate adults, to whom he read 
books and newspapers in the evenings.49 This continued effort of overcoming his 
own limitations through work with and for others is an important component of 
his narrative.
 As in every life- story examined here, the language in which Łęczycki dis-
covered the social world was socialism, not only as a cognitive value. In his 
environment there were worker- socialists who were archetypes of self- 
development and investment in knowledge.50 This combination of modelling 
autodidactic lives and strong ideological incentives toward class solidarity pro-
duced particular patterns of practice and the culture of the radical milieu, with its 
alternative social reality. Łęczycki, who however discovered early on that he 
was not typical of his class, consciously constructed himself as a kind of an 
organic intellectual.51 He was eager to portray himself as somebody who, embed-
ded in particular class culture, grew out of it, whilst at the same time retained its 
self- critical aspect. ‘I understood the essence of class differences and I decisively 
began to be sympathetic toward my own class.’52 Partially due to the contingen-
cies of the working- class life, and partially because of his own will and bio-
graphical agency, Łęczycki constantly oscillated between classes, social milieus 
and lifestyles. He also become a participant of the sub- culture of working- class 
autodidactic militants, with another specificity, however, in comparison to the 
first case investigated above. This particular culture of in- between men (some-
times women) was composed not only of workers meticulously honing their 
intellectual capacities and political zealousness. The party- backed intellectual 
circulation found important carriers also among the radical intelligentsia, who 
owing to willpower, or perhaps also often out of necessity, decided to abandon 
their positions of party functionaries in favour of becoming down- to-earth agita-
tors taking working- class jobs, but nonetheless clearly remaining ‘above’ their 
working- class audience.
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Down the abyss: a member of the intelligentsia turned 
proletarian
Stanisław Pestkowski (1882–1937) is an example of an intelligentsia agitator 
embracing the working- class culture. He was born in a small village south of 
Łódź and radicalised in gymnasium (a type of Russian secondary school). He 
joined SDKPiL in 1902. After years of socialist militancy and forced migration 
he participated in the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, and later became a relat-
ively high- ranking Bolshevik functionary, finally perishing in the Stalinist 
purges. Like many of the high- ranking socialists in Poland or transnational Bol-
shevik elites, he was born into an impoverished noble class family. Contrary to 
the usual path of party intelligentsia, however, he consciously approached the 
working- class milieu, melting into its culture and realities. His memoir offers an 
insightful glimpse into the tensions and challenges accompanying this step, and 
reveals the complementary side of the story, previously seen from the point of 
view of workers climbing up the party ladder. His reflexive attitude also reveals 
the conscious effort to mediate class differences in the blended sub- culture of 
internationalist militants.
 Pestkowski was a typical offspring of the impoverished Polish noble class. 
He was able to obtain a middle- rank education in a gymnasium, and already 
during his education there he started to sympathise with the socialists. The  
reason he gives in the book is his disgust with conspicuous consumption and the 
decadence of nationalist circles during his school years; note the similarities with 
Dzierżyński.53 In his memoir he sketches a consistent path of the revolutionary 
subject, inclined to work ‘with the people’. ‘Not being able to wait to be allowed 
to work with the workers’ on his own, he commenced independent ‘work among 
the factory proletariat’. Using ‘various means’ he initiated ‘private relationships 
with workers’, and finally in 1902 he founded ‘a worker’s circle’.54 His initial 
party (PPS) was reluctant to his endorse his home- bred activism, so he left it and 
embraced the SDKPiL in 1902.
 In his descriptions of his activist work and attempts to boost the party struc-
ture, what is most interesting is his self- reflexive attitude to the class boundary 
and conscious efforts to abolish it. The relationship between workers and a more 
motivated educator, as he himself doubtless was, is reconstructed as a constant 
oscillation between solidarity and distinction, unity and divergence. In his 
writing, however, it is not the class boundary which separates his allies from 
those he did not want to be close with. In fact, working- class speakers and activ-
ists receive more of his support. The circles he participated in were always 
mixed, while he was in charge of stimulating conversation as a member of the 
intelligentsia after all. The circulation of knowledge was more horizontal, stimu-
lating self- education, rather than a vertical transmission.
 Pestkowski does not hide his role as a stimulator of political conversation 
among workers in activist circles. Especially in the days of the revolutionary 
upsurge in 1905, many new people entered the party and it was quite clear that 
the work within SDKPiL structures was mostly about ‘raising consciousness’ 
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and the ‘making of social- democratic activists’, including among those members 
of the party, who ‘with their proletarian instinct [just barely] felt that social- 
democracy is their party’ and were merely ‘revolutionized workers’.55

 While he is not immune to being distanced from ‘the mob’, occasionally 
using related derogatory formulations against political opponents (‘the National 
Democracy [nationalist right – WM] gathered a lump of rabble’),56 he also con-
sciously analyses the practices of exclusion. For instance, he offers a furious cri-
tique of party reform, which limited the participation in the local party committee 
to professionalised party members, thus excluding ‘regular workers’.57 
Pestkowski was an acute critic of such limitations, aiming for a more inclusive 
party practice as an immunisation against ‘the bureaucratization of the party 
organization’. He noted and mocked the false exclusivity of his opponents even 
more sharply. Of the National Democratic mass meeting he wrote:

[O]pening the meeting [a local nationalist leader] did not spare demagogy. 
Among others he invited to the Praesidium two peasants in sheepskins as 
jurors. Because the sheepskins were stinky, during the meeting the peasants 
were quietly ordered to leave the Praesidium and go back to the audience.58

Lines circumscribing the regime of political visibility materialised in many 
ways. Against this backdrop, Pestkowski consciously attempted to include actual 
workers in the party- led polity. He strove to overcome similar divisions in his 
own party practice. Thus, in his training of working- class activists, even more 
important than the transfer of knowledge was independent thinking and the 
acquisition of tools appropriate for further dissemination of these abilities.

Facing strong activism (of the opposite parties) I organized a school for agi-
tators. We gathered on Sundays, around thirty people. The class took 3–4 
hours. I gave out the topic a week in advance, separating it into theses. The 
courses in the school were conducted using the discursive method; I spoke 
only at the very end. This school enjoyed great popularity.59

In both his political and personal practices Pestkowski effectively questioned 
class boundaries. He attempted to minimise the divisions within the party polity, 
encouraging workers to take more active roles in the structure, and struggling to 
avoid administered – even if not consciously – mechanisms of exclusion at the 
party forum. His own attitude was also important for the practical self- definitions 
that the workers applied to themselves. Many memoirs indicate a very important 
moment as being when speakers were recognised as equals, with basic dignity, 
by members of social echelons hitherto considered as largely unapproachable. 
This in most of the cases happened within the party milieu, where either the 
forms of address in the written materials, or comradely greetings from intellectu-
als enjoying great authority, included the speakers for the first time.60 Moreover, 
Pestkowski’s agitation practice was intended to encourage workers to actively 
participate in the broader public sphere as equal partners. He convinced them 
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that they were able to do so, and that they were legitimate claimants. And he 
gave them the actual knowledge and skills to be able to do this and gain the con-
fidence that they could do so.
 Pestkowski’s life in the early twentieth century is, in his writing, stylised as a 
life of a radical activist who went down the abyss of working- class life. It was 
no longer foreign territory merely imagined by isolated party intellectuals, but 
his actual place of action. He actively contributed, and indeed constituted the 
unique sub- culture sublating class division within the party structure, thus 
enhancing the perceived emancipation of its participants. In this mutual 
cooperation of radical ideals they were able to free themselves from the con-
straints of rigid ethnic and religious identities, alleviate the burdens of a split 
identity, and begin to find their way out of a class- restricted milieu.

Conclusions
One can doubtless say many different things about the political activities of 
SDKPiL. Just like ‘Iron Feliks’ Dzierżyński, party militants often entered sec-
tarian trajectories. Despite their proselytised democratic commitment, the higher 
echelons of the party were not famous for their democratic attitudes in factional 
struggles (the best example of this contradiction being Rosa Luxemburg). All of 
this notwithstanding, there was something significant in the party culture, which 
gave its working- class adherents real capacities. Opening phrases of the leaflets 
and syntactic structures implying modes of subjectivity indicate that SDKPiL 
discourse was mostly ‘horizontal’ and inclusive in comparison to the materials 
issued by other socialist parties and the nationalists. For instance, there is a 
variety of SDKPiL material where workers were, to the largest extent, included 
in the assumed community, merged with the intelligentsia as participants in 
unanimous calls for common action.61 Not surprisingly, from the over 100 biog-
raphies I investigated the most self- conscious, reflexive, and textually rich 
usually stem precisely from this party (including the examples analysed here). 
This is the best evidence that some of those endeavours were successful.
 This contribution closely examined individual biographies of proletarian 
militants who reshaped their own selves through autodidactic efforts weaved in 
with their political activities. This process put them in the in- between, sub- 
cultural position. While leaving behind their class- based culture, they did not, 
and did not want to, fully embrace the alternative milieu of radical intelligentsia 
and the world of (socialist) letters. Radical militants of the SDKPiL did not go 
so far as to ultimately reject their initial intelligentsia tutors, as the radical circle 
of Russian workers did,62 trailblazing the future strained the worker- intelligentsia 
relationship in Bolshevism.63 Remaining critical, the biographies of SDKPiL 
militants nevertheless were aimed at incorporation, not separation.
 To conclude, I do not take sub- culture as an expression of a class- based 
 cultural exclusion, but rather consider class- based cultures as a practical hotbed 
for conscious blending and sublation, forming a post- class party sub- culture.64 
These saddle- like identities built upon a specific intersectional grid of elements, 
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incorporating, blending and sublating ethnic, religious and national vectors. 
Often these vectors are more present by their absence – the writers consider 
themselves in other categories than nationality or religion. Their identities 
developed over time, as the conscious biographical efforts aimed at overcoming 
one’s own position accumulated. Later it was reflexively narrated in the written 
life stories. My intervention supported itself on the concept of sub- culture, dem-
onstrating, contrary to the initial theoretical coinage and its present critical 
revival, the impossibility of establishing any strict homology between a class 
and culture nexus. Biographical exposition, in turn, sensitises the research to 
uncovering temporal dynamics. It was embedded not only in the life course, but 
also in the practical, reflexive ‘sub- cultural’ work of the subjects. The writers 
expressed not only their contesting of the realities of class, but also a conscious 
resistance against a full co- optation of the new milieu. Correspondingly, such an 
approach exposes the transcendence of sub- cultural positions over time, beyond 
hybridised yet still stable identities.
 These identities were enacted through rituals and symbols. The entire party 
milieu, with its accompanying social realities, habits, paraphernalia and patterns 
of behaviour may be seen as a form of cultural practice. This cultural practice, 
however, was not homogeneous. It incorporated various codes, class- specific 
languages and micro- practices, separating the intelligentsia activists and 
working- class militants. Nevertheless, within the party milieu there were many 
who contentiously attempted to deconstruct these tacit hierarchies, from above 
or from below. They did so by intervening in patterns of practice, spoken and 
unspoken terms of the trade which regulated the transfer of knowledge. While 
some used the party as a launch pad to a genuine victory over the constraints of 
class, resisting them by consciously re- appropriating activities not ‘appropriate’ 
for workers,65 others used their resources to constantly smuggle elements back 
and forth across the class border. There were also intelligentsia agitators who 
very consciously pitted the workers against their own constraints and stimulated 
a less hierarchical transfer of knowledge.
 The political culture of proletarian universalism attempted to sublate ethnic 
entrenchments and offered a post- class sub- cultural identity instead. To a large 
extent this was a source for the success of this ideological project. SDKPiL, and 
Bolshevism for that matter, were not quasi- eschatological promises of a new 
heaven on earth and of radical transformation, as some researchers suggest,66 but 
rather a practical class universalism, giving rise to an alternative, classless 
sociality in the here and now. For liminal persons on the edges of two or more 
classes, it was the feeling of ‘moral estrangement from both their own class and 
the larger society – their marginality – that attracted them to the idea of a class 
movement that promised to erase the boundaries of class’, as one labour historian 
described the motivation of the working- class ‘moral vanguard’.67 This offer, 
taken at its word, took people out from a religious isolation and an eternal 
apprenticeship which would not give them a chance to change the self with 
respect to the others. It led ‘the masses’ to barricades, incentivised by the radical 
abolition of difference, and urged the autodidactic subjects to a self- conscious 
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reworking of their class- selves, expressed, as discussed in this chapter, in their 
vernacular biographical theorising.
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9 The past that never passes and the 
future that never comes
‘Palimpsestual’ identity in 
Oleksandr Dovzhenko’s diaries

Olha Poliukhovych

Introduction
Over the last decades, memory studies have played an important role in the 
reflection on historical continuity and the reconsideration of historical experi-
ence. Significantly, memory is always affiliated with individual experience and 
subjectivity. An individual’s private narratives are located within the historical 
narrative of a certain group, which may form the core of a national culture. Such 
groups may be defined as sub- cultures. According to Ken Greider: ‘subcultures 
are groups of people that have something in common with each other (i.e. they 
share a problem, an interest, a practice) which distinguishes them in a significant 
way from the members of other social groups’.1 The authors of The Subcultures 
Reader also make a distinction between the terms ‘community’ and ‘subcul-
tures’, stating that the latter has a meaning of ‘states of a relative transience’.2 
The state of transience is a specific feature of sub- cultures as their position is 
unstable in the perspective of the dominant culture. They are deeply rooted in 
the past and, at the same time, have projections into the future.
 The memory of defeat in the Ukrainian Revolution and Civil War of 
1917–1921 and hope for a better future is empowered by memory. ‘Memory- as-
resistance’ – according to Richard S. Esbenshade – is the way sub- cultures 
define themselves in a dominant meta- narrative. Sub- cultures are practices of the 
inner sense of self, which cannot be articulated in certain political circumstances, 
e.g. in a totalitarian society. Revolutionary events contributed to the historical 
identity formation of those times. Tony Judt has argued that the consequences of 
the Second World War affected the whole world,3 but for Ukrainian writers in 
the twentieth century the Ukrainian Revolution of 1917–1921 was such a turning 
point. Those who enlisted in the nationalist army of Symon Petliura 
(1879–1926), namely those who struggled for the re- emergence of Ukrainian 
statehood against foreign forces, became a kind of sub- culture after the Soviets 
established the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in 1918. Being forced to live 
with the victors, they did not break their connection with their past. They main-
tained their otherness by means of memory. The writers and artists who associ-
ated themselves with the survival of national culture and the struggle for 
independence were forced to deal with the official Soviet state discourse.
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 In a sense, identity is formed on what is to be remembered and what is to be 
forgotten. As Jan- Werner Müller argues, ‘Identity – understood as a relational 
concept and as sameness over time – is established by what is remembered, and 
itself then leads in turn to certain pasts being remembered and others being for-
gotten’.4 This is a type of sub- culture, which highlights a common experience 
and understanding of the past, turned into a national identity under Soviet rule. 
The short period of nation- building and state- building passed like a flash, but 
this experience influenced a part of Ukrainian intelligentsia’s self- perception and 
identification.
 To a large extent, sub- cultures are defined by their relationship to the majority 
overall culture. In this sense, sub- cultures are reflected as subaltern cultures; at 
the same time there is the possibility of them becoming dominant groups in the 
future. Sub- culture is a micro-totality which has a salient connection to the past. 
Thus, a sub- culture is a search for a genuine selfhood in cultural and national 
terms. The authenticity of a sub- culture is maintained due to its connection and 
devotion to the past. Empowered by past experiences and by a projection into 
the future, sub- cultures maintain a fidelity to their origins while existing in a 
different dominant culture. These groups have a silent unbreakable connection to 
the past and inner hope for the future. The term sub- culture is close to an imagi-
nary community according to Benedict Anderson’s definition of nations. This is 
a kind of ‘historicisation’ of the past, reflected as a future- oriented project in 
terms of the next generations.5 Sub-cultural identity cannot be synchronised with 
the real time she/he lives in. This narrative is nostalgic in the sense that the 
writer believes in the possibility of having a chance to re- emerge in the future.
 The purpose of my chapter is to analyse how individual memory and narrat-
ives function within the global Soviet state narrative through the example of how 
an image of the Ukrainian nation state is shaped in the diary entries of Oleksandr 
Dovzhenko (1894–1956). Dovzhenko’s case provides ‘mass personal memory’ 
which is a ‘recollection of a large number of individuals of events in which they 
took part’.6 In Dovzhenko’s case, it is true that

In fact, collective memory can be seen as ahistorical, even anti- historical, to 
the extent that it not only tends to simplify and reduce the ambiguities of the 
past, but also to insist on its presence and its carrying moral messages in 
ways which most historians cannot accept.7

Dovzhenko’s situation demonstrates how the memory narrative played a role in 
the evolution of sub- cultures in the region of East- Central Europe. In my chapter, 
I use the term ‘palimpsestual identity’8 in the broader sense of subcultural prac-
tices, which among other characteristics, presuppose ‘an understanding of rituals, 
behaviour, use of symbols, “performance” and expression (through language), as 
observed by anthropologists and linguists, combined with a sensitivity to place, 
and its cultural or discursive construction’.9
 Both Dovzhenko and Mykola Khvylovyi (1893–1933), a prominent Ukrain-
ian modernist writer, were active soldiers in Petliura’s army, and both were 
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members of VAPLITE (The Free Academy of Proletarian Literature, 
1926–1928), an important Ukrainian literary organisation. Later Dovzhenko 
became a world- renowned artist who managed to realise his talent within the 
Soviet system, against all odds. In contrast Khvylovyi committed suicide on 13 
May 1933 after his friend Mykhailo Yalovyi (1895–1937), another Ukrainian 
writer, was arrested. Building on the trial of the Union for the Liberation of 
Ukraine (March- April 1930), Khvylovy’s suicide signalled the beginning of the 
mass persecution of the intelligentsia in Soviet Ukraine. The difference in fate of 
the two artists is not as stark as it may seem at first – while Khvylovyi chose a 
rapid death, Dovzhenko condemned himself to a slower version. He would not 
have survived physically without collaborating with the Soviets, something 
which extracted an enormous personal cost.
 Oleksandr (Alexander) Dovzhenko was a Ukrainian filmmaker, screenwriter, 
and writer, one of the founders of Soviet cinema. His pre- 1939 films (Zvenyhora 
(1928), Arsenal (1928), and Zemlia (The Earth, 1930)) reflect on the Ukrainian 
Revolution as well as the establishment of Soviet power in Ukraine. In the 
1940s, he became the laureate of prestigious Soviet prizes – he won the Stalin 
Prize for his two films Shchors (1941) and Michurin (1949). He died in 1956 in 
Peredelkino, the Soviet artists’ colony, not far from Moscow.
 The most complete edition of his diaries of 1939–1956 appeared in 2013.10 
Dovzhenko’s diary entries contain his reflections on historical events, his 
thoughts on art, on the reception of his art works, on people. His diary contains 
his emotional responses to different public and private events during those times. 
Dovzhenko’s diary is a unique record providing the artist’s self- reflections under 
the Stalinist regime. Being a nationalist in the Civil War (1917–1919) and subse-
quently living in the Soviet Union, Dovzhenko was not a genuine adherent. In 
the diaries, he criticises the Soviet regime and very often returns to his childhood 
in the village of Sosnytsia in the Chernihiv region of Ukraine. After the Soviets 
established their control in Ukraine, Dovzhenko’s spiritual rebirth as a Soviet 
citizen did not happen completely. In moments of crisis he appeals to his home-
land and to the past. Although the filmmaker could not express his thoughts 
openly due to ideological pressures, traces of such reflections may be found in 
his diary, which combined both Ukrainian and Soviet elements and reflected a 
palimpsestual identity.
 After Dovzhenko’s death in 1956, there were many efforts to celebrate him as 
an iconic Soviet artist. This aspect of his identity can easily be reconstructed 
from his own self- perceptions, public thoughts and works. Due to the super-
vision of Yuliya Solnstseva (1901–1989), Dovzhenko’s wife, the Soviet literary 
establishment carefully crafted his persona in accordance with the socialist 
realist meta- narrative of the Soviet artist as an ‘engineer of human souls’. Solnst-
seva, who controlled every publication dealing with her husband, carefully 
shaped the public image of Dovzhenko, erasing its national aspect and stressing 
the Soviet one. In Ukraine, Dovzhenko’s Soviet image was also supported by the 
publication of his collected works in three volumes (1958–1960), five volumes 
(1964–1965), and again in five volumes (1984–1985). But the filmmaker’s 
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Soviet aspect did not represent the only way to think of Dovzhenko’s identity, 
who, as can be seen from his diaries, was not the Soviet artist he was purported 
to be. Significantly, recent secret documents, compromising evidence (kompro-
mat), cases documenting the prosecution of comrades and friends (spravy), and 
other materials provide another picture of Dovzhenko – as a national artist.
 Oleksandr Dovzhenko’s diaries shed light on mapping the evolution of a 
member of the creative intelligentsia in a totalitarian society. In order to under-
stand the diaries in their proper context, I analyse his life and works from a 
historical perspective, including his participation in the Ukrainian nationalist 
struggles of the Civil War. Young Dovzhenko served in the army of Ukrainian 
nationalist leader Symon Petliura. According to the archives, Oleksandr 
Dovzhenko was a volunteer member of Petliura’s army, who along with others 
‘actively took up arms against the Soviet authorities’.11 After this he became a 
target of the secret services (spetssluzhby), and the secret police (Cheka) and was 
to be arrested. Following the defeat of the nationalist forces, Dovzhenko found 
himself in Warsaw and Berlin as a diplomat working for the Soviet Ukrainian 
government, and after his return to Ukraine in 1923 maintained a lifelong loyalty 
to the Soviet regime. However, this loyalty was dubious. Being an icon of social-
ist realism, he remained primarily a national filmmaker. All these contradictory 
tendencies are reflected in his Moscow diaries, written in 1940s–1950s, which I 
interpret in the context of the artist’s multi- layered, palimpsestual identity, which 
emerges in the context of the crossroads of the possibility of Ukrainian statehood 
in the past and the promises of a great future from the Soviets.
 The interest in life- writing ‘can capture and address many contemporary con-
cerns, for example the status of the subject, the relations and representations of 
ethnicity and gender, and perhaps most importantly, questions the individual’s 
relationship with the past’.12 In Dovzhenko’s case memory of the past, which is 
crucial in his diary entries, becomes significant for his identity. The filmmaker’s 
diary is marked by the constant presence of the past, which is its overarching 
feature. Deeply rooted in Ukrainian history, the filmmaker’s diary demonstrates 
a different perspective of his multi- layered identity, presenting ‘authentic scripts 
of individual selfhood’.13

Dovzhenko’s survival with a troubled past under Stalin
Dovzhenko’s situation became more precarious during the 1930s. Regrettably, 
we do not have the artist’s diary entries before 1939. However, we can trace his 
emotional state of disappointment in his later entries. Stalin needed Dovzhenko’s 
vision in the cinema. Ideologically cinema was a perfect tool to enlighten the 
masses in the USSR. Totalitarian propaganda recruited prominent artists to 
convey ideological messages to the people, a practice not just restricted to the 
USSR. In 1936, Goebbels’ Nazi peer Goering claimed: ‘It is always easier over 
time to make a decent National Socialist out of an artist than to make a great 
artist out of a minor Party member’.14 Dovzhenko personally knew Joseph Stalin, 
who by editing Dovzhenko’s screenplays, became the filmmaker’s  co- author. 
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According to Ukrainian researcher Roman Korohodskyi (1933–2005), Stalin 
needed Dovzhenko’s voice and in doing so enabled the artist’s betrayal of his 
past.15 In his autobiography of 1939, published by Marco Carynnyk, the film-
maker maintains that he was ‘profoundly convinced that Comrade Stalin saved 
my life. If I had not appealed to him promptly, I would have certainly perished 
both as an artist and as a citizen. I would no longer be alive.’16

 Consequently, Stalin gained both physical and symbolic power over the artist. 
However, Dovzhenko’s position was precarious – the authorities acknowledged 
his nationalist past, and Stalin kept the artist under permanent stress and con-
stantly required new evidence of his loyalty to the Soviet regime. But the film-
maker was not able to prove his loyalty completely because of his empathy with 
the suffering of Ukrainians under the Soviets.
 Dovzhenko witnessed the Holodomor of 1932–1933, the Stalinist artificial 
famine in Ukraine, and observed the repressions of the intelligentsia in the 
1930s. He directed his film Ivan (1932) in Yaresky, the village where he shot 
Zemlia (1930) several years before the Holodomor occurred in this area. 
Dovzhenko was sensitive to the suffering of the people, and this tragedy pro-
voked his critical reflections about Soviet society. Contrary to his numerous 
counterparts, he managed to survive after the nationalist struggles ended. 
Dovzhenko also survived the Stalinist purges of the 1930s, in contrast to his 
numerous counterparts and friends. Dovzhenko experienced painful psycho-
logical changes when the artist re- established his Ukrainianness in his works, 
which exemplify deeply modern art profoundly rooted in the Ukrainian national 
culture. This was a lifelong commitment, beginning with the war period entries. 
For instance, Dovzhenko asserted in his diary entry of 2 April 1942 his obliga-
tion: ‘To write short story or a sketch … about the destiny and nature of a people 
who during the centuries lost their intellectual leaders, a destiny which put the 
people at the mercy of Polish and Russian cultures …’17 This is written about the 
Ukrainians, and Dovzhenko cares about their future. Likewise, after ten years, 
he states: ‘I need to meet with my people, with my folk to magnify myself, my 
thoughts and feelings, fraternizing with others through my thoughts and 
feelings’.18

 George Liber, Dovzhenko’s biographer, claims that Dovzhenko’s survival 
under the Stalinist purges ‘came at great personal cost’.19 Living under totalitari-
anism, the artist should have alienated himself from his past, but was not able to 
do so. Thus, the filmmaker brought his past to the new post- revolutionary reality, 
which recognised no ‘pasts’ other than its own. Under Soviet rule Dovzhenko 
continued to value his past, and his memoirs are connected to the place and time 
of his youth in Ukraine. At the end of his life he lived in Moscow but considered 
Ukraine his homeland. For Dovzhenko, Moscow was an alien space, a place of 
his imprisonment. George Liber summarises his psychological state in Moscow:

This isolation heightened Dovzhenko’s physical and emotional vulner-
ability. As an extrovert and a forceful personality, Dovzhenko chafed miser-
ably under his imposed quarantine. He wanted to play a useful public role in 
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Soviet society, but his duty to the truth (as he interpreted it), isolated him 
from his environment.20

An awareness of the meaning of the past which cannot be forgotten leads to pal-
impsestual identity and is connected to the rise of national identity. This situ-
ation is specific for artists living in the USSR who did not necessarily see 
themselves primarily as Soviet citizens. Describing Dovzhenko as a ‘contra-
dictory and paradoxical figure’, George Liber concludes: ‘His public voice did 
not always reflect his internal vision, what he claimed and what he imagined he 
stood for’.21 This presupposes the tactics of surviving in a totalitarian state; it 
stimulates a search for traces of his national identity, mainly by means of his 
memory and imagination. Although Dovzhenko proclaimed loyalty to Stalin and 
the Soviet regime, he could not fully integrate himself into the Soviet system due 
to his connection to the past. Moreover, he had witnessed the crimes of the Sta-
linist regime, the Holodomor of 1932–1933 and the Stalinist repressions of the 
1930s. This contributed to the way his diary is narrated and constructed in terms 
of a palimpsestual identity.

Palimpsestual identity
Dovzhenko’s artistic persona split into two: on the one hand, he was a socialist 
realist, but on the other hand, he was an artist deeply rooted in the Ukrainian 
landscape and national traditions. The past was also framed by the Ukrainian 
national landscape. This reflection was private and self- centred, and frequently 
could not be articulated directly. Subsequently, Dovzhenko’s diary presents the 
voice of a former Ukrainian nationalist. This voice is mixed with his image as an 
artist of Socialist Realism – these two aspects create the underpinning of his self-
 perception, which results in a palimpsestual identity. It is palimpsestual in terms 
of the vagueness of its notions, for example, in his writing about the narod 
(people), batkivshchyna (homeland) it is at times difficult to distinguish what he 
means – the Soviet or Ukrainian, or the Soviet Ukrainian people and homeland.
 In terms of censorship the complexity of the subject is stressed as a marker 
that includes many possibilities. In her book Towards a Redefinition of Censor-
ship, Helen Freshwater asserts: ‘In order to reflect the ethical complexity of 
speaking for the silenced, this definition of censorship is directed by the inclu-
sive logic of “both/and”, rather than preserving the censorious modality of 
“either/or” ’.22 Thus, the paradoxes and conflicts of selves are placed within a 
diarist’s system of thinking, which enables a palimpsestual identity.
 Analysing Dovzhenko’s early films in his book, Alexander Dovzhenko: A Life 
in Soviet Film, George Liber asserts that the filmmaker ‘attempted to negotiate a 
compromise between his Ukrainian and Soviet identities’.23 On the one hand, 
Dovzhenko was attached to Soviet values; he was an icon of socialist realism, 
and on the other, he has doubts about the Soviet system as such. The criticism of 
the Soviet system is achieved by an inward gaze. In his diaries Dovzhenko does 
not create an image of the New Soviet Man, but seems to be much more a victim 
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of the Soviet regime’s aspirations. The artist undergoes a process of self- 
realisation, in which he is physically and mentally destroyed. Cooperation with 
the system demanded an active social position, while the diary became a space 
for inner reflection. After Stalin’s criticism of his Ukraine in Flames, Dovzhenko 
writes: ‘It is enough for me to suffer and to redeem my sin before Stalin. I need 
to start to work and prove to him that I’m his Soviet artist …’.24

 In Dovzhenko’s diaries, two identities can be distinguished, Ukrainian and 
the Soviet, and they co- exist in the diary narrative. Their logic is inclusive and 
complementary rather than oppositional. The tension between these two identi-
ties leads to ‘palimpsestual’ identity, which is most obvious in his late diary 
entries. While Soviet reality is associated with heroic discourse and the future, 
the Ukrainian memories refer to suffering and the past. In Dovzhenko’s diaries 
his longing for Ukraine is palpably a realm of the imagination and of memory. 
On one hand, Dovzhenko belonged to the dominant (Soviet) discourse. Being an 
icon of Socialist Realism, he doubts and criticises the Soviet system. Neverthe-
less, he expresses a powerful identification with it. Sometimes his inner impulses 
and ambitions correlated with Soviet ideology. On the other hand, the artist’s 
diaries reveal his unbearable life in Moscow. He wanted to return to Ukraine, 
but was not allowed to do so,25 thus, the memory of Ukraine becomes a shelter 
that could provide a salient connection to the homeland. He interprets his life in 
Moscow as purposeless; it resembles a panopticon in which he cannot survive.26 
In his diary entry of 30 October 1949, Dovzhenko states:

What a diabolic punishment was invented for me. A cold, long, quiet death. 
As if I do not exist anymore and have never existed. As if I did not live and 
did not work, and created nothing. And as if I did not love my homeland. 
And, exiled, amnestied, as a dog, I live and bear my broken heart.27

Being a renowned artist of Socialist Realism, he cannot break the connection to 
his past, which results in his palimpsestual identity. As seen from his diary entry 
(above), Dovzhenko considers his situation in Moscow as a punishment, and this 
produces many entries dealing with the topic of suffering.

Heroism vs. the suffering body
Dovzhenko’s diaries presuppose a certain strategy, which always appeals to the 
suffering of the Ukrainian people, contrary to the Soviet heroic discourse. 
However, Dovzhenko’s diaries are further complicated. His visit to Kakhovka 
(Ukraine), the industrial centre, during the late years of his life demonstrates the 
optimism of the new epoch and its people. Dovzhenko glorifies the work of 
ordinary Soviet Ukrainian people, these entries being associated with the Soviet 
meta- narrative and projected into the future:

I wonder why it feels so good here? Because I live among new people, I 
meet them every day, because they and I have work and are headed toward 
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a common goal. And because this goal is lofty, true and laudable, I rejoice 
every day, seeing the virtuous features of my contemporaries and I totally 
become one with them in my heart and thoughts.28

The rhetoric here is straightforward, as the artist strives to be with his people in 
his homeland. Sometimes these entries demonstrate Dovzhenko’s despair rather 
than a genuine optimism. More importantly, his joy is connected to being able to 
live in his native land, and this is the most significant consolation for him. This 
heroic ode to the Soviet Ukraine’s greatness for a future life is depicted as an 
extreme emotion, marked with enormous anxiety. In a broader perspective, real-
ising the inevitability of Soviet domination, Dovzhenko regards the Soviet com-
munism adopted in Ukraine as one of many possibilities.
 The rhetoric of mii narod (my people) intensifies in Dovzhenko’s diary 
entries after Stalin’s criticism of his ‘cinematic novel’ Ukraina v ohni (Ukraine 
in Flames, 1943). Oleksandr Dovzhenko defines its genre as kinopovist, which 
can be translated in English as a ‘cinema novel’. After this Dovzhenko paid 
much attention to the Ukrainian people’s suffering (and was very sensitive to it), 
often recalling his youth and homeland. In his diaries he excluded himself from 
the official meta- narrative. At the time, he was living in Moscow and tried to 
regain his former power and status as a state artist, yet his sense of belonging did 
not allow him to become a genuine Soviet artist. The Soviet and Ukrainian 
turned into conflicting concepts that could not be combined, putting Dovzhenko 
into a situation of uncertainty.
 It is common knowledge that the totalitarian (Soviet) subject does not suffer; 
nevertheless, Dovzhenko’s diary is full of the anguish and misery of an indi-
vidual. Based on this notion, Dovzhenko was not really a Soviet artist and his 
awareness of his origins made him resistant to the Soviet system. This is a 
typical scenario, referring to a past which in fact can never be forgotten as it is 
associated with a homeland. Being in Moscow (16 August 1945) he wrote:

Deprived of public work, isolated from my people, from life, I’ve reached 
my limit. The punishment invented for me by powerful people in all of their 
pettiness, is more violent than execution. I lie dead on the bottom of a deep 
hole.… Everyone avoids me, all of Ukraine. I’m totally ostracized, which is 
worse than death.29

In opposition to a heroic discourse, there are many entries connected to suffering in 
Dovzhenko’s diary. It is greatly marked with bodily experience. While post- 
revolutionary masculinity discourse demands a powerful and strong body, 
Dovzhenko’s diary can be read as the history of his decay. ‘I’m forty- eight. My 
heart is sixty. It’s worn- out from frequent anger and indignation, and grief.… Which 
is why my hair has grayed and I have come to disdain narrow- minded people’.30

 Dovzhenko is a powerful social artist, but from his private notes we can con-
clude that he is an ill man who lives in Moscow and wants to return home. This 
becomes a fundamental tension, which reinforces his palimpsestual identity. 
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During the last decades of his life Dovzhenko felt imprisoned in Moscow, 
redeeming the sins of his nationalist past. The imprisoned suffering body in an 
alien space is one of Dovzhenko’s diary features:

Moscow. Rain. My heart aches and clanks with a permanent ringing in my 
head. I sit alone at the window and want to gather the remnants of my will 
and bound for Ukraine.… I’m alone outside the borders of Ukraine, my 
land, for the love of which I was nearly decapitated.…31

While Dovzhenko strives towards the merging with the ‘collective body of the 
Soviet people’, he feels himself ‘cut off from the pulsating, enthusiastic, forever 
young revolutionary body’.32 Shortly after Stalin’s brutal reaction to Ukraine in 
Flames, Dovzhenko recorded his thoughts on 1 March 1944:

For me, enough to suffer and redeem my sin before Stalin. It’s time to work 
and through my work prove to him that I’m his Soviet artist, and not [an] 
odious talented personality, with a ‘narrow- minded worldview’. It’s time to 
restore control over myself, to forge my heart in iron, cast my will and 
nerves into concrete, and forgetting everything, create a screenplay and film 
worthy of our great role in a great historical fate.33

Thus, palimpsestual identity in Dovzhenko’s diary is framed into a heroic dis-
course which is overlapped by his victimisation. He emphasises the suffering 
body to demonstrate his unbearable condition in Moscow in physical terms. At 
the same time, he lifts the space of past to the idealised image of Ukraine.

Ukrainian paradise lost and found
In Dovzhenko’s diary his Ukrainian past is placed on a spiritual level and is 
omnipresent. Thus, it is an ‘existential terrain’, a thin layer of the palimpsest that 
consistently guides his thinking. This constant self- reflection which cannot be 
articulated directly is comparable to a hidden layer. Analysing Stalin- era diaries, 
Jochen Hellbeck asserts: ‘Their personal chronicles map an existential terrain 
marked by self- reflection and struggle. Many Soviet diaries were distinctly intro-
spective, but introspection was not linked to individualist purposes.’34

 The ‘existential terrain’ in Dovzhenko’s diaries is connected to the lost 
nationalist struggles during the Civil War and marks the experience of defeat 
in terms of an ideological and ethical worldview. In the filmmaker’s diary, 
Ukraine as such becomes an aestheticised concept, and he provides his sense 
of belonging to it through his memory and a link to the location of his child-
hood in the village of Sosnytsia. Undoubtedly, Dovzhenko was preoccupied by 
the question of how he could transform himself, but the turning point of this 
process, unlike that of Stalin- era diarists, was not 1917, but 1919–1920, when 
Petliura’s army was defeated and the Bolsheviks established their control of 
Ukraine.
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 In the last years of his life Dovzhenko often recalled his youth in Ukraine. 
The image of Ukraine becomes distant and idyllic for him; at the same time, he 
tries to provide a connection to it in his forced exile. This image, as for other 
émigré writers, turns into an ‘imaginary homeland’ (Salman Rushdie).35 Like-
wise, another Ukrainian émigré writer Yurii Kosach (1908–1990) entitled his 
collected novels Charivna Ukraina (Enchanted Ukraine, 1937). Being in exile, 
this image has little to do with reality. It is mysterious and charming, but its real 
features could hardly be distinguished. Likewise, the homeland’s image fades in 
Dovzhenko’s imagination: ‘And the memories fly again. I myself am totally 
immersed in these memories. I have lived for a long time, and it happened that 
for ten years I was isolated from the people.’36 This is the diary entry at the end 
of 1952. Before this, the last time Dovzhenko had visited Ukraine was autumn 
of 1943.
 Most significantly, Ukraine itself does not become an object of Dovzhenko’s 
critical reflection, but Soviet Ukraine does. The national past is reflected not as a 
political project but rather as an aestheticised concept, something that is worth 
remembering as a personal shelter.
 Dovzhenko wrote his diaries with a genuine hope for a better life in the 
future. Like Kosach and many other Ukrainian émigré artists, he realised that the 
opportunity of the nationalist struggle was lost. Perhaps another would occur in 
the future. He writes his diaries for future generations to record his extremely 
alienating existence under the Soviets.
 The link to the homeland is established through memory and imagination – 
these are the realms which state ideology cannot touch directly. The impossibil-
ity of returning home turns the memories of his homeland into an inner realm – it 
introduces a symbolic order connected to an ‘imagined community’.

Nostalgia
National and Soviet rhetoric is mixed in Dovzhenko’s diaries. Consequently, he 
does not fully belong either to the Soviet or the Ukrainian meta- narratives. This 
is the core of his diary’s narrative strategy, and it is a means to represent his 
experience of developing a multi- layered identity. Despite the defeat of the 
Ukrainian nationalist cause, Dovzhenko associates himself with his past. In this 
sense, he is the successor of Ukrainian post- revolutionary groundlessness of the 
1920s–1930s, reflected as the physical loss of national space but with the preser-
vation of its mental coordinates.37 In the literature of this period, the protagonists 
exhibit an alienation from tradition, culture and history, and a state of not 
belonging to the new post- revolutionary reality.
 Dovzhenko’s self- historicisation is future- oriented, and simultaneously it is 
rooted in the past, finding it in nostalgia and resentment. His diaries are future- 
oriented, as was all Ukrainian prose of the 1920s–1930s, its authors being 
members of a lost generation. These were people whose past was taboo in their 
biographies. People who acknowledged Soviet crimes had to live with 
this ‘knowledge’. Cooperation with the system was the only way to survive 
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physically. Living in Moscow, Dovzhenko turned to nostalgia. This nostalgia is 
reflective in its nature, according to Svetlana Boym’s distinction between 
restorative and reflective types of nostalgia.38 However Dovzhenko’s diaries also 
have a retrospective focus – he always appeals to the world of his childhood in 
Ukraine.

The conflicts Alexander Dovzhenko presented in his films sprang not solely 
from his imagination but drew from the experience of his childhood and 
youth. His family’s encounters with death, poverty, illiteracy, class 
inequality, religion and national identity left lasting impressions on his life 
and career.39

In this sense the image of the Desna River is central. It becomes the only shelter 
where he finds consolation, simultaneously realising that there is no way back to 
lost time and space. Being desperate to return to Ukraine, he wanted to be buried 
in his homeland. His diary entry of 5 November 1945 indicates that:

I’ll die in Moscow, without seeing Ukraine again. Before dying, I’ll ask the 
great Stalin, prior to my cremation, to pull my heart out of my chest and 
embed it in my native land in Kyiv, somewhere on the Dnipro river’s 
high bank.40

 Dovzhenko’s in- between identity creates a tension that becomes a source of 
repentance and pain. The nostalgia for Ukraine in Dovzhenko’s diary is of a 
reflective type. It is contemplative, being blocked by Soviet ideology; national 
identity cannot be reflected as a future- oriented project. National identity is an 
inward- looking and self- centred phenomenon. Negotiating between Ukrainian 
and Soviet types of identification leaves Dovzhenko in an unfixed state, repeat-
ing the scenario of non- belonging.

Conclusion
Dovzhenko’s Diary is a voice that accentuates or highlights the complicated 
history of modern Ukraine, the process of its nation- building and its lasting colo-
nial status, demonstrating what happened to the Ukrainian intelligentsia under 
Soviet occupation.
 Oleksandr Dovzhenko’s multi- layered self- narration highlights his palimpses-
tual identity, which encompasses his nationalist past and the Soviet legacy in all 
of its complex psychological interactions. Dovzhenko’s self- historicisation 
occurs in two directions: Ukrainian and Soviet. These diaries reveal the artist’s 
sensibility towards his hidden past. They evoke the struggle on the ‘terrain of 
truth’, contributing to new interpretations of Dovzhenko’s persona, not only as a 
Soviet artist but as one with a national dimension, which endows his identity 
with new personal features, making him differ from the image of an iconic 
Soviet artist. Dovzhenko’s palimpsestual identity emerges as he failed to 
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 transform his identity according to the standards of the proposed revolutionary 
‘Soviet Man’. In Dovzhenko’s case, representation of the past, which is crucial 
in his diary entries, becomes a significant aspect of his identity. The filmmaker’s 
diary is marked by the perpetual presence of the past, which is its underlying 
feature.
 As Gunnthórunn Gudmundsdóttir states, ‘Autobiography is, of course, always 
about stating an individuality while at the same time making it public, thereby 
giving individual experiences universal connotations.’41 Dovzhenko’s Diary can 
be such a voice, which puts the accents on the complexity of Ukrainian history 
and its lasting Soviet domination. This is the ongoing process of self- 
construction, which continues today. This process reveals what happened to the 
Ukrainian intelligentsia under Soviet rule, continuing until 1991. This ‘historical 
form of selfhood’ demonstrates the ‘hero’s unfolding self in and with history’.42

 Thus, Dovzhenko finds himself in a situation where a past never passes (the 
Ukrainian aspect) and a great future never comes (the Soviet aspect). 
Dovzhenko’s palimpsestual identity demonstrates (1) further development of the 
tradition of the post- revolutionary groundlessness of the 1920s–1930s in 
Ukraine, (2) the impossibility of combining Ukrainian and Soviet aspects, which 
results in his marginalisation, and (3) in terms of axiology, maintenance of 
Dovzhenko’s devotion to his national roots through memory on a symbolic 
level.
 The national aspect becomes a test for Dovzhenko’s personal and artistic 
sensitivity. Defending his personal space from Soviet homogeneity through the 
aid of memory, Dovzhenko establishes his own personal boundaries, thus resist-
ing the influence of Soviet ideology. This gives meaning to his life, but his nar-
rative identity remains in- between its national and Soviet aspects. This was the 
identity dilemma of the generation of Ukrainian artists who were forced to co- 
exist with the Soviets.43

 Palimpsestual identity under Stalin is not enough to create a national identity; 
however, it is the precursor to this creation. According to Montserrat Guibernau, 
the project of national identity should be rooted in the past but there should also 
be a projection in the future. ‘Continuity springs from the conception of the 
nation as a historically rooted entity that projects into the future,’ Guibernau 
asserts.44 In terms of severe censorship and ideology, palimpsestual identity 
cannot be reflected as a future- oriented project, but Dovzhenko’s ‘duty of 
memory’ recorded his inner life under the Stalinist regime.
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10 ‘Small’ Germans and 
‘Half ’-Germans in the Baltic 
provinces at the turn of the 
twentieth century

Pauls Daija and Benedikts Kalnačs

Introduction
In this chapter, we explore two nearly forgotten hybrid groups in the history of 
Latvia1 – lower class Germans (‘Small’ Germans) and Germanised Latvians 
(‘Half ’-Germans) at the turn of the twentieth century. As will be demonstrated 
further, the terms ‘Small’ Germans (die Kleindeutsche in German, mazvācieši in 
Latvian) and ‘Half ’-Germans (die Halbdeutsche in German, pusvācieši in 
Latvian) were colloquial denominations for these groups, used both in Latvian 
and German. The use of these terms can be traced back to the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, however they gained wider popularity at the end of the nine-
teenth century.
 These groups had existed in the territory of Latvia for centuries and pro-
vided a significant alternative to the prevailing models of identity, challenging 
the established stereotypes during a time of social change. Although they have 
been vividly depicted in both popular fiction and political debates, we still 
know very little about the groups of ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans including the 
exact proportion of them in the Baltic governorates. Almost all available 
information about ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans is to be found in sources where 
they have been criticised, mocked or condemned by members of other social 
or ethnic groups. Without their own agency, they have remained obscure in the 
history of the multi- ethnic society of Latvia. The traditional narrative has been 
most often told in terms of the mutual encounters among Latvians, Baltic 
Germans and Russians, leaving the role of border groups unexamined as seem-
ingly less significant.2 As will be argued further, this narrative resulted from 
the fact that ‘Small’ Germans were not considered full members of the Baltic 
German community due to their lower class compared to aristocratic or 
middle- class Germans. However, excluding the ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans 
might result in constructing an outlook on the multi- ethnic society of Latvia 
that is more symmetrical and clear-cut than historically perceived by its con-
temporaries. The focus on the ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans as sub- cultures is 
therefore necessary in order to uncover, more precisely, the discrepancies and 
inconsistencies of ethnic relations in Latvia at the turn of the twentieth 
century.
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 After sketching the historical background, we will reconstruct the portrait of 
both these groups in the first part of this chapter, by using available sources, 
mainly discussions in the popular press; in the second part of the chapter, we 
intend to argue why the case of ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans is useful in the dis-
cussion about both the multi- ethnic history of Latvia and the history of East and 
Central European sub- cultures. The focus of our chapter is on the time around 
1900, when rapid modernisation of society took place and at the time when, 
accordingly, the ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans were put in the public spotlight.

Historical background: Baltic Germans as a class nation
While the presence of long- standing Baltic German rule in Latvia is still visible 
in architecture, monuments and art history, the presence of their community was 
undermined in 1939, when Baltic Germans, almost in their entirety, were repatri-
ated to Germany.3 The most significant historical ethnic minority in Latvia, 
never exceeding more than one- tenth of the population, Baltic Germans were the 
cultural and political elite in the region until 1918, when Latvia established its 
independence from the Russian Empire. Never officially connected with the 
German- speaking countries or – since the nineteenth century – with Germany, 
Baltic Germans based their ruling status in the Baltic provinces on the traditions 
of knighthood, tracing their hegemony back to the Teutonic crusades in the thir-
teenth century and securing their dominant position over centuries during 
Swedish, Polish and Russian reigns in the different parts of the Baltics.4
 The relationship between Baltic Germans and Latvians, the majority in the 
region, was historically characterised by domination and developed as a colonial 
structure.5 Serfdom was imposed on the Latvian population in the sixteenth 
century,6 although in towns social mobility and consequently the assimilation 
among Germans were relatively easier to achieve. The social system of serfdom 
founded the Baltic class society which was based on the ethnolinguistic divide 
between the peasants (Latvians) and the upper class, including the educated 
middle class in towns (Germans). Baltic class discourse was mainly distin-
guished by the blend between ethnic and social identity. The Baltic Germans 
were not only an ethnic group but also a class. As early as the mid- eighteenth 
century, it was noted that the word ‘German’ denoted an upper class; the tradi-
tion, characteristic of a colonial structure, continued until the early twentieth 
century.7 Similarly, ‘the identification of Latvian ethnicity with peasantry, 
typical for the colonial thinking of Baltic Germans’8 was a persistent view that 
was contested by Latvian nationalists in the mid- nineteenth century. ‘German 
peasants’ or ‘Latvian masters’ were unthinkable at the time (an idea one can per-
ceive when reading statements about ‘Latvians and masters’9 where social and 
ethnic terms are used synonymously), and indeed, the fact that they were 
unthinkable has been mentioned in the debates of the period.10 This view was 
based on the concept of Baltic Germans as a Kulturnation, a concept that presup-
posed cultural inferiority of other ethnicities;11 it might be described in terms of 
the ‘colonial normality’ of the Baltic class system, as analysed by Ivars Ijabs.12
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 The Baltic Germans did promote the education and literary culture of the 
Latvians episodically from the sixteenth century until the early nineteenth 
century, initially as part of a proselytising mission of the Protestant Church and 
later spreading secular knowledge in the spirit of the Enlightenment.13 After the 
abolishment of serfdom in the early nineteenth century (in 1817 in Kurzeme and 
in 1819 in Vidzeme), the descendants of Latvian serfs used cultural models 
established by the Germans to create their own culture and subsequently to 
develop Latvian national ideology.14 It was the beginning of national conflicts 
between Latvians and Germans which reached a peak at the turn of the twentieth 
century. After successful attempts by the national Latvian movement to shake 
off German cultural patronage and to establish grounds for the construction of 
Latvian national culture during the 1860s and 1870s,15 the split between Latvians 
and Germans was deepened during the 1880s and 1890s, when Latvian national-
ists moved closer towards an alliance with the Russian nationalists in their 
common fight against Baltic German privileges, and the Latvian middle class 
began to acquire political influence.16 The expansion of socialist ideas in the 
Baltic region in the 1890s resulted in social and ethnic problems culminating in 
the 1905 Revolution, when the Baltic German nobility came under attack by 
Latvian working class revolutionaries.17

 The split between Latvians and Germans, however, was not absolute. The 
Russian state policy of Russification, introduced in the 1880s18 along with 
the spread of socialist ideas, functioned as a balancing factor that fragmented the 
movement for Latvian emancipation; in opposition to more radical Latvian 
nationalist plans, the ideas of reconciliation with the Germans never ceased to be 
topical, although they were never implemented. According to Ivars Ijabs, it was 
the colonial framework of ethnic relationship in the Baltic provinces that pre-
vented the reconciliation, as ‘Baltic Germans saw themselves as representing 
universal humanity and progress’.19

 It was exactly in this situation that Baltic society began to recognise and prob-
lematise the groups that lived on the border of two communities: lower class 
Germans (‘Small’ Germans) and Germanised Latvians (‘Half ’-Germans). 
‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans had existed for centuries in the Baltic provinces, yet 
they were problematised only during a time of national tension, and soon nearly 
forgotten again since the mid- twentieth century. Both belonged mostly to the 
social stratum where attempts at upward social mobility were substantial, and 
consequently the fusion of ethnic identities was most likely to occur – in what 
might be called the lower middle class both in urban and rural areas. Both were 
at odds with the perceived ‘otherness’ of the ethnic relationships along the Baltic 
coast, and therefore resembled anomalies in Baltic society. For this reason, the 
image of hybrid groups around 1900 acquired a role in determining the bound-
aries between class and ethnicity, and helped to clarify and strengthen the defini-
tion of ‘true’ Latvians and Germans. In what follows, we will trace the ways in 
which the hybrid groups were shaped in the public imagination and argue that 
the concept of ‘sub- cultures’ can be effectively used in discussing their 
identities.
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‘Small’ Germans
In contrast to the Baltic German nobility, which claimed a historic succession 
from the thirteenth century crusades, the ‘Small’ Germans who had arrived in 
the Baltics between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, mostly from Eastern 
Prussia20 (they were thus known in Latvian vernacular as Prussians which 
helped to differentiate them from the ‘true’ Germans), did not belong to the 
upper class; they were ‘manor overseers, rural clerks, tradesmen, innkeepers, 
craftsmen and even “schoolmasters” ’.21 Historically, their most important differ-
ence from Latvian peasant serfs was the personal freedom of ‘Small’ Germans, 
which made this group one of the most mobile social entities in the area.22 They 
combined the ethnicity of the ruling class with lower social identity character-
istic of ethnic Latvians. Therefore, they were stereotypically excluded from 
belonging to ‘Germans’ in Baltic ethnic discourse. The representatives of 
German nobility and the educated elite tended to dismiss the ‘Small’ Germans 
and called them ‘free German Latvians’,23 even encouraging their assimilation 
with Latvians.
 The popular image of ‘Small’ Germans encompassed three significant fea-
tures. First, they were depicted as a forgotten and ignored part of the German 
community,24 i.e. as unnecessary Germans on the brink of extinction and assimi-
lation as Latvians. Second, negative stereotypes were common, depicting them 
in the tradition of the early nineteenth century, as ‘unpleasant’ and ‘full of ter-
rible prejudices towards Latvians’ as well as too ‘[pre]occupied with their 
German blood’.25 Third, they were described as open to heterogeneous identity 
as exemplified by a number of mixed marriages.
 With regard to this ethnic fluidity, both Baltic German and Latvian journalists 
predicted the full assimilation of ‘Small’ Germans; therefore, their image fits 
very well in the debates on the future destiny of the whole Baltic German com-
munity around 1900.26 A Baltic German pastor wrote that ‘Small’ Germans 
‘were left without German teaching, when Russification began in 1880s, their 
consciousness of ethnicity has been gradually lost and has been Latvianized 
through public schools in rural areas’.27 ‘Yes, yes, our “Small” Germans move 
towards their inevitable Morituri,’ added another Baltic German observer.28 It 
was noted in Latvian newspapers that ‘Small’ Germans have already ‘drowned 
in Latvian ethnicity’, that it was almost impossible to ‘tell them apart from 
Latvians anymore either in their life, or in their language and customs’, and ‘that 
Germans who live among Latvians and in the conditions similar to the ones of 
the Latvians, gradually join Latvian ethnicity’.29

 Their assimilation was not encouraged by Latvians and met with indifference; 
this kind of assimilation was described in public debates as inevitable and taking 
place on its own without any assistance from ‘authentic’ Latvians. Such an atti-
tude can be at least partly explained by the fact that ‘Small’ Germans did not 
belong to the upper class and were not considered a significant part of society. It 
was lamented in 1909 by a member of the ‘Small’ German community who 
wrote:
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As little as the better situated Germans have looked after them (e.g. the 
‘Small’ Germans), Latvians, Russians and other parties have also paid little 
attention to them. […] Forgotten by the big brother, ridiculed by the Latvi-
ans, he has become daft and distrustful, he hesitates, but how much longer, 
and the decision must be made.30

A Latvian newspaper in 1904 provided a detailed study of the decay of ‘Small’ 
Germans; characteristically for the Baltic ethnic situation, the newspaper used 
the term ‘class’ synonymously to ‘ethnic group’ in describing ‘Small’ Germans. 
The professional profile of the ‘Small’ Germans was outlined including manor 
servants, estate managers, craftsmen and millers. In this article, it was attempted 
to trace back the origins of the term ‘Small’ Germans, mentioning both the role 
of the mixed marriages and the desire of the ‘Small’ Germans to emphasise their 
German ethnicity as a marker of the superiority; however, it appeared in the 
article that there was no consensus in regard of the exact origins of the term. 
According to the article, the assimilation of ‘Small’ Germans was steadily 
increasing, diminishing the differences among the ‘Small’ Germans and the 
Latvians in Latvians’ favour. It was observed that in regard of the reading 
material and religious service, it was not a rarity for ‘Small’ Germans to read 
Latvian newspapers and to listen to Latvian sermons at church. The author inter-
preted the future destiny of this group in relation to the German elite and to the 
‘Half ’-Germans:

A lot of all the individuality of this Small German class has been lost. In the 
course of time, so to speak, the ‘pure German race’ has been mixed and 
interbred with local inhabitants, as is naturally visible in mixed marriages. 
[…] Experience has shown that day after day the class gets smaller and 
slowly begins to disappear.31

The extinction of ‘Small’ Germans, however, did not come as quickly as it 
seemed, and their decline was interrupted when they were suddenly brought into 
public attention after the 1905 revolution. As revolutionary events had created a 
significant distrust towards Latvians among the German elites, landowners began 
to contemplate the idea of supplanting Latvian peasants in their estates with 
German peasants, partly recruited from ‘Small’ Germans and partly promoting 
the immigration of German peasants to the Baltics.32 A new policy was unoffi-
cially outlined according to which ‘in all job positions which are based on 
German property and capital, only Germans should be employed’.33 The immi-
gration project, although not on a significant scale, was implemented, and the 
‘Small’ German community was enriched with lower class ethnic Germans who 
came to the Baltic provinces during the first decade of the twentieth century from 
Southern Russia, where their settlements had been established in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries.34

 In the aftermath of the 1905 Revolution, significant changes in public dis-
course can be noticed. First, the concept of ‘the German community’ was 
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expanded probably for the first time, to include the lower classes also.35 Second, 
the idea that in the Baltic provinces there might be peasants other than Latvians, 
and that these had indeed existed for centuries, was brought to public conscious-
ness. On both occasions, it was a significant break in the traditional Baltic dis-
course of social divide between the Latvians and the Germans – this divide was 
disrupted because of the newly recognised presence of ‘Small’ Germans. Real 
changes in society, however, did not follow. Neither the ‘Small’ German com-
munity, nor the German community as a whole was strengthened during the years 
after revolution. The project to get rid of Latvian peasants failed, and the new 
German settlers did not cause changes in ethnic tension in any direction; many of 
them were assimilated among Latvian peasants. In the years of their settlement, 
however, the comparisons between German and Latvian peasants grew in popular-
ity – almost all of them in favour of the latter.36 Considered to be cheaper, more 
diligent, and, significantly, more submissive than German settlers,37 Latvian peas-
ants outperformed the settlers in acquiring rural positions of employment.
 In popular imagination, ‘Small’ Germans evoked pity as victims of history 
and progress. The decline of ‘Small’ Germans meant no victory for Latvians and 
no loss for Germans because the social structure of Baltic society remained 
untouched. The short focus of attention during the years after the revolution did 
not lead to a new perception of the Baltic German community or to the inclusion 
of the lower classes in the term ‘Baltic Germans’. They remained on the border 
between Germans and Latvians and disappeared from the public discourse after 
the First World War.

‘Half ’-Germans
While the ‘Small’ Germans were excluded from the Baltic German community 
for being born in a lower social class, the case was the other way around with 
the ‘Half ’-Germans – Latvians who had moved higher in the social hierarchy or 
at least had attempted to do so. Since the eighteenth century, especially in towns 
and among manor servants in rural areas, hybrid practices of everyday life were 
visible among those Latvians who no longer belonged to the peasantry.38 During 
the eighteenth century, the concept of a ‘German- Latvian’ people was introduced 
in describing such persons.39 Their hybridity was noticed in mixed language and 
clothing, both of which were important signifiers of class.40 The structure of 
assimilation remained fairly similar until the early twentieth century and was 
expressed by adopting the German language and distinct practices of everyday 
life with the possibility of upward social mobility. This resulted from the fact 
that upward mobility in the Baltic provinces meant becoming a German – assim-
ilation was not only the result, but rather the means to rise socially. This issue 
was not seriously contested until the mid- nineteenth century when Latvian 
nationalists declared that it was possible for an individual to remain a Latvian 
while rising socially and becoming a member of the elite.41 Since the mid- 
nineteenth century, a Latvian- speaking middle class began to develop and was 
fully established by the end of the nineteenth century.
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 It was the moment when the existence of ‘Half ’-Germans became a problem 
for emancipated Latvian society, and a type of individual that had previously 
existed almost unrecognised was captured by the public imagination and identi-
fied as a ‘group’. The situation mirrored the tendencies of assimilation in other 
Eastern European societies where the elites did not share the language and 
nationality of the people. With regard to similar problems in various areas of the 
Baltic littoral, dominated either by German, or Polish nobility, the Latvian- 
Amer ican historian Andrejs Plakans emphasises that, despite the success of 
emancipation, during the late nineteenth century it was still possible to ‘point to 
the continued survival of the belief, especially among upwardly mobile sons and 
daughters of peasants, that German- and Polish- language usage and participation 
in German and Polish cultural activities was inevitable for personal success.’ He 
further notes that ‘Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian cultural efforts’ were 
‘linked to their peasant origins and could never rival the accomplishments of the 
larger Kulturnationen’.42 There was a clear link between the choice to German-
ise oneself and the belief of the impossibility of Latvian culture to emancipate 
and to become a Kulturnation; the former was a consequence of the latter. This 
was the reason why the critique of ‘Half ’-Germans which most often took forms 
of satirical depictions of typified individuals, was directed towards certain atti-
tudes that these individuals embodied – the colonial perception of Latvian ethni-
city as peasantry and the belief in the inferiority of Latvian culture. Therefore, 
the beginnings of the ‘Half ’-German discourse coincided with the rise of ideas 
of Latvian emancipation; earlier, not only was the existence of ‘Half ’-Germans 
perceived as natural, but they were largely not identified as members of a dis-
tinctive group.43

 It might be assumed that most of the ‘Half ’-Germans did not think of them-
selves as a separate group, preferring to consider themselves as ‘pure’ Germans; 
there are no sources which would show that their identity would have been for-
mulated otherwise than externally. Both Germans and Latvians shared a negative 
attitude towards ‘Half ’-Germans whose mimicry deserved either pity, or con-
demnation. ‘Half ’-Germans were rarely portrayed as fully Germanised indi-
viduals; in the public imagination, the concept of a ‘Half ’-German as an 
unsuccessful imitator was established. It was an image that corresponded to the 
actual assimilation only to a certain extent by focusing attention on the mistakes 
and errors of imitation of the Germans rather than its successes.44 As such, it 
acquired certain functions in popular fiction and press debates where it served to 
build the argument for the value of a clear- cut and stable identity.
 The turn- of-the- century commentators explained the historical genesis of 
‘Half ’-Germans by their upward social mobility (meaning  their rise above the 
peasant class and acquiring the non- peasant professions, such as craftsmen or manor 
servants in rural areas, or joining the working classes in towns). To these comment-
ators, this was  a sign of an emancipation led astray, as ‘Half ’-Germans were not 
regarded as Latvians anymore, and yet neither were they Germans. Let us compare 
two versions of the emergence of ‘Half ’-Germans, the first of them provided by a 
Baltic German author in 1889, and the second by a Latvian author in 1902.
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 According to the Baltic German account, the phenomenon of ‘Half ’-Germans 
was connected to the dominant role of the German language among manor ser-
vants in rural areas. Servants were in constant close contact with their Baltic 
German masters, thus acquiring an at least superficial knowledge of German and 
pidgin German mixed with Latvian words and constructions that served as a tool 
for demonstrating one’s superiority and imagined affiliation with the upper 
classes:

So, from the ‘manor people’, the ground was established for the class of 
population, which, preferring to use appallingly corrupted German even in 
narrow family circles and standing in the middle between our national popu-
lation and the German- speaking inhabitants of the Baltic Sea provinces, 
gravitated more to the latter than to the former, although it had sprouted 
them.45

The Latvian commentator emphasised the high social status of speaking in 
German as well and explained the rise of ‘Half ’-Germans with the inferiority 
complex resulting from the perceptions of Latvians as a peasant class. This atti-
tude lead to the opinion that upward social mobility, such as the rise from a 
peasant to the manor servant, was inevitably connected to assimilation:

They deliberately spoiled their Latvian language, mimicking the local 
German accent in order to show that they were not Latvians. […] The peas-
ants themselves tended to think that everyone of Latvian descent who lived 
outside [of the peasantry] and was no longer a peasant, was something else, 
and has ceased to be a Latvian.46

In both views, the parallels between mastering the German language, to a degree, 
and demonstrating one’s social position are clearly visible; the genesis of 
‘Half ’-Germans is therefore described in social instead of ethnic terms while 
language plays a significant role as a marker of social identity. It might be added 
that the critique of ‘Half ’-Germans fluctuated between two extremes – their 
assimilation was represented either as an individual, bottom- up initiative, or as a 
part of Baltic German colonial policy. The image of a ‘Half ’-German embodied 
an individual who had taken this unwritten policy for granted.
 The history of Latvian literature at the turn of the twentieth century provides 
a vast range of representations of ‘Half ’-Germans. Both Latvian prose fiction 
and press debates used stereotyped images of ‘Half ’-Germans in two ways. First, 
they were used for comedic effect to demonstrate that the partial Germanity of 
‘Half ’-Germans had the nature of an unsuccessful imitation (especially regarding 
pidgin German as spoken by such individuals).47 Second, ‘Half ’-Germans were 
represented as a ‘problem’ that was often dramatised. The members of the 
Latvian middle class regarded ‘Half ’-Germans as people who carried double 
ethnicity and had therefore lost the value of identity.48 Such hybridity was 
harmful to the emancipated part of Latvian society as it weakened their cultural 
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and social positions in the fight for equality with the German elite. The attempt 
of ‘Half ’-Germans to acquire a new identity was shown in Latvian literature as 
an artificial and complicated transformation which never allowed full integration 
into German society. While many Baltic Germans advocated the assimilation of 
Latvians, they did not welcome the bottom- up initiative of ‘Half ’-Germans 
which to them resembled mockery rather than true assimilation. The difference 
‘between the high claims made, and the insufficient means to sustain them’49 was 
emphasised along with the observation that ‘genuine Germans look upon them 
(‘Half ’-Germans) as a lower specie’.50 In this regard, the perception of 
‘Half ’-Germans resembled the attitude towards colonial subjects whose mimicry 
rather threatened colonial discourse by being incomplete, ‘second hand’ copies 
of Germans, ‘almost the same, but not quite’.51

 The widespread tendencies of emancipated Latvians to Germanise themselves 
was a logical outcome of the structure of the Baltic class society; at the same 
time, these tendencies provided an example of border- crossing and were used by 
some members of the Baltic German elite as an argument in support of the idea 
of a ‘political nation’.52

‘Half ’-Germans and ‘Small’ Germans as sub- cultures
Each of the discussed, under- researched groups alone provides a tempting object 
of historical interest and re- evaluation of the complex ethnic past of the Baltic 
Germans. Observed together, however, as different sides of the same coin and 
distorted doubles of the Baltic Germans, they demonstrate a wide range of 
identity- building strategies, which constantly accompanied the interplay between 
the Latvians and the Germans. By approaching ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans as 
sub- cultures, we may better understand their specific role in the turn- of-the- 
century debates. The studies of sub- cultures, as outlined by Fellerer and Pyrah, 
are interested in ‘discursive notions of identity that are more fluid in space and 
time than typically allowed for by the existing models, notably ‘majority’, 
‘minority’ or ‘ethnic group’, ‘groups resisting full classification’ and ‘hetero-
geneous constituencies’.53 As groups that do not belong to any of the major 
clear- cut communities, but rather are situated on the border between them, 
‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans provide a productive field of research that high-
lights the fluid ethnic borders in the Baltic littoral. There are several points of 
interest with regard to the subcultural characteristics of these groups.
 First, these groups were characterised by hybridity and in- betweenness. Their 
example shows that identity in the Baltic provinces around 1900 was certain and 
uncontested only on those occasions where the overlap of social and ethnic 
belonging had existed for centuries – that is, in the peasant class and in the cul-
tural and political elite (including both the nobility and the upper middle class). 
At the same time, modernisation took place, providing no easy path to stable and 
fixed identity – the members of the lower middle class who could not fully 
identify themselves either with the peasants, or with the elite, were most likely 
to be hyphenated individuals, Latvian- Germans. As indicated earlier, these 
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groups were not the result of modernisation – they were the legacy of pre- 
modern society. However, with the modernisation of society they acquired 
special significance in the public discourse. The creation of one’s identity, the 
conscious ‘becoming’ a Latvian (or a German) was often the only available way 
to escape inner conflicts or mixed identity. At the same time, it was not simply a 
matter of choice, but rather an outcome of the social and ideological changes 
during the nineteenth century. Taking into account the apparent wish of in- 
between individuals to find a pure, non- mixed model of belonging, we witness 
the inevitability of the emergence of conflicted identity as a marker of their 
otherness.
 Second, in their everyday life and language, ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans 
developed multi- ethnic forms of belonging. Their assimilation among either 
Latvians (in the case of ‘Small’ Germans) or Germans (in the case of 
‘Half ’-Germans), was never completed, and consciously or against their will 
they oscillated between two identities. These identities were shaped within the 
Baltic discourse of Germanness. Both groups were regarded as distorted and 
inauthentic members of the German community – similar to the Germans, but 
not exactly Germans. Although from significantly different starting points, both 
‘Half ’- and ‘Small’ Germans achieved a rather similar result: they were an unde-
sired part of the Germans and of no value for either the Latvian or the German 
communities. While assimilation was indeed encouraged on both sides, the 
‘Half ’-Germans and ‘Small’ Germans did not exemplify a successful assimila-
tion, but rather an interrupted and incomplete one. Captured halfway in their 
ethnic transformation, similar and even interchangeable in their appearance, 
‘Small’ Germans and ‘Half ’-Germans were the symbol of an interrupted and 
apparently impossible ethnic change in society, where social identity was simul-
taneously an ethnic one and where the rise to the top was understood in terms of 
moving towards German ethnicity. We can observe this process in the duality 
characteristic of both groups. They can be equally approached in public debates 
as Baltic Germans, or Latvians. By this duality, both groups demonstrate prob-
lems created by a stereotyped reception of binary or Manichean structure of 
Baltic society, according to which the choice was always either to be/become an 
authentic Latvian, or an authentic German.
 Third, both subgroups were largely recognised and constructed by the 
dominant groups of society, i.e. the Latvians and the Baltic Germans. Without 
their own cultural institutions and media, they did not have the agency, and their 
own voice can be met in available sources only on rare occasions. In most 
instances, we can only speculate about the self- awareness of these hybrid groups 
and whether they perceived themselves in terms of community. Having mostly 
accounts by members of other groups at one’s disposal, one has to be careful not 
to fall into the trap of stereotyping and to not take the hybrid self- awareness for 
granted. It was characteristic of hyphenated individuals to be perceived by others 
as hybrid ones, but those individuals themselves, as portrayed by fiction and 
press accounts, would probably have preferred to be considered as ‘pure’ 
Germans, thus rejecting any hints about their mixed nature.
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 These three features also demonstrate that both groups might have had sub-
versive potential. They highlighted the social background of Baltic ethnic identi-
ties and brought forward the possibility of breaking social positions attributed to 
certain ethnicities. By embodying a transitional stage between Germans and 
Latvians, both ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans were perceived as potentially dan-
gerous to a stable and fixed society; for both Latvian and German communities 
they represented a threat to their own clear- cut identity. While through their 
existence these groups demonstrated the possibility of merging Latvian and 
German communities and creating a new, combined and hybrid identity, such a 
move was met with resistance and ridicule. From the point of view of national 
campaigns, these groups were to be both ignored and ousted from the com-
munity, or to be rescued and returned to their roots.54 On the one hand, the 
intended mobility showed their own identity problems to the majority groups; on 
the other hand, however, it demonstrated that fixed borders were not unbreak-
able. It should be noted that language as a dominant sign of ethnicity (and social 
status) played a significant role in this process; at the same time, due to the 
shared Protestantism among Latvians and Baltic Germans, religious belonging 
remained unproblematised.

Conclusion
While the changes in public discourse can be most fruitfully analysed by follow-
ing the representations in periodical press and literary narratives, further histor-
ical studies of ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’-Germans are still the task of future research, as 
available knowledge about them is still fragmentary or lacking. It is not yet pos-
sible to discuss with certainty the exact proportion of these groups in Baltic 
society as well as other questions, such as their everyday life patterns and educa-
tional and religious choices, as both statistical data and case studies on singular 
individuals are lacking. Further studies in these directions could fill the gaps in 
our knowledge and provide a more certain basis for interpretations of public 
discourse.
 The analysis of the public discourse carried out in this chapter demonstrates 
that the significance of these subgroups is to be described within the context of 
the formation of a multicultural society in the Baltic region. Different ethnic and 
linguistic groups, nevertheless, tended to live separately and not cross the 
borders between them. Subgroups provide an example of a potential alternative 
to this model which, however, appears to be only one of many possible scenarios 
for the future Baltic community. This script was perceived as problematic by 
both Latvians and Baltic Germans, and the subgroups were efficiently marginal-
ised. The history of marginalisation uncovers significant features in both Latvian 
and German majority societies which otherwise would have remained unex-
plored. Traditionally, ethnic identity is foregrounded by drawing fixed bound-
aries between separate groups. The subgroups made it evident that Latvian 
society was not divided into separate ethnic communities. Subgroups did not 
offer a conscious alternative, but rather pointed towards the complex process of 
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transition – the same process in which all of Baltic society found itself at the turn 
of the twentieth century. Hence, the representations of these subgroups in public 
discourse is necessary not only to better understand the identity issues of Latvi-
ans and Baltic Germans in Latvia at the beginning of the twentieth century, but 
also the social and economic changes in the region.
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11 A war experience in a bilingual 
border region
The case of the Memel Territory

Vasilijus Safronovas

Introduction

According to the Treaty of Versailles, a part of East Prussia north of the Memel 
(Neman, Nemunas) River, then called the Memel Territory (Memelland, 
Memelgebiet, Klaipėda Region), was split off from Germany. In line with the 
mandate handed down by the Entente Powers in 1920–1923, the land was 
administered by France. After a military operation organised by the Lithuanian 
Government and followed by the negotiations with the Entente Forces, in 
1923–1924 it was joined to the Republic of Lithuania and granted autonomous 
rule. Within that republic, the Memel Territory was a rather exclusive area. The 
majority of its residents were Lutherans who had belonged to Prussia (Germany) 
for centuries and were not enthusiastic about becoming the citizens of a newly 
created ‘backward’ state (as they called it). The rest of Lithuania was a Catholic 
country that emerged in the territory of the former Russian Empire conquered by 
the German Army in 1915. The national composition in the Memel Territory 
was also exceptional. In the cold January of 1925, the first population census 
after the Great War took place in this newly defined area. During the census, the 
inhabitants were for the first time asked what their nationality was. The German 
Imperial censuses before the war recorded mother tongue which was automati-
cally identified as fitting with the German concept of ‘nation’. In the postwar 
period the two aspects were separated.
 As recorded by the census, the population of the bilingual border area of the 
Memel Territory1 included 45 per cent Germans and 27 per cent Lithuanians; 
another 24 per cent of the population indicated they were Memellanders (Memel-
länder), i.e. residents of Memelland. As soon as the results of the census had first 
been published in 1927,2 a discussion that lasted nearly seventy years started on 
what the Memellanders ‘actually’ were: some authors, based on different argu-
ments, tried to prove they were Lithuanian,3 while others believed they were 
German.4 Even the behaviour of the Republic of Lithuania, which ruled the 
Memel Territory until 1939, was partly predetermined by an assumption that 
Memellanders presented a certain, existing, stratum of the population which, in 
accordance with the prevalent opinion in Lithuania at that time, was just 
‘Germanised’.
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 Elsewhere I proposed the consideration of the emergence of that category as 
an expression of situational self- identification5: Memellanders were not merely 
Germans and Lithuanians, or, incidentally, different types of Lithuanians: Evan-
gelicals who for centuries had lived in the area or Catholics who settled there 
after 1923. The census data proved that the Memellanders in 1925 also included 
Jews, for instance. Then I proposed considering those who declared themselves 
Memellanders in the 1925 census as supporters of the ideology which until then 
had been publicly associated with the term of Memelländer for several years. 
They had been simply trying, more strongly than others, to express that specific 
dimension of their identity which was associated with the above- mentioned 
‘Memelland’ ideology. That ideology was launched in the Memel Territory as 
early as in 1920, when the area came under the temporary administration of 
France. It emphasised the historical uniqueness of the region and considered the 
co- existence of Prussian Lithuanians and Germans in it as a norm. Moreover, 
both groups were presented as representatives of one Volk, based on German 
Kultur with its attendant values and residing in their Heimat whose new borders 
were imposed by the Versailles Peace Treaty. As soon as the region had gained 
autonomy within the Republic of Lithuania, local politicians started using that 
ideology in order to incite the anti- integration sentiments in the local population, 
to encourage them to defend autonomy as the sole guarantor of Memellander 
uniqueness, and, obviously, to vote for the parties which claimed to be defending 
autonomy. By securing democratic elections and certain self- governance of the 
territory within the Republic of Lithuania, autonomy was perceived as a shield, 
which allowed the defence of the ‘original’ and ‘progressive’ social and political 
order from the alleged attempts to Lithuanianise the territory; that is, from efforts 
to establish a new and ‘backward, Russian- Lithuanian’ order. Also, local educa-
tion was controlled by autonomous authorities and could, thus, be protected from 
Lithuanianisation. The same applied to certain regional welfare laws, which alto-
gether provided strong incentives to defend the region’s autonomy.
 Still, what did the category of Memellander, recorded in the 1925 census, 
actually imply? I propose to look for the answer to that question beyond the 
differences in the linguistic, religious, or political affiliation of the Memel Ter-
ritory population which had so far served as decisive factors.6 The differences 
were undoubtedly important, however, there was more than that. In the analysis 
of the Memellandish component of local residents’ identity, it is necessary to 
focus on the ideas and values that were used to define a Memellander. For that 
very reason, to analyse the identity in question, the concept of a ‘sub- culture’ 
can be used, when the culture is understood in the framework of the Geertzian 
‘system of meanings’,7 and the prefix sub- is used to define something which in 
relation to culture is in a ‘nearly’ or a ‘secondary’ position.
 ‘Memellanderism’ was not an established term at the time. Rather, it was 
primarily an identity formation that can be treated as a sub- culture that existed 
alongside the webs of meanings defining the Lithuanian and German nations. It 
borrowed elements from German nationalism, especially, and adapted them to 
the needs of the local political agenda, which were to integrate local Germans 
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and Prussian Lithuanians into some sort of political community, and to protect 
local individuality and traditions from alleged attempts of central government to 
Lithuanianise them.
 The very content of the concept of Memellander, even though it was formed 
by means of a nation- defining and characterising vocabulary, had to be con-
sidered as supranational, as if providing an option for Germans and Prussian 
Lithuanians to be the first to unite into the ‘Memellander community’. However, 
if we follow the development of the definitions of Memellander after the ideo-
logically exploited meanings, we shall find it easy to notice that the transforma-
tion of the definitions was parallel to the changes in the content of German 
nationalism. Memellanderism indirectly expressed its changing ideas and thus 
functioned as a kind of a regional substitute for German nationalism, dictated by 
a specific situation. In order to first keep Prussian Lithuanians in the orbit of 
German Kultur, and then to integrate them into Volksgemeinschaft (and in any 
case to prevent the Republic of Lithuania from winning over Prussian Lithua-
nians), Memellanders were not openly identified with Germans; however, an 
opinion was formed that all the Memellanders, including local Lithuanians, 
allegedly ‘thought and felt’ in German.8 It was not accidental that the first elect-
oral poster of the Memelländische Volkspartei – the party whose ideologists 
most contributed to the subordination of the Memellanderism definitions to polit-
ical rhetoric – featured a slogan Two Ethnicities (Volkstümer), Yet One Cultural 
Community (Kulturgemeinschaft).9 Thus all those who during the 1925 census 
declared themselves Memellanders could in another scenario, without any major 
difficulty, publicly demonstrate their being German (Lithuanians, Jews, etc.), 
whatever the treatment of those community- defining terms could have been. 
Therefore, the supporters of Memellanderism ideology must have boasted 
‘hybrid’ self- awareness.10

 However, that is only one way to understand what Memellanders were. It is 
also important to keep in mind that the system of meanings to define Memellan-
derism was formed under specific conditions, in order to maintain the orientation 
of the population of the territory separated from Germany towards their former 
political entity, at least towards German culture. To do that, it was necessary to 
unite people holding ideological attitudes that were far from identical. As the 
definition of a Memellander, which was primarily territorial and cultural, existed 
in parallel with the national community/definitions that should have been taken 
into consideration, Memellanderism itself could not derive the potential for its 
uniting power merely from the ideas of nationalism, restructured and adapted to 
the regional context. As it existed next to other national projects, yet did not 
identify with them, it had to, first and foremost, consider the experiences typical 
of most of the inhabitants of the region, but not of some kind of a nation living 
in a specific region. However, in some cases, the experiences had already been 
transformed into individual systems of meanings, or sub- cultures, which existed 
independently of the ideas that characterised Memellanders, Germans, or Lithua-
nians. The experience- based sub- cultures borrowed some of those ideas in order 
to achieve certain goals required by specific experience- based communities and 
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vice versa; Memellanderism (as well as German or Lithuanian nationalism) used 
some ‘material’ shared by these communities in order to get support for its ideas. 
Thus, Memellanderism itself formed as a kind of combination of sub- cultures 
that emphasised different values and experiences.
 In the remainder of this chapter, I shall try to illustrate this statement by dis-
cussing the Great War related experiences in the Memel Territory, the 
Luxembourg- sized East- Central European region, which had emerged between 
two states. In the interwar period, the representatives of the sub- culture used to 
be encoded by a long formula: ‘war participants, disabled veterans, and the 
bereaved’, or, in other words, war veterans, the veterans who returned home with 
long- term or permanent injuries; and widows, orphans, or parents who had lost 
their relatives in the war. Their number amounted to several tens of thousands of 
people11 in the area whose total population did not exceed 150,000. I shall try to 
show that the specific situation faced by the sub-culture’s representatives in the 
Memel Territory substantially contributed to their feeling of being ‘between’ 
Lithuania and Germany, which undoubtedly was extremely helpful for the devel-
opers of the concept of Memellanders. The situation was characterised by sus-
pense and uncertainty. Having first become citizens of the Republic of Lithuania, 
for a long time they cherished the illusion that their social status was going to be 
recognised and their specific needs were going to be met by Germany. When the 
Weimar Republic formally ruined the hopes associated with it by ‘transferring’ 
them to Lithuania, Lithuania also failed to meet the expectations. Therefore, they 
were left in suspense and this suspense generated bonds with the Memel Ter-
ritory. The social and political leaders of the region publicly claimed they were 
the only ones who were able to understand them and to fulfil their expectations. 
It was for that reason that the meanings defining Memellanderism enjoyed a 
strong support base.

Veterans and war victims between Germany and Lithuania
In 2001, Debora Cohen published a well- known study of the British and German 
war veterans in the interwar period.12 She suggested that the reasons for dissatis-
faction, which in Weimar Germany had regularly surfaced among war victims 
and which had once been described by Robert Whalen,13 could not be limited to 
the tiring disability assessment practices or the changes in the pension proced-
ures. The dissatisfaction was also predetermined by the discrepancy between the 
public view on the war victims and their own self- images: victims14 expected not 
only compensations, but also public recognition of their sacrifice and a respec-
tive honourable status in the society. However, due to their failed expectations in 
a fragmented and economically weak Germany, they almost became obsessed 
with the idea of the ingratitude of society (and, simultaneously, of the state).
 To compare the situations in the Weimar Republic and the Memel Territory, 
whose population in 1919 was still able to vote for the German National 
Assembly that legitimised the Republic, we shall see that the latter situation was 
even more inopportune. The Memel Territory was cut off from Germany in 
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January 1920, i.e. merely a few months before the new laws that regulated the 
procedures of setting pensions to war veterans and compensation arrangements 
for physical losses during the war came into force. The legislation whose pro-
mulgation was also actively supported by the population in the Memel Territory 
during 1918 to 1919 never came into force there. The instruction of the German 
Ministry of Labour to temporarily suspend the settlement of annuities to the 
Memel Territory war victims was accepted there as ‘a blow to the face’ to those 
‘who the fatherland owed gratitude’.15 This encouraged the war veterans, their 
widows and orphans, and all those injured in the war to take new steps towards 
their social recognition and/or ensuring of their existence.
 For three years, while the Memel Territory was administered by France, and 
several months after it had been annexed by Lithuania in January 1923, those 
tens of thousands still cherished hopes of becoming subject to the German social 
welfare legislation. Some progress on the issue seems to have been achieved: in 
September 1921, Germany actually undertook part of its obligations towards 
them. As agreed, the residents of the Memel Territory, as victims of the war, 
were to get the same pensions as the citizens of Germany; however, the Memel 
Territory was also to contribute financially. Due to the latter circumstance, the 
actual implementation of the agreement was to have started in the autumn of 
1922, but, as a result of the changes in the political situation, the agreement was 
only valid for the period before 1 April 1923.16 Once the period had passed, the 
war victims started negotiations with Lithuania as the new government of the 
area. However, the very first meetings in Memel and Kaunas in May–June 1923 
with General Vladas Nagevičius (1880–1954), the head of the organisation that 
took care of the war victims in the country, created an impression that the dis-
abled of the Memel Territory came back to the welfare situation that had existed 
in Germany five years before.17 Instead of a pension system, they were offered 
orthopaedic devices and vocational rehabilitation: ‘We have little money, but a 
lot of good and strong will’, as if justifying himself, General Nagevičius assured 
the war victims of the Memel Territory.18

 Up until 1929, the war victims formally did not have any sources of income 
that might have been seen as a reward for their merits in the war. All they 
received was a small monthly benefit paid to them from the Memel Territory 
budget and the support of the German foundation Deutsche Stiftung. The Deut-
sche Stiftung was established in 1920 by Erich Krahmer- Möllenberg. Formally 
registered as a private society, it practically operated as a disguised division of 
the German Foreign Ministry which was entrusted with retaining and strengthen-
ing the ‘German spirit’ in all the territories separated from Germany. Thus offi-
cially, the foundation acted as a charitable organisation, but it entirely depended 
on governmental support and was, in fact, a governmental project. The Memel 
Territory was not the only target of the foundation controlled by the German 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other governmental agencies: since 1921, 
support through its funds was provided to the individuals, entitled to it under 
German law, who lived in the territories of Poland split off from Germany.19 In 
the Memel Territory the support of the foundation was distributed by trustworthy 
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individuals operating in the environment of pro- German organisations, mainly 
by some 100 war- widows.20 The support was also received by war veteran 
associations, the so- called Kriegervereine, that had formed in most of the small 
towns and even some villages of the region as early as before the First 
World War.
 Of course, Lithuania could not accept the fact of Germany secretly funding a 
section of the Lithuanian citizenry. It was making efforts to regulate their provi-
sion by an intergovernmental agreement between Germany and Lithuania which 
was actually signed by Gustav Stresemann (1878–1929) and Augustinas Volde-
maras (1883–1942) on 29 January 1928 and ratified in 1929. Under this agree-
ment, Lithuania undertook to take over the provision for the war veterans, the 
disabled, and the bereaved in the Memel Territory. The provision was to comply 
with the Lithuanian practices, however, provided the pension recipients received 
lower benefits in accordance with Lithuanian law, compared to German law, 
compensation was to be paid.21 Still, the enforcement of the Lithuanian- German 
agreement was not the end of the story, as in the summer of 1929, the Govern-
ment of Lithuania started arguing with the authorities of the autonomous Memel 
Territory about who should actually take care of soldier- pensioners that had lost 
their working capacity and the families of the fallen soldiers under the agree-
ment. The Lithuanian Government was putting pressure on the Memel Territory 
and claimed that it was their responsibility according to the provisions of the 
Convention concerning the Memel Territory (1924), while the latter tried to 
shake it off and accused Lithuania of wrongful interpretation of the law. It was 
as late as August 1932 that a compromise was finally negotiated, and the resi-
dents of the Memel Territory began receiving their pensions. The source was the 
Memelland regional budget, but its pensions fund was co- financed with contri-
butions of up to 50 per cent from the Lithuanian national budget. This was in 
accordance with the legislation on the war damage compensation instead of 
humiliating handouts. In short, what had started functioning in Germany in the 
period of 1920 to 1922, began functioning in the Memel Territory as late as 
1932. Meanwhile, the decade between the two dates coincided with the period of 
the most active dissemination of the ideas of Memellanderism, and it is more 
than obvious that the ideas were oriented, inter alia, towards the group in 
question.

Connections between war experience- based sub- culture and 
Memellanderism
How exactly could the developers of the meanings of Memellanderism exploit 
the frustration of war veterans and victims that had been building up for a 
decade? First, the ideas of Memellanderism were meant to idealise the social and 
political order that had existed before the Great War.22 That kind of idealisation 
prevailed also in the milieu of the war participants and victims where the 
stability, order, unity, and prosperity were understood as a property of the pre- 
war period; the present was merely offering uncertainty about the future, 
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 economic hardships, and disunity. Nobody thought of providing war victims 
with adequate support to help them overcome the trauma caused by the war 
experiences. On the contrary, benefits categorised and labelled people so that the 
war trauma became an important and almost key part of their identity. All that 
understandably promoted the idealisation of the pre- traumatic (that is, the pre- 
war or the German Imperial) circumstances.
 Second, based on its own system of values, Memellanderism tried to get the 
two main groups of the region’s inhabitants together: Germans and Prussian 
Lithuanians. The two groups, both former German Kaiserreich citizens, boasted 
identical war experiences: both served in the same units of the German Army 
and the Imperial German Navy, both experienced forced migration due to the 
invasion of the Russian Army in 1914–1915, and finally, the war- related eco-
nomic damage equally affected both Prussian Lithuanians and Germans.
 Third, the Republic of Lithuania that came to rule in the region in 1923 was 
treated by Memellanderism ideology as a ‘backward’ country, one ‘liberated’ 
from the ‘Asian barbarism’ thanks to the Germans (including the soldiers from 
the Memel Territory who had served in the German ‘liberation army’) just 
several years before. Lithuania was also perceived as a country willing to ‘bring 
to ruin’ the ‘high culture’ of the Memel Territory by its backwardness. In the 
eyes of the war victims, Lithuania’s inefficiency in dealing with the above- 
mentioned social welfare problems confirmed such an image.
 Fourth, as stated by Memellanderism, the autonomy of the Memel Territory 
and its consequent self- governance were the only means by which to protect the 
idealised system of values from the area’s Lithuanianisation, allegedly imposed 
by the central government. The authorities of the autonomous Memel Territory 
and its public organisations which, as mentioned above, were supported by 
German foundations, might have indeed looked like saviours to war veterans and 
victims, since they became a source of income for those people for an entire 
decade. The support must have been quite generous: as indicated in the report of 
February 1930, within five years, the war victims in the Memel Territory were 
given out about six million Litas disbursed through the Deutsche Stiftung and 
intended for benefits,23 i.e. about 1.2 million Litas per year. That accounted for 
almost two- thirds of the average annual sum for pensions after 1932,24 when 
Lithuania and the Memel Territory had finally agreed on the framework of the 
payment of such pensions. Thus, the allocations of the Deutsche Stiftung 
between 1924 and 1929 were almost as generous as those which the Memel Ter-
ritory administration paid after the agreement of 1929.
 Fifth, Memellanderism emphasised the rallying of all the region’s population 
for the fight against the alleged Lithuanianisation of the Memel Territory. 
Memellanders should generally remain mobilised and in fighting mode because 
the fight for their rights became a means to protect the idealised values which 
were summarised in the formula of Kultur for the Memel Territory. In a sense, it 
was an appeal to the so- called front- line experience, summed up by James Diehl 
as Frontideologie.25 The front- line experience idealisation was clearly noticeable 
primarily in the milieu of the regional social and political elite. At least more 
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than half of the major political leaders of the region had the experience of partic-
ipating in the war on the front lines. They were proud of that experience and 
considered it a hallmark of heroism.26 In the predominantly male- oriented society 
of the interwar years, the experience on the front lines was generally seen as the 
zenith of heroism. Those who had such an experience were considered ‘real 
men’, capable of continuing the fight at the avant- garde of new political battles. 
Those who lacked the experience of war were treated as either victims or lacking 
in manhood. Thus, there were many favourable conditions for the values of 
Memellanderism to find resonance with and response in the sub- culture of war 
veterans and victims.

‘Recruitment’ for the support of Memellanderism among 
veterans and war victims
The experiences of the First World War, and particularly the postwar changes, 
polarised the community in the Memel Territory just like in Germany. In the 
third decade, the region boasted several large organisational networks that united 
war veterans and victims and that were characterised by different interests and 
views. One of the networks was related to the organisation of war victims and 
veterans that started developing in Germany in 1917, i.e. the Bund der Kriegsbe-
schädigten und ehemaliger Kriegsteilnehmer (Association of Disabled Veterans 
and Former Participants of the War) which was to offset the old system of veter-
ans’ associations (Kriegervereine). In November 1918, the organisation also 
started its activities in the future Memel Territory.27 After 1920, based on the 
local branches, an autonomous Bund der Kriegsbeschädigten und Hinterblie-
benen (Association of Disabled Veterans and the Bereaved) was established 
there, which also continued its activity in the Republic of Lithuania. It had 
several dozen branches throughout the region, with the largest one being, most 
naturally, in Memel: in 1921 it had 590, in 1930, 245, in 1931, 267, and in 1937, 
309 members.28 In the mid- 1920s, the number of the members significantly 
diminished, partly due to age, but, more importantly, because many members 
could no longer afford their membership fees as a result of hyperinflation in 
1922–1923. In 1935, the ranks of the Bund throughout the region amounted to 
1137, including 479 in the city and county of Memel, 448 in Heydekrug (Šilutė) 
district, and 410 in Pogegen (Pagėgiai) district.29 The Bund presented itself as 
the principal organisation representing the interests of war victims. It distin-
guished itself by clearly leftist attitudes and mainly focused on the dissemination 
of information, especially concerning pensions and social care, relevant to those 
disabled in the war and to widows; it also organised charity concerts and per-
formances and collected and distributed benefits for Bund members. Moreover, 
for a certain period after the war, the Bund was basically the only one that organ-
ised war victim memorial events in Memel. During the day of repentance 
(Bußtag) or the Sunday of the Dead (Totensonntag), in the public halls of the 
city, it held commemorative mourning events in which speeches were made and 
offerings were collected for the children who had lost their parents in the war. 
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A permanent ‘partner’ of the event was the no less leftist Arbeitergesangverein 
(Workers’ Choral Society) that gave choral performances during commemora-
tive events. From 1925, the city theatre also collaborated with the Bund in organ-
ising such events.
 Opposing that organisation, although not formally, were the veterans’ associ-
ations that continued their postwar activities in several dozen localities of the 
Memel Territory. Most of them were established before the First World War and 
belonged to the Kyffhäuserbund (Kyffhäuser League) that united the veterans of 
the Wars of German Unification (1864–1871). During the Great War and 
immediately after it, the veterans’ associations sought to maintain the activity 
both by recruiting thousands of new veterans of the First World War into their 
ranks and by opening up membership for war victims. However, the number of 
their members was dropping sharply. Thus, for instance, the largest Memeler 
Kriegerverein in the region had about 500 members before the war and only half 
as many in 1925.30 However, after the Memel Territory split off from Germany 
and been annexed to Lithuania, the veterans’ associations did not break ties with 
the East Prussian Territorial Organisation (Provinzial- Kriegerverband Ostpreus-
sen). Moreover, they acted like a segment of the old imperial system, in other 
words, far from loyal to the Republic of Lithuania. Suffice it to say that until 
1924 the Memeler Kriegerverein was led by Franz Orlowski (1877–1934), 
Chairman of the Deutsch- litauischer Heimatbund (German and Lithuanian 
Homeland Union).31 In contrast to the above- mentioned war victims’ organisa-
tion, the Bund, in the activities of the veterans’ associations, mutual aid, and 
organisation of public fund- raising campaigns, was merely one dimension of 
their activities. Basically they copied the Kyffhäuser League Statute, updated in 
1922, which named the strengthening of the ‘German consciousness’, cherishing 
love for the common German fatherland, promoting soldierly comradeship, the 
memory of those perished in battle, and mutual aid as the key objectives of their 
activity.32 To foster the ceremonies remaining from the time of the Empire, e.g. 
solemn funerals of its own members, several years after the war, the Memeler 
Kriegerverein joined the war memorial ceremonies related to paying homage not 
merely to its perished members, but also to a broader category of ‘heroes’ 
(Helden). The wreath laying ceremony of the Kriegerverein in the Memel 
Heroes’ Cemetery (Heldenhain) seems to have first taken place in Easter of 
1924, during the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the Memeler 
Kriegerverein. During the Sunday of the Dead (Totensonntag) of 1925, the 
Kriegerverein again laid two wreaths in the Heroes’ Cemetery. In subsequent 
years, the latter ceremony turned into a much more massive event whose regular 
participants, next to the Kriegerverein, became mainly right- wing organisations: 
the Seefischerverein (Sea Fishing Union), the Lehrerverband (Memel Territory 
Teachers’ Union), the choral societies Liedertafel and Liederfreunde, and the 
Beamtengesangverein (Civil Servants’ Choral Society). Regular care of the 
burial places of those perished in World War I and the maintenance of the monu-
ments there were also typical activities of the veterans’ associations in other 
localities of the area.
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 Thus, at the end of 1920s, the war veterans and victims across the Memel 
Territory were represented by two camps, and annual commemorations of the 
war victims were held by them independently of each other. The first camp 
included principally workers and war victims, while the second, publicly sup-
ported by (and possibly getting tangible support from) the German Consulate 
General, brought together mostly the conservative and nationalistically minded 
citizens. Incidentally, the fact that the efforts of the conservative forces to trans-
form the Heroes’ Cemetery in Memel into the place of annual community 
assembly ceremonies became especially intensive, specifically in the years 1924 
to 1925, seems to be not entirely accidental. The process took place at the time 
when the pro- German political forces were transforming in the Memel Territory, 
the change being directly promoted by the German Consulate General.
 These shifts were linked to wider political developments. Notably, the Con-
vention regarding the Memel Territory was signed in May 1924 by Lithuania, 
France, Great Britain, Italy, and Japan. It regulated the autonomous status of the 
Memel Territory in Lithuania. After a long ratification process, the Convention 
came into effect in August 1925. After that, the first elections to the local parlia-
ment of the Memel Territory were scheduled for October 1925. Before the elec-
tions, local political activists opposed to integration with Lithuania were mostly 
connected to, and acted on behalf of, the cultural movement, Kulturbund. 
However, in summer 1925 they split into two political parties, the Volkspartei 
and the Landwirtschaftspartei. Both parties were supported by the German Con-
sulate General and overwhelmingly won the first elections, later remaining in 
power until 1933.
 At precisely that time too, i.e. in the mid- 1920s, Germany started applying 
financial interventionist measures, while the German Consul General, by partici-
pating in the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the Memeler Krieg-
erverein, clearly demonstrated the priority given to supporting the conservative 
bloc. During subsequent ceremonies in the Heroes’ Cemetery, attended by the 
Kriegerverein, a representative of the Consulate General was granted the right to 
be one of the first to lay commemorative wreaths. Possibly due to that support, 
the Bund, which belonged to the leftist camp, avoided demonstrating hostility 
towards the veterans’ associations. On the contrary, up to 1929, when veterans’ 
associations, due to the central (Lithuanian) authorities’ decisions, could no 
longer hold any public events and had to move their activities underground, rep-
resentatives of the Bund, at least in Memel, would participate in annual com-
memorations of the establishment of the local Kriegerverein.
 Moreover, a certain fragmentation on a national level in the milieu of war 
veterans should be discussed, as Lithuanians established a separate veterans’ 
organisation in the Memel Territory. The main organisers of the Mažosios Lietu-
vos lietuvių karių draugija (Lithuania Minor Veterans’ Association) in 1924 
were Prussian Lithuanians who served in the German Army during the war, 
although ultimately the Lietuvių karių draugija started admitting all the Lithua-
nian soldiers who had served in any armed forces. The Lietuvių karių draugija 
basically copied the aims and principles of the activity of Kriegervereine, which 
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operated much more widely across the region,33 however, it was formed by 
clearly positioning it as a ‘Lithuanian alternative’ to the Kriegervereine. Even 
though it formed its own choir and made attempts to establish its branches in 
several places of the region (while succeeding merely in Russ/Rusnė), the 
Lietuvių karių draugija barely managed to attain the goal of becoming a national 
counterbalance to the ‘German’ veterans’ associations: quite a few local Lithua-
nians were members of the latter ones, while the Memel and Russ Lithuanian 
Veterans’ Associations included mainly supporters of the collaboration with 
Lithuania. As a result, the number of members over the first five years of their 
activity fluctuated between forty- two and 108.34 The associations mainly held 
lectures, family evenings, and shooting sport competitions; no data are available 
as to whether it participated in the rituals of war victim commemoration.
 All that proves that in the 1920s, attempts were made to bring together the 
war veterans and victims of the region in several organisational networks which 
had different aims and professed different political views. How could the 
approval and acceptance of the ideas of Memellanderism emerge in such a 
context? The question may be answered by presenting several specific examples.
 The first example will be the views and actions of the leader of the Memel 
Territory Bund (Association of Disabled Veterans and the Bereaved), the main 
lobbying organisation of the war victims. Michel Bertschus (1883–1943), who 
had a Lithuanian surname, was the offspring of a local family which had experi-
enced acculturation in more than one generation. For twelve years, from 1918 to 
1930, he was repeatedly re- elected as the leader of the organisation in question. 
Bertschus, who was thirty- one at the time, was called up for duty as early as in 
the first week of the war and after ten weeks of training was sent to the Russian 
front. There he was wounded and captured in the spring of 1915, while in 1916, 
he returned to Germany under a prisoner exchange agreement and started 
working as a trade union secretary in a wood processing enterprise in Memel.35 
In November 1918, Bertschus became a member of local Arbeiter und Soldaten-
rat (Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council) that took control of power in the aftermath 
of revolution, while in 1918–1919, as a leader of the Memel section of an organ-
isation of war victims embracing all of Germany, he fought for the adoption of 
German legislation that would ensure the provision for war victims and, as soon 
as it had been adopted, quite understandably considered the German system of 
how war victims were provided for as an example to follow. Therefore, he could 
not accept the separation of the Memel Territory from Germany as something 
positive. In such a situation, Bertschus actively joined the movement that mobil-
ised the population to come together to show they did not want to integrate into 
Lithuania as early as at the end of 1918, when Lithuania began making its first 
territorial claims. After the region had nevertheless been cut off from Germany, 
Bertschus supported the idea of the autonomy of the region, and its conversion 
into a free state following the Danzig example, as an alternative to its annexation 
to Lithuania. In the programme of the Deutsch- litauischer Heimatbund that 
started promoting the idea, and simultaneously the concept of Memellanderism, 
the provision for war victims was already included as one of the objectives of its 
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activity: it is uncertain whether it was due to the contribution of Bertschus 
himself or due to the attempts of the Deutsch- litauischer Heimatbund to win him 
round. In any case, in September 1921, at the meeting of the organisation under 
his leadership, the Bund, Bertschus argued that the state of Lithuania allegedly 
paid compensation merely to those who fought ‘for Lithuania against Poland’, 
while in the field of social welfare, the country allegedly made no more progress 
beyond parcelling old estates and distributing the land to Lithuanian Army 
volunteers. However, since Germany at the time had undertaken to provide for 
the war victims in the Memel Territory only while the area belonged to no other 
state, he urged the necessity of maintaining its independence.36 Finally, in 
December 1921, Bertschus became a member of the Board of the Arbeitsgemein-
schaft für den Freistaat Memelland (Committee for the Free State of the Ter-
ritory of Memel) that was organising an unofficial plebiscite in the region and 
encouraged people to sign for the Memel Territory becoming a free state. When 
the region nonetheless became part of Lithuania, Bertschus acted not only as the 
leader of the organisation that united war victims and war veterans, but also as 
one of the principal activists of the Sozialdemokratische Partei (Social Demo-
cratic Party) in the region. As a member of that party, he was elected to the 
Memel Territory Landtag three times in a row: in 1925, 1927, and 1930, while 
in the period of 1927 to 1930, he was second Vice- President of the Landtag. The 
Social Democrats may not have been the key power that promoted the anti- 
integration discourse in the region, however, in the local governmental bodies 
they would too often vote in the same way as the principal anti- integration 
parties: Volkspartei (People’s Party) and Landwirtschaftspartei (Agricultural 
Party). As it took a long time for Lithuania to ensure adequate provision for the 
war victims, it is obvious that the organisation led by Bertschus had to rely more 
on the opportunities provided by the Memel Territory than by Lithuania. Memel-
landerism encouraged its followers to rely on nothing more than those 
opportunities.
 Another example was the involvement of war victims and veterans from the 
Memel Territory in the plan to have a monument dedicated to all the ‘Memel-
landers’ who had perished in the war. After the war, active discussions took 
place in Germany about building a monument to those who had fallen in World 
War I, which was to turn into a state monument and the central German 
memorial, and which was to perform the function of consolidation of the Reich’s 
population.37 Due to the polarisation of society and the political elite, as well as 
the competition of different memorial sites in Germany, the idea could not be 
implemented until 1935, when, on Adolf Hitler’s decision, the Tannenberg 
memorial, first consecrated in 1927, became the central monument (for all of 
Germany) to all those who had fallen in the war. However, similar society- 
consolidating ideas of erecting monuments to the soldiers who had perished in 
the war were implemented at a local level in Germany many times over. Thus, 
for instance, in East Prussia, and especially in the rural areas of the province, 
more than one monument emerged in the main cities or even villages on the 
initiative of local veterans’ associations, with both veterans and different donors 
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contributing to the implementation of the idea. In Memel in 1930, during the 
commemoration of Totensonntag, a similar idea was proposed by Bruno le 
Coutre (1889–1972), rector of one of the city’s folk (primary) schools, who inci-
dentally was a member of the Volkspartei and an active promoter of the ideas of 
Memellanderism. When presenting his proposal in a public meeting convened in 
February 1931, the initiator noted that a number of localities in the region and 
Memel itself already had memorials to those who had perished in the war,38 
however, the current idea was to have a monument built ‘to pay homage to all 
the fallen Memellanders, regardless of their language and religion’, and the 
monument was to be built exclusively from donations by the population.39 The 
funds for the monument were collected in a very short time, and by November 
1931, on Totensonntag, the unveiling ceremony took place.
 This event is important to the subject under scrutiny for the following reasons. 
First, for the fact that the memorial was erected in the cemetery, opened in 1919, 
for the Memel residents who had perished in the war. Therefore, the memorial to 
the townspeople fallen in the war was turned into a memorial dedicated to ‘the 
Memellanders who fell for the German fatherland and the Memel homeland 
(Heimat)’ (für das deutsche Vaterland und die memelländische Heimat gefall-
enen Memelländer), as indicated in the monument’s founding document. Second, 
as mentioned above, commemorative rituals in the Memel cemetery in question 
before 1930 had mainly been the domain of the right- wing political organisa-
tions. However, Michel Bertschus, a Social Democrat and the leader of the 
Bund, the most influential war victims’ organisation, was included in the organ-
ising committee of the monument construction. His decision to become engaged 
did not come as a surprise, given the fact that the construction was initiated and 
took place in 1930. This was the year of extreme deterioration in relations 
between the Memel Territory and Lithuania which, inter alia, included the con-
troversy about whose funds (central or local government) should be used in 
order to implement the agreement of Lithuania and Germany on the provision 
for the Memel Territory war veterans and the bereaved. This deterioration in 
relations also needs to be seen in the wider context of an earlier secret agree-
ment, of January 1928, between Lithuania and Germany. According to this 
agreement, Lithuania should coordinate its policy in the Memel Territory with 
Germany. Germany, in exchange, would ensure that it would no longer raise the 
question regarding the ‘violation of German rights’ in the Memel Territory at the 
League of Nations without prior warning to Lithuania. None of the parties 
intended to implement this agreement. This became particularly evident in 1930, 
when the permanent conflicts between the central and the autonomous authori-
ties over the interpretation of the Convention concerning the Memel Territory 
reached the Union of Nations again.
 Returning to the Totensonntag monument, it can be said to have succeeded in 
the symbolic uniting of the community, which had been polarised by war 
remembrance: the unveiling ceremony was attended by both right- and left- wing 
organisations, and by both Evangelical and Catholic priests. The case of 1927, 
when a Jewish rabbi had not been allowed to speak in the unveiling of the 
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 Tannenberg memorial,40 was not repeated. During the ceremony in Memel, the 
local senior rabbi made a speech, moreover, the wreaths at the unveiled monu-
ment were laid by German sports clubs and a Jewish one. The only activists who 
were missing from the ceremony and the monument construction campaign were 
in favour of the rapprochement with Lithuania- oriented Lithuanians of the 
Memel Territory and representatives of the Government of Lithuania. First of 
all, it was necessary to show that the monument was the place that brought 
together all Memellanders: Germans, local (Prussian) Lithuanians, and even 
local Jews. After all, the above- mentioned symbol dedication was formulated in 
such a way as to clearly refer not to Lithuania, but to another homeland and 
another fatherland – one for which the people to whom the monument was ded-
icated had perished. Thus, the campaign to build the monument was organised 
with the aim of consolidating the Memel Territory’s population around the ideas 
of Memellanderism and the region’s complete independence from Lithuania. It 
focused instead on building links with Germany, and of fostering the perception 
of the current situation as one of captivity, i.e. in being enclosed within Lithua-
nia. Not only war veterans, but also the Bund were clearly engaged in its con-
struction, as proved both by their participation in the unveiling ceremony41 and 
in subsequent annual ceremonies taking place at the monument on Sundays of 
the Dead. In them, the Bund was represented by Jurgis Trumpa (life dates 
unknown), who took over the leadership from Bertschus in 1930: he was another 
local Lithuanian, clearly favourably disposed towards the ideas of Memellander-
ism and able to attract the war victims’ organisation to it.

Conclusion
Foremost, it is evident that the war experiences of the Memel Territory popula-
tion and the postwar approach to them was a sensitive area in which, for the 
numerous reasons discussed above, the supporters of the Memellanderism ideo-
logy managed to act much more efficiently than the Lithuanian central authori-
ties. This facilitated the penetration and circulation of the ideas of 
Memellanderism in the sub- cultures of war veterans and victims. The veterans 
and victims in the Memel Territory were far from representing identical views. 
Rather, their views were first brought together and homogenised by the sub- 
cultures they were involved in, as war veterans and victims. It was only subse-
quently that their values and views merged more widely under the banner of 
‘Memellanderism’, effectively creating a new, amalgamated ‘Memellander’ sub- 
culture. This newly forged sub- culture, under the ‘flag’ of ‘Memellanderism’ 
ideas, was a reaction to the specific political situation and ignored the religious, 
linguistic, and national differences. Yet it shaped an unambiguous orientation of 
the Memel Territory population towards Germany. In that sense, the homogenisa-
tion of sub- cultures was preparing conditions for the identity transformation from 
‘hybrid’ to ‘normal’ for the people who identified themselves with subcultural 
meanings. In a sense, their assimilation took place: war veterans and victims 
became Memellanders. In 1938–1939 the situation changed fundamentally. The 
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population of the region became involved in the pro- Nazi organisational network 
of the so- called Memeldeutscher Kulturverband. It supported the annexation of 
the Memel Territory by Germany on 22–23 March 1939. As a result of this 
changed political situation, the Memellanders finally declared themselves 
Germans. Of course, those transformations never took place without German con-
tributions (including financial) and stimuli, and Memellanderism itself, oriented 
towards former German citizens who spoke different, sometimes mingling, lan-
guages and who belonged to the same confession, was essentially a regional sub-
stitute for German nationalism, dictated by specific conditions.
 There are a number of analogies between that homogenisation and the pro-
cesses that took place after the Second World War. Different experiences of the 
war of 1939–1945 and different evaluations of those experiences again polarised 
the residents of the Memel Territory. The primary homogenisation of their self- 
awareness was then greatly affected by the forced evacuation from their place of 
residence and the search for a new home in the regions of Germany where they 
finally settled. The ideas of Memellanderism, which basically disappeared from 
circulation during the war, were remembered again. Their exploitation was 
encouraged not only by exclusive war experiences related to the early evacuation 
from the former Memel Territory that started in July 1944, but also by the long- 
fostered understanding that the residents of the area were not the same East Prus-
sians. It was best revealed by the participation of the former residents of the 
region in the activities of the organisations representing their interests which 
formed in Germany after the war: even though the forced refugees from the 
Memel Territory favoured the Landsmannschaft Ostpreußen (East Prussian Ter-
ritorial Organisation), established in 1948, since 1948 they simultaneously had a 
separate association exclusively for those who descended from the Memel Ter-
ritory. Finally, the German governments that demonstrated a wish to deal with 
the war- caused problems encouraged them to identify themselves with the new 
Germany; therefore, the conception of being a Memellander also underwent 
changes. In that specific case, being a Memellander increasingly came to mean a 
reference by some Germans to the place of their descent that they had been 
forced to leave in the years 1944 to 1945. They referred to it as the Memellander 
Heimat which again, just like in the period after the First World War, was per-
ceived as emphasising, and even idealising, the experiences of a pre- traumatic 
(i.e. pre- war) reality. In that way, the traits of the Memellander sub- culture and 
of the ‘hybridity’ of their self- awareness survived even under the cardinally 
changed conditions, while the German postwar environment tended to increas-
ingly assimilate those traits and attributes.
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12 (Mis)matching linguistic, 
geographical and ethnic identities
The case of the East Frisians

Temmo Bosse

Introduction
The concept of nation has traditionally been defined as a collection of people 
that self- identifies or is identified by others as a group with the same language, 
culture and/or genetic ancestry. Whilst such a definition is hardly academically 
sound – the number of borderline cases is simply too large to make the concept 
of nation plausible in a testable or verifiable way – it is acknowledged that the 
concept of nation is prominent amongst the general population, especially in 
Europe. The chapters in this book challenge the focus on nation – along with the 
concept of ethnic group – as the driving factor in shaping group identity in larger 
collectives of people. Instead they argue that the concept of sub- culture as 
defined by Pyrah and Fellerer1 might serve as a useful classificatory item to 
subsume group identities which are explicitly not national, but which cannot 
easily be accommodated elsewhere. This implies an invitation to reflect on those 
identities which are ‘uncontroversially’ national, i.e. where a large part of public 
discourse appears to agree that a group of people is ethnically or even nationally 
different from others.
 Such a group may be found in the Frisians, a Germanic ethnic group native to 
the North Sea coast area of Germany and the Netherlands for at least 1000 years. 
Protected as a national minority in both the Netherlands and Germany, there are 
three autochthonous regions of Frisians: West Frisia (the Province of Friesland 
in the Netherlands), East Frisia (a region in the German federal state of Lower 
Saxony) and North Frisia (a district in the German federal state of Schleswig- 
Holstein). Despite their common historical ancestry as Germanic tribes on the 
North Sea coast since at least the early Middle Ages, the Frisians have under-
taken rather different routes of linguistic and cultural development in these 
different regions, in particular with regard to the degree of assimilation into the 
neighbouring populations. The intellectual discussion over the Frisians’ status as 
a distinct minority or as part of the German nation is the subject of Langer’s 
contribution in this volume. In contrast to his focus on North Frisians, this 
chapter will focus on East Frisians as it combines a particularly intriguing com-
bination of geographical, ethnic and linguistic identities.
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The legal position
Frisians had been identified as a distinct tribe from Roman times, and relatively 
little is known about them. A medieval Frisian tribal duchy was conquered by the 
Franks around ad 800, and afterwards an independent and united Frisian territorial 
entity was never again established. Their language was hardly ever used in writing; 
the Old Frisian language is predominantly preserved in some legal texts from 
ad 1300–1550. National awakenings and movements for a greater recognition did 
not properly arise until the rise of nationalism and even then, they met with little 
success. In the very recent history, however, official recognition took two major 
steps forward: both Germany (1997) and the Netherlands (2005) signed and ratified 
the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities ([hereafter:] 
Framework) which list Frisians as an official minority.2 In addition, the Frisian lan-
guage enjoys official protection as a minority language in both countries, according 
to the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (in force in the Neth-
erlands since 1998 and Germany since 1999 ([hereafter:] Charter). Due to our focus 
on East Frisia we will concentrate on the official descriptions offered by Germany: 
Frisians are defined as an ‘ethnic group […] traditionally resident in Germany’3 
(Framework) whilst the Frisian language is divided into ‘North Frisian and Sater 
Frisian’ (Charter).4 There are at least two remarkable issues with regard to these 
definitions: a) the protected languages and b) the protected groups are clearly not 
congruent, since there are two distinct languages whilst only one distinct ethnic 
group is mentioned. The Frisians are afforded the status of a national minority – by 
virtue of being included in the Framework – but are labelled as ethnic group. In the 
third report of the Federal Republic on their Framework implementation the follow-
ing explanation is provided:

Neither do the largest group of organizationally associated North Frisians 
[…] consider themselves a national minority; rather, they regard themselves 
as a group having their own language, history and culture within Germany. 
The other supraregional organization […] sees the Frisians as a people in its 
own right and considers them a national minority in Germany. Nowadays, 
the two groups have reached a compromise, i.e. referring to themselves as 
the ‘Frisian ethnic group’ […].5

Thus, the term ethnic group is the result of ideological controversies between 
two North Frisian political associations. This dissent has its roots in the involve-
ment of the Frisians in the German- Danish national conflict, which peaked in the 
Schleswig plebiscite of 1920, when the current Danish- German border was 
fixed, with Frisians campaigning for both camps.6 A similarly insightful com-
mentary is found on the Frisian language, as Germany’s report on the implemen-
tation elucidates:

[The Frisian language] has evolved in three subgroups: West Frisian, East 
Frisian, and North Frisian. West Frisian is spoken in the province of Friesland 
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in the Netherlands. East Frisian is native to Ostfriesland in Lower Saxony. 
[…] East Frisian has become extinct in the meantime; only in the Saterland 
[…] about 2000 persons still use Saterland Frisian […]. […] East Friesland 
and the adjacent regions of the Saterland had changed over to Low German 
[…]. […] some 10,000 persons still speak North Frisian […].7

Thus, in North Frisia, speakers of the language are, by and large, still found 
across those geographical areas where North Frisian was spoken.8 In contrast, 
the only East Frisian dialect that is left is found in a tiny enclave of some 2000 
speakers, yet the historical region of East Frisian retained its name.9 Where our 
discussion on identity and sub- culture comes in here is to determine what effect 
the speaking of East Frisian and the non- speaking of East Frisian has on (Frisian) 
identity for those living in East Frisia overall: in other words, do people still feel 
Frisian in areas where the language disappeared many generations ago, and what 
status does the linguistic enclave of Saterland have in this discussion?

The geographical dimension: East Frisia, Eastern Frisia and 
Saterland
Ostfriesland (East Frisia) is relatively easily defined in geographical terms, situated 
in the north- western corner of Germany, bordering the Netherlands to the west with 
the North Sea to the north. The shading on the map (see Figure 12.1) already hints 
at a problem: three entities of East Frisia are identified, and consequently, we would 
expect different people would feel part or not part of East Frisia.
 The complexity is undeniably confusing: according to van Lengen it can be 
incomprehensible to outsiders.10 The pale grey area is known as Ostfriesland and 
its inhabitants as Ostfriesen, yet the slightly darker shaded administrative district 
around Wilhelmshaven is called Friesland and consequently its inhabitants as 
Friesen – but not Ostfriesen! The reasons for this are historical: Ostfriesland 
describes the territory of the former county of East Frisia, but this never covered 
the entire Eastern Frisian area of settlement.11

 To complicate matters further, the area of the Dutch Province of Groningen, 
between the Frisian- speaking part of the Netherlands (West Frisian) and the 
modern German border, was also part of Eastern Frisia in medieval times (not 
shown in the map). But in Groningen both language and ethnic identity dis-
appeared centuries ago, whereas for the pale grey shaded area identity was 
retained whilst the language disappeared. This surprising observation, namely 
that an ethnic identity can be retained even though a distinct language was lost, 
is much less surprising when we learn that the people in Ostfriesland do speak a 
distinct language, from their own point of view: Oostfreesk – East Frisian; 
however, this is a variety of Low German,12 not of Frisian. Generally, the East 
Frisians are not aware of the fact that their particular Low German dialect is not 
the original language of the Frisians. Moreover, the link between their language 
and identity seems not to be very distinct. Although it is important, the language 
is not imperative for East Frisian identity.13
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 Following this discussion on the connection between self-identification and 
linguistic practice, let us turn to the truly remarkable case of the Saterland, 
shaded in dark grey in the map at Figure 12.1 and thus defined as ‘Eastern 
Frisian [only] in a wider sense’. It is here that the only speakers of philologically 
defined East Frisian live and yet it appears not to be part of East Frisia proper. In 
the following section we will discuss this striking case more closely.

The Saterland
The Saterland is a municipality in the district of Cloppenburg adjacent to East 
Frisia with some 13,000 inhabitants. Until the nineteenth century it was almost 
completely isolated, due to surrounding impassable marshland. Frisians from East 
Frisia settled on this sandy island in the swamps around ad 1100 and assimilated 
the small native Saxon population. The Saterland never became part of the County 
of East Frisia and stayed under a loose rule of the Bishops of Münster and later the 
Dukes of Oldenburg. It is generally agreed that the geographic isolation of the 
Saterland is the main reason for the survival of the Frisian language,14 which is 
spoken by some 2000 people today.15 In addition, the Saterlanders were separated 

Figure 12.1 ‘East Frisia’ and ‘Eastern Frisia’ in contemporary Germany.
Source: © Onno Gabriel, 2017.
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from the East Frisians not only by the political border, but also through their reli-
gious denomination, as the Saterlanders remained Catholic even when Protestant-
ism became dominant across the peninsula.16

 The German government distinguishes between three types of Frisians in the 
country: North Frisians, East Frisians and Saterland Frisians.17 This differenti-
ation between East and Saterland Frisians can also be found in the official state 
reports concerning the Framework and the Charter and is clearly due to the lin-
guistic context. Under the paragraph ‘Scope of application of the Framework 
Convention’ in the fourth report to the Framework the Federal State of Lower 
Saxony even felt the urge to emphasise that the non- Frisian speaking East Fri-
sians belong to the protected Frisian ethnic group, due to their preservation of 
their cultural identity.18

 Despite this affirmation that the non- Frisian speaking Frisians, i.e. the East 
Frisians, are just as much part of the minority, separate evidence would indicate 
that the Frisian- speaking Frisians, the Saterland Frisians, are considered ‘more’ 
Frisian than they are. This is shown, for example, by the fact that East Frisians 
are mostly not represented in minority organisations, whereas Sater (and North) 
Frisians are. Examples are the Minority Secretariat and the Minority Council of 
the Four Autochthonous National Minorities of Germany (Minderheitensekretar-
iat and Minderheitenrat) in Berlin. Although the East Frisians are included in the 
description of the minorities on the website[s] of these institutions, the Frisian 
ethnic group is only represented by organisations from North Frisia and the 
Saterland.19 This may be unsurprising, given what we know about the import-
ance of language for the creation and retention of distinct identities. However, 
the story becomes more complicated when we turn to the self- definition of the 
Saterland Frisians.
 In the first edition of his Sater Frisian dictionary, Marron Fort, the leading 
expert on Sater Frisian language and culture, offers some interesting details 
about the Frisian self- awareness of the Saterlanders:

It cannot be said that the Sater Frisians think of themselves as a Frisian 
people, such as we find among the West, East and North Frisians. […] The 
residents of the Saterland are hardly aware of their Frisianness, or of their 
East Frisianness.20

Furthermore, according to Fort, the Saterlanders not only show little awareness 
of their own Frisianness but instead define as Frisians (do Fräizen)21 those from 
the neighbouring regions. In other words, and by implication: a Frisian is 
someone who doesn’t speak Frisian: ‘when a Sater Frisian refers to do Fräizen, 
he means the East Frisians, his closest neighbours’.22

 Based on this, we have a somewhat confusing situation: one group (the Sater-
landers) kept the Frisian language but lost Frisian identity; another group (the 
East Frisians) lost the Frisian language, but kept Frisian identity, and a third 
group, now in the Dutch Province of Groningen, lost both Frisian language and 
identity.
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 This situation appears to have changed in recent decades. With the emergence 
of activists and societies promoting the language and culture of the Saterlandic 
people, a revision of their self- perception vide Frisianness appears to have taken 
place. For example, the flag of the Seelter Buund (Saterlandic Association), the 
minority organisation and club for local traditions in the Saterland, contains not 
only the coat of arms of the Saterland, but also the colours and symbols of the 
West Frisian flag.23 In the remainder of this chapter, I will present views of the 
Saterland from insiders and outsiders to shed light on the question on self- 
perception, both as a distinct ethnic group and as a sub- culture as defined by 
Pyrah and Fellerer.

Saterlandic ethnonyms
The available evidence on the self- and external perception of Saterlanders is 
scarce. Two dictionaries,24 written by the linguist Marron Fort, who has been 
working in neighbouring Oldenburg for many decades, are an important source 
and draw on the wisdom of ‘real Sater Frisians’, i.e. native speakers who spent 
all their lives in the Saterland. The dictionary entries for Frisian and Saterlandic 
are particularly illuminating in this regard.
 In the first edition of Fort’s dictionary, the Sater Frisian adjective ‘fräisk’ is 
defined with two meanings: ‘East Frisian’ and ‘Frisian in general’.25 The adjec-
tive ‘seelter, seeltersk’ on the other hand is translated as ‘saterländisch, saterfrie-
sisch’ (Saterlandic, Sater Frisian).26

 In the second edition Fort extended his definitions. For the adjective ‘fräisk’ 
the translation ‘ostfriesisch’ (East Frisian) is given; ‘n Fräisken’ is ‘ein Ost-
friese’ (an East Frisian person).27 The noun ‘[dät] Fräisk(e)’ is explained with 
‘im Saterland das ostfriesische Niederdeutsch’ (in the Saterland [the expres-
sion for] the East Frisian Low German language).28 The geographical label 
‘Fräislound’ denotes ‘Ostfriesland’ (East Frisia)29 and the ‘Fräize’ is ‘1. Ost-
friese. 2. ein Friese aus Nord-, Ost- oder Westfriesland’ (1. East Frisian person. 
2. a Frisian person from North, East or West Frisia).30 The entry ‘Seelter (a)’ is 
translated with ‘Saterfriese; friesisch- sprachiger Bewohner des Saterlandes’ 
(Sater Frisian person; a Frisian- speaking resident of the Saterland),31 the entry 
‘Seelter (b)’ with ‘1. (sprachlich, ethnisch) saterfriesisch […] 2. (topografisch) 
saterländisch’ (1. (linguistical, ethnical) Sater Frisian. 2. (topographical) Sater-
landic).32 Finally, ‘Seeltersk’ means ‘die saterfriesische Sprache’ (the Sater 
Frisian language).33

 The bottom line of these examples is that everything which translates as 
‘Frisian’ is linked to East Frisians and sometimes in a wider sense to East, West 
and North Frisians more generally, but usually excluding the Saterland. The 
translations relating to the element ‘seelter’ (Sater) are equally insightful. Fort 
translates it with ‘Saterlandic’ and ‘Sater Frisian’ and in one case he clearly dis-
tinguishes between ethnic ‘Sater Frisian’ and the topographical ‘Saterlandic’. 
But the Frisian part of these translations is probably more due to the common 
practice in German than the true understanding of the Saterlanders. The more 
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literal translation is surely ‘Saterlandic’; something like ‘Saterian’ (respectively 
German saterisch) would have been closer.
 The term ‘seelterfräisk’ (Sater Frisian) is not attested in the dictionary. 
Remarkably, this term has emerged and gained prominence in popular discourse. 
Most plausibly the word ‘seelterfräisk’ is a relatively new loan translation of the 
German ‘saterfriesisch’.34

Saterlanders as ‘islanders’
The development of the distinct (non- Frisian) Saterlandic identity as such is not 
an exceptional case. The Saterland was virtually cut off in the swamps and Sater-
landic identity resembles those of the inhabitants of the Frisian Islands in the 
North Sea where speakers refer to themselves and their local dialects not prim-
arily as Frisian but as Fering, Sölring, etc. rather than Föhr-Frisian or Sylt- 
Frisian. Fort35 explains this as a particular insular mentality.
 Almost 100 years earlier the linguist Theodor Siebs wrote about this phenom-
enon as well, though not referring to the Saterland and with a different explana-
tion, based on political affiliation:

I find it unsurprising that the islanders in fact do not call themselves ‘Fri-
sians’: their political association is the measure of the people’s tribal aware-
ness in the long run. […] The people of Wangerooge laugh at us when we 
call them East Frisians […]. The people of Terschelling are – unlike the 
people of the Province of Friesland – Dutchmen […]; the inhabitants of 
Schiermonnikoog, on the other hand, call themselves Frisians since their 
island is part of the Province of Friesland.36

According to Marron Fort, the insular identity of the Saterlanders was even 
exceptionally strong, due to the political circumstances:

The island mentality of your typical Saterlander was heightened by the fact 
that he was alien to the outside world in two ways – he did not belong to the 
[Catholic] people of the Münsterland as he was a Frisian, and he was not 
one of the East Frisians as he was Catholic.37

Briefly summarised: although the Saterland is located far away from the coast-
line, the geographical and political isolation encouraged the development of a 
strong insular mentality by the Saterlanders. This separation from their East 
Frisian neighbours is a valid explanation for the obvious distinction between 
Saterlandic and Frisian, documented in linguistic data collected before 1980 and 
used as the basis for Sater Frisian dictionaries. The historic group identity was 
likely the result of the Saterlander’s geo- cultural isolation, rather than their lan-
guage, which, however, is likely to have survived to the present day because of 
this isolation.
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The external perception of the Saterlanders
Whilst in the very recent past Saterlanders (or at least some of them) intend to 
highlight the Frisian characteristics of their culture more visibly and audibly, 
historical evidence on these issues is hard to come by. However, since the late 
eighteenth century the Saterland gained some attention, partly because of roman-
tic notions associated with the solitude of the area and thereby the archaic lan-
guage and traditions.38

 Much has been written by these early explorers of the Saterland about the 
origin and history of the Saterlandic people, their language and their folklore, 
with a general consensus amongst these scholars that Saterlanders are, indeed, of 
Frisian descent. In particular, the Saterlanders’ history, traditions, remnants of 
old Frisian law, and their language, provide the necessary evidence. Medieval 
documents confirm the cultural and political involvement of the Saterland in a 
larger Frisia, and the Saterlanders themselves had brought forward the claim of 
their Frisian origin on several occasions to protect their privileges which were 
threatened by the Bishop of Münster. Furthermore, the constitution and local law 
system of the Saterland preserved characteristics which emerged from the so- 
called Frisian Freedom.39

 Travellers’ accounts are a useful and lively source for understanding Frisian 
identity, although they should be received with the usual caution about such 
impressionistic writing. Crucially, our key question on whether Saterlanders saw 
themselves as Frisians – rather than just Saterlanders – appears never to have 
been addressed directly.
 The West Frisians Montanus de Haan Hettema (1796–1873) and Rinse Post-
humus (1790–1859) provide such a description of the Saterland in their Onze 
Reis naar Sagelterland (Our Journey to the Saterland) from 1832. The text has a 
clear political agenda; the authors are obviously radical democrats and driven by 
a Romantic Frisian nationalism.40 They recognise the Saterlanders as their 
Frisian compatriots, who are deemed to be of the purest Frisian blood.41 The 
Saterlanders are usually referred to as Frisians and their language as Frisian, but 
the only self- designation of the Saterlanders documented in this book is ‘ségelter 
(spr. sælter)’, which is translated as ‘sagelterlander’ (Saterlandic person),42 i.e. 
without a reference to any Frisianness.
 A more reliable survey on the Sater Frisian language was undertaken by 
Johann Friedrich Minssen (1823–1901). He originated in the Jeverland, a part of 
Eastern Frisia belonging to the Duchy of Oldenburg. A theologian and philolo-
gist, he travelled to the Saterland in 1846. On the ethnic affiliation of the Sater-
landers, he writes:

There were doubts from some sources as to whether the Saterlanders were 
part of the Frisian tribe; but when you live among them for a little while and 
get to know their language, then based on it and on the character of the 
Saterlanders, you obtain incontrovertible evidence of their Frisian 
heritage.43
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In addition, he claims the people’s bodily frames and the customs and morals of 
the Saterlanders as proof for the Frisian provenance. But again, there is no 
indication of Frisian self- awareness. Minssen usually refers to them as ‘Sater-
länder’ (e.g. see above) and to the language as ‘Satersch’ or ‘Satersche Sprache’ 
(Saterian, Saterian language) and rarely as ‘Saterfriesisch’ (Sater Frisian).44

 Theodor Siebs (1862–1941), a linguist and considered a founding father of 
Frisian Studies, published several ethnological works about the Frisians, espe-
cially the Sater Frisians. He never doubted the Frisian origin of the Saterlanders, 
using his (external) analysis of their language rather than their self- perception as 
evidence. In 1885 he wrote about the mystery of the ethnic affiliation of the 
Saterlanders, which could not have been resolved without linguistic proof: 

We would not have known to which Germanic tribe we ought to have 
assigned the people of the Saterland, had their language not provided us 
with an important clue. […] It follows with certainty from the language […] 
that the people presently living in the Saterland are members of the tribe of 
the Frisians. Some claimed they were descendants of the old Chauci people 
mentioned by Tacitus. But such a comment was only good for making an 
already murky question even more confusing.45

The teacher Julius Bröring (1867–1948) commands a special place amongst 
these commentators on Saterlandic life; although he wasn’t born in the Sater-
land, he was nonetheless raised there from the age of seven, returned there on 
numerous visits as a grown- up46 and published an extensive book about the tra-
ditions, customs, folklore and local legends of the Saterland. Whilst he doesn’t 
claim a distinct Frisian identity of the ‘Sater’ (Saters),47 he points to the ‘undeni-
able Frisian ancestry’48 and associates the Saterlanders with typical Frisian traits 
(e.g. Frisian tenacity).49

 Similar studies from the early twentieth century yielded similar results to 
those from the nineteenth century; no clear evidence for a Frisian self- awareness 
of the Saterlanders is suggested. Even where there are debates about the ethnic 
affiliation of the Saterlanders, they are only recognised or classified as Frisians – 
or at least to be of Frisian origin – as a result of indirect comments with regard 
to their linguistic, historical or ethnological origins and not by an explicitly self- 
expressed identity. If we want to consider the term sub- culture at this point, we 
have to deal with a once lost, and then externally re- imposed, Frisian identity: 
unquestionably Frisian, but not aware of it.
 In 1952, the first Saterlandic club for local traditions, the Seelterbuund (Sater-
landic Association), was founded. In its statutes, the collaboration with West and 
North Frisians was explicitly embedded as an aim. Still, the Saterlanders them-
selves are not clearly designated as (Sater) Frisians, but as ‘seelterlounder foulk’ 
(people of the Saterland).50 Indeed, the Sater Frisians themselves appeared to have 
taken a more active and visible part in their Frisianness. During the 6th Frisian 
Congress in 1955, Sater Frisians were amongst those to decree the Frisian Mani-
fest. The introduction of this document concretely states the following:
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On this day, our sixth joint meeting in modern times, we Frisians from 
North, East and West Frisia, from the Saterland and the Land Wursten, from 
the Oldenburger Land and from Heligoland, stand at the place venerable to 
all of us, the Upstalsboom, where in the Middle Ages the emissaries of the 
Seven Sealands gathered. We have come together here because we feel that 
we belong together, and because the force of this feeling calls for expres-
sion; this force, […] has remained vital across all history’s ups and downs 
and […] has not halted at any of the borders which once sprung up. 51

This meeting did not take place without the drive of certain individuals from the 
outside. The West Frisian engineer and self- taught linguist Pyt Kramer (born in 
1936) was crucial to the Sater Frisian language. Kramer, co- founder of the West 
Frisian political party Fryske Nasjonale Partij (Frisian National Party), tried to 
get the Saterlanders to write and read their language and produced books and a 
journal in Sater Frisian. His Sater Frisian dictionary52 proved to be a milestone in 
this regard.53 In all of his work he emphasised the Frisian element and promoted 
both the Frisian language and Frisian identity. In his dictionary the entries 
‘Fräise’ and ‘fräisk’ are translated quite generally as ‘Friese’ and ‘friesisch’ 
(Frisian person and Frisian), without any special reference to East Frisia.
 A second invaluable individual for the recording and promotion of the Sater-
landic language has been Marron Fort, as mentioned above. In addition to his 
academic work in linguistics he collected oral histories of the Saterland and pub-
lished two books of traditional Sater Frisian tales. In addition, he translated the 
New Testament into the ‘the original Eastern- Lauwers-Frisian language’ of the 
Saterland.54 But, importantly for our purposes, he reiterated that the Saterlanders 
have had no culturally- rooted Frisian identity. Even more, in his opinion the loss 
of Frisian identity may have been a major factor for the survival of the Frisian 
language in the Saterland:

It is akin to irony that the isolation of the Saterland, which robbed the Sater 
Frisians of their ethnic identity as a Frisian people, was the same that saved 
the Sater Frisian language from oblivion. For if the Sater Frisians had main-
tained close ties to the other East Frisians, they would have already begun 
speaking Low German in the late Middle Ages.55

And further: ‘And of what use is a Frisian ethnic identity, if one, like the East 
Frisians, who are quite aware of their Frisian nationality, loses his old language 
nevertheless.’56

 All the same, he recognises the Saterlanders as Frisians and promotes the 
Frisian language and identity. That this is still a point of discussion can be seen in 
the publications of several recent commentators, e.g. Terheyden’s 2001 book on 
the Frisian roots of the Saterland. He defines the raison d’etre for his publication 
as: ‘to work out the historical connection between the Saterland and Frisia, uncov-
ering the common roots of the Saterland with Frisia’.57 Thus, although there are no 
new claims or observations in his work, it is nonetheless worth noting that as 
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recently as 2001, Terheyden still felt the need to relate the issue of the Frisian 
history of the Saterland in an easily accessible way to East and Sater Frisians.

Sources by Saterlanders
In contrast to the comments and views expressed by outsiders, it is rather more 
difficult to find statements about self- perception or identity by Saterlanders 
themselves, certainly until the late twentieth century. The primary evidence on 
life in the Saterland we have is in the form of folk tales and oral histories,58 and 
in line with what we have already seen, they do not make explicit reference to 
Frisianness. The self- designations we find are variations of Seelter, e.g. ‘ségelter 
(spr. sælter)’59 or ‘Sēltər’.60 The claim that the term Frisians simply refers to 
those direct neighbours from outside the Saterland is maintained but poorly 
documented. In Minssen’s material of Saterlandic voices East Frisia is referred 
to as ‘ôstfréslônd’ (literally, East Frisia),61 but in Siebs’ text samples the desig-
nation ‘Frēslōnd’ (literally, Frisia)62 is documented. Pyt Kramer lists various ref-
erences for designations for East Frisia and the East Frisians; drawn from many 
historical and contemporary sources, they literally translate both as ‘East 
Frisia’/‘East Frisian person’ and ‘Frisia’/‘Frisian person’.63

 A relic of Frisian identity can be found in a folk legend about the origin of the 
Saterlanders. Siebs reports the tale that the three oldest families of the Saterland 
immigrated from West Frisia. Ironically, these three families have Westfalian 
(respectively Saxon/Low German) names. Siebs accepts that these families 
indeed are the oldest families [in the area] but that consequently they constitute 
the pre- Frisian population in the Saterland. In folk accounts the mythical origin 
of Saterlanders in Eastern Frisia and tales of the three primordial Westfalian 
families got mixed up.64 Regardless of the substance of these tales they can be 
considered as remnants of a Frisian self- awareness. Georg Sello labels this as a 
blurred mythological but not forgotten Frisian tradition.65

 This issue is less clear with regard to the Saterlandic language. From the 
second half of the twentieth century on some Sater Frisians started to write in 
their own language (or about it) themselves, and contrary to previous findings, 
tended to highlight the Frisian characteristics of the Saterland. Taking into con-
sideration that a large portion of writing in Sater Frisian arose in the context of 
the promotion of Frisian language and identity by the aforementioned outsiders 
Pyt Kramer and Marron Fort, this is not all that surprising.
 Of the few native Saterlanders who wrote original pieces in their language, 
Hermann Janssen (1888–1971) was one of the most important. A gardener by 
trade, Janssen was interested in local history and had been writing shorter Sater 
Frisian texts for a local newspaper since 1952. He also contributed texts to the 
periodical Seelter Trjoue, published by Pyt Kramer between 1966 and 1972. 
Labelled as ‘the first Frisian of the Saterland’66 he was also an important 
informant on the language for academic researchers from West Frisia and for 
Marron Fort. However, his high degree of Frisian awareness was hardly repre-
sentative of other Saterlanders of his time. In addition, he appears to distinguish 
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between types of Frisians by his terminology: West Frisians are called fräisloun-
ders67 where Frisians in generally are referred to as Friesen68 – a word that is 
also used in German and looks rather different from the Saterlandic term 
Fräizen.
 In texts such as these, explicit references to a Frisian identity are not always 
found but we gain an understanding of self- identification by way of noting how 
the Other is referred to, notably the collective term Frisian. In Saterfriesisches 
Volksleben69 we find stories by the Sater Frisian storyteller Wilhelm Kramer 
(1905–1984). Like Janssen, Kramer appears to be an exception amongst Sater-
landers in that he is highly conscious of his Frisianness, including his serving on 
the Pan- Frisian Council as the representative for the Saterland from 1971–1978.70 
He never refers to East Frisia with the term Fräislound, but always uses the nar-
rower term ‘Astfräislound’.71 Although Saterlanders are not formally referred to 
as Fräizen, Kramer unmistakeably includes the Saterland in the greater Frisian 
context such as when he claims that the traditional Frisian law lasted longer there 
than in other Frisian areas.72

 This is different in the collection of stories in Saterfriesische Stimmen.73 Here, 
the designations ‘Fräislound’ and ‘Fräizen’ clearly refer to East Frisia and the 
East Frisians and not to Saterlanders, e.g. in the tale about a Saterlandic peasant 
who travels to an East Frisian fortune teller. The ‘Búur inne Fräislound’ is a 
‘Farmer in East Frisia’ and ‘fräiske Bäidene sjunge’ translates as ‘East Frisian 
children sing’.74

 Another writer was Theodor Griep (1916–2007), a farmer, politician and 
researcher of local traditions and history. He worked with both Pyt Kramer and 
Marron Fort and began to write in Sater Frisian in the late twentieth century. 
Two of his contributions to the Jahrbuch für das Oldenburger Müsterland are 
insightful examples for the new expression of Frisian self- awareness. The 
chapter ‘Ju fräiske Toal’ (The Frisian Language)75 is a short work about 
the history of the Frisian languages in an easy accessible style. He refers to the 
Saterlanders as ‘Seelter Fräizen’ and similarly uses the terms Fräizen and Fräis-
lound to refer to all other Frisians and Frisia in general, in the same way as it is 
done in the English or German language. The Low German language of the East 
Frisians is called ‘aastfräisk Plat’ (East Frisian Low [German]) thus combining 
the elements of Frisian and Low, just as it is done by speakers from outside the 
Saterland. It is striking that in Griep’s earlier contribution to Fort’s Saterfrie-
sische Stimmen76 his terminology was more traditional: Fräislound specifically 
referred to East Frisia by then. This becomes particularly obvious through the 
fact that his tales were taken from older material collected by Johann Friedrich 
Minssen in the nineteenth century. In one of the original stories, East Frisia is 
addressed with the specific term ‘ôstfréslônd’,77 but in Griep’s retold version this 
is explicitly corrected to ‘Fräislound’.78

 The impression of an emerging Frisian self- perception in Griep’s work is con-
firmed in a more recent example. In another retelling of a Saterlandic story from 
Minssen’s collection, Griep undertakes several changes to add Frisian elements. 
Where the original reads ‘ốlde gerᵢútîggeid’ (old law),79 Griep’s version speaks 
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of the ‘oolde fräischke Gjucht’ (old Frisian law).80 In addition, the exposition 
and explanation of the historical circumstances and sources focus on the Frisian 
characteristics of the events and persons.
 Other Sater Frisian writers include Gesina Lechte- Siemer (1911–2007) and 
Margaretha Grosser (born in 1934). Importantly for our purposes, both use the 
term ‘seelterfräisk’ (Sater Frisian) instead of the much more common ‘seeltersk’ 
(Saterian). Lechte- Siemer wrote Sater Frisian poetry throughout her life but only 
started to publish her work in the 1970s, inspired and encouraged by Pyt Kramer. 
Already in her anthology from 1977 she occasionally used ‘seelterfräisk’.81 
Grosser is the most prolific writer of Saterlandic to date, who has been very pro-
ductive since the 1990s and publishes short stories in books and local news-
papers, as well as translations of children’s literature. Grosser uses the term 
‘seelterfräisk’ extensively, and her books are usually labelled as ‘in’t Seelter-
fräisk uursät’ (translated to Sater Frisian).82

From Saterlanders to Sater Frisians
This brief account demonstrates that indeed the last linguistic enclave of East 
Frisian speakers did not self- identify as Frisians until very recently. From the 
second half of the twentieth century, this appears to change with more and more 
voices identifying as Sater Frisians rather than Saterlanders. This change may 
well have been triggered or at least accelerated by the cultural activities of out-
siders such as Pyt Kramer and Marron Fort. In addition, the inter- Frisian con-
tacts with members of the Frisian movements in North and West Frisia – who 
hold a view of Frisian identity which is crucially tied to a vivid Frisian language 
– could have been acting as a catalyst for this development. The loss of the 
Saterland’s insularity could have been a factor as well. But whether this Frisian 
self- awareness was (or is) widespread beyond a small group of activists is 
uncertain.
 Nevertheless, the affiliation of the Saterlanders to the Frisian ethnic group 
became uncontroversial and culminated in their inclusion in the Charter and the 
Framework in the 1990s. It has become a unique selling point and thus sup-
ported by the public administration of the Saterland. Visitors to the official 
homepage of the Saterlandic administration are welcomed with the statement: 
‘Herzlich Willkommen im Saterland, der kleinsten Sprachinsel Europas’,83 
echoing the award of the (dubious) title of the ‘smallest linguistic enclave in 
Europe’ by the Guinness Book of Records in 1991.84 This official recognition of 
the Saterland’s Frisianness is also indicated in two publications aimed at a lay 
audience. Whereas Heese85 only includes a brief account of the Sater Frisian lan-
guage and places it firmly in the wider Frisian context, just a decade later 
Klöver86 emphasises explicitly that the Frisian aspects of the Saterland’s history 
will receive particular attention in her ‘textbook on the history of a community 
with Frisian origins’.87

 In this context Klöver’s view of the longevity of Frisian self- perception 
of Saterlanders appears to be ill- founded. Her claims that in the 1950s, many 
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Saterlanders saw their Frisian identity threatened (by the declining numbers of 
speakers of Saterlandic),88 or that the 1990s saw the welcome development that 
both Sater Frisian language and identity would be preserved into the next 
century, seem unsupported, given what we know about the lack of Frisian self- 
perception in previous centuries. Klöver, a journalist originating in the rural area 
close to the Saterland, appears to simply equate Frisian identity with Saterlandic 
identity and thereby with proficiency in the Sater Frisian language, and to project 
erroneously what we know about the self- perception of West and North Frisians 
onto the Saterland.
 Thus, we witness a change in the cultural reference point for the Frisianness 
of the Saterlanders. Whereas in the twentieth century the close cultural connec-
tion between the (no longer Frisian- speaking) East Frisians and the Saterlanders 
had often been of key importance to prove the Frisian ethnic affiliation,89 there 
appears to be re- orientation to the other Frisian- speaking communities, namely 
the West and North Frisians, as primary cultural relatives for Saterlanders. This 
can also be found in academic writing. In a paper on Sater Frisian, Johanna 
Evers and Karl- Peter Schramm, both leading language and minority activists in 
the Saterland, explicitly – though perhaps unintentionally – re- label the (non- 
Frisian speaking) East Frisians as Low Germans from East Frisia.90

 In their assessment, East Frisians are no longer considered to be Frisians, 
presumably because Evers and Schramm define these groups linguistically, not 
ethnically or historically. This view of the special bond of the Frisian language 
can be found elsewhere and in exaggerated ways. For example, the aforemen-
tioned textbook by Klöver claims that the West Frisians from the Netherlands 
and the Frisians in Germany can communicate effortlessly with each other in 
their actual Frisian language,91 a suggestion that is supported neither by anec-
dotal evidence nor published research. Indeed, Swarte et al.92 found that the level 
of intelligibility between West Frisian and North Frisian is lower than between 
Scandinavian languages, for example. It might be reasonably assumed that this 
applies to Sater Frisian to a similar extent.

Conclusions
This chapter showed that the self- perception of ethnic groups does not always 
coincide with their external perception. This might not be so surprising with 
regard to a number of sub- cultures discussed in this volume, and indeed it is 
perhaps one of the reasons that the term sub- culture was introduced, namely: to 
capture such discrepancies. The case study discussed here yields more surprising 
results. In present- day discourse, the division of Frisians into Western, Northern 
and Eastern is uncontroversial, and the identification of their distinct mother 
tongues as varieties of Frisian is equally accepted without discussion. What this 
paper has shown, however, is that we need to offer a more finely tuned analysis, 
especially regarding the no- longer-Frisian- speaking East Frisians and the still- 
Frisian-speaking Saterlanders. The East Frisians kept a Frisian identity over the 
centuries, despite the loss of the Frisian language. Their Frisian self- perception 
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is based more on history and cultural practice than on language, though they re- 
labelled their non- Frisian Low German dialect as East Frisian. Corresponding to 
this, East Frisians and their language were named Frisian by the Saterlanders. In 
the isolated Saterland, however, the Frisian language did not die out but was pre-
served: the self- perception, however, was narrowed to a Saterlandic, not Frisian, 
identity: Saterlanders spoke Saterlandic; East Frisians spoke East Frisian.
 This perception underwent significant changes over the course of the twen-
tieth century. Beginning with the ‘discovery’ of the Frisian origin and the Frisian 
nature of the Saterlandic language by external researchers, at least some Sater-
landers adapted Frisian self- awareness and started to express it. This develop-
ment accelerated in the last decades of the twentieth century and peaked in the 
official recognition of the Saterlanders as part of the Frisian ethnic group, now 
under the label Sater Frisians, with the end result that by now the Saterlanders 
would, indeed, see themselves as Frisians.
 The Frisian ethnic group is highly heterogenous and East and Sater Frisians 
clearly can be defined as sub- groups. But the concept of sub- cultures by Pyrah 
and Fellerer (2013) does not entirely fit here. It is acknowledged that the case of 
twentieth- century Sater Frisians bristles with hybridity and shift: traditionally 
Frisian- speaking non- Frisians, but eventually official Frisian with a (probably) 
not deeply rooted and widespread Frisian identity. But in the end, it ultimately 
concerns the questions of when, how and why the cultural elite of the Sater-
landers discovered their Frisianness and added this element to their once island- 
like Saterlandic identity. The key referential entities, the Saterlandic language, 
culture and history, remained the same. The issue was, whether these should be 
labelled as Frisian or not.
 Other possible identity layers, e.g. as a German citizen, as Oldenburgian, as a 
Catholic in a predominantly Protestant area, or as a user of the Low and Standard 
German languages, are a matter of individual preferences and, therefore, less rel-
evant for Saterlandic group identity. The same applies to the question, whether 
Saterlandic (or Sater Frisian) is a national, regional or just a linguistic identity. 
For the individual, it is one or the other and this is valid for East or North or 
other Frisians as well. Though the national or ethnic character of individuals, 
sub- groups or of the Frisian ethnic group as a whole may be a point of issue, the 
ethnic component stands as the constitutive criterium for these groups.
 A classification as sub- culture in the terms of this volume does not appear to 
be sufficiently justified at this time. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to 
observe, if and how the declining number of Frisian speakers will affect the 
Saterlandic/Sater Frisian identity. After the loss of the highly group- forming 
isolation on a de- facto-island and the menacing extinction of the language, there 
could be no ‘glue’ left in the near future to bind the group together. On the other 
hand, it is conceivable that Saterlanders are able to de- link their identity from the 
language – like the East Frisians did hundreds of years ago. But this seems 
unlikely, considering the recent alignment of the Sater Frisian movement with 
the strongly language- tied movements in West and North Frisia. But quite 
 possibly the Saterlanders will have adopted enough of a more general- Frisian 
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identity by that time to preserve some Sater through this Frisian, inside the 
larger group. Maybe the coming patterns of Saterlandic identity can better be 
described with the concept of sub- cultures than with an ethnic concept.
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13 Ethnic identity in other nations’ 
conflicts
Defining Frisianness in the 1920s1

Nils Langer

Introduction

The majority of contributions in this volume discuss the applicability of the 
concept of sub- culture as defined by the editors of this book to case studies from 
East- Central Europe (ECE), in particular from urban rather than rural settings. 
The term sub- culture refers to ‘groups with wider, hybrid forms of cultural self- 
expression […] and multiple or simultaneous belonging’ and as such, integrates 
the division between ‘ “majority”, “minority” cultures and “ethnic groups” ’.2 
Sub- cultures are understood to be part of the ‘complex web of multiple and shift-
ing ethnic identities’ and said to be ‘typical’ of East- Central Europe in the twen-
tieth century. Given the difficulty attached to the clear definition of what and 
who belongs to a particular minority or ethnic group, it is by no means immedi-
ately plausible that a new category or term, such as sub- culture, offers a useful 
addition to the scholar’s toolbox. This chapter seeks to contribute to this discus-
sion by reviewing a case study from outside ECE, namely the North Frisians on 
the North Sea Coast of Germany. In historical and modern scholarship, the North 
Frisians are usually classified as a people, a tribe or a national minority and 
hence would not qualify to be categorised as a sub- culture. For this reason, they 
appear to be a worthwhile test case for the usefulness of term outside of ECE. In 
particular, this chapter will address the role of ‘history, memory, imagination 
and myth in the formation of ethnically multi- layered identity’ and the ‘signifi-
cance of language in shaping such identities’, as articulated in the editors’ 
project website.3

The Frisians in history

The Frisians are a long- attested people, first mentioned in Ancient Roman liter-
ature (12 bc) as resident in what is now the Netherlands. Always living on or 
near the North Sea coast of present- day Netherlands and Germany, the Frisians 
have been divided into three principal groupings – North, West and East Frisians 
– for at least 1200 years. The North Frisians moved to and settled in their current 
locations in two waves, a first one to the sandy islands of Amrum, Föhr and Sylt 
around ad 800, and in a later second wave to the marshes of what now constitutes 
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the mainland at around ad 1100. The effect of this split settlement history can 
still be felt, primarily in the linguistic differences between Island North Frisian 
and Mainland North Frisian – differences which are significant in that they 
impair mutual comprehensibility between the two groups but also in that they 
permit immediate identification of the self and the other.4 Despite the longevity 
of Frisian settlement in the area, a number of important cultural and political 
steps were never or only insufficiently reached over the century. Most notably, 
political independence, the establishment of a significant urban centre or the use 
of Frisian in formal and public writing was never achieved or felt desirable or 
necessary. This is not to say that North Frisians did not undergo major political 
and cultural developments but the geographical inaccessibility of the region 
played a significant factor in its relative economic underdevelopment, with signi-
ficant stretches only reachable with great difficulty and during the summer.5 As 
regards the use of language, the Frisian community fitted in with other areas in 
the Duchy of Schleswig, their administrative unit, where Latin was the language 
of official writing until the Reformation and was replaced by Low German, later 
by High German or, in certain areas, Standard Danish (Rigsdansk). Frisian was 
restricted to the spoken and informal domain – with some indirect evidence that 
the language was used in the spoken part of school lessons but never for the 
written part. Such evidence usually takes the form of complaints about teachers, 
demonstrating that the authorities did not condone such practices, though it 
should be added that such comments are common across many other areas where 
Standard German was to be used, i.e. it was not an explicitly Anti- Frisian senti-
ment.6 It was accepted that the language of schooling, administration and the 
church was the High (H) language7 and that therefore any other language or 
dialect was to be restricted to the lower (L) domains of family and informal lan-
guage use. This division remained unchallenged even during the Age of Nation-
alism in the nineteenth century when, just as in so many other regions across 
Europe, certain individuals argued for a greater recognition of the Frisians as a 
distinctive group of people – a independent tribe, a people (Volk) – or as a part 
of the German nation. Such protests took different forms, both in writing and in 
public debate, yet it should be emphasised that only occasionally were there any 
calls for political independence. The scholarly consensus appears to be that the 
Frisian movement was restricted by the fact that at the same time, particularly 
from 1840s onwards, the German- Danish national conflict took centre stage and 
only permitted the Frisians to join either cause but not to develop its own. The 
emergence and development of the North Frisian movement have been well 
documented8 and it shows that there were many similarities between the views 
of North Frisian activists and those who argued for greater regional, ethnic or 
national recognition or autonomy elsewhere in Europe. The debates were initi-
ated and led by leading intellectuals, in the case of North Frisia, largely by vicars 
and teachers, and published in newspapers, books and pamphlets. To what extent 
these represented the thinking and feeling of ethnic identity in the wider popula-
tion is virtually impossible to verify, even though this would appear to be an 
important question.9 In this chapter we will thus have to restrict ourselves to 
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metalinguistic and cultural debates amongst a relatively small number of vocal 
activists. The overall aim is to review and reflect on these debates in order to 
obtain an informed understanding of the arguments put forward to reveal and 
manifest, or else make invisible, a distinct or distinctive Frisian identity.10 The 
twentieth century is particularly fertile for such an investigation as it saw at least 
two major waves of a particularly vocal promotion of Frisianness. The focus of 
this chapter will be on the first such wave, which culminated in the 1920s with a 
fierce debate on the status of Frisians as distinctive ethnic minority vs. simply 
being a distinctive but firm part of the German nation and culture, which resulted 
in a decisive split of the pro- North Frisian movement in the 1920s.

Before 1920
Until the 1920s, the fate of the North Frisians looked fairly similar to those of 
other smaller nations or ethnic groups in Europe. It was known that they existed, 
but no special recognition or treatment was provided nor felt necessary in the 
Duchy of Schleswig (a tributary of the Kingdom of Denmark, until 1864), a 
composite state of many nations and languages. North Frisian, a West Germanic 
language like German and English, had never been used as a language of formal 
writing to any significant degree. The oldest written sources date back to the 
seventeenth century and were sparing in numbers. The language of writing had 
been Latin and Low German, to be replaced by High German in the eighteenth 
century. With the emergence of nationalism in the nineteenth century, anthropo-
logical and political interest arose for many such ethnic groups, though with very 
different aims. Whilst some in Europe hoped for emancipation and liberation 
from suppression, others appeared fairly happy in the constitutional settings. In 
his 1845 manifesto, Christian Feddersen, Frisian by birth but at this time a vicar 
in a parish outside North Frisia, offers a ‘definition’ of Frisian distinctiveness: 
‘God gave you Frisians your own country, your own special intellect and mind-
fulness, your own history, also your particular education conditioned by nature, 
ambition and fate, and your own language which is completely suited to all of 
the above.’11 Along with his plea, Höret nicht auf, Friesen zu sein! (Don’t stop 
being Frisians!), Feddersen emphasises the distinctiveness of Frisianness by 
pointing out that Frisians have their own country, their own character, their own 
history and their own language. The Frisians thus complied with the basic and 
uncontroversial pillars that were required for the postulation of a separate nation 
in the nineteenth century. In this way, the perception of Frisians – internal and 
external – was no different from that of many other ethnic groups and nations, 
and these similarities were already noticed at the time.12 However, unlike many 
examples from elsewhere in Europe, there were no calls for political independ-
ence, removal of intruders or political suppression, nor the promotion of Frisian 
as an H- language in, say, schooling or church service. This is not to say that 
there were no significant metacultural and metalinguistic debates on the place 
and status of Frisians in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, so much so, 
indeed, that in his exemplary and ground- breaking study Steensen13 speaks of a 
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North Frisia movement. A number of individuals worked on the publication of 
Frisian dictionaries or, like Lorenz F. Mechlenburg (1799–1875), a vicar from 
the Frisian island of Amrum, argued that a Frisian journal or newspaper should 
be published. However, the voices promoting the case of better recognition of 
Frisians remained largely unheard due to the prominence of the German- Danish 
conflict in the public conscience, which had culminated in two bloody wars 
(1848–1851 and 1864) and continues to shape the leading debates on ethnic and 
national minorities in the region to the present day. Steensen14 argues that by the 
time people like Feddersen and Mechlenburg went public, the optimal point of 
time for action had already passed and any drive for greater freedom or the pro-
motion of the Frisian language became submerged by German- Danish issues. 
Subsequently a number of initiatives emerged during the nineteenth century but 
there was no coordination and many of the projects, e.g. the writing of diction-
aries, were conducted individually and some were never published. Lasting 
associations promoting the Frisian cause emerged late and sporadically, with the 
only bigger ones a product of the twentieth, not the nineteenth century. Those 
individual persons who did partake in these discussions were generally well 
known in the region, but it is unclear how much public support they commanded. 
The Volksfest (people’s festival) in Bredstedt 1844 was billed as a Volksfest der 
Nordfriesen (festival of the North Frisians), with some 6000 people from all over 
North Frisia attending and a flag of North Frisia was unveiled for the first time. 
However, rather than being a festival to promote North Frisian distinctiveness, it 
was much more about demonstrating allegiance to the German nation, or being 
part of it, rather than Denmark.15 The contemporary polarisation of the popula-
tion as either supporting the Danish cause (Eider- Danishness) or the German 
cause (Schleswig- Holsteiner) left no space for a third position and the lack of 
cohesion amongst the North Frisians was exacerbated not only by the geograph-
ical difficulties – a lack of an economic centre, poor road network, isolated 
islands and marshy areas – but also by a certain indifference towards the publi-
cation of a dictionary or a journal.16 During the time of Danish repression of 
German- minded intellectuals (teachers, vicars, civil servants) after the victorious 
First Schleswig War in 1851, the Frisians were not treated differently but became 
part of either the German- or Danish- supporting side. Where protests or discus-
sions involved Frisians, it was not due to their Frisianness. It appears fair to say 
that at this stage already, most Frisians felt part of the German nation, even 
though most would say that in being so, they were also a distinct tribe (Stamm). 
This was much less the case for the language where a few would say that Frisian 
was not a distinct language, rather than a dialect of German.
 The Prussian period after the Second Schleswig War (1864) and the annexa-
tion of Schleswig- Holstein as a Prussian province in 1867 saw significant 
changes in local and regional administration. A number of voices protested that 
the removal of the Danish yoke simply meant its replacement by a Prussian one, 
rather than the desired freedom and Schleswig- Holstein (but not Frisian!) inde-
pendence.17 The most immediate change was the introduction of a three- year 
conscription period for every young adult male, which was at least in part a 
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reason for significant Frisian emigration to the United States in the 1870s and 
1880s. Changes in policy with regards to language simply affected (High) 
German and (Imperial) Danish by way of removing and then reversing the pro- 
Danish language rescripts. The (poor) situation for Frisian remained unaffected 
and the promotion of distinctly Frisian interests was undertaken by a few indi-
viduals.18 A number of literary texts and metalinguistic works (dictionaries, col-
lections of phrasemes and sayings) were put into print in the second half of the 
century and a first, though short- lived, North Frisian association was founded in 
1879. This association, just like the more successful Nordfriesische Verein für 
Heimatkunde und Heimatliebe (North Frisian Society for the Promotion of 
Understanding and Love of Your Home Region), founded in 1902 and still going 
strong today though with a significantly shortened name (Nordfriesischer 
Verein), took the firm view that Frisians were part of Germany, not separate 
from it. This society which also played a key role in the 1920s, central to this 
chapter, endorsed Romantic notions of rural life, identifying the urban life style 
of the south to be as dangerous to the Frisian way of life as the sea to the west.19 
The association initially focused on non- linguistic matters – history, nature, eth-
nology – before also devoting itself to the protection and furthering of the Frisian 
language. The strongest support for linguistic matters at the time came from an 
association based on the island of Sylt, the Foriining fuar Söl’ring Spraak en 
Wiis (Society for Syltian Language and Customs) founded in 1900, since 1905 
as the Söl’ring Foriining – note that the name of the association is in (Sylt-) 
Frisian! – which saw it as a key ambition to introduce Frisian in schools and as a 
public language in newspapers, shop signs and advertising boards. This was met 
with some initial success with the introduction of Frisian lessons in the island’s 
schools. However, almost immediately, the central administration in Berlin 
stopped this project, fearing that such efforts could pose a threat to German 
national unity, both by way of promoting Frisian but also the other minority lan-
guages of Danish, Polish, Sorbian and French in the empire.

The 1920 referendum and its aftermath
The end of the First World War and the Treaty of Versailles affected North 
Frisia by way of the 1920 referendum which decided on the repositioning of the 
German- Danish border. After the Treaty of Prague in 1866 and the annexation 
of Schleswig- Holstein by Prussia, the border had been moved northwards to the 
Kongeå/Königsau and thus creating a significant Danish national minority. The 
referendum of 1920 in the immediate aftermath of the First World War was 
carried out in two zones – with a third zone originally planned but never acted 
on – to decide on whether the affected area would be part of Germany or 
Denmark. The more northerly zone voted in favour of Denmark, the southern 
one in favour of Germany, and the border between Germany and Denmark was 
redrawn between these two areas – and still forms the state border today.20 An 
immediate result of the referendum was the creation of a German minority in 
Denmark and a significant reduction of the Danish minority in Germany (since 
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most Danes in Prussian Schleswig- Holstein lived in Zone 1 of the referendum) 
(see Figure 13.1).
 Just as in the nationalist conflicts of the nineteenth century, the focus of the 
debates surrounding the referendum lay very much on the dominant cultures 
(Danish and German) and standard languages (Imperial Danish and High 
German).
 The Frisians were largely sidelined in the passionate discussions on the Ger-
manness and Danishness of the former Duchy of Schleswig and it was perhaps a 
direct result of this marginalisation that led to much more audible Frisian voices 
in the subsequent decades. Whenever Frisians did engage in the referendum 
debates, they usually did so as Germans, only rarely as Frisians, and never as 

Figure 13.1  The three areas proposed for the 1920 referendum (in the end, referenda 
were only held in Zone 1 and 2).

Source: Flensburg in der Volksabstimmung, ed. by Broder Schwensen (Flensburg: Stadtarchiv, 
1920), p. 16.
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Danes. The key questions appeared to be much more about the future economic 
prosperity of the region, rather than solely a cultural- nationalistic perspective. 
Whilst those in favour of remaining in Germany argued that industrial Germany 
would also provide more prosperity than the largely agricultural Denmark, those 
opposing this suggested that the very experience of the catastrophic defeat in the 
First World War was plenty of evidence that a peaceful future would be much 
more likely in liberal Denmark. One might argue that given the magnitude of the 
central problems, there was but little space for reflecting on the role of the Fri-
sians in these deliberations and as transpired in the actual referendum but also 
subsequent ‘opinion polls’, the vast majority of Frisians were firmly in the pro- 
Germany camp, both politically and culturally, thus reflecting the views pro-
moted by the Nordfriesischer Verein (North Frisian Society, NV). This is not to 
say that there was less activity in North Frisia than elsewhere during the referen-
dum campaign and indeed a number of very well- attended, large events took 
place in the area in 1919 and 1920. Whilst Zone 1 of the referendum only 
affected areas with ethnic Germans and Danes, Zone 2 covered half of North 
Frisia. Many felt mobilised to argue for a vote for Germany to prevent a split of 
the area into a northern half of North Frisia belonging to Denmark and a 
southern half of North Frisia belonging to Germany though it is unclear, of 
course, how this line of argumentation actually affected the voting behaviour. A 
number of rallies were organised to orchestrate popular opinion. The Friesen- or 
Schleswig- Holsteiner Tag on 10 August 1919 in Niebüll was attended by several 
thousands of people,21 with three religious services in the L- language of Low 
German (but not Frisian!), speeches and music at the central assembly point, a 
festive march through the town sporting the Schleswig- Holstein colours of blue- 
white-red, all emphasising passionately that North Frisia and Frisians belonged 
to Germany and not Denmark. During this period between the end of the First 
World War and early 1920s, the Germanness of Frisians was emphasised and 
‘shown’ by way of the cultural assimilation they had undergone in the recent and 
distant past, not least of all by its accepting the High German language as its 
H- language in all official and public domains. In contrast, it was argued, there 
were no commonalities between Frisians and Danes, indeed, it was said that the 
Danes were the arch- enemy of Frisians and anyone who would vote for Denmark 
in the upcoming referendum would be a traitor and a sinner who would face pun-
ishment on Judgement Day.22 The NV was heavily involved in these debates 
which continued even after the referendum. It positioned itself decisively on the 
pro- German side and employed a number of Romantic notions of ethnic and 
national identity to demonstrate the particular responsibility of the Frisian people 
to defend their culture against the Danes. This culture was defined as germa-
nisches Volkstum,23: a broad collection of anthropological, architectural, natural 
and geographical features, yet perceived to be autochthonous to the North Frisian 
region. This included biological aspects of the Frisian race. Most of these fea-
tures had been identified and reiterated for centuries before and they continued 
to be used as defining Frisian identity for decades to come.24 Publications such 
as Peters’ (1929) Heimatbuch Nordfriesland25 or Borchling and Muuß’s (1931) 
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Die Friesen26 contain comprehensive and readable chapters on what was felt to 
be central to Frisian life and identity, aimed at a general public. Frisians were 
presented as a distinct tribe of the German nation and thus quite different from 
the sub- cultures of East- Central Europe. However, after the First World War and 
during the debate of the 1920 referendum – and perhaps because of these debates 
– the integration into or the being- part-of the German nation was emphasised 
and ‘proven’ with reference to the considerable cultural assimilation and the 
status of the (High) German language as the unchallenged H- language of North 
Frisians. In this way we have the puzzling – at least to modern eyes – combina-
tion of insisting both on categorical cultural distinctiveness and categorical 
 cultural assimilation: to be Frisian means to be distinct and to be part of the 
German nation.
 There were far fewer public voices who opposed this view; Cornelius 
Petersen (1882–1935) was one of the most vocal ones. He argued that the Duchy 
of Schleswig was ‘old Danish soil’27 and its people formed an ethnic unit (das 
schleswigsche Volk) which shared common cultural and moral traits: ‘Schleswig 
is a unit in terms of economy and people’.28 In his ‘manifesto’ of 1919, he 
emphatically shows the parallels between life under Danish (until 1864) and 
Prussian (from 1864/1847) administration: both to artificially create feelings of 
national belonging and dislike of the other. To the normal population, borders 
are simply black lines on maps and it is only due to the respective civil servants 
that such borders become real and tools of division.29 In relation to the discus-
sion on the referendum in Zone 2, he warned that this ethnic unit of the Sch-
leswig people should not be torn apart and that instead the Schleswig people 
could serve as a bridge between Germany and Denmark. He suggested that the 
terrible experience of the First World War should be sufficient lesson to all that 
the German Empire had been wrong and fatal. In contrast to the German- friendly 
proponents of the Schleswig- Holsteiner Bund and the NV, Petersen argued that 
the cultural assimilation of Frisians by Germans was not voluntary but had 
formed a type of colonialism: ‘A superior class uses the guise of culture, religion 
and happification to dominate a people of peasants and to take their imagination 
and spiritual life out of their hands’.30 Importantly, his opposition to Germany 
did not imply identification with Denmark. He looked to the north rather than the 
south since in the north people are more lively, flexible and more receptive to 
beauty, he said. In the south, where German culture dominated, people are 
monotonous, their bookshelves empty or containing but a few cheap or unread 
books.31 The people of Schleswig and the Frisians in particular were not Danish 
in his view but Petersen felt that in Denmark, they could live a freer life than in 
Germany. This was echoed in particular on those Frisian islands that used to be 
Danish enclaves – rather than being parts of the Duchy of Schleswig – before the 
Prussian annexation of 1867, i.e. the island of Amrum and parts of the islands of 
Sylt and Föhr and it was here where the highest percentages in favour of 
Denmark were returned in the referendum in Zone 2.
 After the referendum had decided that Zone 2 would remain in Germany, the 
anti- German position did not disappear but instead organised itself by way of the 
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foundation the Friesisch- Schleswigscher Verein (FSV) in 1923. This association 
defined Frisians as a separate people (Volk), not part of the German people and 
quite explicitly saw itself partaking in political, not just cultural questions.32 It 
argued that better alliances could be formed with the Danish minority in 
Germany and that it would be meritable to extend the Frisians’ cultural links to 
the north, i.e. Denmark and Scandinavia.33 In contrast to the NV whose member-
ship largely hailed from the petit bourgeoisie and educated classes (teachers, 
vicars, landowners), the FSV attracted considerable support from the less afflu-
ent parts of society. In line with Petersen’s thinking, the FSV viewed the con-
nection with Germany as ultimately colonial in spirit and thus damaging to the 
Frisian people. Interestingly, in defining Frisian identity, at least some leading 
members of the FSV were as susceptible to biological and racial arguments as 
the NV. The distinctiveness of the Frisian people was a key argument in the 
debate of its acknowledgement as a national minority. With two major com-
peting associations dedicated to the Frisian cause, there was no official repre-
sentative of the Frisian people. The NV was a generation older (founded in 
1902) and more powerful due to its drawing most of its functionaries and mem-
bership from the German establishment of church and state administration. The 
FSV, though much smaller and much less accepted in the wider population,34 
was no less active than the NV and joined the association of national minorities 
in Germany, founded in 1924 in Berlin, and thus elevated the Frisians to the 
same status as the much less controversial minorities of Poles, Lithuanians, 
Danes and Sorbians in the country. In addition, by joining the association, the 
FSV declared that it would speak on behalf of the Frisians. This was completely 
unacceptable to the pro- German NV both in procedural practice and in content. 
The NV understood Frisians to be a historically distinct ethnicity which, 
however, was now, in the twentieth century, a proper part of the German 
people.35 The FSV’s aims to achieve official recognition of Frisians as a national 
minority and thus obtain legal production and, perhaps, a level of political or 
administrative autonomy (Selbstverwaltung), were rejected out of hand by the 
NV. Whilst it was acceptable and desirable to protect and further the Frisian lan-
guage, this should never happen at the expense of High German. This contro-
versy came to a head at the Congress for European Nationalities in Geneva in 
1925 and 1926.

The status of Frisian and the European Minorities Congress 
in Geneva
The Congress for European Nationalities formed to counter- balance the domi-
nance of nation states and state nations at the League of Nations in Geneva. At 
its first congress in 1925, it assembled representatives of various minorities to 
discuss how to best ensure that minority voices are heard on the international 
stage. At this first congress, representatives of the Danish and Polish minorities 
in Germany expressed their discontent on the non- inclusion of Frisians.36 This 
kicked off a major debate on what counted as a minority in Europe. In response 
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to the classificatory problems on what counts as a minority, the executive of the 
Congress set as minimum requirement in April 1926 that any applicant group 
ought to (a) be of a different nationality than the majority population, (b) be 
organised, and (c) have its own cultural autonomy.37 The last point of demon-
strating an independent Kulturwille was to be taken as proven if a majority of 
people condoned or at least did not object to the group’s representation at the 
Congress. The principal difficulty faced by the FSV was to provide evidence that 
such an independent Kulturwille could, indeed, be shown. Johannes Oldsen 
(1894–1958), the Chairman of the FSV, applied for membership at the Congress 
on behalf of the Frisian minority as organised in the FSV, in June 1926, arguing 
that the vast majority of those who still felt Frisian supported the aims of the 
FSV.38 However, Oldsen failed to provide sufficiently convincing evidence to 
the deciding committee so that no invitation to join the Congress was issued for 
the next meeting in August 1926. The whole issue of official recognition as a 
minority on a European level triggered some significant disquiet about the 
German- minded Frisians. Their principal representative body saw the Frisians as 
a tribe within the German people and not a separate minority and they felt that 
this needed to be affirmed publicly to extinguish any potential opposition. In 
their efforts to emphasise the pro- German self- identification, the NV received 
some considerable logistical support from both the regional and the Berlin gov-
ernment who were dismayed at the idea that in the region which had seen enough 
cultural conflict between Germans and Danes, a third distinct ethnic group 
sought recognition.
 The FSV argued that the 1920 referendum yielded enough Danish – and thus 
anti- German – votes to suggest that there was a sizeable and noteworthy 
minority to the German majority. Bogensee39 conjectures that as some 20 per 
cent of votes on the Frisian islands went to Denmark, it would suggest that these 
Frisians did not feel German – contrary to what the NV claimed – and thus were 
sufficiently distinct to qualify as a recognised group. He expresses his surprise at 
the fierce reaction to the plans to award minority status to the Frisians since all it 
would mean would be to afford a larger forum to the recognition of their ancient 
culture and language40 and not any political separation from the German state or 
their perceptual Germanness (Gesinnung). Any fear of Danisation of the Fri-
sians, as expressed by the NV, would seem absurd, given the degree of success-
ful Germanisation that the Frisians had undergone in recent history.41

 There was some agreement between the FSV and the NV. Rudolf Muuß 
(1892–1972), later, in 1927, to be chairman of the NV, concluded in his article 
in Kulturwehr, that both camps agreed that the Frisian language needed protec-
tion and promotion, and that cultural aspects which were part of being Frisian 
deserved special attention. However, he objected to the claim that the influence 
of German culture posed a threat. Instead, he argued, German culture was an 
integral and well- established part of Frisian culture, illustrated, for example, by 
the fact that the German language was the language of church, school and 
administration, and that those Frisians who achieved world- fame (Mommsen, 
Tönnies, Paulsen, etc.) published their thoughts in German. Muuß recognised the 
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importance of the Congress in Geneva but declined a representation of Frisians 
there since for them, Germany was not a Herbergsstaat (temporary shelter) but 
Heimat (home).42

 This controversy entrenched the division between the two associations pur-
porting to speak on behalf of the North Frisians. The Geneva Congress agreed to 
send a committee to the region to find out for themselves who the North Frisians 
really were. This caused some concern amongst the NV who were worried that 
if the committee would only meet with the FSV, they would get rather the wrong 
impression. On the back of this, Muuß and associates decided to issue a set of 
‘guidelines’ of what it meant to be Frisian and have these guidelines signed by 
as many Frisians as possible. The cost of collecting these signatures was met by 
the Schleswig- Holstein government.43 Named the Bohmstedt Guidelines (Bohm-
stedter Richtlinien) after the village of Bohmstedt where the NV held its 1926 
annual assembly, the initiative was exceptionally successful and collected some 
13,000 signatures from across all of North Frisia. It stated that:

1. We North Frisians are German- minded.
2. We have felt part of Schleswig- Holstein and German culture for centuries.
3. Within the framework of this culture, we wish to retain our ethnic 

distinctiveness.
4. We wish for our language to be supported in school and church within the 

Frisian- speaking areas.
5. We reject being seen as a national minority.44

These guidelines proved a powerful statement to resist the FSV’s drive to have 
the North Frisians recognised as a national minority. Even the FSV’s accusation 
that many of the signatures only came about through peer pressure – it was sug-
gested that one could abstain from signing as the collectors went from house to 
house45 and anyone resisting signing it would face the stigmatisation of being a 
‘Dane’ – the number of signees still vastly outstripped the estimated 600 North 
Frisians who were members of the FSV. The NV thus convincingly demon-
strated that their position of seeing North Frisians as Germans was held by the 
majority, though as Steensen maintains it must be borne in mind that the signa-
ture collection took place at a time of heated nationalist debate which doubtless 
influenced individuals’ decision to sign.46 The key question, namely whether the 
Frisians were a distinct people and thus qualified for particular rights and privi-
leges, was frequently submerged under a more general and actually quite irrele-
vant question of the German- Danish national conflict, which continued to trigger 
heated responses for decades to come. The division between the two associations 
speaking on behalf of the Frisians remains to the present day, although over the 
last twenty or so years, cooperation between the NV (now no longer with the 
addition of für Heimatkunde und Heimatliebe in its society name) and the FSV 
(now: friisk foriining, ‘Frisian Association’) is very amicable and productive.
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North Frisians as nation, ethnic group or sub- culture?
Our original challenge was to consider to what extent the term sub- culture as 
defined by Pyrah and Fellerer47 can readily and usefully be applied to the North 
Frisians. The meta- ethnic discussions of the early twentieth century, in particular 
the division of the Frisian movement with the foundation of the FSV in 1923, 
proved to be a fertile hunting ground for comments and statements on the notion 
of Frisian identity. Here, two major components drove the discussion: (a) to 
what extent did Frisians see themselves as separate from the Germans or as 
German and (b) to what extent does the former view imply an affinity to 
Denmark and hence pose a risk to the constitutional unity of Germany.
 These discussions were not without contradictions and circular arguments. 
When Rudolf Muuß – under the pseudonym of Sönke Paulsen – states categori-
cally that: ‘The Frisians – a special tribe with its own language and way of life, 
but not a suppressed minority as defined by international law’,48 then his state-
ment is, of course, by no means clear. The postulation of having a separate lan-
guage and way of life is usually the definition par excellence of what constitutes 
a nation, including a national minority. Those who favoured the recognition of 
Frisians as a national minority emphasised precisely these aspects, insisting, 
quite rightly, that the Frisian language is not a dialect of German, unlike the lan-
guages of the other German tribes (by which they presumably meant Swabians, 
Bavarians, Saxons, though these are never really listed in these discussions). 
Muuß (1926) followed on that one of the key features that demonstrate the non- 
minority status of the Frisians is that they did not strive for political independ-
ence but, of course, there are also plenty of minorities elsewhere that do not do 
that and yet maintain that they are not part of the majority population. Propo-
nents of the minority status of Frisians related to the relatively recent history and 
interpreted the dominance of High German in all formal pragmatic domains not 
as a harmonious arrangement self- imposed by the Frisians but the expression of 
colonialising power exerted from the ‘south’, which had become particularly bad 
since the beginning of the Prussian period in 1864/1867. The establishment of 
High German as the H- language dates back to the eighteenth century at least, 
however, the absence of North Frisian started even earlier; in fact, it is quite con-
ceivable that North Frisian had never been a language of formal writing (until 
the late twentieth century), though it needs to be remembered that the disastrous 
floods of 1352 and 1634 may have destroyed any such evidence. However, the 
paucity of older North Frisian texts, i.e. pre- 1800, would suggest that these 
developments of excluding North Frisian from H- language domains are much 
older than the arrival of the Prussians.
 What is striking about this opposition and conflicts of reasoning is that the 
existence of Frisians is never challenged and that a bundle of ethnological, cul-
tural and anthropological features is consistently mentioned where a definition of 
Frisians is required. This bundle includes the longevity of Frisian settlement in 
the area over at least 1000 years – although the presence of prehistoric graves 
shows clearly that they were not the first settlers, the type of architecture used to 
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build farmhouses, the constant struggles with weather and the sea, e.g. the 
placing of houses on mounds to protect them from flooding, and the reclamation 
of land from the sea by building dikes. In addition, reference to particular defin-
ing biological traits of North Frisians, e.g. that they are tall, of pale complexion 
and have long skulls, can be found in the nineteenth century until the middle of 
the twentieth century. Indeed, the view was commonly held that the North Fri-
sians were the purest ‘Germanic race’.49 Both those who argued in favour of a 
distinct minority status for the Frisians and those who opposed it supported this 
view. The most important distinguishing feature was, and is, the Frisians’ sepa-
rate language which to the present day features most prominently in descriptions 
of Frisianness, even though only a small percentage of Frisians still speak the 
language (perhaps 5000 speakers amongst some 50,000 North Frisians).
 In relation to the definition of sub- culture as ‘groups with wider, hybrid forms 
of cultural self- expression […] and multiple or simultaneous belonging’,50 it 
appears that the self- and external perceptions of North Frisians in the 1920s 
would match this. The hybridity of these expressions is less triggered by or 
shown through internally conflicting statements but has more to do with the 
differences between vocal groups. This does not just relate to the division 
between the FSV and the NV but also to tangible differences between Frisians 
from the islands and Frisians from the mainland, a grouping that surfaces with 
regard to the active engagement in pro- Frisian lobbying where mainland North 
Frisians tend to be more prominent than island North Frisians. This is likely to 
be related to the fact that mainland North Frisians have experienced much 
greater erosion, e.g. with regard to the use of the language, though this observa-
tion is, at best, hypothetical and not, of course, absolute. As with any classifica-
tion of such a large group of people, there will always be as many 
counterexamples as confirmations. This chapter is more likely to have shown the 
difficulty in making generalising comments about ethnic groups than about the 
applicability of the term sub- culture to the North Frisians in the 1920 and since.
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